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REPORT. 

IrHaca, N. Y., July 29, 1898. 

To His Excellency, the Commissioner of Agriculture of the State of 

LNvew York, Albany, N. Y. 

=n :— 

I have the honor to transmit herewith the eleventh annual report 

of the Agricultural Experiment Station of Cornell University, in accord- 

ance with the Act of Congress of March 2, 1887, establishing the 

Station. 

This document contains the report of the Director and the special 

reports of his scientific coadjutors, as well as copies of the bulletins 

published by the Station during the year and a detailed statement of 

the receipts and expenditures. 

The Experiment Station of Cornell University is supported by an 

annual appropriation from the Federal Treasury, and its influence has, 

in recent years, been greatly augmented by reason of supplementary 

appropriations made by the Legislature of the State of New York. I 

believe that the showing of the Director’s report abundantly vindicates 

the wisdom of these expenditures. 

I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 

J. G. SCHURMAN, 

President of Cornell University. 





REPORT OFTHE DIRECT OR: 

To the President of Cornell University. 

SIR :— 

I have the honor to transmit herewith the eleventh annual report 

of the Agricultural Experiment Station of Cornell University. The 

influence of the Station has been greatly augmented by reason of the 

funds provided in Chapter 128 of the Laws of 1897, and Chapter 67 

of the Laws of 1898 of the State of New York. 

This report embraces those of the Treasurer, the Chemist, the 

Botanist and Plant Pathologist, the Entomologist, the Agriculturist, the 

Horticulturist and those of the Professor of Veterinary Science and the 

Assistant Professor of Dairy Husbandry and Animal Industry ; together 

with Appendix I. of twelve bulletins; Appendix II.,a detailed statement 

of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1898, 

and Appendix III., four Nature-Study Leaflets. 

The bulletins are of unusual merit and show that the work in the 

various divisions of the Station has been conscientiously and intelligently 

prosecuted. Ten of the bulletins relate directly to problems which are 

of interest to all farmers, and two to special industries. The aim has 

been to give assistance to all who are pursuing general lines of agri- 

culture and to help and inform those who may be disposed to special- 

ize along difficult lines which, if successful, give promise of liberal 

rewards. 

The leaflets, four of which have been published during the year, are, 

we believe, effecting great and beneficial results in two ways. ‘They 

give valuable information, and create in pupils and teachers a love for 

nature and a desire to investigate nature’s laws or modes of action. 

The leaflets heretofore published, seven in all, have gone to many edi- 

tions, and the number of people, young and old, who are being reached 

and influenced directly by the bulletins and leaflets is now more than 

sixty thousand. 

Appended is a list, by titles, of the bulletins and leaflets issued 

during the year: 

No. 138, Studies and Illustrations of Mushrooms. 

No. 139, Third Report upon Japanese plums. 
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. 140, Second Report on Potato Culture. 

. 141, Powdered Soap as a Cause of Death Among Swill-Fed 

. 142, The Codling- Moth. 

. 143, Sugar Beet Investigations. 

. 144, Notes on Spraying and on the San José Scale. 

. 145, Some Important Pear Diseases. 

. 146, Fourth Report of Progress on Extension Work. 

. 147, Fourth Report upon Chrysanthemums. 

. 148, The Quince Curculio. 

. 149, Some Spraying Mixtures. 

LEAFLETS 1897. 

, How a Squash Plant Gets Out of the Seed. 

2, How a Candle Burns. 

3, Four Apple Twigs. 

4, A Children’s Garden. 

5, Some Tent-Makers. 

6, What is Nature-Study. 

7, Hints on Making Collections of Insects. 

LEAFLETS 1808. 

8, The Leaves and Acorns of Our Common Oaks. 

g, The Life History of the Toad. 

. 10, The Birds and I. 

. 11, Life in an Aquarium. 

Very respectfully submitted. 

I. P. ROBERTS, 

Director, 
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The Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station, in account with 

the United States Appropriation, 1897-8. 

To Receipts from the Treasurer of the United States Dr. 
as per appropriation for fiscal year ending June 30, 
1898, as per Act of Congress, approved March 2. 
1887; 

$13,500 00 
is 

Ey Gig eae OMey Bites =< lh ma aoe ei $8,537 83 
| 210 OTe Sg eNO i EG ERS IE ee aN 872 96 
PDC AMONG ioe e een Soc Se os 4 oe Scia,~ 2 A 7e ao 
estase and Stalionery:..=30.5205 52. eS. 214 84 
Retewete ana) PE XPECSS oes. sede oe LS - 2.19 
feat erent and: Wy ater. 2. See are 2°56 
Sheimical supplies, = 22s ae sec 2. tee 2s 35-95 
Seeds, Plants and Sundry Supplies.-.......-.- 410 QI 
PE EES ie or ea ee Ra iene bale eng Ss aS 7 60 
PACE MDE SUNS es Ms ea a a es ajage ese ee 2 a US 61 48 
Me et ee eS eo a ee ete 17 5a SE 
Tools, Implements and Machinery..-----..-- 9 90 
fammitire ang JP Ixtres. 2.0556 se 5 es 4 es 10.77 
Piette A podlats. 2.2 bec oS ce ek re 52 66 
NTE, SUGGS I es Be eae ee ee en a 137 48 
ravens wo APENSes=ey aoc o> Ul eee eee 148 81 
ontin vent xpenses... = < 7-2 .o:.. Si cas 16 00 
Badin aud Kepas 22. si- . 42 Ses 2 ees 569 67 

$13,500 00 

We, the undersigned, duly appointed auditors of the corporation, do 

hereby certify that we have examined the books and accounts of the Cor- 

nell University Agricultural Experiment Station for the fiscal year ending 

June 30, 1898; that we have found the same well kept and classified as 

above, and that the receipts for the year from the Treasurer of the United 

States are shown to have been $13,500.00, and the corresponding disburse- 

ments $13,500.00, for which all proper vouchers are on file, and have been 

by us examined and found correct, thus leaving no balance on hand. 

And we further certify that the expenditures have been solely for the 

purpose set forth in the Act of Congress approved March 2, 1887. 

(Signed) Hob. LORD, 
MYNDERSE VAN CLEEF, ; Auditors. 

(Seal) 

Attest: EMMONS L. WILLIAMS (Signed), 

Custodian. 
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REPORT! OF. THE - CHEMIST. 

To the Director of the Cornell University A gricultural Experiment 
Station. 

SIR :— 

As the Chemical work of the Station has been carried on largely 
by or under the immediate direction of the Assistant Chemist, I have 

requested him to prepare a report, which I herewith submit. 

Very respectfully yours, 

G. @, CALDWELE. 

To the Chemist of the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment 

Station. 

SIR :— 

The work of the Chemical Division of the Station during the past 

year has been along the following lines: 

ANALYSES. 

Reported in Bulletin No. 141. 
Bowsercdssoa psi 1 iv.7) iiss ste ti ees 3 samples 

Reported in Bulletin No. 143. 
Sieat beets) 1Ob SUG AT sia se ee a ee ph ae 522 samples 
Beet Seat by-pLOnWels rans oe al eee a ot 11 samples 

Reported in Bulletin No. 149. 
WESCRUICIO ES. foe en ot Nee Sees SS eS 6 samples 

Miscellaneous (not published). 
ioeders ys stasis i See ete a eet 5 samples 
Behtihizens: 2 aes peeks. ete ecto 2 Sse ate Pherae aah 2 samples 
Fertilizer used to test effect on colors of chrysan- 

fiemitan, ebalS.. 2. SaaS ow Pea =e seer 4 samples 
Salis ee tees = Sas te eee cee cee eee eee 5 samples 

Progress in work unreported. 
a. Investigation of the nitrogen of the celery plant. 
b. Butter colors, with particular reference to aniline dyes. 
c. Condimental foods ; fodder analyses, detection of condiments 

and determination of ash ingredients. 
d. Investigations on acid soils. 

Very respectfully submitted, 

G. W. CAVANAUGH, 





REPORT -OF<1 RE-BOPANIST: 

To the Director of the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment 

Station. 

SIR :— 

During the past year two bulletins have been published from the 

Botanical Division. 
Bulletin 138, ‘‘ Studies and Illustrations of Mushrooms,” is the first 

of a series of popular bulletins upon the more common edible and 

poisonous mushrooms. In this first one, a full but simple account of 

the growth and structure of the common mushroom (Agaricus cam- 

pestris) is given, and description of the smooth lepiota (Lepiota 

nmaucina) and one of the deadly amanitas (Amanita phalloides). 

These plants. are illustrated by about twenty-five cuts mostly from 

photographs. 

Many letters commending the publication of such a series and 

complimenting the beauty and accuracy of the illustrations have been 

received by me, not only from persons in this country, but also from 

England, Germany and France. It has led to a request from several 

institutions for lantern slides and prints of many of the photographs 

of mushrooms which we have studied here, and these have been sup- 

plied to the Regius Keeper of the Royal Botanic Garden of Edin- 

burgh, to one of the professors of Botany in the University of Berlin, 

and to the Director of the Field Columbian Museum at Chicago. 

The bulletin has been republished entire in a number of journals and 

papers, and several cuts have been used in numerous publications. 

Illustrations are now ready for one or more bulletins of the series, 

and they can be published as soon as funds are available for the 

purpose. 

The other bulletin from the Botanical Division was prepared by Mr. 

B. M. Duggar, the Assistant Cryptogamic Botanist of the Experiment 

Station, whose report I append here. 

Very respectfully yours, 

G. F. ATKINSON, 
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To the Botanist of the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment 

Station. 

SIR :— 

During the past year a bulletin on “Some Important Pear 

Diseases” has been published. This bulletin comprised, especially, 

notes upon the leaf-spot of pear, another leaf fungus, probably often 

confused with leaf-blight. Leaf-blight, scab, and pear-blight are also 

discussed and illustrated. Spraying experiments demonstrated that 

Bordeaux mixture may be effectually used to prevent the leaf-spot. 

Other more obscure and less injurious pear fungi are under observation. 

Investigations upon a mold growth occurring upon the parchment 

paper lining and upon the wood of butter tubs have determined the 

conditions of growth of the fungus. Care in the selection of tubs 

made from well-seasoned heart wood, the storing of tubs in a dry 

place, and the use of the best parchment paper will probably reduce 

the amount of mold. Experiments indicate that the use of one per 

cent. formalin solution, or a very weak solution of copper sulphate on 

the paper will prevent the growth of mold. These results were pub- 

lished through the agricultural press. 

Onion fields are being closely observed for the appearance of the 

disease known as ‘onion blight.” In regions frequently troubled 

by this disease, preventive spraying experiments are now in progress. 

A rot of greenhouse tomatoes has been the subject of considerable 

experimentation. No fungus has been found associated with the 

disease, and the attempt is being made to ascertain, if possible, the 

conditions which may induce it. 

The shot-hole fungus and the shot-hole effect on leaves of peaches, 

plums and apricots have received some attention, and this work nay 

be completed during the present season. 

Field spraying experiments with the late blight of celery indicate 

that Bordeaux mixture is effective for the prevention of the disease, 

and that this fungicide may be used until within about five weeks of 

bleaching. 

Studies upon some ‘“‘ damping off ” fungi are in progress. An effort 

is also being made to look more carefully into the subject of the bacterial 

diseases of plants. 

Very respectfully submitted, 

B. M. Duccar, 



Peron TOF THE ENTOMOLOGIST. 

To the Director of the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment 

Station : 

SIR :— 

As the Entomological work of the Station has been performed 

during the past year almost entirely by the Assistant Entomologist, I 

have requested him to prepare a report on it, which I herewith transmit. 

Very respectfully yours, 

J. H. Comstock. 

Lo the Entomologist of the Cornell University Agricultural Expert- 

ment Station : 

SIR :— 

The work of the Entomological Division of the Station during the 

past year has been along the same lines as in previous years. 

That is, our energies have been devoted to a careful and exhaustive 

study of a few insect pests, rather than to fragmentary observations 

upon many insects, from which one can rarely draw conclusions of 

much practical value to the agriculturist. 

The correspondence of this Division is steadily increasing each 

year. It enables us to reach urgent cases quickly, and is thus one of 

the most valuable features of our work. Furthermore, it enables us 

to keep in touch, from year to year, with a corps of observers through- 

out the state who often render valuable aid during an insect outbreak 

in their locality. 

Last year, the pear psylla, the apple tree tent-caterpillar, and 

the canker-worms ravaged orchards in all sections of the state. 

This year all of these insects appeared in increased numbers in 

many localities. Some pear growers are becoming discouraged 

from their apparently futile efforts to control the psylla and other 

insect foes. ‘Thousands of valuable apple trees have been entirely 

stripped of their foliage by the apple tree tent-caterpillar, aided 

in many cases by its near relative, the forest tent-caterpillar, 
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This latter insect has also increased its ravages in the forests of many 

portions of the state during the past year; in many apple orchards it 

was equally as numerous as the former species. 

It is doubtful if there was ever a time in the history of the state 

when the canker-worms were so numerous and destructive as during 

the past spring. After traveling through western New York, we are 

convinced that at least 3,000 acres of valuable apple orchards in 

Niagara, Orleans, Monroe and Wayne counties have been completely 

stripped of their foliage or ‘‘burned” by canker-worms during the 

spring of 1898. ‘This is an alarming state of affairs, and yet but little 

is being done in many cases to check their multiplication or ravages. 

During the past year we have made a careful study of these canker- 

worms and the methods employed to fight them. We find that there 

are three other canker-worm-like caterpillars, or measuring worms, at 

work with the well-known fall and spring canker-worms in western 

New York apple orchards. We have a fine series of photographs 

illustrating the different stages in the lives of all five of these measur- 

ing worms; the series also include pictures of the work of the insects, 

of the traps used to prevent their ravages, and some flashlight photos 

of the moths ascending the trees for oviposition at night. During the 

coming year, we expect to get all of this material into bulletin form. 

For several years the grape-vine flea-beetle or “steely beetle” has 

done much damage to the opening buds of grapes in many localities. 

This year the insect seems to be more numerous than ever, resulting 

in the destruction of the entire crop in some cases. This fact led us 

to undertake a careful study of the pest, with the result that some new 

facts have been discovered. We hope to discuss this insect in a 

bulletin during the coming year. 

As a few new washes for peach borers have been very strongly 

recommended recently, we have decided to continue our extensive 

experiment another year to thoroughly test these washes. The results. 

from these four-year tests of the many methods recommended for pre- 

venting the ravages of this destructive peach pest will be of incalcula- 

ble value to peach growers. 

During the year the following bulletins have been issued from this 

Division: 

No. 142, The Codling Moth. 

No. 148, The Quince Curculio. 
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And in connection with the Horticultural Division : 

No. 144, Notes on Spraying and on the San José Scale. 

We have prepared many articles for publication in the leading 

agricultural journals, and the funds from the State appropriation, 

Chapter 67, Laws of 1898, have enabled us to attend several important 

horticultural meetings, and also to do much necessary and valuable 

field work. 

Respectfully submitted, 

M. V. SLINGERLAND. 





REPORT OF THE AGRICULTURIST. 

To the Director of the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment 

Station. 

a —— 

The work of the Agricultural Division during the past year has 

been very largely along the lines mentioned in my last report. The 

work in 1897 with potatoes was very satisfactory, and Bulletin 140, 

“Second Report on Potato Culture,” has been issued. ‘The results 

obtained verify the conclusions which were stated in the former 

bulletin on potatoes, No. 130. 

The success of the experiments with potatoes has attracted wide 

attention, and many farmers of the state have adopted the Cornell 

method. So important is this work with potatoes that the experiments 

are being continued, and it is hoped that the results already secured 

may be still further emphasized. 

The establishment of beet sugar factories in the state causes 

questions relating to the culture of the sugar beet to become of 

importance. In Bulletin 143, “Sugar Beet Investigations,” were 

published the results obtained in 1897 not only on the home grounds, 

but throughout the state. ‘The experiments of last year are being 

repeated, and an attempt is being made to answer some questions of 

importance relating to sugar beet culture. 

“A line of experiments has been undertaken looking towards the 

renovation of old pastures. Much of the land devoted to pastures is 

of such a nature that it cannot conveniently be tilled. Through 

neglect or otherwise, the pasture has become moss grown and 

weedy, and the soil, in many cases, is acid. If some practical way 

is found for renovating these pastures, it will be of the utmost 

importance. 

Some of the field experiments, which are now under way, are a 

Study of leguminous plants with reference to their nitrogen gathering 

powers; the introculture of grain crops; testing of various forage 

plants sent here by the Department of Agriculture at Washington, and 
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the effect upon crop production of barn manure when shavings and 

straw have been used as absorbents. 

What now seems to be of prime importance is that the results of 

our experiments should be more widely known by the farmers of the 

state. Where certain methods of tillage have been found superior, 

some means should be adopted by which these methods shall 

become more widely known and generally practiced. By establishing 

co-operative experimental plats in various sections of the state, where 

the Cornell methods can be illustrated, it is possible much good 

would result. This plan has been successfully adopted with sugar 

beets, and it would seem wise to adopt a similar practice with reference 

to some other important farm crops. 

Very respectfully submitted. 

L. A. CLINTON. 
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To the Director of the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment 

Station. 

SIR :— 

In submitting a report of the work of this Division for the year 

ending June 30, 1898, I beg to say, the work which was begun last 

year in spraying for the San José scale has been continued under the 

personal supervision of Mr. H. P. Gould, who has extended his work 

by including in his experiments a badly infested nursery. A consider- 

able number of prepared insecticides and fungicides are being tested 

on orchards and various garden crops. Several orchards are also being 

sprayed by Mr. Gould, continuing his work of last year in this line. 

The third year study of the dahlia and chrysanthemum is being carried 

on by Mr. W. Miller with a special view to the training and manuring 

for the best results. A very comprehensive study of the garden pea 

has been taken up by Mr. G. N. Lauman, who has also under his 

charge perhaps the largest collection of pelargoniums ever brought 

together in America. This collection comprises upwards of one 

thousand varieties and many species, and has been collected in order 

to study the evolution of this genus. The experiments with fertilizers 

on strawberries in Oswego county, undertaken last year, have been 

continued, and in addition several beds have been set apart for spraying 

for the mildew and leaf blight of the strawberry. ‘The workin Orange 

county on the culture of celery continues this year. On the Station 

grounds additions have been made to the varieties of fruits, a large 

number of scions of Japanese plums having been set. In small fruits 

there are recent introductions in strawberries and raspberries, most of 

them fruiting for the first time in this vicinity. About four hundred 

seedling strawberry plants are fruiting this year, these seedlings being 

the results of crosses made under glass in the winter of 1896-7 with a 

view to the fixing of character by in-breeding. In the forcing houses, 

the work of the year has been the growing of chrysanthemums and 

pelargoniums, the forcing of cucumbers, tomatoes and strawberries, the 

last with very marked results which will soon be published in bulletin 
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form. ‘The fruit trees mentioned in the last report are in condition to 

be forced this coming winter and a house has been arranged for forc- 

ing them. 

The bulletins of this Division issued this year are: 

No. 139, Third Report on Japanese plums: L. H. Bailey. 

No. 144, Suggestions on Spraying and on the San José Scale: 

H. P. Gould. 

No. 147, Fourth Report upon Chrysanthemums: Wilhelm Miller. 

Very respectfully submitted, 

C.. ke Hunn, 

In charge. 



REPORT OF THE VETERINARIAN. 

To the Director of the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment 

Station. 

SIR :-— 

Under the auspices of the Agricultural Experiment Station a series 

of investigations have been made into the nature and causes of con- 

tagious abortion in cows. While these were seriously restricted for 

lack of means, and were necessarily left incomplete, yet in reporting 

progress, certain points may be named as fairly indicated by the work 
already accomplished : 

1. We failed to find in the aborting herds of New York the germ 

described by Bang as the cause of abortion in Denmark. 

2. As the result of a very extended series of cultures from the 

uterine products of the aborting animals in widely different parts of the 

state, Dr. Moore has found in all such cases a specific bacillus, which 

is not found in such uterine products in the parturient cows in healthy 

herds, and this is, therefore, in all probability, an important factor in 

the production of the disease. 

3. The introduction of this bacillus into the vagina of healthy cows 

in advanced pregnancy did not hinder such animals from carrying the 

foetus the full time, but the bacillus continued to propagate itself in the 

vagina for months both before and after parturition. As abortions 

often occur at the sixth and seventh month, when the germ was pre- 

sumably present at conception, this failure to cause abortion when 

introduced in the last half of pregnancy is not surprising. 

4. Two healthy cows into the passages of which the bacillus was 

introduced very shortly after service, retained the germ for months, 

but failed to carry on gestation, the early embryo having probably 

passed out in a mucopurulent discharge which continued for a con- 

siderable time. 

s. From extensive data collected from all parts of the state it 

appears that though contagious abortion often prevails in a herd for 

a period of ten or fifteen years, yet it is mainly in the newly purchased 

animals, or in animals pregnant with their first or second calf, and 
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hence presumably exposed to the infection for the first time. It is 

rather the rule than the exception that a cow does not abort a second 

time, and it is very unusual to have them abort a third year in succes- 

sion, apart from some especial cause other than infection. 

Although the cow continues to carry the germ for a length of time, 

she appears to become early immune from its pathogenic action on her 

own system, and while it is important to rid her of its presence, this is 

rather as a part of the general disinfection for the protection of other 

animals that are yet susceptible than as a means of guarding her 

against a new abortion. 

Very much remains to be done in this field, and, to give entirely 

satisfactory results, a herd should be maintained under constant control 

and scientific observation. 

Respectfully, 

JAMEs Law. 



REPORT OF THE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 

OF DAIRY HUSBANDRY AND 

ANIMAL INDUSTRY. 

To the Director of the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment 

Station. 

SIR :— 

The work of the Dairy Division of the Experiment Station has 

progressed along the lines pursued in previous years. ‘The State 

appropriation, Chapter 67, Laws of 1898, has furnished means for con- 

ducting Extension Work in Dairying, and for beginning investigation 

in Dairy Bacteriology. For this last work Mr. A. R. Ward has been 

chosen. Mr. W.W. Hall has done much of the work in Extension 

teaching, and Mr. Leroy Anderson has been a very useful general 

assistant through the past year. 

A considerabie amount of material is now ready for publication in 

the form of bulletins. 
Respectfully submitted. 

H. H. WING, 
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faeries AND ILLUSTRATIONS OF MUSH- 

ee LOMVi ass INO. lL. 

BY GEO. FF. ATKINSON. 

With the publication of this bulletin it is proposed to begin a series 

of short illustrated articles on the fleshy fungi belonging chiefly to the 

so-called mushroom family. While there are several thousand differ- 

ent species of plants belonging to this group, which are more or less 

striking because of size, color, or form, they seem to have attracted 

very little attention from people generally. ‘There-is no reason why 

persons who have no technical knowledge of the science of botany 

should not know a dozen or more of the different common species, 

which appear through different seasons, in the same way that they 

come to know some of the common birds which visit us each summer. 

In cities and in the larger towns there is a growing number of 

persons who are able to recognize, with a fair degree of certainty, the 

plant which is usually understood to bear the name of “ the 

mushroom,’ and which appears chiefly during late summer and 

autumn in lawns, pastures, and similar open places in fields.* This 

plant sometimes occurs in great abundance, and the eagerness with 

which it is sought, by those who know its value as a food or relish, 

testifies to its importance as an article of diet. 

If the worth of mushrooms as food was properly appreciated, even 

by the inhabitants of small villages and of the country, the ability to 

recognize several of the common species would not be difficult to 

acquire by those who would give an amount of attention to the sub- 

ject equal to that which they bestow upon some other natural objects. 

One reason why so little is known even of the common species 1s 

because in many neighborhoods there is no one who can recognize 

several of them, and thus impart the information concerning the kinds, 

and their prominent characters, to others. A slight degree of interest 

*In the collection of some of the material and in making some of the 

photographs with which this bulletin is illustrated, I have been assisted by 

Mr. H. Hasselbring, a student of botany. 
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in these objects, with some observation as to form, the parts and the 

color of these fungi, with some one to whom the determination of the 

plant might be referred for a few times, would at length enable many 

persons to recognize a number of the commoner species, just as they 

come to recognize the more common birds. Many of us come to 

know the common birds from childhood without any technical 

knowledge of ornithology. It is by observation year after year, and 

association with our elders, who have in a similar ge come to know 

them, that we in turn know them. 

When once there are several in a neighborhood who can distinguish 

a few of the commoner mushrooms, this information might be handed 

down to generations, so that there would be no more difficulty for those 

who chose to observe carefully, to learn well several of the fleshy fungi, 

than there would be in coming to know many of the natural objects 

which we learn ina similar way. One might not be able to name the 

technical characters of the plant, but after observing it a number of 

seasons, It would be known on sight, or after an examination of the 

several parts, when these combined would present to the mind the 

characters of the plant as a whole, which makes up the concept of the 

species in the mind of those who do not make a pretense to a study 

of science. In addition to this, if some attention in the schools could 

be given to teaching the general characters of these plants (not a 

technical treatment), 1t would lay the foundation for the gradual appli- 

cation of this knowledge in later observations. 

Another reason why so few are able to recognize no more than one, 

is the general impression with many persons that there are but two 

species of this group, the “‘sushroom” and the ‘ /oadstool.” ‘That is, 

many persons have the impression that there is but one ‘ mush- 

room,” the one which is ‘‘ pink underneath,” while all the others are 

“toadstools.” Still others believe that all the members of the mush- 

room family can be separated into two groups, mushrooms which are 

edible, and toadstools which are poisoneus. But this is all a mistake. 

There is no infallible test, like the “ silver-spoon ” test, nor any set of 

characters which will enable one to clearly separate these plants into 

two such groups. ‘There are quite a number of these plants which 

are edible, a few which are very poisonous, a large number which 

are more or less indigestible, and a still greater number which have 

not yet been tested, and therefore their properties are not known, 
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Botanists do not usually recognize any distinction between mushrooms 

and toadstools. Either name may be applied indiscriminately to any 

member of the group ; that is, the terms are synonymous, except that in 

some cases the term mushroom is applied to the species of commerce, 

and which also grows in the feral state, while the term ‘oadstool is 

applied to all others whether edible or not. ‘The safest way is to learn 

to recognize certain species even though the number be few. 

So much has been written in recent years upon the value of the 

‘edible mushrooms for food and the profusion in which they sometimes 

occur, that there is a growing desire on the part of many people to 

avail themselves of this article of wholesome diet. But warned by the 

difficulties which beset the ordinary fungus hunter in determining the 

species of these plants which are to be found, as well as by the crop 

of fatalities recurring every season, brought forth through a mistaken 

mushroom identity, many are deterred from making use of the quanti- 

ties of nourishing and inexpensive food growing within easy reach. 

When one has trained himself to recognize one or more of the com- 

mon edible species with certainty, they can be collected and eaten 

with safety. But until this can be done it is well to give all a ‘“ wide 

berth,” unless there is some person for “ referee”” whom we know to 

possess either the technical knowledge necessary for discrimination, or 

who with no technical knowledge but with long personal acquaintance 

with the species, knows it just as we come to know some other natural 

objects by careful observation. It should not be understood, how- 

ever, that all who profess to be connoisseurs in the art of recognizing 

“ toadstools ” as poisonous rightly judge all the species they list among 

their acquaintances. 

The publication in a single bulletin of careful descriptions of but a 

few species, with several illustrations representing the important char- 

acters and the several aspects, which the plants assume at different 

stages of growth, it is believed will encourage a careful study, or 

observation of these few, so that they will become familiar to one and 

easy to detect. These few facts being assimilated and the beginner 

having become measurably familiar with a few forms, another pamph- 

let devoted to a few additional species can follow with profit. 

In this bulletin only three of these fleshy fungi are illustrated and 

described. Two of these are edible and are very common during 

August and the autumn months in lawns, pastures, and similar open 
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places. The third one is a deadly poisonous one, and is here illustrated 

and described, not only because a majority of the fatalities from 
” “mushroom-eating ” are probably chargeable to its seductive appear- 

ance and virulent properties, but also because it is perhaps sometimes 

mistaken by the novice for the common mushroom. 

THE COMMON MUSHROOM. 

(Agaricus campestris L.) 

Figure 87 is from a photograph of a specimen of the common 

mushroom (or pratelle) which has been pulled and is lying on the 

table. ‘The parts are easily recognized and named. ‘The stem (some- 

times called the stipe) is cylindrical, or tapers a little toward the lower 

87.—Agaricus campestris. View of under side shawing stem, 

annulus, gil/s and margin of pileus, 

end. Near its upper end is a sort of a collar, usually termed a 

“ring” (or technically an aznulus), which encircles it. ‘This ring 1s 

very delicate in this plant, is white like the stem, of a very thin, satiny 

texture, and more or less ragged on the edge. 

The more or less circular expanded disk into which the stem hts 1s 

called the “‘ cap” (technically tie pileus, which 1s the Latin tor cap) 

The upper portion, of which we can see only the margin in this 
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picture, 1s convex. (See figure 94.‘ The surface is usually white, 

though sometimes brownish, and usually is ccvered by a thin layer of 

very delicate threads, while the flesh or inner portion is more com- 

pact, and is white also 

On the under side of the cap are numerous thin plates or “ gills” 

(lamellz), which radiate from near the stem to the margin of the cap. 

These are shown in figure 96 as fine radiating lines. They do not quite 

reach the stem, or, when they do, they are not attached to it. When 

88 —Avaricus campestris. ‘ Buttons” peeping through the sod. 

Some spawn at the left lower corner, Soil removed from front, 

the plant is very young the gills are first white, but soon become a 

bright pink color, and in age change to a dark brown. The substance 

of the stem is less compact at the center, but the stem is not really 

hollow, though in some instances there are slight indications of It. 

The parts of the common mushroom, then, are cap ( fileus), gills 

(Zamella), stem (stipe), ring (annulus). We must bear in mind, how- 

ever, that there are many other plants which possess just these sare 
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parts, but that they can be distinguished by the color, form, texture, 

etc., of the parts. Before examining the structure of the mushroom 

more closely we may inquire into its history. I mean its life history; 

how it grows from a bit of white stuff to the size and form shown in 

the figure. 

If we turn to figure 88 we see some quite small plants of the 

common mushroom, which are just peeping through the sod, and 

are lifting their caps among the clover and blades of grass. ‘The 

earth was removed from one side before the photograph was 

89.—Agaricus campestris. Soil removed to show large ‘* button,” and 
7 y, , i 

numerous small * buttons” attached to the '‘spawn” or strands of 

mycelium, 

taken, so that the short stems in the soil are laid bare. At this 

age the plant is popularly called a “‘ button,” because of its form. ‘Two 

quite small ‘‘ buttons” still underneath the sod have been bared by 

the removal of the earth. At the left lower corner of the picture are 

some small white bits of mushroom stuff yet ‘‘ unformed.” This is 

known popularly as the ‘‘sfawn.” In another photograph (figure 8g) 

this ‘‘spawn”’ is better shown. This has also been uncovered. Here 

the spawn is shown to consist of rather coarse whitish strands, or 

cords. One large button is present, and scattered on either side. are 
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These are miniature buttons, several minute rounded white masses. 
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Some of them can be seen attached to the and are very young. 

1 of the same group, 1 Figure 60 is from a photograp strands of spawn. 
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a little enlarged, after the soil has been washed away from the spawn 

and the buttons. Here the connection of the very young buttons with 

the cords of spawn can be very clearly seen. These strands or cords 

are made up of numerous minute whitish threads, known to botanists 

as mycelium. Inthe group of fungi to which the mushroom belongs, 

the mycelial threads are often interwoven into such strands in some- 

what the same way as fibers are woven into cords or ropes, though not 

12 such regular fashion, and of course they grow in this form. They 

are often spoken of as cords or strands* of mycelium. In the soil the 

mycelium grows and forms new strands, obtaining its nutriment from 

the decaying humus and other vegetable matter. 

91.—Ayaricus campestris, Sections of “buttons” of different sizes, 

showing formation of gills and veil covering them, 

At certain points on the strands the mycelium grows to form these 

rounded bodies known as buttons. At first they are of the size of pin 

heads, and soon increase to the size of bird shot, then peas, when a 

minute stem begins to appear with the button growing on its free end. 

This increase in size, as well as the increase in the length of the stem, 

lifts its head and the upper part of the stem from the ground, and it 

rapidly expands into the mature mushroom. If we split several of 

these buttons of different sizes down through the cap and the stem, 

* The term rhiizomorph is also applied to these strands of mycelium. 
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we shall see the curious way in which the gills and the ring are formed. 

The photograph shown in figure gr represents five of these stages. 

In the smaller ones the young gills in the sections resemble two eyelets. 

These have been covered over on the outside by the mycelium grow- 

ing downward from the cap, and upward from the stem, the ends of 

the thread interlacing to form a veil which extends all around the stem 

covering the constricted portion at the junction of the stem with the 

button. If we cut across the button at this point the gills would show 

as a ring with the veil outside. 

92.—A saricus campestris, Nearly mature plants, showing veil 

still stretched across the gill cavity. 

As the plant grows all these parts increase in size, the gills extending 

downward by the growth of the mycelium in radiating lines to form the 

plates. As the cap expands the veil is stretched and a cavity appears 

between the free edges of the gills and the veil. If we now look at 

figure 92, which is from a photograph of the underside of two nearly 

mature plants, we can see the veil stretched over the gills from the 

margin of the pileus to the stem. Here we can see how delicate. the 

texture of the veil is, and how easily it is torn. During these stages 

the gills are pink in color, except in the very youngest, when they are 
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white, unless by some accident the plant becomes old before the veil 

breaks. The cap now expands more and more, and the veil is ruptured, 

as shown in figures 93 and 94. In both of these photographs the frag- 

ments of the veil are shown clinging partly to the stem and partly to 

the margin of the pileus, where the dripping tender fibrils lend a weird 

aspect to the spectre-like plant as it lifts its head from the sod at night. 

3ecause of the very delicate and fragile character of the veil, it 

does not in many cases remain clinging to the stem as a complete 

ring, and it is also in some cases quite evanescent. In figure 87 the 

63.—v1garicus campestris, Undr view of two plints gust afier rupture 

of the veil, fragments of the latter clinging both to margin of pilus 

and to stem, 

ring 1s well formed. In figure 94, where the photograph was taken 

soon after the rupture of the veil, the edge of the ring has a tendency 

to be double where the threads break away from the inner and outer 

edges of the cap. In some other mushrooms this double character of 

the ring is quite pronounced, but here it is quite rare. 

Sometimes the fibrils on the surface of the pileus are drawn into 

triangular patches which point outward, as shown in figure gs. This 

gives a scaly appearance to the surface of the pileus. While in the 

ordinary form of this mushro»m tie surface of the cap is white, often’ 
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the fibrils on the surface are 

brownish. In one form of 

the plant thetriangular scales 

are dark brown, and give it 

a quite different aspect. 

This dark scaly form some- 

times appears early in the 

spring. 

If we note the position of 

the gills carefully, as we can 

by referring to the photo- 

graph (represented in figure 

g6) of the under side of the 

pileus, it will be seen that 

they do not quite reach the 

stem and are rounded at the 

inner end. ‘They are thus 

only attached by their upper 

edges to the under surface 

of the pileus. Between the 

94.—Agaricus campestris, Flant 12 naturat 
position gust after rupture of veil, showing 
tendency to double annulus on the stem, 
Portions of the weil also dripping trom 
margin of pileus. 

95: —Agaricus campes (vis, Plant showing loose fibrils on surface of 

fileus drawn into triangular scales. 
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longer ones are shorter ones which reach, some only a little distance 

from the margin of the pileus, while others reach half or two-thirds 

the way to the stem. ‘The space is thus used to good purpose, 

and the entire under surface of the pileus is crowded with these gills 

or lamelle. 

The shape of the gills as well as their position can be well seen in 

figure 97, which is a photograph of a longitudinal section of a mature 

plant. On the 

right is rep- 

resented an 

entire or long 

gill, which re- 

minds one 

somewhat of 

the blade of 

a knife. On 

the left are 

represented 

two of the 

short gills 

which lie in 

front of one 

of the long 

ones. The 

surface of 

these gills 

forms what is 

termed the 

fruiting sur- 

face of the 
96.—Agaricus campestris, View of under side of pileus, 

showing arrangement of gills. mushroom, or 

hymenium. 

The structure of the gill is quite specialized, and here we find parts 

which are characteristic of the great group of plants to which the 

mushroom belongs. If we cut very thin slices or sections across a 

few of the gills, and mount them in water under a thin cover glass 

for examination with the microscope, we shall see revealed these 

peculiarities, Figure 98 represents such a section of two gills. We 
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see here that even this 

the 

largely made up of fine 

threads of 

closely interlaced and 

part of plant is 

mycelium 

woven together. 

Through the center of 

the gills the mycelium 

continues down from 

that of the pileus. This 

middle portion of the 

gill is termed the ¢vama. 

Just outside of this, on 

either side, is a layer 
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cells of the sub-hymeni- 

um are borne the club- 
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¢ 

97.—Agaricus campestris. 

through stem and pileus: 
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Longitudinal section 

a, pileus, b, por- 

tion of veil on margin of pileus; c, gill; 

{, fragment of annulus ; e, stipe. 

98.—A varicus cam- 

pestris. Section 

Of two giliss~ tr, 

trama; hy, 

hymenium, b, ba- 

sidium. 

sab 

stand closely 

parallel in a 

layer on each 

surface of the 

gill forming the 

~ hymenium. Each 

of these club- 

shaped cells is 

termed a basil. 

tum (the Latin 

word for club) 

Each _ basidium 

bears at its free 

extremity two 

slender process- 

lend 

to the basidium 

es, which 

a forked appear- 

ance. Each one 

of these pro- 
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cesses is termed a s¢evigma* (plural, sterigmata). Each sterigma bears 

a spore, which is a nearly rounded or oval body, so that each 

basidium in the common mushroom (Agaricus campestris) bears two 

sterigmata and two spores, while in a majority of the members of 

the group the basidia bear four sterigmata and four spores. 

At maturity these spores easily fall away from these little forked 

processes (sterigmata) and give a dark brown coating to the objects on 

which they fall. ‘he spores are purple brown in color, and as they 

mature, their number on the surface of the gills accounts for the dark 

brown color of 

the latter. One 

& 
earth one 

sie De 
NGS =D ' KEN = 

b zs 
99.—Agaricus campestris. Portion of gill in section ; 

tr, trama ; hy, sub-hymenium ; b, basidium, layer of basi- 

dia forms hymenium; st, sterigma; sp, spore. 

perpendicularly, but drift and thus confuse the 

graph of such a spore-print of Agaricus campestris 

* Pronounced ster-ig'ma ; ster-ig’ma-ta. Figures 98 

from nature by Dr. Bertha Stoneman, 

can obtain what is 

sometimes called 

a ‘“spore-print” of 

the under surface 

of the mushroom, 

or arrangement of 

the gills, by cut- 

ting off the stem 

and placing the 

pileus on white 

paper for a few 

hours. It should 

be placed where 

there are no drafts 

of air and covered 

with a bell jar or 

other closely fit- 

ting vessel to 

avoid the shifting 

currents of air, 

since the spores 

are so light they 

would not fall 

print. A photo- 

is shown in figure 

and 99 were drawn 

ita 
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100, the dark lines representing the long heaps of spores where they 

fell from the surfaces of the gills. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF AGARICUS CAMPESTRIS. 

The common mushroom (Agaricus campestris) grows in lawns, 

pastures and similar places. It averages 5-8 cm. (2-3 inches) in 

height, the pileus being 5—12 cm. in diameter. 

Pileus.—The cap or pileus is convex or more or less expanded, the 

surface being nearly smooth, or more or less silky hairv, these fibrils 

100,— 4 garicus campestris, Spore-print. 

sometimes being collected into triangular scales. ‘The color of the 

surface is usually white, but varies to light brown, while the flesh is 

white. 

Gills.—When the plant is very young the gills are first white, but 

soon become pink, and later purple brown or dark brown from the 

numerous purple colored spores on the surface. The gills are free 

from the stem, and rounded on their inner ends. 
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Veil and Annulus.—The veil is thin, white, silky and very frail. As 

the pileus expands, the veil is stretched and finally torn, when it clings 

as a thin collar cr ring (annulus) around the stem, or fragments dangle 

from the margin of the pileus. As the plant becomes old, the annulus 

shrivels up and becomes inconspicuous. 

Stem or Stipe.-—The stem is white, nearly cylindrical, or slightly 

tapering at the lower end. It varies from 3-8 cm. long and 1-2 cm. 

in diameter. ‘The flesh is solid, though less firm at the center. 

GROWTH OF THE MUSHROOM. 

The mycelium in the form of delicate threads or stouter strands 

(called spawn) lives in the soil, absorbing in solution certain of the 

substances of decaying vegetable matter, which it appropriates for 

growth and increase. It lives here for several months, or in some 

cases for years, before developing the fruiting portion which is the 

‘‘mushroom.” ‘This first appears as a minute rounded mass on the 

strands of mycelium. It grows in size to form a ‘ button” with a 

stem. ‘The young gills are formed by the mycelium growing down- 

ward in radiating ridges from the under side of the margin of the 

button, the gills at first being covered by a delicate veil of interlacing 

threads, As the pileus expands it bursts through the sod, ruptures 

the veil, when the characters of the fully formed mushroom appear. 

LEPIOTA NAUCINA FR. 

The next mushroom, or toadstool, described here is one which 

occurs during the same season as the Agaricus campestris (common 

mushroom), and in similar localities, 7. ¢., in lawns, pastures, etc. It is 

known as Lepiota maucina, the short stemmed parasol, or smooth 

Lepiota. Because of this similar seasonal and local occurrence it 

might at first be taken for the Agaricus campestris, especially since 

the plant is about the same size, is usually white or light tan, 

and possesses an annulus. ‘The gills, however, are white from the 

youngest stages to maturity, only becoming pinkish when very old, 

and drying a light brown or dirty pink. 

A photograph of this plant as it occurs in lawns is represented in 

figure ror. On looking at the gills of a freshly growing plant one 

would readily distinguish it from Agaricus campestris, because of their 

white color, ‘The spores of this plant are white, as one can readily 
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STUDIES AND ILLUSTRATIONS OF MusHRooms: I. 21 

determine by making a spore-print as shown in figure 105. The 

color of the spores is one of the most constant characters which the 

members of the mushroom family possess, and in studying these 

plants some of the spores shculd be caught on white paper for the pur- 

pose of determining their color. Figure 102 represents four different 

sizes and stages of this Zefofa. In the plant at the left the veil still 

covers the gills. In the next one it has broken away from the margin 

cf the pileus, and forms a collar around the stem. In the third the 

103.—Lepiota naucina, Section of three plants of different ages. 

pileus is still more expanded. In figure 103 are shown sections ot 

three plants of different ages. We see here that the gills are free 

from the stem. ‘The general character, then, with the exception of 

the color of the spores, are the same as those of the Avaricus 

campestris. 

This distinguishing feature, the different color of the spores, is 

regarded as such an important one that it 1s used to separate genera, 
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and so this plant is placed in the genus* JZefzofa instead of in 

Agaricus, though all the other generic characters are identical. 

A few specific points might be described more in detail. The 

pileus 1s usually quite smooth, though in some specimens the surface 

shows numerous very fine cracks, which give it a granular appearance. 

The pileus is usually very symmetrical, rounded when young and 

strongly couvex when mature. The flesh is soft and white, but 

remains much firmer in age, and when picked, than does that of 

A varicus campestris, 

The veil is also firmer than in the case of Agaricus campestris. It 

separates cleanly 

from the margin of 

the pileus, as well 

as from the stem, 

so that it forms a 

perfect collar or 

ring, which in some 

Cases Wnhayo ne 

moved on the stem. 

The lines of separa- 

tion and the firm 

veil are clearly 

shown in the plant 

at the left hand in 

figure 102. In old 

specimens the ring 

sometimes is torn, 

and may disappear. 104.—Lepiola naucina, View of gills on 

under surface of pileus. The stem is near- 

ly cylindrical, 5-10 

cm. (2-4 inches) long and 34-114 cm. in diameter, and is slightly en- 

larged or bulbous below. It is nearly hollow, as shown in figure 103, 

though this cylindrical space is usually stuffed with loose cottony 

threads. 

The Leprota naucina is an edible species, and 1s valued as highly 

as the Agaricus campestris by many who have eaten it. 

Like the Agaricus campestris it is also an European species, 

* Subgenus according to some. 
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though the description in European botanical works are quite meager, 

and much confusion exists in reference to the shape of the spores. 

The spores of the European specimens are usually described as 

“round,” though Mr. Massee in his Bntish fungus Flora describes 

them as subrotund. ‘This confusion regarding the shape of the 

spores has led to the belief on the part of some in America that our 

plant is different from the European one, for the spores in our plant 

are elliptical or oval, not rotund. For this reason the plant in America 

105.—Lepiota naucina. Spore-print. 

has been called by some Lefiota naucinoides. After careful study and 

observation of our plant, and by comparison with illustrations and 

descriptions of the European species, the conclusion is irresistible that 

the two are identical. In order to have our plant compared with the 

European one, the writer sent some specimens to Mr. George Massee, 

of the Kew Herbarium, London, England. ‘The director of the herba- 

rium has kindly replied that our plant is ‘‘ Lepiota naucina, typical.” 
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AMANITA PHALLOIDES FR. 

(The deadly amanita.) 

The third and last plant described here is one of the ‘ deadly” 

amanitas, the Amanita phalloides. It is mentioned here not only 

because it is probably responsible for a majority of the deaths from 

eating mushrooms, but because by the novice it might well be taken 

for either the Agaricus campestris or Lepiota naucina, especially the 

latter. It usually occurs in woods, while the two other plants here 

described occur in open places. The Amanita phalloides sometimes 

occurs in borders of lawns near woods. I have this year, in the early 

part of September, found four or five specimens of this deadly amanita 

in the border of one of the lawns on the campus of Cornell University. 

One form of the plant 1s represented from a photograph in figure 106. 

It is pure white and possesses an annulus or collar, du¢ what is most 

important the base of the stem rests in a cup-lke envelope called the 

volva.* In this specimen the margin of the volva is cleft into three 

parts which are somewhat spreading. This specimen was collected in 

a beech woods along a damp ravine in the month of July. The veil 

has separated by an even line from the margin of the pileus and hangs 

as an annulus in the form of a broad collar from near the upper end 

of the stem. 

The pileus in this form is smooth, viscid to the touch, and pure 

white, as is also the annulus, stem and volva, though the latter is soiled 

by particles of earth. The stem is nearly cylindrical, tapering slightly 

from the bulbous base. It is hollow, or stuffed with cottony mycelial 

threads. The gills are usually pure white, even in age, and are nearly 

free from the stem. When decaying the plant emits a very disagree- 

able odor. 

Because this plant is sometimes found in lawns and in fields border- 

ing on the woods great care should be exercised in the collection of 

the Agaricus campestris and especially of the Lefiota naucina, to be 

certain that a vo/va is not present on the lower end of the stem. 

Until one is certain he knows the plant he is collecting, the plants 

should not be picked by simply taking hold of the pileus, but the stem 

should be carefully dug up. In the case of some plants of Amanita 

ce * Popularly termed the ‘‘ poison-cup,’’ ‘‘ death-cup,’’ etc. 
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phalloides which I found in a lawn the stem was about 7 cm. (nearly 

three inches) deep in the ground, so that by simply picking the plant 

by the cap, the most important character, the vo/va, would be lost, 

and by a novice the plant might be taken for the Lefiofa naucina. 

Some of the specimens of Amanita phatloides which I have collected 

this summer might even be 

taken by a novice for the 

Agaricus campestris if the 

volva were not obtained. 

In some of the young speci- 

mens the gills were decidedly 

pink, so much so_ that 

several persons who saw 

the plants remarked on the 

pink color of the gills and 

they were not aware of the 

significance of this fact. It 

should he stated, however, 

that the pink color of the 

gills in these young speci- 

mens of Amanita phalloides 

is not nearly so deep as the 

pink color of the gills of 

Agaricus campestris. 

A pure white plant very 

closely related to this white 

form of Amanita phalloides, 

which occurs in the spring 

or early summer, is con- 

sidered by some to be a 

distinct species called Ama- 
106.—Amanita phalloides. White form, 

; showing pileus, stipe, annulus and 
white forms of some ama- nine 

nitas, because of their dead- 

gia. verna,* “These pure 

ly poisonous property, are sometimes called “ the destroying angel.” 

Shortly after the pileus of these plants breaks through the 

volva and the stem is elongating, they are very sensitive to the 

directive influence which the earth, or gravity, exerts on the 
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growth of many plants. One of the reasons why the plant grows in 

an upright position is that this influence directs it away from the earth. 

This is easily observed in placing young and rapidly growing speci- 

mens in a horizontal position. In a few hours the stem end near the 

pileus begins to turn upward, and the plant has taken the form shown 

in figure 107. This plant was lying on its side for only about one or 

two hours, and the stimulus which it received in this position during 

the short period caused it to turn after it had been stood upright 

again. A view of the under side of this same plant is shown in figure 

108, and in figure 10g a diagonal view, which represents well the form 

and attachment of the annulus to the stem. 

107.—A manila phalloides. Plant turned to one side, after having been placed in 

a horizontal position, by the directive force of gravity. 

Other forms of the Amanita phalloides occur in which the pileus is 

yellow, or greenish, instead of white, and sometimes bits of the volva 

remain adherent to the surface of the pileus in the form of whitish 

patches. ‘There are other species of the genus Amanita which cannot 

be discussed in this bulletin, but will be illustrated in a future one. 

Those who are not familiar with the three plants here illustrated, 

and who desire to be able to recognize them, are advised to search the 

pastures, etc., for the Agaricus campestris and Lepiota naucina, and 

also the damp woods for the Amanita phalloides and to compare the 

plants found there with these descriptions. In this way familiarity with 
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the species may be acquired which will serve as a means of determining 

them in the future. The two former species often occur in such 

abundance during the autumn that basketsful of them can easily be 

gathered. 

Those who wish to preserve these plants in the herbarium, or for 

108.—Amanita phalloides. View of under side of 109.— Amanita phalloides. 

pileus, showing form and position of annulus Another view of Fig, 22 + hthee 

and volva, 

future determination, if there is not an opportunity to determine them 

in the fresh state, should dry them carefully after first taking careful notes 

on form, color, size, texture, position, etc., of the various parts of tke 
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plant. Full directions for taking careful notes or for drying cannot be 

given here, but may be attempted at some future time. The Agaricus 

campestris and Lepiota naucina can be dried in the sun, and may then 

be kept in boxes. Or when moistened again a little by dew, may be 

pressed lightly between sheets of absorbent paper, and then glued to 

herbarium sheets or folded in paper packets, as shown in figure 112. 

Specimens of Amanita phalloides contain proportionately more water 

and consequently shrivel more in drying. They are apt to decay before 

they can be dried in the sun, except in very bright weather. Artificial 

aia ——_ ae 

1C8 —A garicus campestris. 
oO 

hiest can be used, but this causes the plants to shrivel still more, unless 

the process of drying is very slowly accomplished. In this case they 

should be placed over the source of heat where currents of warm air 

are rising, and then dried very slowly. In the case of the large and 

watery ones some cut the plants down into two halves through the 

stem, then cut out the inner fleshy part of the pileus and stem, and 

then placing the inner faces on an herbarium sheet, dry under pressure 

by hot driers, which should be changed frequently. This process pre- 

serves well the external form and characters where properly done. If 
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this rule is followed other plants should be preserved whole. In 

order to have a record of the characters, however, careful notes on all 

the characters should be taken while the plants are fresh, since so 

many of the important ones are evanescent and disappear in drying. 

The notes can be supplemented by pencil sketches, or even by photo- 

graphs, if the collector so desires. A spore-print should also be pre- 

served for a record of the color of the spores, since one cannot use 

the color of the gills in all cases to determine that of the spores, and a 

few spores under the microscope do not in many cases give the tint 

which a mass of spores show, and which is very important to know. + 

~ 

111.—Lepiota naucina, 

Some liquid fixative like gum-arabic should be spread on the portion 

of the white paper covered by the pileus previous to taking the spore- 

print, so that the spores will adhere well to the paper; or they may 

be later fixed by using material like Rouget’s fixative with an atomizer, 

though with this latter treatment the figure of the print is apt to be 

disturbed somewhat. 

In the preparation of mushrooms for the table, information may be 

obtained from other sources if it is not already at hand, since we can- 
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not here enter into a discussion of the culinary treatment. But as a 

matter of course all wormy and very old specimens should be discarded. 
— a 
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1i2.—Agaricus campestris. Photograph of sheet from herbarium, 

in communities where there is a desire to become acquainted with 

tne common fleshy fungi, those interested might combine to form a 
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“mycological club.” A number of persons thus associated together 

might purchase a small reference library to be kept in a club room, at 

a trifling cost to each member. Here specimens could be brought, 

the literature and illustrations compared and an exchange of opinions 

between the members on the various plants would assist in a more 

ready determination of the plant, and in the acquisition of useful 

information as to occurrence, habits of growth, etc. Some few in 

such a community would become more expert than others, and could 

at length be regarded as “ specialists ” to whom more doubtful matters 

could be referred, or who themselves in doubtful cases could consult 

by correspondence with some one possessing greater opportunity at 

some botanical center. Such a club would undoubtedly become inter- 

ested in other nature subjects which would afford both pleasure and 

profit. 

A few books and pamphlets which might be obtained to start such 

a reference library are enumerated below with the price. Some of the 

larger useful books are not here mentioned because of the cost. 

Farlow, W. G. Notes for Mushroom-Eaters (published in Garden 

and Forest, January and February, 1894). Published also as a 

separate. 25 cents. . 

Gibson, W. H. Our Edible Toadstools and Mushrooms. $7.50. 

Massee, G. British Fungus Flora. 4 vols. $2.00 each. 

Peck, C. H. Mushrooms and Their Use. 50 cents. 

A recent work by Dr. Peck, with many colored illustrations, pub- 

lished in the forty-eighth annual report of the New York State 

Museum of Natural History, and issued as a separate, has been 

exhausted, but a new edition 1s being published. ‘This can be obtained 

when issued for about one dollar by applying to 5. B. Griswold, State 

Library, Albany, N. Y. 

“A Text Book of British Fungi,” by Delisle Hay, contains a fairly 

good glossary of terms used in descriptive works, and also an analyt- 

ical key arranged after W. G. Smith. <A chart of colors, which is 

useful in taking notes, can be found in Saccardo’s ‘* Chromotaxia ”’; 

60 cents. This latter, as well as Dr. Peck’s ‘‘ Mushrooms and Their 

Use,” can be obtained from the Cambridge Botanical Supply Com- 

pany, Cambridge, Mass. This pamphlet contains also a list of other 

works on fungi. 

Gro. F. ATKINSON, 
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fai): REPORT: UPON. JAPANESE -PLUMS. 

In two bulletins (Nos. 62 and 106) we have made reports upon the 

history and varieties of plums which have recently come into this 

country from Japan. A crop of many of the varieties upon the Cornell 

grounds in 1897, enables us to make a third report. The nomencla- 

ture of this class of. plums is in the greatest confusion, and the plums 

themselves are too little understood to warrant unqualified recommen- 

dation. It will be several years yet before we can expect to thoroughly 

classify our knowledge of them. This confusion is of itself a strong 

reason why these reports should be made, for, while we do not expect 

that we have arrived at a full knowledge of the varieties, the confusion 

would increase rather than diminish if no attempt were made to record. 

the tests from year to year. The confusion among these plums has 

arisen because the Japanese class-names have been retained in this 

country, and because various parties have disseminated the varieties 

under numbers or without names. The writer has therefore given new 

names to varieties which are passing under class-names and numbers; 

but the renaming of any variety is not to be regarded as a recom- 

mendation of it. At first it was intended to include in this report 

copious extracts from the current press respecting the varieties of 

Japanese plums, but it so frequently happens that persons have differ- 

ent varieties under the same name that there is danger of adding to 

the confusion rather than diminishing it by too free quotations from 

contemporaneous writings. We have merely set down the behavior of 

such varieties as have fruited with us this year, making such correc- 

tions of nomenclature as seem to be necessary in order to clarify the 

subject. 

I am still convinced that the Japanese plums have come to stay. 

By this I do not mean that they are destined to supplant the domestica 

and native plums, but that they are bound to supplement those types 

with varieties that are adapted to particular purposes and conditions. 

Asa class, they are vigorous, hardy and productive in tree, and the fruit 
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is handsome, long keeping, and covers along season.* Thus far, they 

have beencomparatively free from black-knot, and until this year our trees 

have not been seriously attacked by the shot-hole fungus or leaf-blight. 

‘During the past season, however, this leaf-blight has been much worse 

upon the Japanese varieties than upon the domesticas alongside them, 

and this, too, in spite of the fact that they were thoroughly sprayed. 

The leaves did not drop to any extent, however, even though they 

were badly riddled by the fungus. 

The following notes must not be taken to be complete or final 

descriptions of the varieties. In many cases they are made from the 

first crop on young trees. But they record the present state of our 

knowledge respecting this new and much confused type of fruits. It 

is our habit to set the wood of new varieties (either as buds or grafts) 

in the tops of Lombard plums, and several of the varieties have been 

fruited only in this way. The pictures are all natural size, and are 

made from average specimens. ‘The reader should be told that the 

pictures always look smaller than the objects, even though they are of 

the same size. Other true pictures of the fruits and trees of Japanese 

plums may be found in our Bulletin 106. That bulletin attempts to 

describe all the varieties known at that time (1895), but the present 

report concerns itself only with those varieties which we have fruited. 

A most perplexing feature of the Japanese plums is the variation in 

the season of mpening in different years. In our first Japanese plum 

bulletin, we said that the Burbank ‘‘is from two to four weeks later” 

than the Abundance. We had not then fruited the varieties side by 
side. In our second bulletin, we said that the difference in ripening 

was only “a week or two,” and added that upon our grounds the 

Burbank, in 1895, “ was less than a week later than Abundance.” 

* These plums are now beginning to attract attention in Europe; and the 

following report comes from South Africa (E. Tidmarsh, in Rep. Grahams- 
town Botanic Gardens, 1895, 5): ‘‘ The Japanese plums, although not quite 

equal in flavor to the best sorts grown in Europe, have valuable properties for 

this climate. For one thing, these varieties, so far as I have tried them, 

grow freely grafted on the peach. A number of the European sorts refuse 

to grow on the peach, and this is adrawback in two ways. First, the peach 
stock is, on the whole, best adapted to this climate, and secondly, it is a 

difficult matter to raise suitable plum stocks in this country.”’ 

Persons in the South should consult Bulletin 85, Alabama Exp. Sta., on 

‘* Japanese Plums,’’ by F. S. Earle. 
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These same trees were compared this year (1897), and the Burbank 

was fully three weeks later than Abundance. In 1895, the Red June 

ripened from July 28 to August 1 ; this year the fruit upon the same tree 

was not ripe for eating until August 23. These differences may be 

due to the differences in the two seasons, for in 1895 the late summer 

was hot and dry and this year it was cold and wet ; but one would not 

expect that season would make so great comparative difference between 

any two varieties as we found between Abundance and Burbank. 

113.— Lerckmuns. 

This report has had the benefit of notes made upon the early 

varieties by S. D, Willard during the writer’s absence. 

ABUNDANCE. 

The -best known of the Japanese plums, although it is not yet 

clearly distinguished from some of its allies. We have two types of 

Abundance—one a very narrow grower with a small pointed early 

fruit and small leaves, which may be Babcock; the other a moder- 

ately spreading tree, with the type of fruit shown in figure 1, Bul- 

letin 106, ripening a week or ten days later than the other, and having 
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large leaves. This latter I have taken as the type of Abundance. 

We have trees propagated from the original Lovett stock of Abun- 

dance, but they have not yet borne. We shall hope to clear the 

matter up in our next report. 

The Abundance is a good plum, considering its season (ripened 

with us this year about August 25, being about two weeks later than 

hitherto), beauty and productiveness. It must be thinned if good 

specimens are desired. It is also subject to fruit-rot. Its quality is 

fully equal to that of the Lombard. 

BAILEY: see Chabot. 

BERCKMANS.—Figure 113. 

(Zrue Sweet Botan, at least mostly.) 

The description in Bulletin 106 seems to be characteristic, except 

that I should designate the color upon the fruits this year as bright 

deep red rather than “‘ dull deep red.” It is a handsome plum, with 

a soft flesh, and of medium to good quality. Tree a spreading 

grower. ‘Iwo weeks later than Abundance this year. 

Boop No. 4. 

This was indistinguishable from Satsuma with us this year. I 

suspect that Heikes is the same. 

BURBANK. 

Now too well known to need comment. The best single variety 

of Japanese plum yet thoroughly tested in this state. Ripe with us 

this year from the 1oth to the middle of September. 

BURBANK No. 1: see Hunn. 

CuasoT.—Figure 114. 

(Bailey. Chase, mostly. Yellow Japan.) 

This plum certainly deserves all that we said for it in Bulletin 106 

(under the name of Chase). The tree is a strong upright grower, 

productive, and the fruit is handsome, very firm, and of good quality. 

In general appearance the fruit is much like Burbank, but it is more 

pointed and from one to three weeks later; and the tree. which is an 
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upright grower, is very different. This year it ripened with us trom 

September 15 to 25. ‘There seen: to be two things passing as Chase, 

the other one being an earlier plum and perhaps identical with 

Douglas. I can detect no difference between Chabot, Bailey, Chase 

and Yellow Japan, and the same also passes as Hattonkin; but 

Chabot, being the oldest name, must hold, 

(Known also as Bailey, Yellow Japan and Chase.) 

114.—Chabot. 
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CHASE: see Chabot. 

DouGLas: see title-page illustration. 

(Sweet Botan of some. Hattankio of some.) 

This is the plum which I called Munson in Bulletin 62, but which 

Price renamed Douglas (Bull. 32, Texas Exp. Sta.) because there 

was already a Munson, one of the natives, upon the lists. The fruit 

is medium to large, oblong, deep dark purple; flesh firm, quality 

good; freestone, or very nearly so. Tree upright and vigorous, 

making a rather close, round head. Ripened with us this year a 

week ahead of Abundance. Looks like a promising early plum. 

EARLIEST OF ALL. 

(Yosebe of Bulletin 106.) 

We shall drop the name Yosebe (which see) and take up Stark 

Bros.’ name, Earliest of All, for the variety which we illustrated in 

figure 13, Bulletin 106. It is a strongly marked type, both in tree 

and fruit, and ripens here late in July. The description under Yosebe, 

in Bulletin 106, is characteristic. Fruit falls from the stem as soon as 

ripe, and can be gathered by shaking the plums onto sheets, or into a 

curculio catcher. No doubt useful for very early, but quality poor 

with us. 

ENGRE. 

Ripens with Earliest of All, but a half larger and quality distinctly 

better. Fruit flattened at both ends, the cavity broad and deep; 

color dark-red, with many minute white specks, and a delicate bloom. 

Promising for very early. 

GEORGESON.— Figure 115. 

Most of the plums passing as Hattankio belong here. It seems 

to be the only clear yellow Japanese plum known in this state, 

except Ogon. It assumes various forms. In Bulletin 106 we showed 
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the flattened or rounded form. We now show a pointed form. 

I am convinced that these forms are only incidental variations 

of the same variety. It is a very solid golden yellow plum, 

of fair to good quality, and a long keeper. Ripe this year 

115.—Georgeson. The pointed type. 

at Cornell September 15 to 20. A sprawling, forking grower, 

in form of top intermediate between Abundance and Burbank. The 

best yellow variety that I know. Kerr, another yellow variety, we 

have not fruited. 
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HaLe.—Figures 116, 117. 

With us the size and color of Burbank, and a week or so later. 

= OD : 4 Mi, 

7 Bes big. Sk 116.—//a/e. 

A handsome globular, red on 

speckled plum, parting easily 

from the stem; flesh rather soft 

and juicy, of good quality and 

a peachy flavor, tending to be 

sour vather than sweet; tree 

(figure 117) moderately spread- 

ing, and a good grower, and 

117.—Hale, evidently productive. Ripened 

with us this year from Septem- 

ber 8 to 15. One of the most promising of the 

lesser known varieties. 

HEIKES: sce Blocd N 4. 
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Hunn.—Figure 118. 

(Burbank No. 1.) 

Early, ripening just after Red June August 26 with us this 

year—but kecp- 

ing until Sep- 

Pomiber 3.-- A 

small plum, with 

a slight point as 

in Abundance, 

deep claret. red 

with many 

minute golden 

dots; flesh thin 

and juicy, sweet 

and of medium 

quality; cling. 

Fruiting on 

Lombard;  ap- 

parently produc- 

tive and of up- 

right habit. It 118.—Hunn. (Burbank No, 1.) 

may deserve a 

place among the early plums. 

LouIsIANA.—Figure 11g. 

(Normand No. i Ba) 

Tree a spreading and rather weak and slender grower, with foliage 

and spray very strongly suggesting hybridity with the Wild Goose 

type of plum. Plum green in color even when fully ripe, dotted with 

light specks and marked with a faint and dull red blush in the sun; 

medium size; pointed or heart-like; flesh juicy and sweet at the 

center while it is still hard and rind-like near the exterior; fruits run- 

ning very uneven in size and shape, some of the specimens on our 

tree being much misshapen (see figure 119). A curious fruit, in some 

respects suggesting Kelsey. Falls from the tree very early. Perfectly 

hardy with us thus far. Mr. Normand says that it is a ‘seedling of 

a Japanese crossed with a native plum.” 
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MARU. 

(See description in Bulletin 106). It was a week or two later than 

Abundance with us this year. ‘Tree upright-spreading, a good grower, 

with rather small leaves. Handsome, but rather small, and quality 

poor. 

ett ey 

119.—Leuistava. (Normand No. 15.) 

NORMAND. 

Described as a very early, somewhat conical yellow freestone, and 

specimens of fruit which I have had from Normand, the importer and 
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introducer, answer the description. As fruited with us this year on 

Lombard stock, cions from Normand, it is a midseason clingstone and 

is indistinguishable from Georgeson. Ripe with us in 1897, Septem- 

ber 15 to 20. It remains to be determined whether there are two 

varieties passing under one name, or whether the same variety 

behaves differently under different conditions. 

OGON. 

A handsome, clear yellow, freestone plum, already well known, and 

fully described in Bulletins 62 and 106, and illustrated in the former. 

It is very early, ripening at Cornell this year about August 10. It is 

excellent for canning. The Ogon is generally regarded as a shy 

bearer, but our little trees were loaded this year. The fruit often 

cracks badly on the tree. The tree is an upright-spreading strong 

_ grower, with very large leaves which did not suffer from fungus. 

RED JUNE. 

Surely an excellent plum, maintaining the high character—for 

earliness, beauty and productiveness—which we gave it two years ago. 

The quality is not so good as that of the Burbank or Chabot. At 

Corne!l this year, trees upon hard clay land ripened their fruits twelve: 

days later than trees upon gravelly loam. 

RED NAGATE. 

I think that this name will have to be given up. It is most com- 

monly applied to the variety which is now properly known as Red 

June, but we have Chabot under the same name. 

SATSUMA. 

One of the best marked of all Japanese plums, the fruit being dark, 

dull red and the flesh blood-red. It is late, ripening from the middle 

to the last of September this year. The color of the fruit is against it 

for a general market plum, but its keeping qualities, and excellence for 

culinary uses, make it worth a place in the orchard. ‘The quality is 

austere, until fully ripe, when the fruit becomes fairly sweet. ‘Tree a 

vigorous spreading-upright grower, Fairly productive with us, but 

“reported unproductive by others, 
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STRAWBERRY. 

A small fruit, flattened upon the ends, with a broad and deep cavity, 

light red, meaty flesh, quality good, with flavor of domestica plums. 

Ripe here the very last of July,in 1897. ‘Tree strong, upright spread- 

ing, with large foliage. ‘This variety affords an excellent illustration 

of the various behaviors of Japanese plums. ‘The tree was sent us by 

Stark Bros., who named it, but finding it not productive and not so 

good as Earliest of All, they discarded it. Yet at Cornell this year it 

was a good plum. It is evidently the same as Uchi-Beni, Ura-Beni, 

and is the Honsmomo of some. 

120.—lVickson, 

Ucui-Bent AND URa-BENTI: see Strawberry 

WASSU. 

In both tree and fruit indistinguishable from Burbank. ‘Tree from 
Normand, the introducer. 

Wickson.—Figures 120, 121. 

Although we have this plum growing, it has not borne; but since 
we have tested fruit of it grown by E. Smith & Sons, on Seneca Lake, 
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we give it place in this report, and the engraving (figure 120) is made 

from specimens of their growing. ‘They write as follows: “ Our expe- 

rience with this plum is limited, but we are more than pleased with its 

habits and characteristic points. We find it a good grower, also very 

hardy, and the size of fruit superior to any 

of the Japanese plums. ‘The quality we find 

a little under the average, but good enough to 
vat a . . ne WAV - i Ly 

warrant us in planting. We have too trees of An ee 
ee VZAN p 

them, planted out one year ago in orchard form, Ce 
: VAG 

and will set at least 500 more.” ASS 
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I am impressed with the Wickson and ex- 

pect to find it an acquisition to New York. 

The fruit is very large, deep maroon-red, firm 

and long-keeping, with an aromatic, almond- 

like quality, and deep, dull yellow, meaty 

flesh. ‘The tree has been perfectly hardy with 

us. It has the habit of Prunus Simonii (figure 

a21), being the narrowest grower of all the 

Japanese plums which we have tested. Its 

habits suggests that Prunus Simoni entered 

into its parentage, but Mr. Burbank, the mas 

originator, says that it was grown from Burbank =~" #23778 

seed which was fertilized by Kelsey pollen. 121.—Wickson. 

WILLARD. 

We have no new report to make upon this variety (see Bulletin 

106). Its only merit is earliness. The quality is very poor. It is a 

very strong, tall grower, but shed its leaves early with us this year. 

YOSEBE OR YOSOBE. 

We shall discard this name. The variety which we described and 

figured under this name in Bulletin 106 we shall hereafter call Earliest 

of All (which see). ‘The name seems to be applied to a number of 

varieties, no one of which has any definite right to it. We haye 

Satsuma under the name of Yosobe., 

Correspondents are asking what varieties of Japanese plums I rec- 

ommend. In reply I willsay that I never recommend varieties of 
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any fruit for anyone to plant. ‘The merit of a variety must be meas- 

ured by the uses to which it is to be applied and by the tastes of the 

planter, quite as much as by its intrinsic characters. The correspond- 

ent rarely specifies whether he wants a red plum ora yellow one, an 

early or a late, for dessert or for market. It is like asking a man ata 

distance what fence a questioner shall put in his back lot, without say- 

ing whether it is to be a pig fence, hen fence, sheep fence, cow fence, 

or a fence merely to mark off his premises from his neighbor’s. I can 

state what varieties | might plant for myself, but my selection might 

not be such as would please my neighbor. For myself, | should stil 

adhere to my list of four varieties of two years ago—Red June, 

Abundance, Burbank, Chabot. I should place as second choice 

Douglas, Berckmans, Satsuma, Hale and Wickson, and should expect 

that the last two would rise, upon further acquaintance, to a place in 

the first rank. If I wanted a yellow plum, I should take Georgeson, 

with Ogon for early. If I wanted the earliest varieties, without 

respect to size or quality, I should choose Berger, Engre, Earliest of 

All and Willard. 

Lesh. (BABE. 
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In Bulletin 130 of this station was published the results of experi- 

ments in potato culture for 1895 and 1896. ‘Those two years were 

remarkable in that the potato crop was an enormous one, the supply 

being far greater than the demand. Farmers were unable to dispose 

of all of them at satisfactory prices, and many bushels were fed to 

stock or allowed to go to waste. With these conditions prevailing, it 

was not remarkable that a bulletin telling how to increase the yield of 

potatoes should not awaken great interest on the part of the farmers. 

They felt that already too many potatoes were being grown, and that 

information as to how the yield could be increased was not neces- 

sary. 
During the present year the conditions have radically changed. 

Owing to the ravages of the potato blight over nearly the entire state 

it was found upon harvesting the potato crop that in certain localities 

from 50 to 75 per cent. had rotted. The effect of this upon the 

market has been very decided. The prevailing price, instead of being 

from 10 to 25 cents, is from 50 to 75 cents per bushel. 

In spite of adverse conditiors, the potato crop on the station 

grounds was one of the best grown during the three years’ trials. 

Whiie the average crop of the state this year was only from 50 to 65 

bushels per acre, the yield on the station ground was over 300 bushels 

per acre. This yield was obtained not by the liberal use of fertilizer 

or manure, as two forage crops and one corn crop have previously 

been removed from the land since the application of any manure or 

fertilizer. The soil, instead of being naturally more fertile than 

ordinary soils, has been found by analysis to be carrying only about 

one-half the total amount of plant food carried by the average soil © 

(see Bulletin 130). The satisfactory results obtained can only be 

ascribed to the culture and treatment given as described in this bulle- 

tin and in the former bulletin, No. 130. 
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PREPARATION OF THE LAND. 

After the removal of the 1846 crop the land was plowed and sown 

to oats and peas as a cover crop. ‘This cover crop prevented loss 

of plant food during the fall and winter and returned some organic 

matter to the soil. Owing to the gravelly nature of the land, this 

cover crop is considered of some importance. Besides preventing 

waste of plant food by leaching, it restores humus to the soil, and 

assists materially in conserving moisture and in keeping the soil in 

proper physical condition. 

The plowing was done April 2 and 3, as early in the spring as the 

conditions of the soil would permit. Before planting, the Acme har- 

row was used frequently, the soil being in this way brought to a 

superior condition of tilth. It should be noticed that the land was 

plowed early, and was thereafter frequently stirred until the time of 

planting. The Acme harrow kept the surface loose and thus estab- 

lished a soil mulch which prevented the stores of inoisture from being 

wasted by evaporation (see Cornell Bulletin 120). 

PLANTING THE POTATOES. 

All plats were planted May 7. The rows were marked off at 

distances of 40 inches, and opened to a depth of about 4 inches with 

a double moldboard plow. The seed was dropped one piece in a 

place, and at distances of 14 inches in the row. The potatoes selected 

for seed were large marketable ones, free from scab, and in every 

respect as perfect as could be secured. In cutting, care was taken to 

have one or two strong eyes to each piece and to have each piece of 

good size. While some growers have made use of parings, or have 

simply removed the eye or bud of the tubers for seed, and others have 

used, for the same purpose, small potatoes year after year, neither 

practice can be recommended. ‘The potato is naturally a perennial, 

and the parent plant stores up in the tubers the readily available food 

which is designed to start the young plant of next season’s growth. If 

then the eyes or parings simply are used the plants are hampered at 

the outset, and, unless the season is favorable, are never able to 

overcome the effects of the unfavorable conditions under which 

they were started. ‘The seed should be cut into pieces of good 

size and each piece should contain from one to two strong buds or 
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eyes. On the experimental grounds, to be sure that the same amount 

of covering was given to each plat, the covering was done by hand. 

But in ordinary farm practice the work should be done by machinery. 

The following plan is recommended: Open the rows deeply and wide 

with a double moldboard plow or a shovel plow. If commercial fer- 

tilizer is to be applied, distribute it in the bottom of the furrow and 

thoroughly incorporate it with the soil. This thorough mixing with 

the soil is of importance, for should the seed be put directly upon the 

fertilizer it is possible the bud would be weakened, if not killed. 

Drop the seed in the bottom of the furrow, one piece in a place 

and pieces 12 to 15 inches apart in the row. Cover by means of 

the double moldboard plow or the shovel plow, breaking open the 

middle of the space between rows and covering the potatoes deeply. 

This will leave the land in ridges with the furrows between the rows 

of potatoes. In from five to six days after planting, with a smoothing 

or spike tooth harrow, level the surface of the ground (see figure 122). 

This thorough stirring of the soil by means of plow and harrow does 

much toward bringing it into good physical condition. One reason 

why many farmers find it necessary to hill their potatoes is because the 

ground has not been made thoroughly mellow, and the potatoes in 

expanding naturally find their way toward the direction of least resist- 

ance. This is toward the surface, and the hilling gperation is resorted to 

because of the failure to properly fit the land previous to planting. The 

harrowing of the land before the potatoes are up does much toward 

putting the surface soil in excellent condition. ‘The spring rains which 

usually follow potato planting pack the soil and form more or less of 

a crust on the surface. The harrow breaks this crust, destroys any 

weeds which may be appearing, draws the clods-and stones which may 

be directly over the row into the furrow between rows. Frequently 

two or three harrowings may be given before the potatoes are up, and 

where the planting has been done in drills so that the after tillage can 

be given in only one direction, much labor may be saved if the weeds 

are destroyed by means of the harrow. 

The after tillage should be frequent and with implements which will 

leave the land as nearly level as possible. Best results have been 

secured by stirring the soil with a fine toothed implement every ten to 

twelve days and continuing the operation until the vines have so 

grown as to render further culture harmful. It will be found that the 
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vines have then formed a complete shade for the ground, so the neces- 

sity for further cultivation has largely ceased. 

The following tables show the result of the experiments with pota- 

toes for the years 1895, 1896 and 1897: 

RECORD OF POTATO PLATS FOR 1895. 

Number of |Yield per acre. 
1895. 

cultures. Bushels. 

Plat INO Whee cs 13 378 
PIaw NOS Ze 2 in- y See 9 415 
Platinos. 2a io. ne ee 13 319 
PlatUNG 240 hi oo Sess 9 414 
Plat Nos Zou. a2 2 <3 15 304 
Plat-Noi.262 222222: |: 9 ah 
PintiNG a. vse! te.2F, 13 350 
Plat No. 28) e225. 9 Caer 

RECORD OF PoTATO PLATS FOR 1896. 

Plat Date of) No. of Date of Yield per 3 
No. | Plant- cultiva-| dig- acre, REMARKS. 

‘| ing. | tions. | ging. | Bushels. 

| 

May 9 7 Oct. 9 318.2 | Fertilized with 200 lbs. muriate of 
| potash and 300 Ibs. of acid phosphate. 

‘a 7  * | 310.5 | Fertilized with 200 Ibs. sulphate of 
| potash and 300 lbs. of acid phosphate. 

a ei ¢ 350.3 
“ 14] te 338.1 Comparable. 
Co 3 a4 280. 

6eé | 66 3 

ae : Pe: soe Comparable. 

Hf “i! = 334 - Variety test. 
ss 7 ci 360.6 | Fertilized with £00 lbs. of muriate of 

* potash and 300 lbs. of acid phosphate. 
As 7 | © | 333.5 | Fertilized with 200 lbs. of sulphate of 

potash and 300 Ibs. of acid phosphate. 
6 | 7 | (6 346.5 , 

Jee a Oa tera 3a0. Comparable. . 
pes Wie e Ticks aube Wh 245.8 § 
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Those marked ‘ comparable” are to be studied for the effect of 

tillage only. 

RECORD OF PoTaTo PLATS FOR 1897 

No. of times 
sprayed Total yield 

Plat et No. of : no oes cuttivations| gui Bor, | per sere 
Paris Green. 

( ee MO ATIMAMIN Dole See ee ire 8 Level 4 Times ( 384 
é 35 cs CN et Pet hie Tet Pub nee ee. Ate oe 66 5 357 

(36 “ apd Glin Bi bclaieiars % 5 Level «“ (349 
4 37 ae Salcer phil Thi r-A spe y aligs bh cage 2 | a a 325 
738 é i oh Pie feo AMoe A aa Vit 1: 18 5 Filled J } 288 
(39 Rural New Yorker No. 2...-.._--. | 5 Level | No Times | ( 234 
< 40 ae Ohh Seine tare Be 4 Times < 305 
41 « Tae tet oes | 7 Level « (347 

fat WoO. OF SALON -s 22.25 °- ee a ee rs sal 4 320 
re oy ae sv aL Pee et Seo evel uf 1311 

The reader is requested to make a careful study of the tables and of 

the results obtained from the different plats. Plat No. 34 grew spurry 

in 1896 and the crop was plowed under. ‘The spurry reseeded itself 

and was plowed under the second time. It reseeded again, and was 

allowed to remain as the cover crop during the winter of 1896-7. 

No crop was removed from the plat in 1896. Upon all the other 

plats forage crops were grown in 1896 (see Cornell Bulletin 135.) 

Plat 34 responded to the better treatment by producing a total of 384 

bushels per acre. 

Attention is called to the results on plats 37 and 38. These two 

plats were treated alike in every way, except that at the last time of 

cultivating plat 37 was left level and plat 38 was hilled. The result 

shows a vield of 37 bushels more per acre on the plat left level than 

on the plat hilled. If in any season the hilling would have shown 

good results it should have been during the present season. Rain 

was abundant, and at no time during growth was it apparent that the 

plants were suffering because of lack of moisture. The reason ordi- 

narily given for hilling potatoes is that it is done to keep tubers from 

growing out of the ground and becoming sunburned. If the land 

be properly fitted and the planting properly done the potatoes will not 

grow out of the ground. On the plat where level culture was 
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given no potatoes were thrown out because of sun burning. The 

potato loves a moderately cool, moist soil, and the hilling process is 

not adapted to produce these conditions. In the case of the two 

plats mentioned above, the falling off in yield of potatoes on the plat 

receiving hill culture means the present season a loss of $24 per acre, 

as the potatoes were sold direct from the field for 65 cents per bushel. 

The general results, with culture, verify the results obtained in 1896, 

7. ¢., that in the ordinary season about seven to nine cultivations with 

a fine toothed implement are likely to give best results. As the vines 

of the potatoes spread so as to cover a portion of the space between 

the rows, the cultivating implement should be made narrower so that 

it will not come into too close contact with the plants. 

INSECT ENEMIES OF THE POTATO. 

Leaf Flea Beetle (Crepidodera cucumeris). 

In this section the first insect which attacks the foliage of the 

potatoes is the little flea-beetle. Incase of a dry spring their depreda- 

tions are much worse than doing wet weather. ‘They appear soon 

after the potatoes are above ground and begin their work upon the 

leaves, and their presence may not be noted except by the careful 

observer until they have seriously damaged the foliage. If the vines 

are disturbed, the beetles will immediately hop off. “Their work is 

evidenced by light colored spots which appear on the foliage soon 

after it has been injured. Unless measures are taken to prevent or 

check the work of this beetle, the plants may become seriously 

weakened. 

While no practical method has been determined for killing these 

beetles, yet for two seasons in succession they have been largely driven 

from the potatoes by the timely use of Bordeaux mixture. (Directions 

for making this mixture are given on page 69.) While this mixture 

does not kill the insects, it seems to be obnoxious to them in some way 

and causes them to migrate to other feeding grounds. ‘The use of the 

Bordeaux mixture thus early in the season will serve as a preventive of 

the early blight. By using Paris green in conjunction with the Bor- 

deaux mixture that great insect enemy of the potato crop the 

Colorado Potato-Beetle (Dorypnora decemlincata) 

may be destroyed if any have made their appearance thus early. 
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In treating the potatoes for this pest, timeliness is an important 

consideration. When the grubs are small, four ounces of Paris green 

to the barrel (50 gallons) of water will be effective. If, however, they 

are allowed to become half to two-thirds grown, the quantity of Paris 

green must be increased to six or even eight ounces to 50 gallons of 

water. The Paris green can be applied with the Bordeaux mixture nearly 

as easily as it can be applied with clear water or with plaster. During 

the early part of the season and until the potato-beetles have ceased 

their work, when it is found necessary to apply Paris green it should 

be combined with Bordeaux mixture, which serves to prevent ravages . 

of blight and the flea-beetle, and when Bordeaux mixture is applied as 

a prevention of blight and to drive away the flea-beetles, Paris green 

should be mixed with it to destroy at the same time the Colorado 

potato-beetles. Thus by judicious work several enemies may be 

destroyed by one application. 

It is always important in using Paris green to know that the quality 

is good. It may be tested easily in the following manner. Put a 

small quantity of Paris green to be tested into some common house- 

hold ammonia or hartshorn. If the Paris green is good, it will all 

dissolve, leaving no sediment. If it is impure there will be more or 

less sediment remaining. It is always well to apply this simple test 

before treating a large area, as but a few minutes are required to make 

the test, and much valuable time may be saved, as Paris green is not 

always true to name. } 

BLIGHT. 

The prevailing difficulty during the present year has been the late 

blight and the resulting potato rot. Nearly every farmer has acquired 

the habit of treating potatoes for the Colorado potato-beetle, but 

previous to the present season comparatively few have been impressed 

with the necessity of treating potatoes for the blight. In the case of 

the beetles it is clearly evident when the ravages begin, and then the 

remedy may be applied. In case of the blight and the flea-beetle the 

remedy is largely preventive and should be applied before the neces- 

sity for treatment is apparent, for once blight gets started it is difficult 

to holdin check. ‘There is no subject relating to potato culture which 

is now of more importance than the blight. It is probable that it has 

come to stay, and while its ravages may be much greater some years than 
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others, and it may at times be confined to certain localities, yet with- 

out doubt this is one of the enemies to the potato crop which must 

hereafter be taken into consideration and remedial measures adopted 

in order to insure the success of the potato crop. 

Two kinds of blight, designated respectively as early and late, prey 

upon potatoes, and as they differ essentially in their characteristics will 

be described separately. 

Early Blight (Macrosporium solani). 

As the name indicates, this usually makes its appearance early in the 

season and upon early varieties of potatoes. Hot, dry weather favors 

its growth, and it is usually most severe in its attacks where the pota- 

toes are planted on dry soils. It will, however, make its appearance 

when the weather is moderately cool. Whenever the potato foliage 

has been injured by the flea-beetles it seems to be predisposed to attacks 

of the early blight, the spores finding a favorable resting spot on the 

injured places of the leaf. Any condition or treatment which has pro- 

duced a weakening of the plant causes it to be more likely to attacks 

of blight. Strong, healthy, growing plants may be entirely free from 

attack, while plants which have for any reason been checked in their 

growth fall an easy prey to the disease. While this early blight does 

not cause the potatoes to rot, it so injures the foliage that the growth 

is checked long before maturity, and instead of the potatoes being full 

grown they are undersized and immature. It is very possible for the 

early blight to attack a field of potatoes and its presence never be 

recognized by the farmer, it being mistaken for a.case of early matur- 

ity. ‘This may be the reason the early blight fails to attract as much 

attention as the late blight, and it no doubt does far more damage 

than is generally accredited to it. 

It is difficult to describe its characteristics definitely, as so many 

variations occur, and as it frequently is confounded with the late blight, 

it being sometimes scarcely possible to recognize the difference without 

the aid of a glass. It usually makes its appearance during the latter 

part of June or during July, and may even appear as late as August. 

The parts of the foliage first attacked are likely to be the edges of 

the leaves, the disease manifesting itself in several places on the 

same leaf, the affected area at first being circular in outline, The 
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color of the foliage changes from a green to a russet or dark brown, 

or even black, and the edges curl as the tissue dies. A distinguishing 

characteristic of the early blight is the general appearance of the tissue 

of the leaf beyond the most seriously affected portions. Instead of 

retaining the green color of healthy foliage, it assumes a yellowish 

appearance similar to that of matured plants, this premature ripening 

probably being caused by the general weakening of the plant. This 

appearance, no doubt, is the cause of the general supposition that 

when potatoes are affected with the early blight the death of the vines 

is due to natural causes, and is simply a case of early ripening, when 

in reality it is premature and due to the blight. 

One remedy for early blight will have been suggested by what has 

been said regarding the predisposing causes. It attacks plants which 

have been for some cause weakened or injured. ‘Treatment, then, 

should begin with the preparation of the land. Deep plowing to fur- 

nish an adequate feeding ground and a reservoir for moisture, seed 

cut in pieces of good size, the surface soil crust broken with a harrow 

before plants are up, and then thorough tillage and protection from 

both the flea-beetles and the Colorado beetles. If the plants are kept 

in vigorous growth they will largely possess immunity to the early 

blight. 

Bordeaux mixture is the standard remedy for this as well as other 

fungous diseases. If it has been used in early spring in combating 

the flea-beetles, and if Paris green is used to kill the Colorado potato- 

beetles, it is applied in Bordeaux mixture, there is but slight chance 

that the early blight will appear. ‘The treatment in the manner above 

described serves a double purpose. ‘The foliage is kept vigorous and 

healthy, free from attacks of the insect pests, and this alone lessens the 

liability of attack by the blight as the Bordeaux mixture forms a coat- 

ing of copper over the foliage thus protecting it. 

Late Blight (Phytophthora infestans’. 

This is a fungous disease which is responsible for the potato rot of 

the present season in New York State. * Its appearance is well known, 

and it has attracted far more attention than has the early blight. 

The widespread famine in Ireland in 1846 was largely due to the 

fact that the potato crop was destroyed by the late blight. At the 
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present time another famine is threatening in Ireland and due to 

the same cause. In our own country, while the disaster is not so 

great, yet the loss this year has been enormous, and it is a loss which 

might have been prevented. 

This disease in an aggravated form is not difficult to recognize, as 

it may be perceived both by its appearance and disagreeable odor 

which comes at first from the foliage and later from the decayed tubers. 

The fungus causing the common potato rot is an old offender. It 

was undoubtedly introduced into Europe with some of the early 

importations of the potato, and has in certain years proved so destruc- 

tive that famines have resulted from the entire loss of the potato 

crop. Such occurrences eventually lead to thorough study of the 

organism. As early as 1846, the fungus causing the trouble was 

very carefully described in an English publication,* and since that 

time other observers have given the disease much attention. It has 

spread to many regions in which potatoes a.e extensively grown, so 

that both scientists and farmers are very familiar with many of its 

characteristics. 

The most interesting feature connected with the fungus is 

undoubtedly the wonderful energy which it exhibits, under favorable 

conditions, in the destruction of the potato plants. It sometimes 

spreads with such rapidity that a crop may be ruined in one or two 

days; and unfavorable conditions, or the total destruction of the 

plants, formerly appeared to be the only effectual agents in prevent- 

ing or checking the spread of the dreaded disease. This rapid decay 

of both the foliage and tubers is perhaps the most distinctive of 

those characters which are commonly brought forward for the iden- 

tification of the disease. It is almost invariably accompanied by a 

strong, disagreeable odor which is easily recognized by all who have 

once experienced it. When large fields have been attacked, the 

smell is particularly strong; it then arises entirely from the foliage, 

and is not produced by the tubers. 

The conditions which favor such rapid decay are, as a rule, not 

generally present throughout this state. The fungus makes its most 

rapid growth in a temperature of 7o degrees Farhenheit when much 

moisture is present in the atmosphere. Cloudy days, with occa- 

“Rev. M. J. Berkeley, Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society, Vol. 1. 
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sional showers, and a close damp air are especially favorable to its 

growth ; and if such periods occur during August and September, the 

disease may appear at any time. But, on the contrary, if the season 

is dry and hot, the fungus is unable to develop, and little or ne injury 

of this nature can appear. It is for this reason that the potato 

rot is not a regular visitor in most parts of the state, but is more 

generally confined to certain localities. ‘These are found in the more 

northern potato districts, in the regions near the sea coast, and in 

some parts which have a high altitude. In such places the fungus 

may develop regularly every year, and the severity of the attack will 

be modified chiefly by abnormal atmospheric conditions. 

The manner in which the germ tube of a spore penetrates the 

tissues is interesting. It is now generally believed that the ends of 

the tube secrete a ferment which has the power of dissolving the 

walls of the cells comprising the outer layer of leaf tissue. ‘‘ When 

such an opening has been made, the small thread of the parasite 

-passes through the outer layer, enters an intercellular space, and then 

rapidly extends its thread-like growth between neighboring cells, 

drawing its nourishment by means of minute suckers which pene- 

trate the cell walls.”* The entire destruction of the leaf may be 

accomplished. A stoma or breathing pore may also serve as a point 

of entrance. 

The rapidity with which the fungus advances within the leaf tissues 

depends very largely upon external conditions, and the appearance 

of the affected parts is also modified to a very considerable extent. 

Unfavorable conditions frequently render the identification of the 

parasite a difficult matter without the aid of a glass, but under such 

circumstances the disease may be fairly widespread, and still cause 

little injury. In serious attacks, however, many characteristic symp- 

toms may be easily recognized. 

The figure represents a leaf which has been entered in several 

places by the fungus, causing late blight or potato rot. The growth 

of the parasite has been rapid, and the illustration may be con- 

sidered as a typical example in which the normal development of the 

disease has taken place. ‘The following points should be noted : 

The diseased areas are of considerable extent, and may be started 

*B. M. Duggar. 

8 ee 
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in any part of the leaf, but the edges appear to suffer more from new 

infection than the more central portions of the leaflets. This is proba- 

bly due to the fact that in the case of rains these portions remain moist 

for a longer period than the center, since the water drains to the lower 

parts of the leaflets, and collects there in the furm of drops of greater 

or less size. It is to be expected that under such conditions a fungus 

could giin an entrance more easily than in drier places. ‘The decayed 

portions are inclined to droop; this is especially true in cases of rapid 

invasions, for at such times the parts do not dry so fast as the parasite 

advances. The rapid decay also prevents the edges of the leaflets 

from curling, although this takes place when the air becomes warm 

and dry. 

The distribution of colors over the affected leaf is very suggestive. 

Under normal conditions, the unaffected parts retain a deep green 

color, while the diseased area may be yellowish brown, dark brown, or 

nearly black. But whatever the color each area is sharply outlined. 

There is no gradual merging of one into the other, but a distinct 

change of color marks the progress of the disease. Occasionally 

another peculiarity may be noticed. If the leaves are closely exam- 

ined it will be found that the green and the brown areas are not 

directly in contact with each other; they are separated by a narrow 

strip in which the green has been destroyed, and the brown has not 

yet appeared. It consists of a colorless or at most a very pale yellow 

line in which the growth of the fungus is probably very active, But 

during periods which are unfavorable to the development of the para- 

site this line cannot be discerned, and the green and brown tissues are 

apparently in contact. Under such circumstances the identification 

of the disease without the aid of a microscope is an exceedingly diffi- 

cult matter. Let us suppose that the fungus has succeeded in gaining 

an entrance, and that it has advanceda limited distance in the leaf 

tissues. If at this time the weather should turn dry and hot, the 

development of the parasite would be checked, and the result would 

be the formation of a small brown spot or area, perhaps near the edge 

of the leaflet, and if several such spots exist the injury might be 

ascribed, without careful examination, to what is commonly known as 
the early blight fungus. . 

The name ‘‘ downy mildew” has been given to the potato rot dis- 

ease trom the fact that there appears, under favorable circumstances, a 
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downy or mouldy growth upon the under surface of the leaves. This 

is white in color and may be of considerable density. ‘The upper 

surface of the foliage does not show it, but whenever this frost-like 

growth appears on the under side, it is almost certain that the potato 

rot fungus is present, especially if the other conditions mentioned 

above are also present. ‘This external growth consists of spores and 

of the parts bearing them. ‘The spores, or conidia mature very 

quickly, and have the power of immediately propagating the fungus. 

They are small and light, and may be carried long distances by 

winds. It is largely owing to these bodies that the progress of this 

potato disease is so rapid. ‘They are produced in countless numbers 

and are very energetic in attacking healthy tissue. It appears to be 

very probable, also, that these conidia, or summer spores, are the 

cause of the rotting of the tubers. After maturing upon the leaf, 

some fall to the ground, and by means of water and other mechanical 

agents they are brought in contact with the tubers growing underneath 

the surface of the soil. Here they germinate and effect an entrance 

in the same manner as occurs above ground. ‘The color. of the 

affected tubers also changes, a brown, dry rot taking the place of the 

normal white color. The more slowly the tubers decay, the less is the 

amount of moisture present; the contrary is also true. The decay 

does not take place in a uniform manner, but its progress varies in 

different tubers. In some it is mostly the parts near the surface that 

are affected, while in others the disease may advance rapidly towards 

the center of the tuber, causing the exterior lo show much smaller 

amount of disease than is actually present. The discoloration, how- 

ever, generally presents a uniform appearance. Athough it 1s by no 

means impossible for the mycelium to reach the tubers from the leaves 

by means of the stems, still it is the generally accepted opinion that 

infection does not take place in this manner. This belief was held 

many years ago, for in some of the earlier writings recommendations 

may be found in which very high hilling is advocated so that the 

spores may be washed past the tubers and away from them, and not 

through the soil directly to them. 

‘There is still another feature of the late blight which it is well to 

bear in mind. The disease generally appears during August and 

September, although earlier and later attacks are not very rare. Com- 

ing so late in the season, al! the earlier varieties are comparatively free 
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from attack, but the later ones are especially subject to the disease. 

This, however, is not necessarily due to the foliage of such varieties 

being more susceptible, but rather to the habits of the fungus. I have 

not observed that the age of the potato plants has a marked influence 

upon the spread of the disease; nor that the young foliage of the 

plants is less subject to the disease. It appears as if the parasite is 

able to thrive upon all potato foliage which is in a healthy condition at 

the time of the germination of the spores, and that old and young 

foliage or plants suffer practically to an equal extent.’”* 

“Acceptable evidence of a resting stage or oosporic form of this 

fungus is lacking, and many believe that the fungus threads survive the 

winter in the partially diseased tubers.’’t 

The important question and the question which concerns every 

potato raiser is, ‘‘ Is there any practical remedy or preventive for the 

potato blight?” Fortunately there is, and there is no more reason 

now for a farmer to permit his potatoes to be destroyed by the blight 

than to permit them to be destroyed by the potato-beetle. The stand- 

ard preventive is the Bordeaux mixture. This, if properly made (see 

page 69) and properly applied, will protect potatoes from the late 

blight and the consequent potato rot. Had this treatment been gen- 

erally practiced in New York state this year it would have meant the 

saving of thousands of dollars to the farmers. Had the Inish peasants 

been properly instructed upon the use of Bordeaux mixture, and had 

they followed faithfully the instructions given, the threatening famine 

in Ireland might have been averted. 

As has been stated, the treatment for blight consists in preventive 

measures, and this is, without doubt, the reason why potatoes are often 

neglected, as the necessity for treatment may not be apparent until too 

late. 

The record of spraying on the experimental plats this year is as 

follows : 

June 18, sprayed with Bordeaux mixture and Paris green. 
July 6 6c ““ 6“ 6“ 6< 6“ ““ 

5) 

July 21 ““ ““ 6“ (73 a4 (73 “6 
’ 

August eee ““ a4 6“ ““ 

*E. G. Lodeman, Cornell Bulletin 113. 
+B. M. Duggar. 
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123.—Lotato leaf apse ted with early blight (adapred from Galloway). 
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This spraying was given to all plats except No. 39, which was left 

as a check. On this plat no treatment was given except for the potato 

beetle, the Paris green applied being mixed with plaster. By reference 

to the table on page 56 it will be seen that on plat 39 the yield of 

potatoes was only 234 bushels per acre, while on the adjacent plat, 

No. 40, treated exactly the same as plat 39, except the spraying, the 

yield of potatoes was 305 bushels per acre. In this case the sprayed 

plat gave an increase of 71 bushels per acre over the plat not sprayed. 

The average total yield of all plats sprayed and given level culture was 

337 bushels per acre and of the plat receiving no spraying 234 bushels. 

-The only reason we can ascribe as the cause of the low yield on the 

plat not sprayed is that owing to the attack of the blight the vines 

died three weeks earlier than did those on the sprayed plats. 

The necessity for thorough work should be emphasized. The foliage 

must be thoroughly covered with a coating of the Bordeaux mixture 

so that spores of the blight will not readily find a lodging place. If 

the spraying is done in a careless manner it may nearly as well not be 

done at all, as it will not accomplish the purpose. Even with the 

potatoes on the experimental ground where the spraying had been 

thoroughly done the blight struck them about the 1st of September, 

and no doubt lessened the yield somewhat. It was, however, so late 

in appearing that no opportunity was offered for the disease to attack 

the tubers and produce the rot. Had another spraying been given 

about August 25, it is probable the time of growth would have been 

lengthened and more satisfactory results obtained. There appears to 

be a difference in the ability of different varieties to withstand attacks. 

With us the Carman No. 3 possessed the greatest power of resistance, 

and the Rose of Sharon was most susceptible to the disease. In all 

cases the seed used should be from stock not attacked by blight, as it 

is possible the disease may be carried over in affected tubers. 

OnE ACRE POTATO FIELD. 

In addition to the series of experimental plats which have been 

described, one acre of potatoes was planted on the land where 314 

bushels of potatoes had been harvested in 1896. Previous to 1896 

this land had been subjected to a regular four years’ rotation of wheat, 

meadow, corn and oats. In the fail of 1895 a light application of 

strawy manure was applied, and then the straw was all raked off in the 
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spring before plowing the land for potatoes. The yield in 1896 was 

314 bushels. Without any additional manure or fertilizer the land 

was again planted to potatoes in 1897, and a yield of 273 bushels 

obtained from the acre. Five cultivations and four sprayings were 

given, the first three sprayings being with Bordeaux mixture and Paris 

green, and the last spraying being with Bordeaux mixture alone. This 

field was somewhat neglected, owing to the wet August, and the weeds 

were permitted to grow. While it was late in the season when the 

weeds were allowed to grow, there is no question but that the yield 

of potatoes was materially decreased by them. ‘To see what effect 

weeding would have, four rows were cleaned of the large weeds by 

hand, and it was found upon harvesting that the weeding had 

increased the yield at the rate of 30 bushels per acre. The whole 

potato field should have been kept perfectly clean of weeds until the 

time of harvesting. A source of material loss to the potato crop is 

frequently due to the fact that in late summer and early fall the weeds 

are allowed to grow. | 

BORDEAUX MIXTURE. 

No doubt failure to secure satisfactory results from the use of 

Bordeaux mixture is often due to the fact that the mixture is not 

properly prepared. While its preparation is very simple, it is possible 

the very simplicity has caused some to think no great care need be 

exercised in its preparation. ‘This is a mistake, for the success of the 

application depends upon its being made properly. 

The standard formula for Bordeaux mixture is 

Dapper vetlbates gets oO Atal: helstcclas -taleia Ss 6 pounds, 

PSOSE St DY pesseudoss ene oc Ohi eee Re Le 

UE 1 3S CO RNa le Rs Ss Sl) Cor IS Bae 45 gallons. 

Potatoes will require from two to six barrels of the mixture per acre 

according to the size of the vines. In case a large area is to be sprayed, 

it may be well to make up a stock solution of copper sulfate. The 

following directions for making up the solution may be found helpful. 

Into a barrel containing 40 gallons of water suspend in a bag or gunny 

sack 40 pounds of copper sulfate or blue vitriol. It 1s important that 

this be suspended near the surface as the solution has a greater specific 

gravity than water. If it should be put in the bottom of the barrel a 
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saturated solution would soon be formed there, when no more of the 

copper would be dissolved. If the barrel be covered tightly this stock 

solution will keep good for an indefinite length of time. 

The lime used should be fresh burned, caustic and not air slaked. 

The most convenient receptacle in which to slake the lime 13 a some- 

what shallow, long, water tight box ‘To make up say four barrels of 

the Bordeaux mixture, put into this box 16 pounds of lime and add 

sufficient water to thoroughly slake. ‘The lime should be kept well 

stirred during slaking that the water may come in contact with all 

parts. If it is desired to keep the lime for some days after slaking, 

it may be simply covered over with water so that the air will be 

excluded. When it is desired to use it, stir thoroughly and put one 

fourth the contents of the box into a keg or other receptacle and dilute 

with 20 gallons of water. If more than four barrels of Bordeaux mix- 

ture are likely to be wanted, two slaking boxes would better be pro- 

vided so that the lime will be ready for use when required 

Into the barrel from which it is to be pumped put six gallons of the 

contents of the barrel containing the dissolved copper sulfate. It 

seems hardly necessary to state that before doing this the copper sulfate 

solution should be thoroughly stirred. Fill the spray barrel half full 

of water and add the lime which has been diluted with 20 gallons of 

water. All of this material should be run through a sieve or strainer 

so that no sediment will clog the action of the pump. 

If Paris green is to be used to kill the potato “ bugs” put it in the 

mixture at this time, four ounces if the grubs are small, six ounces if 

they are half grown. A paste should be made of the Paris green by 

mixing it with a small amount of water before putting it in the spray 

barrel. Fill the barrel with water and the Bordeaux mixture Is ready 

for use to protect potatoes from the flea-beetles, the blight and the 

Colorado potato beetles. A strong force pump is best, as then every 

part of the foliage can be covered by the liquid. During the opera- 

tion of spraying the liquid should be frequently stirred, otherwise the 

ingredients will not be evenly distributed through the mixture. 

Numerous inquiries have been received not only from New York 

state: but from many states and foreign countries asking how the 

success achieved by the station with potatoes was accomplished. 

While the yield was fair, yet it was in no way remarkable, and was 

not in excess of what should be realized by every potato raiser should 
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the proper methods be practiced. In ordinary farm practice barn 

manures and commercial fertilizers are frequently used, while on the 

station grounds no manures or fertilizers have been used for four years, 

If use had been made of them it is probable that better results could 

have been shown. The purpose of the experiment, however, has been 

to show what could have been accomplished by better methods of 

tillage and better care of foliage than is ordinarily given. Should 

one-third of the land be planted to potatoes which is ordinarily planted, 

and this lessened number of acres be given better tillage and better 

care, the results would be far more satisfactory. 

The question is frequently asked, ‘ Will these better methods pay ?” 

While this question cannot be answered definitely, yet it is recom- 

mended that a careful study be made of the results obtained during 

the three years in which the trials have been made. If it appears that 

these results are better than are ordinarily obtained by the farmer, then 

the study should be continued to determine how these results were 

obtained. 

While we cannot guarantee that the same increase of labor will in 

all cases give the same satisfactory results, yet we recommend that it 

is worthy of a trial by all who are interested in securing better returns 

for the labor expended. 
L. P.. ROBERTS; 
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Peeve RED SOAP AS A CAUSE OF DEATH 

AMONG SWILL-FED HOGS. 

It is a common experience of those who are engaged in the investt- 

gation ot animal diseases to occasionally find outbreaks of a peculiar 

nature among swill-fed hogs. By these are meant herds of greater or 

less size, usually kept near or within the outskirts of our villages or 

small cities, and which are fed upon the kitchen refuse, often includ- 

ing the dish water, collected from hotels, boarding houses and private 

dwellings. The cause of death in these outbreaks is, in this state, at 

least, usually attributed to hog cholera. ‘The basis for this popular 

diagnosis seems to be in the similarity of certain of the symptoms 

manifested by these animals to those of hog cholera, such, for example, 

as diarrhoea and partial paralysis, and the fact that a majority of those 

attacked die. The course of the disease is irregular, deaths occurring 

in from a few hours to several days after the symptoms appear. 

During the past year I have had occasion to make investigations 

into the nature of several of these outbreaks of a supposedly infec- 

tious disease. In a few of these epizootics hog cholera or swine 
plague was easily demonstrated. In certain others, however, these or 

other infectious diseases could not be found. The animals were usu- 

ally fed the kitchen slops collected from hotels and boarding houses. 

The tissue changes in the animals examined were atypical of any 

known disease, and notwithstanding the bacteriological examinations 

which were made, together with animal inoculations with pieces of the 

diseased organs, the cause of death remained undetermined. The 

post mortem examinations showed in nearly all of these animals 

enlarged and dark colored lymphatic glands, especially those of the 

mesentery. The blood vessels of the mesentery were very much dis- 

tended with blood. The liver and kidneys were usually not affected, 

but occasionally these organs were involved. Where there had been 

marked nervous symptoms the brain was much congested. Occasion- 

ally the lungs contained areas of collapse. ‘The intestines were, as a 

rule, pale and the mucous membrane seemed to be abnormally shiny. 
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The negative outcome of these investigations suggested that possi- 

bly our methods had been faulty or that some unknown conditions 

existed- which had obscured the cause of death, and that after all the 

popular diagnosis of an infectious disease was right. Against this 

theory was the fact that the disease did not spread from the affected 

herds to others, although, as a rule, precautions were not taken to pre- 

vent its dissemination, and in some instances the neighboring herds 

were most favorably situated for contracting the disease if it had been 

contagious. In certain of the outbreaks the exceedingly filthy condi- 

tion in which the pens and yards were kept suggested, in the absence 

of a knowledge of definite, specific agents, that the animals had died 

as aresult of their unsanitary surroundings and unwholesome food, a 

hypothesis which in some instances 1s still entertained as being highly 

probable. However, we were still confronted with the problem that 

in many outbreaks neither a specific infectious disease could be found 

nor the exciting cause of death pointed out. 

Although it was apparent that the cause of the deaths was to be 

found in the food, the feeders of this kind of swill failed to see why 

they should discontinue its use. Naturally thev felt that if we could 

not find or demonstrate the presence of the destructive agent in the 

swill the cause of death must be something else, probably hog chol- 

era, for thousands of hogs are annually raised upon this kind of food. 

Further, the plea that such garbage was not a suitable or even whole- 

some food for their animals availed nothing, for the reply was, that 

usually their pigs thrived upon it. 

Early in the summer, in conversation on this subject with Mr. W. F. 

Davey, an enterprising farmer living near Brewerton, N. Y., he related 

the circumstances concerning an outbreak of this kind in which he had 

traced the cause of the trouble to the soap used in washing the dishes. 

The swill, including the dish water, was collected from three small 

hotels and fed to a herd of swine. Ina short time the animals began 

to sicken and many of them died. Upon inquiry it was found that in 

the hotels large quantities of powdered soap were used in washing the 

dishes. ‘This was stopped and no more animals died. Later in the 

season Dr. J. A. McCrank, of Plattsburg, told me of an outbreak of 

an apparently infectious disease among swine which had come under 

his observation and in which he could not make a positive diagnosis. 

In the investigation of its cause he found that the hogs were being fed 

— ———- =. Gioia 
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the swill, including the dish water, from a hotel. Upon inquiry he 

found that powdered soap was being used in large quantities. The 

swill from this place was stopped and the disease disappeared. 

In following up the line of inquiry which these experiences sug- 

gested, it was found that there is among the more enterprising farmers 

a quite general belief that these soaps, when given in considerable 

quantities, are injurious and even fatal to hogs. ‘The consensus of 

opinion on this subject, together with the more definite observations of 

Mr. Davey and Dr. McCrank, appeared to be so conclusive that it 

seemed important to determine by careful experiment to what extent, if 

at all, powdered soaps can be considered as the cause of death in this 

class of outbreaks. ‘To this end the experiment about to be described 

was carried out. It shows that when certain of the powdered soaps 

sold in the market are present in the food in relatively large quantities 

a considerable percentage of the animals will sicken and many of them 

will die. When, however, the soaps are added to the food in small 

quantities (a dessert spoonful in the food for three pigs, twice daily) 

no bad effects seem to follow. ‘The cause of death, when it does occur, 

is probably due, as shown by the chemical analyses, to the free alkali, 

sodium carbonate or washing soda, which they contain. 

EXPERIMENT IN FEEDING POWDERED SOAPS. TO 

PIGS: 

In the experiment three of the commonly used powdered soaps were 

selected. ‘They are here designated as soaps A, B and C. Nine pigs 

weighing about 20 pounds each were taken. ‘They were given their 

regular food, grain mixed in water and some separator milk. To this 

was added a definite quantity of the soaps, which were dissolved and 

thoroughly mixed in the food twice daily. 

Soap A. 

July 10. Pigs Nos. 1, 2 and 3 were placed in pen No.1. They were 

given, night and morning, regular rations as previously 

described, to which were added two ounces of Soap A. 

July 14. Pigs well. Quantity of soap given increased to four ounces. 

July 18. Pig No, 1 has profuse diarrhoea ; others well. 



Aug. It. 

Aug. 12. 

Aug. 15. 

Aug. 18. 
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Pig No. 1 has diarrhcea; at times it runs about the pen in 

apparently a dazed condition. 

Pigs Nos. 1 and 2 have had diarrhcea. Quantity of soap 

given reduced to one ounce. 

Pigs appear to be well. 

Quantity of soap increased to five ounces. 

Pigs sick, all have diarrhoea, do not eat. Have some diffi- 

culty in walking. 

Pigs appear to be no better. 

Pigs still sick. Have eaten very little. 

Pigs slightly better. 

The condition of the pigs much improved. 

Animals apparently well. 

Soap stopped. 

The feeding of this soap was repeated on these animals some weeks 

later with a similar result. 

Faly 10: 

July 14. 

July 15. 

July 19. 

July 20. 

July 22. 

Aug. I. 

July ro. 

July 13. 

Soap B. 

Pigs Nos. 4, 5 and 6 were placed in pen No. 2. They were 

fed the regular rations, to which were added, morning and 

evening, two ounces of Soap B. 

Pig No. 4 has a bad diarrhoea. Others well. 

soap given increased to four ounces. 

All three have diarrheea. 

Pig No. 4 found dead. 

refuses food. 

Pig No. 5 cannot stand, limbs constantly jerking. ‘There 

It dies late in the afternoon. Pig 

Quantity of 

No. 5 very sick, unable to stand, 

seems to be paralysis. 

No. 6 has suffered from diarrhoea, but otherwise seems to 

be well, although jit eats very little. Quantity of soap 

reduced to one-half ounce. 

Pig No. 6 better. 

Pig No. 6 much improved. Soap discontinued. 

SOAP: 

Pigs Nos. 7, 8 and g were placed in pen No. 3. They 

were fed the same as the others. Night and morning 

two ounces of soap C were mixed with their food. 

All the pigs have diarrhcea, eat very little. 

ve) ee i ee ae 



July 14. 

July 16. 

Jaly 18. 

july 19. 

July 20. 
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_ Quantity of soap reduced to one ounce. 

Pigs very sick. Eat very little, heads jerk constantly, 

limbs tremble, temperature 103.5, 104, 103.8° F. 

Pig No. 7 dies suddenly to-day. Others still sick. No. 8 

has much difficulty in standing. Lies with feet extended. 

Legs and head are constantly jerking. No. g has diar- 

rhoea, eats little, but otherwise appears to be well. 

Pig No. 8 found dead this morning. No. g seems to be 

better. 

Pig No. g eats heartily. Appears to be quite well. 

Three other pigs, Nos. 10, 11 and 12, from the same lot were piaced 

in pen No. 3 with pig No. 9. They were given half an ounce of soap 

C thoroughly mixed with their food twice daily. 

July 25. 

Aug: 1 

Aug. 17. 

Aug. 18. 

Aug. 20. 

ne 21, 

Aug. 23. 

Aug. 25. 

Aug. 27. 

Pigs apparently well. 

Pigs apparently well. 

Pigs apparently well. 

four ounces at each feeding. 

Pig No. ro sick. 

Pigs all sick, refuse food. 

corn given them. 
No appreciable change. 

Pig No. 10 very sick. The muscles of the head and legs 

constantly jerking. Eats very little of the regular food, but 

partakes sparingly of corn. 

No change. 

Pigs very sick, have refused food containing soap for two 

days. Eat sparingly of corn. Soap discontinued. 

The quantity of soap increased to 

They ate sparingly of some 

The pigs which recovered from the immediate effect of the soap 

did not become thrifty for some weeks. It was late in September 

before they began to show signs of growth. 

Pig No, 4. 

Post MorRTEM EXAMINATION. 

The skin over the ventral part of the body and between 

the thighs of a pinkish color. Kidneys very pale. 

Spleen normal. The blood vessels of the mesentery 

much congested. ‘The mesenteric glands enlarged and 

cedematous. Many of them are congested. Areas of 

the mucous membrane of the intestines, especially the 
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ileum, were of a dark reddish color. The lungs and 
heart were not changed. The brain was deeply con- 

gested. 

Pig No. 5. This pig showed lesions very similar to those exhibited 

by No. 4. The essential difference was an increase in 

the intestinal congestion. 

Pig No. 7. The skin between the thighs and about the nose was of 

a bright pinkish color. The liver was small, exceed- 

ingly firm and friable. The mesenteric blood vessels 

were injected and the mesenteric glands were enlarged 

and cedematous, and many of them deeply reddened. 

A few were hemorrhagic. Spleen normal. ‘The cortex 

of the kidneys very pale, but the papilla were abnor- 

mally dark. The mucous membrane of the intestines 

was congested in a few irregular areas. ‘The mucosa of 

the stomach covered with a thick layer of mucus. ‘The 

heart and lungs were normal in appearance. ‘The brain 

was very much congested. 

Pig No. 8. The tissue changes in this animal were similar to those 

found in Pig No. 7, with the exception that the kidneys 

were much congested. 

A careful bacteriological examination was made of the liver, 

spleen, kidneys and blood of each animal that died. In nearly 

every instance (all but two) the tubes of culture media (agar and 

bouillon) inoculated remained clear. ‘The two exceptions contained 

saprophytic bacteria and were probably contaminations from the air. 

This examination shows that the alkali had not favored the migration 

of the bacteria from the intestines to the various organs of the body. 

In order to check the results, several pigs from the same litters as 

those used in the experiment were kept in adjacent pens, and given 

the same kind of food. They all remained well. This fact, in addi- 

tion to the negative results from the bacteriological examination, and 

the peculiar nature of the lesions, are sufficient evidence that the sick- 

ness and the fatalities among the pigs in the experiment were due to 

the soap administered. 

It is important to note that the lesions found in the pigs which died ° 

in the experiment were similar to those found in the pigs in certain of 

the outbreaks mentioned among swill-fed hogs, Considering the facts 
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as they appear, it seems highly probable that the cause of death of the 

animals in certain of the outbreaks mentioned was the presence of the 

free alkali in the swill. This hypothesis is supported by the experi- 

ences of Mr. Davey and Dr. McCrank. 

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SOAP POWDERS USED. 

In order to ascertain the chemical nature of these soaps they were 

submitted to Mr. Geo. W. Cavanaugh, Assistant Chemist of the Agri- 

cultural Experiment Station for analysis. ‘The following report was 

received : 

“The soap powders used in the above experiment are mixtures of 

ordinary hard soap that has been powdered or in some way reduced to 

a fine condition, and sodium carbonate. Sodium carbonate is known 

in commerce as Sal Soda, Washing Soda or Soda. In water it forms 

a caustic solution which is the lye used in making the old-fashioned 

hard soaps. 

Analysis. 

S/S Gest ee meting eee 49.60 per cent. 

SoapeD Rare 55.42 per cent. 

BOAIDD CT Aare Pe 2 ie 55.44 per cent. 

(Signed) Geo. W. Cavanaucu, Asst. Chemist.” 

A careful inquiry has been made to ascertain the quantity of these 

soaps commonly used in washing dishes. - This has revealed the fact 

that while the amount used ‘by different individuals varies, the quantity 

is large, usually far in excess of the amount prescribed by the manu- 

facturers. ‘Thus I have been told, by thoroughly reliable people, of 

dish washers who would use one-third of a box in cleansing the dishes 

after a single meal. While this is extreme, it is said to happen not infre- 

quently, and it is easy to understand that the swill from these kitchens 

would contain far more of the alkali than we found necessary to pro- 

duce fatal results. Should such excess in the use of these cleaning 
agents be indulged in for several days in succession, we have, in the 

light of the foregoing experiment, a cause for many fatalities among 

the hogs fed upon the dish water, 
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In view of this danger it seems better to abandon altogether the 

habit of giving dish water to hogs. Although the feeding of garbage 

is generally condemned, the scraps of vegetables and table refuse could, 

perhaps, if properly collected, be used with safety. But certainly pure 

water is a much more wholesome drink, even for swine, than dirty dish 

water. When the subject of “ swill feeding” as a business is studied 

and the conditions, as they exist, are understood, the wonder is, not 

that some of the hogs die, but rather, that any of them live. 

It is not presumed that the poisoning by carbonate of sodium is the 

only cause of death among swill-fed hogs. Other destructive agencies 

are liable to be found in the decomposing garbage. ‘The results of the 

investigation, which the necessity of good farm hygiene demands, will 

very likely disclose the specific nature of many of them. Another fact 

worthy of consideration is that the investigation of the last year shows 

that nearly all of the outbreaks of hog cholera and swine plague which 

came to our attention started among herds of swine fed upon garbage 

and swill collected from the sources abovementioned. ‘This is signifi- 

cant, and it points to the undesirableness of feeding garbage to animals. 

In fact, if the total losses it occasions are counted, it is questionable if 

anything is gained in this attempt to save waste products. It is stated 

in the official reports of the U.S. Department of Agriculture that in 

1896 12 percent. (which amounts to 5,440,176) of the hogs in this 

country died from disease. 

Again, it has long been recognized that the feeding of garbage to 

hogs furnishes one of the most favorable channels for the introduction 

of hog cholera and swine plague bacteria. As a rule, wherever we 

find hogs in clean, well ventilated pens and fed upon wholesome food, 

we find thrift and health, and, conversely, where these animals are 

surrounded with disgusting filth, and fed upon decomposing slops or 

other unwholesome food, we expect to and often do find disease. 

It is unfortunately becoming a too prevalent habit among our 

farmers to assume, as Soon as one or two pigs die, that some infec- 

tious disease, such as hog cholera, is among them. It is further 

most unfortunate that they frequently entertain the fatalistic notion 

that a remedy is beyond their reach. Fully 25 per cent. of the out- 

breaks of reported hog cholera which we have investigated during the 

past year have not been hog cholera or any other known infectious 

disease. While it is true that when hog cholera becomes well 

ee ~~ 
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established in a herd there is great danger that the majority of the 

animals will die, it is equally true that if the disease is not a genu- 

inely infectious one that a majority of the animals can, by proper 

treatment, be saved. When a pig sickens and dies the thing to 

do is to examine, or have it carefully examined, to find out if 

possible what the cause of death is, in order that the best methods 

known for preventing the further spread of the disease may be 

promptly adopted. 

If the examination shows the disease to be hog cholera, swine 

plague, or anyother infectious disease like anthrax or tuberculosis, the 

as yet uninfected and apparently well animals should be placed in other 

pens and the old ones disinfected. ‘he animals should be given 

easily digested and nourishing food, plenty of sunlight and pure 

air. If others should become affected, the well ones should again 

be separated from the sick. The channel or way by which the 

specific cause of the disease got into the herd should be diligently 

sought for. As the most common way is through the food, it is 

always a safe precaution to change the diet. 

It is certainly not desirable to acquire the reputation of © having 

an infectious disease among one’s animals when the real trouble is 

due to poor hygiene, to some irregularity in their care, or to an 

accidental poisoning. 

If the diagnosis cannot be positively made, it is best to put the 

apparently well hogs in a separate pen, provide them with good ven- 

tilation, wholesome food and cleanliness. Jf zs tmportant that the food 

should be changed. By carefully observing the method of sérvict zsola- 

tion, disinfection, healthful surroundings and nourishing diet, many 

epizootics of infectious diseases have been checked, and it is safe to 

presume that if such precautions were rigidly adhered to, nearly all of 

the losses now sustained from dietary causes would be saved. ‘The 

observance of the rules necessary.for the promotion of good health 

among mankind applies with equal force to the lower animals. 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

From the foregoing the following conclusions, seem to be war- 

ranted : 

1. The greatest amount of loss sustained from swine diseases in 

this state is among hogs fed upon the swill collected from hotels, 

boarding houses, and other large institutions. 

2. ‘The cause of death in certain outbreaks of disease among swill- 

fed hogs is the direct poisoning of the animals by the excess of free alkali 

(washing soda) in the swill. ‘These alkalies come from the pow- 

dered soaps used in washing dishes. 

3. It appears that small quantities of the powdered soaps do 

not produce immediate bad results. It is presumable that they can 

be used in quantities sufficient for the needs of cleanliness with perfect 

safety, but, owing to the danger involved in their use, it is safer not to 

give the water containing them to animals. 

4. In addition to the unwholsomeness of garbage and kitchen 

slops for animal food, and in addition to the losses sustained from 

the immediate effect of such kinds of food, hogs fed upon it are 

very liable to contract specific infectious diseases, such as hog cholera, 

swine plague and tuberculosis. 

5. The enormous amount of loss among garbage fed hogs, which 

in this state alone aggregates thousands of dollars annually, suggests 

the desirability of urging the discontinuing of the practice of collect- 

ing swill for such purposes. Certainly if the refuse material is to 

be used for feeding swine, it should be collected and fed while fresh 

and sweet. When possible, it should be kept dry, and by all means 

free from alkaline dish water. It is advisable to cook all kitchen or 

table refuse before feeding in order to remove the danger of infection 

from specific diseases. ‘The only suitable channel for the disposal of 

dish water is the sewer. 

New York State Veterinary College, 
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., October 20, 1897. 
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FEE (COD LING- MOTH. 

Carpocapsa pomonella Vann. 

Order LEPIDOPTERA; family GRAPHOLITHID. 

Almost every lover of fruits has seen a ‘‘wormy apple,” and most 

people understand that, as our little two-year-old daughter puts it, “a 

naughty old worm did it.” The time is soon coming when these little 

observers of nature will not be content with this meagre information, 

and fathers and mothers will be called upon to tell more of the story 

of the life of this “naughty old worm.” How few of us know this 

* story! 

This apple-worm 1s one of the most serious drawbacks to the profit- 

able growing of apples by the average fruit-grower. From one- 

‘fourth to one-half of the apple crop in the United States is usually 

ruined annually by this insect; it thus exacts millions of dollars of 

tribute yearly from our fruit-growers. As many of our more progres- 

sive orchardists have already learned, the number of wormy fruits can 

be largely reduced by the intelligent application of modern methods. 

In spite of the fact that this insect usually causes a greater monetary 

loss to the apple-grower than all the other insect foes of the apple 

combined, yet it can be often more easily controlled than the apple- 

borer, the canker-worms, and several other orchard pests. We wish 

that every apple-grower could be induced to read, from Nature’s 

book if possible, the life-story of this insect, and then put to practical 

use the knowledge thus obtained. For we are hopeful that then it 

would not be necessary to look over a bushel of apples in our city 

markets to find half a dozen that were not wormy; and _ besides the 

apple-grower would then be prepared to introduce a very interesting 

bit of nature-study into the home whenever the little ones chanced 

upon the work of the “‘ naughty old worm.” It has come to be a 

well-established fact in our experience among fruit-growers, that those 

who combat their insect foes with the least trouble, the most success- 
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fully, and get the most fun out of it—they are the ones who like 

Hiawatha have 

‘“* Learned their names and all their secrets, 

How they built their nests in summer, 

Where they hide themselves in winter, 

Talked with them whene’er he met them.”* 

Naturally much has been written about an insect of such great eco- 

nomic importance, and yet the literature embraces but comparatively 

few approximately exhaustive and comprehensive accounts of it ; none 

of these are now easily accessible to the fruit-grower. By far the best 

account, written by Dr. L. O. Howard, was published in 1888, and no 

similar attempt has been made by American writers since. Although 

many reports, comprising thousands of pages of printed matter, have 

been made on the insects of New York State, it is a surprising fact 

that everything therein pertaining to this most important of all orchard 

pests would occupy little more than half a dozen printed pages. We 

began a critical study of the insect in the spring of 1896, and for 

nearly two years have devoted much time to careful observations of its 

habits in all stages. Considerable time has also been spent in ran- 

sacking all of the foreign, as well as American, literature that could be 

bought or borrowed; several interesting facts have been gleaned from 

this search through many quaint and musty records which make up 

the history of this insect. 

The above facts, we believe, fully warrant the somewhat exhaustive 

discussion of this pest which follows. 

SOME GENERAL HISTORICAL. NOTES. 

First account of the codling-moth ever published.—‘* These grubs have 

their origin in the interior of the sugar pears, where they have their 

home and find all their necessary food. It disposes itself for transforma- 

* As some inquisitive mind may wonder why it is necessary that man should 

be tormented with this little worm whose palace is the wormy apple, we 

submit the only attempt at an explanation that we have seen: ‘‘ Or were 
they created, solitary preachers on each little globe of fruit, which falls like 

manna from above, to teach us some great moral lesson? Come they into 

our very faces to remind us_how ‘ dearly we pay for the primal fall?’ Do 

they inhabit the finest specimens of that fruit by which our first mother was 

tempted, in order to bid us taste the viands of Eden, and make us feel ‘that 

the trail of the serpent hangs over them all?’ ’’ 
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tion on the 3d of August and on the 2d of July of the following year the 

moth is so far advanced as is indicated at B; thus it has lain as if dead 

in its process of transformation for eleven months. I name it from its food 

Year [635, 

the Pear-eater.” (Translated from Goedaerdt’s quaint Dutch volume, 

Metamorphosis Naturalis.) 

Year 172 

A GROTESQUE OLD GERMAN PICTURE (FROM FRISCH). 

THE FIRST AMERICAN PICTURE. 

126.—Some historical pictures of the Codling-Moth. 



128.—Pictures of the Codling-Moth, showing its variations. All natural size, 

except the two large ones, which are enlarged twice, 
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It is said that Cato speaks of ‘‘ wormy apples’’ in his treatise on Agri- 

culture, written nearly two hundred years before the Christian era. In 

the first century, A. D., both Columella and Pliny doubtless refer to this 

insect in their writings. Pliny says: ‘‘ The fruits themselves, indepen- 

dently of the tree, are very much worm-eaten in some years, the apple, 

pear, medler, and pomegranate, for instance.”” While the apple-growers 

of these ancient times were doubtless familiar with the work of this worm, 

yet the real history of the insect itself apparently begins in 1635, or almost 

with the beginning of purely entomological literature. A translation, with 

a reproduction of the pictures, of this first quaint Dutch account is given in 

figure 126. Nearly a century seems to have elapsed before we again find 

the insect discussed by entomologists. In 1728, Frisch, a German writer, 

gave us the first detailed descriptions of the insect; his grotesque pictures 

of the different stages are’reproduced in figure 126. Before the middle of 

the 18th century, two other especially noteworthy accounts were published. 

In 1736, Reaumur, a Frenchman, added some accurate details, with good 

figures, of its habits in the fruit, and in preparing for transformation. 

Ten years later, Roesel, a German writer, devoted several pages of his 

. wonderfully interesting ‘‘Insect Recreations” to a very good account of 

the habits and life of the insect based upon original observations ; the 

hand-painted pictures illustrating this have never been excelled in color 

since. The next year, 1747, apparently the first English account, by 

Wilkes, appeared. He compiled briefly from Roesel, but rendered his 

account especially noteworthy, since he then gave to the insect the com- 

mon name by which it is to-day recognized by all the English-speaking 

peoples. 

During the next century and a quarter much was written of the insect 

in Europe, and considerable was added to our knowledge of some cf the 

details of its habits and life. The most noteworthy German discussions 

during this period, from 1750 to 1875, were those of Schmidberger, Ratze- 

burg and Nordlinger. The excellent discussions by ‘‘ Rusticus” (i833) 

and by Westwood (1838) still remain in the best English literature. 

Among the best discussions in the French literature are those of Goreau 

(1861) and Boisduval (1867). 

Although the insect had been introduced into America many years 

before (its introduction and spread in America is discussed later on), it 

seems to have been first noticed in American literature in 1819. Mr. 

Joseph Tufts, of Charlestown, Mass., then published an account of rearing 

a moth, instead of the plum curculio, which had been previously thought 

to be the sole cause of wormy apples in America. Thatcher had made 

the same discovery when he wrote the second edition of his ‘‘ American 
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Orchardist”’ in 1825. This is apparently the first notice of the insect in 

any horticultural book, and although Europeans had been writing of. it 

for nearly two hundred years, it is a curious fact that, so far as we can 

glean from the literature, it remained for this American writer to make the 

first suggestion for controlling the insect. Apparently it was not realized 

until 1832, when Dr. Harris called attention to the fact, that the insect 

which caused wormy apples in America was the same as the well-known 

European insect. Only two noteworthy discussions of the insect appeared 

in American literature during the next thirty years. In 1841, Dr. Harris 

gave a very good account in his ‘‘ Insects of Massachusetts ; ” and in 1846, 

Miss Morris published in the American A griculturist some original obser- 

vations, accompanied by the first American picture of the insect. This 

picture is reproduced in figure 126. 

The American literature of this pest since 1864 is doubtless nearly as 

voluminous as that of all other countries combined. During this period 

the following Americans have made notable additions to our knowledge of 

the insect and how to combat it: Trimble (1865), Walsh (1868), Riley 

(1868, 1873), Le Baron (1873), Cook (1875, 1888), Cooke (1881), Chapin 

(1883), Atkins (1884), Goff (1886), Forbes (1886, 1887), Wickson (1887), 

Howard (1888), Gillette (1889, 1891), Popenoe (1889), Washburn (1891, 

1893), Koebele (1890), Munson (1892), Lodeman (1892, 1893), Marlatt 

(1894, 1895), Smith (1894, 1897) and Card (1897). The best and most 

comprehensive discussions of the insect are those by Le Baron, Cook 

(1875), Cooke (1883), Howard (1888), Gillette (1891) and Washburn 

(1893). 

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE INSECT. 

The native home of this insect, like that of its principal food, the 

apple, was doubtless southeastern Europe. It is now a cosmopolitan 

pest, occurring in nearly every corner of the globe where apples are 

cultivated. It is especially destructive in Europe, the United States 

and Canada, and in the English colonies of South Africa, Aus- 

tralia, Tasmania and New Zealand. It is said to have been seen in 

Victoria about 1855, in Tasmania at least as early as 1861, in New 

Zealand in 1874, and in South Australia and South Africa about 1885. 

It has been a serious pest in Canada for many years, but it seems to 

have not yet gained a foothold in British Columbia. In 1871, Zeller 

reported having received it from Brazil. 

Its introduction and spread in the United States.—It was probably 

introduced into the United States from Europe in packages containing 
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apples or pears. Just when the insect arrived in America will doubt- 

less never be known. It may not have been until about the middle of 

the last century, for we find no references to ‘‘ wormy apples” until 

after the plum curculio began to be discussed in the literature. For 

many years the cause of wormy apples in America was thought to be 

the plum curculio. Apparently it was not until 1819 that this mistake 

was discovered by breeding a moth from the supposed grubs of the 

curculio. At that time wormy apples and pears were common near 

Boston. By 1840, the insect had become a serious pest in the New 

England States and was common in central New York. A few hints 

here and there in the literature give us some idea of its westward 

progress. It is said to have been unknown in Illinois in 1849, and to 

have not invaded Iowa until about 1860. During the next decade its 

westward progress must have been rapid, for it reached Utah soon 

after 1870 and appeared in California in the spring of 1874. 

The insect is now recognized as a pest in nearly every section of the 

United States where there are bearing apple-orchards. 

Flow it is spread.—As the worm often goes into the barrel or 

other packing-case with the fruit when it is picked, and as it finds 

therein a suitable place to spin and undergo its further transforma- 

tions, it is thus often transported for longer or shorter distances. This 

is doubtless the principal method by which the insect has been distrib- 

uted, whether from one state to another or from one continent to 

another. When these receptacles are emptied of their fruit at its 

destination they are often thrown one side without a thought that 

adhering to the sides and tucked away in the cracks there may be a 

dozen, or even a hundred, of the little worms in their snug cocoons, 

only awaiting the proper season to develop into the parent insects, 

which usually have little trouble in finding a suitable place in which to 

start their progeny. 

ESTIMATED LOSSES FROM ITS RAVAGES. 

Evidently this insect has been noticeably destructive in orchards, 

that is, it has ranked as an insect pest since the earliest times; for 

Pliny wrote in the first century of the Christian era that apples and 

pears ‘“‘are very much worm-eaten in some years.” Judging from recent 

reports, the percentage of wormy fruits is at the present time nearly 
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as large in many parts of Europe as it is in America. Conservative 

estimates put the annual loss from its ravages, in all countries where 

itis noticeably destructive and but little is done to check it, at from 25 

to 75 per cent. of the crop of apples; but with pears the loss 1s usually 

considerably less. Where modern methods of combating the insect 

are practiced this percentage is often reduced one half or more. 

We have seen but two estimates of how many dollars this pest may 

cost fruit-growers annually, In 1887, Professor Forbes, after making 

careful experiments and observations, and making all allowances for 

modifying circumstances, reached the conclusion that the annual loss: 

due to the apple-worm in the state of Illinois must reach the enormous 

total of $2,375,000, or one-half the value of the average apple crop. 

In 1892, the insect is said to have caused a loss of $2,000,000 to the 

apple-growers of Nebraska. | 

Through the kindness of the American Agriculturist in furnishing us 

with the statistics, we will hazard an estimate at the annual tribute 

which our New York apple growers pay for the ravages of this pest. 

The average annual crop of apples in New York now amounts to 

about 5,000,000 barrels; as $1.50 per barrel would seem a fair average 

valuation, the total valuation of the annual crop may be estimated at 

$7,500,000. Although many New York fruit-growers are fighting this 

insect with modern methods, we think that the wormy apples would 

constitute at least one-third of the total crop. ‘That is, New York 

fruit-growers yearly furnish $2,500,000 worth of apples to feed this 

insect ; and there must be added to this at least $500,000 worth of 

pears (certainly a low estimate for New York) which the same insect 

renders worthless. ‘This makes a tax of $3,000,000 which a single 

insect levies and collects each year from the fruit-growers of our state. 

Its Foon. 

The insect feeds mostly upon fruits, and is, above all, an apple pest. 

It has also worked in pears from ‘the earliest times ; in fact, it was first 

named a “ pear-eater ” in 1635 (see this quaint account in figure 126). 

Sometimes the insect works in pears as freely as in apples, but usually 

the percentage of wormy pears is considerably less. Wild haws, crab 

apples, and quinces are also quite freely eaten by the worms. Some- 

times the insect works in the stone fruits, In 1868, Saunders reported it 
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as quite destructive to plums in Canada, and it has recently been found 

in plums in New Mexico. About 1879, it was found to have acquired 

a taste for peaches in this country, and a little later it was bred from 

apricots. In 1893, Koebele found it infesting cherries in California. 

It has also been found in Europe in nearly all of these fruits. 

There are several European records of the occurrence of the insect 

in walnuts and oak-galls. ‘These reports were carefully sifted by Dr. 

Howard in 1887, and the conclusion reached that the evidence was 

not sufficient to definitely prove that the insect does sometimes. feed 

upon walnuts or oak-galls. We have seen no further conclusive evi- 

dence on this point. In 1869, Dr. Riley recorded having a specimen 

of the moth which had been bred from the sweetish pulp of a species 

of screw-bean (Strombocarpa monoica) which grows in pods, and which 

was obtained from the Rocky Mountains.* In 1894, Bruner, ot 

Nebraska, reported that perhaps the insect fed upon the seed-buds of 

roses. 

Its NAME. 

Lopular name.—When the insect was first discussed in 1635, it was 

named the “ pear-eater.” It was next called the “ fruit-worm in pears 

and apples” in 1728; and from this has come the common names, 

“apple and pear-worm or moth, fruit-worm, fruit-moth,” and others, 

under which the insect is now discussed in nearly all publications 

except those in the English language. While the very appropriate 

name of “ apple-worm” is also often used by English and American 

writers, they usually discuss the pest under the perhaps less suggestive 

name of “ codling-moth.” 

This name was first given to the insect in 1747 by Wilkes, an Eng- 

lish writer; as he figures a codling-tree (the name then applied to a 

kind of apple-tree), in connection with his account, this doubtless 

suggested the name. The word ‘ codling” is doubtless a corruption 

. * One instance is recorded where the insect apparently took an inclination 
to literature and mutilated some books to a considerable extent. Apples 

had been stored near a library and the worms upon leaving the fruit and 

seeking a place to transform, gnawed their way into some of the books and 

there spun their cocoons. We also encountered this literary habit of the 

insect when infested apples were left near books on the office table where 
this is being written. | 
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of the old English word ‘‘ querdlyng,” meaning at first (in the fifteenth 

century) any immature or half-grown apple, then in the seventeenth 

century being applied to a variety suitable to be cooked while still 

unripe, but the peculiar codling-shape seems to have determined its 

modern application to certain varieties of apples. At the present 

time, most horticulturists and some entomologists are spelling the 

name “codlin”; and sometimes the form ‘‘coddling” appears. 

Neither of these forms or variations have any etymological evidence 

to support them, and the name of the insect should be spelled ‘ cod- 

ling-moth,” as originally given in 1747.” 

* The form ‘‘codlin’’ was used as early as 1715 1n connection with a kind 

of apple, but seems not to have been used in speaking of the insect until a 

century or more later. Nearly all prominent horticulturists and most Eng- 

lish and Australasian writers now use the form ‘‘codlin-moth,’’ but nearly 

all American entomologists still spell it ‘‘codling-moth.’’ While the 

shorter form thus has the sanction of good usage, its only excuse 

for existence, so far as we can learn from those who use it, is that 

it is shorter and thus saves time in writing. The shortening makes it a 

different word, both in form and pronunciation. The encyclopedias offer 
contradictory and unreliable evidence. ‘The dictionaries are our most reli- 

able sources of information on such questions, and although both forms are 

given in most of them, we find that ‘‘codlin’’ is considered by the Century 

Dictionary as practically obsolete, and by the Standard Dictionary is recog- 

nized simply as a variant. Still stronger evidence in favor of the incor- 

rectness of ‘‘codlin ’’ is the fact that the original word is made up of ‘‘cod”’ 
and the old English diminutive suffix ‘‘ling’’; and it is manifestly an inex- 

cusable violation of etymological rules to dropthe ‘‘g”’ of the ‘‘ng’’ of 

this suffix, thus making practically a new word, simply for the sake of 

brevity in writing, notin speaking. ‘The most reliable authorities on com- 

pounding words also use the hyphen in the name, thus, ‘‘ codling-moth.”’ 

As to the form ‘‘coddling-moth,’’ noted etymological authorities (the 

Century and Murray’s New English Dictionaries) agree that there is doubt- 

less no connection between the verb ‘‘ coddle’’ and ‘‘ codling,’’ meaning an 

unripe apple ; the resemblance is purely accidental, the verb appeared later, 
and there is no required precedent form of ‘‘coddling-apple.”’ 
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Scientific name.—Yhe name by which this insect is recognized by 

scientists the world over was given to it by Linneus in 1758. ‘This 

great naturalist named it fomonella, and his description of it consists 

of only six words: ‘‘ Alis nebulosis postice macularubra aurea.” * 

As our knowledge of the world’s insect fauna advanced, the generic 

position of this insect was changed from the Zivea of Linneus 

through Pyralis, Tortrix, etc., until now all scientists agree in calling 

it by the generic name (which corresponds somewhat to our sirname) 

of Carpocapsa, which was proposed in 1830. This name comes from 

two Greek words meaning, “ I eat fruit greedily.” The specific name 

comes from the Latin word for apple. ‘The scientific name of the 

insect, Carpocapsa pomonella, thus aptly expresses its characteristic 

habits. 

How THE INSECT LOOKs. 

Who has not, in biting or 

cutting into an apple, un- 

ceremoniously disturbed a 

little flesh-colored caterpillar 

in its home, the familiar 

worm-eaten interior? t+ When 

full-grown, this apple-worm is 

about three-fourths of an inch 

long, and varies in color from 

whitish, through flesh-color, 

to sometimes quite a distinct 

pink. Some have thought 

that this variation in color 

may be due to the different 

varieties of apples infested. 

The general characteristics of 127.—The apple-worm, enlarged about three times. 

*In 1775, Fabricius gave it the name of pomana, and a year later it was 

named pomonana by Schiffenmiiller. It is a curious and, to us, an unex- 
plainable fact that nearly all continental Kuropean writers on economic 

entomology should still use this name—pomonana. ‘The fact that the same 

insect was described and named by Linnzeus as pomonella eighteen years 

before, and thus has priority, seems never to have been questioned. Why 

pomonana should still be used seems a mystery. 

+ This is well shown in the picture used as a frontispiece. 
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the wo.m are shown in the enlarged figure 127. It can always be 

distinguished from the grubs of the plum curculio, which are often 

found in apples, by the presence of distinct legs, three pairs of true 

legs and five pairs of false or pro-legs. ‘The head is brown in color, 

and the first thoracic and anal segments each bear a similarly colored 

shield. The body bears a few short hairs arising from small, often 

indistinct, blackish spots. These piliferous spots are often very 

distinct on the young worms, as is shown in figure 132. 

The adult insect or codling-moth.—lf no mishap occurs, each of 

these little caterpillars just described develops into the adult insect a 

moth. Although such an exceedingly common and important insect 

pest, there is doubtless not one fruit-grower in ten who has ever seen 

the parent insect—the moth. It is a beautiful little creature whose 

front wings, when seen at a little distance, have somewhat the appear- 

ance of brown watered silk; when closely examined, they will be seen 

to be crossed by numerous gray and brown lines of scales, scalloped 

something like the plumage of a bird. Near the hind angle of each 

front wing there is a large dark brown spot marked with streaks of 

bronze or gold. The hind wings are of a lighter greyish brown color, 

darker toward the outer margin. ‘The pictures of this moth (all of 

which are natural size, except two which are twice natural size) in 

figure 128 give one but a faint idea of the artistic beauty of this 

pretty creature. An artist who once painted for us a picture of this 

moth thoroughly appreciated the beautiful coloring with which 

nature has endowed it. As is shown in the lower group of figure 128, 

the moth varies considerably in size and general coloring; the moth 

in the center of this part of the figure is represented at rest, and 

shows how nicely the markings on the front wings match when the 

wings are folded, thus giving the insect quite a different appearance. 

The peculiar coloring and especially the habits (discussed further on) 

of these pretty little moths, largely explain why our fruit-growers are 

not familiar with the parents of oné of their worst insect foes. 

How the male and female moths may be distinguished.—There are at 

least two characteristics by which the sexes cf the adult insect may be quite 

readily distinguished. One of these was discovered by Zeller in 1870, and 

is shown, much enlarged, in figure 129, It consists of a narrow pencil of 

rather long black hairs situated in a slight furrow on the upper surface of 
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each hind wing of the males only. Sometimes this distinguishing mark is 

not easily seen, except with a lens. 

We have in our collection at the University over a hundred bred specimens 

of the codling-moth, 

and while separating 

the sexes of these by 

the aid of the character 

just mentioned, we ac- 

cidentally discovered 

that the male bore 

another much more 

conspicuous, yet con- 

stant and peculiar 

mark, In 4gure 130 

are shown 2 male (on 

the right) and a fe- 

male moth, twice 129.—Hind wing of male moth, showing narrow black 

natural size, as seen pencil of hairs, much enlarged. 

from beneath. © It re- 

quires but a glance to see that on the underside of each front wing 

in the male there is a distinct, narrow, elongate, blackish spot, which is 

entirely lacking on the female. The spots consist simply of a group of 

blackish scales. The spot extends nearly to the base of the wing, and is 

more distinct on some specimens, but in our experience it has always 

been distinct enough to render it an easy matter to distinguish the malcs 

at a glance, no lens being necessary. We cannot understand how this 

130.—Male (on the right) and fema'e moth, twice natural size, as sean from 

beneath, Note characteristic black spots on front wings of male only, 

sexual marking could have escaped the notice of entomologists for a 

couple of centuries. Doubtless others have seen these spots, but we have 

not been able to find the slightest hint that they might be a sexual char- 

acteristic either in systematic or economic discussions of the insect, 
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THE STORY OF THE LIFE OF THE CODLING-MOTH. 

Perhaps the biography of no other insect pest has been written so 

often as that of the codling-moth. Begun by Goedaerdt in 1635, and 

considerably extended by Reaumur in 1736, it was fairly well under- 

stood by Roesel as early as 1746. Since then the insect has been 

studied under many varying conditions in nearly all climes, and natur- 

ally different observers have been able to add many interesting details 

in regard to variations in its habits and life-history. Yet there are 

many interesting things to be learned about this common insect pest 

before its complete biography can be written. Our story of its life 

which follows is the result of a critical study of all the biographies 

available, supplemented by many personal observations on the insect 

in all its stages. ‘This story may very properly begin with that stage 

in which life begins for the insect. 

The Egg. 

It is a curious and striking fact that it is only within the past few 

years that anything definite has been recorded about the egg itself, in 

which so common and important an insect pest begins its life. Recent 

observations in this connection have brought out some facts which are 

of vital importance to the fruit-grower. 

flistorical notes. —By whom or when the eggs were first seen, we have 

been unable to determine. In spite of the fact that nearly every account 

since Roesel’s, in 1746, contains definite statements regarding where they 

are laid, and as early as 1855 we find it stated that they are said to be of 

a pale, yellowish-red color, yet there is no definite evidence to show that 

the eggs were ever seen on an apple before 1870, and perhaps not until 

nearly twenty years later. The eggs have often been taken from the body 

of the moth, and Riley’s description of them as ‘* tiny yellow eggs ” (1860), 

and Fernald’s brief description in Bull. 12 of Mass. Expt. Sta. (1891) were 

undoubtedly made from eggs thus obtained. If Cook saw numbers of the 

eggs, as he states, in 1874, oz or zz the calyx of the young fruit, it seems 

strange that he has never given us a hint as to how they looked, and that 

no other observer since has ever found them oz or 77, although sometimes 

near the calyx. In 1881 Cooke saw eggs which a codling-moth had 

deposited in a vial, and in 1882, Miss Walton states that some of the moths 

laid a lot of eggs in her cyanide bottle, but her description does not apply 

to any of the eggs we have ever seen. 
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The eggs were undoubtedly seen on the fruit by Koebele and Wier in 

California in 1889 (Insect Life, II., 84), and by Wight in New Zealand in 

1891 (Insect Life, III., 394). But none of these writers tell us how the 

eggs looked. It is a notable fact that, after ravaging apple orchards for 

centuries, and after undergoing the closest scrutiny by many competent 

observers, the first picture and accurate description of the egg should not 

have appeared in the literature until 1893. In 1892, Mr. F. L. Washburn 

made the first careful observations upon the eggs, and his results were 

published in 1893, in Bulletin 25 from the Oregon Expt. Station. His 

picture of the egg is not quite accurate, but we cannot understand why 

such important observations should have been almost entirely overlooked 

by later writers. In 1895, the eggs were described and poorly figured by 

Geethe in Germany. He built a cage over a small tree, and introducing 

some of the moths, soon got eggs and recorded their development. In 

1896, the writer, and in 1897, Mr. F. W. Card, in Nebraska, recorded 

further observations, quite at variance with the commonly accepted ideas 

regarding the egg-laying habits of this insect. 

flow the egg looks—Fortunately we were able to get some life-like 

photographs of the eggs of the codling-moth and these are reproduced 

in figure 131. The small whitish spots on the apples at a and 4, 4 in 

the figure represent the eggs natural size, just as they were laid on the 

fruit by the moth. At e is shown one of the eggs much magnified, 

and es and es are pictures of the egg-shell, greatly enlarged. ‘These 

pictures give a good idea of the shape, size and general appearance of 

the egg. ‘They have been aptly characterized as resembling a minute 

drop of milk adhering to the skin of the fruit. 

The egg is a thin, scale-like object, not quite so large as the head of a 

common pin (it measures from .96 to .gg mm. by 1.17 to 1.32 mm.), and 

is of a semi-transparent, whitish color, often with a yellowish tinge, which 

is sometimes quite pronounced. Unless one has seen the eggs, they could 

not be readily discovered on an apple; those on the apples at a and 4, 6 in 

the figure, were unnaturally whitened to bring them out in the reproduc- 

tion. After one has become familiar with the eggs, it is a comparatively 

easy matter to find them by turning the fruits around; when the light 

strikes the egg just right it can be quite readily seen. As the pictures in 

figure 131 show, the whole surface of the shell, when viewed under a 

microscope, is quite rough and is marked with an irregular net-work of 

fine ridges extending from the edge over about one-half of the surface, 

but not over all of the surface, as represented in Washburn’s picture. 
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Where and when the eggs are laid.—In the light of recent observa- 

tions, it seems remarkable how the notion, that the eggs of this insect 

are laid ov or 7z the so-called calyx or blossom-end of the fruit, has 

clung to the literature for nearly a century and @ half. 

Roesel was apparently the first one to make any definite statement 

regarding oviposition. He said in 1746: ‘‘ The female places her impreg- 

" nated eggs singly either below at the stem-end or above at the blossom- 

end of the fruit.” In 1833, ‘* Rusticus ” wrote that the moth lays its eggs 

‘¢in the eyes, one only in each, by introducing its long ovipositor between 

the leaves of the calyx, which form a tent above it that effectually shields 

it from any casualty.” In 1855, Nordlinger wrote that ‘‘ according to 

some, the moth deposits its eggs upon the fruit itself, according to others, 

usually upon the calyx or between the calyx lobes or in the stem cavity. 

Undoubtedly all of these views are correct.” The fact that the worms 

do often enter at the blossom-end, and sometimes near the stem or even on 

the side of the fruit, was apparently the only foundation for the common 

notion that the eggs must have been laid at these points. 

However in 1889 and 18g9!, observers in California and New Zealand 

noticed that the eggs were laid almost anywhere else on the fruit than in or 

on the calyx ; some were even seen on the stems of pears. In 1892, Wash- 

burn found the eggs *‘ placed on both the sides and the top of the fruit.” 

In the spring of 1896, we saw the egg of the codling-moth for the first 

time ; a moth had been induced to lay it on an apple in one of our cages. 

A little later we had no trouble in finding many eggsin orchards. In con- 

finement, we found that the moths laid their egys almost anywhere it 

happened, on the sides of the cage, on the leaves or bark of branches 

placed in the cage, and sometimes several eggs were laid in a cluster, over- 

lapping each other ; Goethe had a similar experience in Germany in 1895. 

During the past two years we have seen hundreds of the eggs on 

apples in New York orchards and have never yet seen one ov or dow 

in between the caiyx lobes on the so-called blossom-end. We have 

seen eggs near the calyx, in old curculio scars, near the stem, and 

have found what appeared to bz codling-moth eggs even on the leaves 

of the tree. Most of the eggs we found were glued to the skin appar- 

ently without much choice as to location, on the smooth surface of the 

fruit, as shown at a and 4, in figure 131. 

During the past year Mr. Card has found the eggs in Nebraska. 

He states that “instead of being laid in the calyx, we find that the 

eggs are laid almost exclusively on the upper surface of the leaves, in 
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the orchard, though in confinement they may be laid anywhere. 

They are usually found on leaves of a cluster associated with an 

apple.” 

-In the light ot these definite facts, the old stereotyped notion that 

the eggs are usually laid zz the calyx must be discarded. The eggs 

may be glued anywhere it happens, to the surface of the fruit, to the 

stem, or even on the adjacent leaves. <A glance at the ovipositor of 

the moth, represented at 9 in figure 131, shows that it is only adapted for 

laying eggs on the surface of the fruit or leaf. It is quite flat and 

hoof-like in appearance, and strongly beset with hairs. ‘The eggs of 

the second or more broods, wherever such occur, are probably laid in 

similar situations; Koebele found them in California in August, 1889, 

on the stem, on the fruit near the stem, on the upper half and near the 

calyx of pears. 

It seems that there has been considerable difference of opinion on the 

important question of wen the eggs are laid; that is, at what stage in the 

development of the fruit they are laid. The records on this point vary 

from ‘‘iust before the petals fall”’ to ‘* nearly a month after the blossoms 

dropped.” The common notion has been that the eggs were laid soon after 

the blossom fell, but apparently with no definite evidence to support it. 

When Koebele and Wier first found the eggs in California, the fruit was 

about an inch in diameter. In 1889, Gillette noted in Iowa that no worms 

hatched until nearly a month after the blossoms fell, and the apples were 

then an inch in diameter. Both in 1896 and 1897, we were unable to find 

any eggs on either early or late varieties of apples in orchards at Ithaca, 

N. Y., until the fruit had reached the size shown at a, 6, 6 in figure 131; 

this was during the last week in May, and the blossoms had been off for a 

week or more, and the calyx lobes had drawn together. Furthermore, 

moths did not begin to emerge in our cages in any numbers until a few 

days before we found eggs in the field, or not until after the blossoms had 

fallen even from later varieties. Mr. Card’s careful observations in 

Nebraska in 1897 add corroborative evidence to the above. He found the 

first eggs on June 3 and the first worm on June 12, while the petals had 

fallen from most varieties by May Io. 

Thus from the only definite evidence we have, one cannot escape 

the conclusion that, in the northern half of the United States at least, 

most of the eggs of the codling-moth are not laid until a week or more 

after the petals of the blossoms have fallen from most varieties «f 
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apples ;* or usually during the latter part of May and the first half of 

June. | 

The date of the falling of the blossoms varies considerably in dif- 

ferent years, depending upon the weather conditions, which may cause 

spring to open early or late. As these same conditions affect the date 

of the emergence of the moths in general, the above statement regard- 

ing the egg-laying of the insect will hold good. 

The observations of Goethe in Germany show that most of the eggs 

are laid at night, when the moths are the most active. 

The number of eggs and the egg-laying period.—Several guesses have 

been made of how many eggs one codling-moth may lay, and the esti- 

mates vary from two dozen to two or three hundred. ‘There seems to 

be no definite observations upon this point, except what has been 

learned from examination of the ovaries of the female. In 1873, 

Le Baron recorded that he found from 40 to 50 tolerably developed 

eggs and a considerable number of undeveloped ova: that is, he 

found eggs in all stages of development in the ovaries. This shows 

that the egg-laying period must last for several days. Cooke records . 

having a vial containing 85 eggs laid by one moth. Thus the number 

which one female lays may reach nearly a hundred. 

As to how long after the emergence of the moth in the spring 

before egg-laying begins, accounts differ from forty-eight hours 

(Cooke) to six or eight days (Washburn). 

Another stereotyped notion which has been handed down in the 

literature for more than a century is the statement that ‘‘ the codling- 

moth has the wise instinct to lay but one egg on the same apple, and 

what is still more remarkable, she must have the instinct to avoid those 

apples which have been already appropriated to this purpose; since, 

* In the Rept. of the Gov. Entomologist of the Cape of Good Hope, South 

Africa, for 1896, which has just come to hand, Mr. Lounsbury records (p. 11) 

the following in regard to this phase of the codling-moth : ‘‘ The insects were 

ovipositing at the time of my visit (in October), Not many eggs were found, 

but, curiously enough, few of these at the blossom-end of the fruit, where 

they are said to be usually placed. At this time (October 20) some fruit was 

fully an inch in diameter and already contained the caterpillars, while 

unopened fruit buds were yet common on the trees, and many of the insects 

had not yet emerged from their cocoons. Such irregularity in the appear- 

ance of moth and in the setting of the blossoms make repeated applications 
Seay of insecticides necessary, 
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otherwise, we should oftener find more than one worm in the same 

apple” (Le Baron). We have often seen two eggs on an apple no 

larger than the one shown at a in figure 131, and in one case we found 

five egg shells, or, perhaps, sterile eggs (as we found no worms in the 

fruit) on such an apple. Koebele counted 11 eggs on a pear in Call- 

fornia in August. 

Mortality among the eggs.—Our observations agree with those of 

Washburn, Goethe and Card that many apparently sterile eggs are 

laid by codling-moths. 

Duration of the egg-stage.—Roesel stated in 1746 that the eggs 

hatched in eight days. Later observers record a variation of from 

four to tendays. ‘The eggs under our observation hatched in about a 

week, and this is doubtless about the usual duration of this stage. 
A day or two after the egg is laid, a narrow whitish or yellowish ring 

can be plainly seen through the shell. A day or so later this ring takes 

on a decided reddish tinge; it is visible in the picture of an egg at e in 

figure 131. Soon after this the black head of the developing caterpillar 

and the outline of its body can be plainly seen. At /#1in figure 131 is shown 

an egg with the little caterpillar almost ready to emerge. 

The Young Apple-worm and its Habits. 

How it gets out of the egg and tts characteristics.—Roesel tells us in 

1746 that the little caterpillar ‘‘ comes out of that part of the egg where 

it lies on the fruit, so that the very small opening may not be observed, 

because it is yet covered by the egg-shell which still adheres.” We find 

no other hint in the literature on this point until Washburn observed 

in 1892 that the young worms ‘broke or ate their way through the 

shell and entered the apple somewhere else than at the spot occu- 

pied by the egg.” A caterpillar which we saw emerge, came out of 

the egg near the edge at one end. In the picture of an egg-shell at 

es and es in figure 131, one can see at the upper end a small black 

spot, and extending from this to the right is an irregular, whitish line, 

which was the crack made by the worm when it pushed its way out. 

A newly-hatched apple-worm measures scarcely a sixteenth of an inch in 

length, and is of a semi-transparent whitish color, with a shiny black head 

and blackish thoracic and anal shields. Usually the body is marked with 
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many quite distinct blackish spots, regularly arranged and each bearing a 

short hair. In figure 132 1s represented an apple-worm only a few days 

old, much enlarged, upon which these spots were very distinct. 

The first meal of the litile apple-worm.—We have seen some of the 

newly-hatched caterpillars eating their first meal. After emerging from 

the egg those we saw wandered about on the surface of the apple until 

they found some angular place like the. point where the calyx lobes 

join the skin of the fruit, or near the stem, or in an old curculio scar, 

a they simply crowded in between two of the 

or where a leaf or another apple touched 

the one upon which the worm hatched; often 

calyx Isbes and got their first meal within 

the little cavity at the blossom-end. In 

short, our observations agree with those of 

Koebele and Washburn that the young 

caterpillar enters the fruit somewhere else 

| 

| 

than at the point where the egg is laid. 

When a suitable place was found, the worm 

often tunneled its way through the skin and 

Where a leaf 

or another apple touched, the worm sometimes 

went directly toward the-core. 

ate away the skin for a space about as large 

as a pin’s head before burrowing in; in this 

case the entrance-hole was closed with a net- 

work of silken threads in which bits of apple 

were intermingled. In one instance a worm 
we 
‘¢ sé % 
be 

* & 

132. — Yeung apple-worm 
only a few days old. Note 

at’ little holes through the skin near the stem 

in three or four places before it finally began 

its journey toward the core; other writers have 

noted this same habit of the young worms in the distinct spots on the body, 
Much enlarged. first entering a fruit. Thus the young cater- 

pillar may get its first meal at almost any place » 

on the apple, but usually this meal, or any subsequent meal for that 

matter, includes only a very small portion of the outer surface of the 

fruit. 

enter the fruit in the spring or early summer at the blossom-end. 

As has long been noted by writers, most of the young worms 

between the calyx lobes or tunnel into the calyx 

Thus 

more often the young apple-worm takes its first meal out of sight in the 

They either crawl 

cavity at the point where the lobes join the surface of the fruit. 

calyx cavity and is protected by the tightly closed calyx lobes. 
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We have noted above that Mr. Card found most of the eggs of the 

codling-moth laid upon the leaves instead of on the fruit in Nebraska. 

In confinement, he found that the young worms sometimes fed for 

twenty-four hours on the leaves where they hatched, and ate out quite 

large pieces, usually eating away one skin of the leaf and the inner 

tissue, leaving the other skin intact. Whether they fed upon the 

leaves to any extent in the orchard was not determined. 

Where it spends the first few days of its life-— Apparently the newly- 

hatched apple-worm spends but a few hours of its life on the skin of 

the fruit. Whenever it enters at any other point than at the calyx, it 

usually soon begins to tunnel toward the core. However, 75 per cent. 

or more of the young worms enter the fruit at the blossom-end, and 

our observations indi- 

cate that they spend 

several days feeding 

around in the calyx 

eamty. 3 Witen: the 

worms hatch, the blos- 

soms have been off for 

two weeks or more, and 

the calyx lobes have 

drawn tightly together \ 

(compare figure 146 

and a and @ in figure 

131) forming a covered 

cavity in the blossom- 

end of the apple; this 
does not happen in the 33-—A wormy apple, snowing the familiar mass of 

brown particles thrown out at the blossom-end by 
Case of the pear, as the the young worit, 

central picture in figure 

146 shows. ‘This is a very important phase in the habits of the apple- 

worm, as we shall see when we come to discuss “‘ remedies.” 

All are familiar with the first indications that the apple-worm has 

begun work; the masses of little brown particles which it thrusts out 

— 

of the calyx are quite conspicuous, as shown in figure 133. These 

first few days of the apple-worm’s life, which are usually spent in feed- 

ing in the blossom-end of the fruit, have proved to be the most vulner- | 
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able phase of the life of the insect. Itis during this time that we kill 

it with a poison spray; just how this is done is discussed later on. 

Habits and Growth of the Apple-worm Inside the Fruit. 

The apple-worm’s objective point soon after it enters the fruit seems 

to be the core. It usually reaches the core in about a week, and there 

begins its destructive work on the seeds, of which it seems to be espe- 

cially fond, and on the surrounding flesh. It feeds in or near the 

core during the greater part of the remainder of its life in the fruit. 

As it feeds, it increases in size, and has to shed its skin from time to 

time to accommodate itself to this growth; it is said that this cater- 

pillar sheds its skin four times while feeding in the fruit. As the 

worm increases in size, its head and thoracic and anal shields change 

in color from black to brown, and the small, blackish, piliferous spots, 

so distinct in the young worms, as shown in figure 132, usually become 

quite indistinct; we have, however, seen nearly full-grown apple- 

worms on which these spots were still very distinct. The body of the 

worm also acquired a distinct pinkish or flesh color, sometimes even 

when the worms are only half-grown. 

While at work in the blossom-end or in tunneling to the core from 

any point on the fruit, the young worms apparently try to keep their 

home clean by throwing their excrement out at the entrance hole. 

Once fairly at work in the core, however, little or no trouble is taken 

to remove the grains of excrement; they are often found in the 

worm-cavity fastened together by silken threads.* 

Preparations for leaving the fruit.—Several days before the 

apple-worm gets full-grown, it proceeds to eat a passage way, 

usually by the shortest route, toward the exterior. This exit tunnel 

often follows the entrance burrow, and thus often opens at the 

blossom-end, but usually the external opening or, familiar “‘ worm- 

hole,” occurs in the side of the fruit. When the worm reaches the 

surface with its exit tunnel, it uses the opening as a door out of which 

* Reaumur thought this was purposely done by the worm to prevent the 

pellets from being thrown about in the cavitv by the motions of the fruit. 

This may be true, or it may be more probable that, like many other cater- 

pillars, this apple-worm spins a thread wherever it goes around in its home, 

and the pellets simply get entangled in these threads. 
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it throws its excrement; it apparently keeps the hole closed with a net 

work of silken threads in which are mingled particles of apple bitten 

off by the worm and with grains of excrement. An exit hole thus 

stopped up is shown, enlarged, at @ in figure 134. This “ worm- 

hole” often remains in this condition for several days, the caterpillar 

evidently feeding inside and making further preparations to leave the 

fruit forever. 

The codling-moth usually spends from twenty to thirty days of its 

life as a caterpillar feeding inside the fruit. 

Are two or more fruits ever attacked by the same worm ?—Roesel 

believed that the worms often went from one apple to another, even 

though the apple fell to the ground and the worm had to climb the 

tree again. Later observers 

have only seen indications of 

where a worm has left one 

fruit and entered another touch- 

ing it while the fruits were 

still on the tree. There is no 

authentic evidence to show 

that more than two apples are 

ever entered by the same worm, 

Usually the apple-worm gets 34.—The ‘‘worm-hole”’ or exit hole of the 
its. growth in the same fruit apple - worm; enlarged. a, before the 

8 : ‘ worm has left the fruit, and b, after it 
where it got its first meal. has emerged and pushed away the plug. 

The number of worms in a 

single fruit.—Usually but one apple-worm occurs in a fruit, but 

several instances are recorded where two, three, or even four worms 

have been found in one fruit. Out of 201 apples examined by Atkins, 

in Maine, in 1882, nine had been penetrated by three worms each, and 

47 by two worms each; in no case did a worm gnaw through into 

the burrow of another. When two or more worms are found in the 

same fruit, they are usually quite different in size, and may belong to 

different broods. 

Liffect of their work on the fruit—Usually fruit in which the apple- 

worm is at work shows signs of a premature ripening. ‘This is espe- 

cially true of early varieties, and “windfalls” are often the final 

result. In the case of late varieties, however, the infested fruit often 

remains on the tree and ripens naturally with the others, the worms 
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thus having but little effect on the fruit, except to render it unattrac- 

tive to buyers and eaters. Usually ‘‘wormy” fruit 1s practically 

worthless for almost any purpose, but much of it is often fed to stock 

or to us in the form of sweet cider. 

How and When the Worms Leave the Fruit. 

When the caterpillar is ready to leave the fruit, it pushes away the 

plug of pellets, described above and shown at a@ in figure 134, and 

crawls out, leaving a round, blackish-looking ‘‘ worm-hole”’ as shown 

at 6 in the same figure. When this exit-hole is found, one can easily 

tell whether a fruit still contains the worm or not by the presence or 

absence of the plug of pellets. It is said that the worms leave the 

fruit mostly at night. 

If the fruit has already fallen to the ground, the caterpillar proceeds 

to crawl to some secure and suitable place in which to begin its 

preparations for becoming a moth. Those worms which leave the 

fruit on the tree were seen by LeBaron in the orchard by lamp-light 

to either let themselves down to the ground by a silken thread, which 

they spun as they went, and then crawl back to the trunk; or they 

crawled from the apple onto the branch, and thence down to the trunk. 

Cook, from some experiments made in 1875, thought that the worms 

seldom, if ever, dropped from the tree to the ground; and that at 

least one-half of them did not descend to the ground at all. Trimble 

records collecting a number of worms and putting them on the ground 

in the vicinity of an apple-tree. They crept about at random for a 

little while, but, 1f not too far off, most of them were soon seen going 

in the direction of the tree. 

The date when the worms which enter the fruit in the spring, get 

full-grown and leave, cannot be stated definitely. For the irregularity 

in the appearance of the moths at that time is so great that oftentimes 

some of the earliest worms will be ready to leave when others hatched 

from later eggs will be just entering the fruit. In the latitude of 

St. Louis, Riley records finding full grown worms as early as the 5th 

to the roth of June. Usually, however, the early summer brood of 

worms in the latitude of New York do not mature until July and 

later. From the 1st of July until winter ysets in, one can usually find 

at any time worms Of all sizes in the fruit; and large numbers of them 

do not Jeave the fruit until it has been barreled or stored for winter. 
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The Cocoon. 

Where it ts made.—After leaving the fruit, the apple-worm next 

devotes its energies to finding a suitable place for its cocoon, in which 

to undergo its further transformation. Many of them find their way 

to the trunk, larger branches, or into the crotch of the tree, where they 

crawl into any crevice they can find under the rough, loose bark. 

Other worms find suitable quarters on near-by fences or trees, in piles 

of rubbish, under boards or chips, in stumps, in fact, almost anywhere, 

except in the ground or among the grasses or weeds.* In November, 

1875, Beal made a very careful examination of several square feet of* 

soil and grass under different trees which had borne or had had wormy 

apples sorted under them ; ‘no trace of the insect was found. 

If the worms are carried into the store-rooms or barreled with the 

fruit when it is picked, upon leaving the apples they spin their cocoons 

in the crevices and angles of the barrels, or anywhere in the store- 

room, especially in any rags, papers, or clothes that may be lying 

about. 

flow it is made.—UHaving found a suitable place, the apple-worm 

first usually hollows out with its jaws a little oval cavity, and then 

begins its cocoon. ‘The cocoon is rather thin but quite tough 

and is made largely of silk in which are mixed bits of the sub- 

stance on which it is being made. It is lined with a thin 

layer of white silk, and on the outside it is usually covered, and 

often thickened at some point, with more loosely bound together parti- 

cles of the surrounding substance; this renders the cocoon quite 

inconspicuous. Several cocoons are shown, natural size, in figure 135, 

* Mr. Crawford records an instance in Australia where the worms took 

refuge in the pith of old raspberry canes growing under apple trees ; 20 

worms were found in one of these canes. In 1896, several raspberry canes 

which had been badly infested with the cane-borer, were sent us from Ohio. 
In the pith we found several apple-worms snugly tucked away in their 

cocoons. In this case, the worms had evidently found an easy entrance to 

the canes through the large hole made by the borer when it emerged as a 

beetle. While breeding the insect here in the insectary, we have had the 

worms burrew iuto pieces of cork and work their way into books to spin their 
cocoons. Cooke says the cocoons are often found in California from one to 

six inches below the ground on the base and roots of the smooth-barked 

trees, 
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just as they appeared on the piece of bark when it was removed from 

the tree. Figure 136 shows some cocoons enlarged, and it well illus- 

trates their method of construction. Inshape, the cocoons are adapted 

to the shape of the place in which they are built. Anyone can soon 

find these cocoons on old rough-barked apple-trees after a little search 

at almost any time from August 1 until spring opens. Cooke states 

that a worm completes its cocoon in twenty-four hours. It 1s said that 

the cocoons made by the worms 

late in the season, and in which 

they expect to pass the winter, 

are tougher, thicker and darker 

colored than those made earlier, 

from which the moths soon 

issue. 

flow Long and in What Con- 

dition the Insect Lives in Its 

Cocoon. 

Usually when the cocoon is 

made during or after August, 

the insect may be found therein 

as a caterpillar until the next 

spring. If the cocoon is made 

before August 1, its maker, the 

caterpillar, may change within 

three days to a very different 

hoe ak looking object known as the f a pe a 

135.—Cocoons of the co 

oi Fed 

Wling-moth as they 
were found attached toa piece of loose : F 
bark, natural size. pupe are shown, natural $1Ze, in 

dupa, Cocoons containing these 

figure 135, and enlarged in 

fizure 136. The insect usually spends but two or three weeks, 

sometimes less, in the pupa state, whether the change to a pupa 

takes place in July or not until the next spring. ‘Thus the insect 

may spend less than three weeks of its life as a pupa in the 

cocoon, or it may occupy it as a caterpillar for ten months, and then 

as a pupa for two or three weeks longer. The reason for this seem 

ingly great variation in the life-history of the codling-moth will appear 

in the discussion of the next and very important phase of the subject. 
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The Number of Broods of the Insect. 

For more than a century the statements which have been made 

regarding the number of broods of the codling-moth during the course 

of a year, have differed widely. Some writers record only one brood, 

others two, and some as many as three or moreinayear. ‘This varia- 

tion has been the subject of considerable discussion in Germany, and 

more recently in the United States. 

Beginning with Goedart’s first account in 1635, the European rec- 

ords indicate but one brood north of latitude 50 degrees, that is, in 

136.—Pupe of the codling-moth in cucvons, enlarged, 

England, Holland, Germany (except possibly the southwestern por- 

tion), and the more northern countries. ‘The evidence from Reaumur, 

Pissot, and Schmidtberger indicate two broods in France and Austria 

or south of latitude 50 degrees; recent evidence from Italy indicates 

three broods there. 

In America the evidence thus far submitted, shows a similar, and in 

some instances a more striking variation in the number of broods of 

the insect. ‘The observations of Atkins, Harvey, and Munson in 

Maine, indicate one regular or full brood and a partial, in some years 

possibly nearly a full, second brood in that state. ‘This statement will 

doubtless also apply to most of the New England States, and so far as 

our observations indicate, it is also true of the state of New York. 

In 1871, Mr. Chapin, of East Bloomfield, N. Y., found that by caging 

some of the insects in July a second brood of the moths appeared in 
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August (Country Gentleman, January 25, 1871). We have bred-moths 

in August here at Ithaca from .cocoons spun in July, and our observa- 

tions indicate that in New York the number of worms of the first brood 

which develop into moths the same season depends largely upon the 

weather conditions which affect the earliness or lateness of the opening of 

spring. In 1896, for instance, spring opened earlier than usual in New 

York, and everything was very favorable for the development of insect 

life for several weeks, with the result that there was evidently nearly if not 

quite a full second brood of the ccdling-moth, for a much larger percent- 

age of the apples than usual were injured late in the season. We believe 

that there is always a partial second brood of the insect in New York, and 

in some years probably a full second brood in many parts of the state. 

There is conclusive evidence of two full broods of the insect in IlIli- 

nois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska and Colorado, with indica- 

tions of a partial third brood in southern Illinois and in Nebraska and 

Colorado. In the higher altitudes of California there are apparently 

but two broods (Bull. 22,.U.S. Div. of Enti=p; 89), while three 

broods appear in other parts of the state. Observations in- Oregon 

and New Mexico indicate three broods there also. 

The evidence submitted from New Jersey indicates some peculiar vatla- 

tions in the life of the insect in that state. In 1865 Trimble recorded that 

he found pupze under some of hts bands at Newark, N. J., on August 10, 

and on August 20 and 23 he found that ‘‘ about one in five of the worms 

had transformed to moths”; thus demonstrating at least a partial second 

brood in that part of the state. In 1894, Simith recorded some experi- 

ments extending over three years, from which he recently concludes that 

‘near New Brunswick there is positively a single annual brood only.” 

But he admits that ‘‘ south of Burlington county there is at least a par- 

tial second brood.” In the same paragraph he also states that the moths 

emerge earlier at New Brunswick than Card records them in Nebraska, 

where there are at least two broods of the insect... It seems strange that 

there should be such a difference in the life of this insect within a distance of 

less than thiity miles in the same state. But there seems to be something 

peculiar about the conditions near New Brunswick, N. J., for Smith finds 

that other insects, notably the elm leaf-beetle, lead a different life there 

than they do only a comparatively short distance either to the north or 

south. 

In 1895 Fletcher reported that ‘ careful observations made during 

the last ten years convince me that in this part of Canada (Ottawa) 

there is only one regular brood of this insect in the year. This is, I 
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believe, the case as far west as Toronto. In the fruit grow!ng districts 

of West Ontario there are two broods, the second brood being invari- 

ably the most destructive.” 

From the above evidence we conclude that there is one well-defined 

brood and usually a more or less complete second brood of the codling- 

moth yearly in the New England States, New York, most of New 

Jersey, and part of Canada. ‘Two well-defined annual broods cccur 

in Michigan, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Western 

Ontario, and Colorado, with sometimes a partial third brood in some 

localities and seasons. In California, Oregon, New Mexico, and in 

the South there seems to be three broods annually. We should have 

more definite observations on this point in many states. It 1s not pos- 

sible to define these different regions by parallels of latitude, for the 

variations in the number of broods depends upon differences in climate, 

‘temperature, and latitude.* 

Whenever the first brood of worms transforms into moths the same 

season, this usually occurs late in July and during August, and the 

second brood of worms work from August on, many of them even 

completing their growth after the fruit is stored. In those parts of 

Europe where the insect is single-brooded, the moths do not appear 

from the winter coccons until the middle of June and in July. ‘The 

second brood is usually more destructive than the first, as it is more 

numerous and works in the later and more valuable varieties of fruit. 

In some years the partial second brood which works in New York 

spoils many more apples than the first brood. 

This question of the number of broods of this pest is of great prac- 

tical importance in connection with the methods of combating it. We 

have learned how quite successfully to control it where there is one and 

a partial second brood, or even two broods annually, but where there 

are more than two broods we are not so successful. 

* Mr. Marlatt suggests (Proc. Ent. Soc. of Wash., III., p. 228) that ‘ Dr. 

Merriam’s map showing the distribution of the total quantity of heat during 

the season of growth and reproductive activity, presents an interesting agree- 

ment in its zones with the available records in regard to the number of broods 

of this insect. At least, a good basis is furnished for future obser- 

vations.”’” He thinks that the data thus far submitted indicates one annual 

broodin Dr. Merriam’s transitional zone ; two annual broods may be expected 
in the upper austral life-zone, and three annual broods in the lower austral 

“ Ae 

zone, 
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How the Second Brood \ Vorks. 

Doubtless the eggs of the second brood, like those of the first, are 

laid anywhere it happens on the fruit or possibly on tne leaves, but 

not so many of the young worms enter the fruit at the blossem- 

end, many of them entering at other points. Instead of making 

their way to the core soon after entering, many of the worms of the 

second brood seem to feed for some little time in the flesh just beneath 

the skin near the point where they entered, forming there a shallow 

mine. This re- 

sults in a large 

wormy spot 

which _ greatly 

disfigures the 

fruit, as shown 

on- the two 

lower apples in 

fr S wre sagan 

often a_ leaf 

may be fasten- 

ed down to the 

fruit over the 

spot, as shown 

on one of the 

ap ples. iim 

1896 there was 
Se” 

137.-—Wormy spots made by the second biood of apple-worms, ‘ 
half natural size. plaint from 

New Fork 

apple-growers on account of so much of their fruit having these wormy 

spots on them late in the season; most growers did not realize that it 

was the work of their old enemy, the codling-moth, Perhaps the more 

common method of work of this second brood, however, in many 

localities, is shown on the upper apple in figure 137. ‘That is, the 

worm enters the blossom-end, but instead of soon making its way to 

the core it extends its feeding grounds out into the fruit around the 

calyx, forming a shallow mine just under the skin. Sometimes 

the flesh is thus mined out for a distance of half an inch from the 

m we h»-com- 
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calyx, the worms often attaining their full growth there. Harvey 

records that in Maine, in 1888, three-fourths of the apples from some 

localities showed this work of the second brood of worms around the 

calyx. Whether the second brood often works in this peculiar manner 

in other parts of the country, especially where there is a third brood, 

we cannot say. It is probable that many of the worms which are 

hatched late in the season, of whatever brood, work in this manner, 
% 

How the Insect Passes the Winter. 

Almost invariably the codling-moth winters as a caterpillar in its 

cocoon. Differences in latitude, climate, or altitude seem to cause no 

variation from this rule.* Often some of the worms go into winter 

quarters in August. As worms of all sizes may be found in the fruit 

late in the fall, doubtless many of the young ones perish, unless they 

are lucky enough to be carried into the store-room where they may 

continue feeding and finish their growth. 

One can readily find these hibernating worms in the winter or early 

spring, snugly curled up in their cocoons, by carefully examining the 

loose bark on almost any old apple-tree which bore much fruit the 

previous season. It is interesting to watch the caterpillars when their 

cocoons have been torn open, even in the winter. ‘They soon bestir 

themselves and proceed to repair the damage at once. If removed 

from the cocoon each will spin another. We have had a worm 

make two or three new and complete cocoons after being removed 

very early in the spring from the one in which it hibernated. 

When the Mots Appear in the Spring. 

Those hibernating worms which escape the birds during the winter, 

change to brown pupe, shown in figure 136, in the spring, and in from 

two to three weeks the moths emerge. The date of the emergence of 

the moths depends much upon the place where the worms hibernated, - 

and upon the weather conditions prevailing in the spring. Oftentimes 

the cocoons are spun in temporary storerooms in the fall, where the 

* Mr. Howard records an apparent exception to this rule. Specimens of 

the insect were received at the Dept. of Agr. from Kansas, on November 

15, were in the pupa state when sent three days before. They were kept 

in a warm room and the moths issued in January. 
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subsequent temperature is so warm as to cause the insect to transform 

considerably sooner than it naturally would on the trunk of a tree; or 

if the wormy apples are placed in a cool cellar, the transformation of 

the worm may be unnaturally prolonged. ‘The recorded appearances 

of the moths vary from March and the first half of April in California, 

through May and the early part of June for most localities in the 

northern half of the United States, and some moths have not emerged 

from cellars or storerooms until iaiy 13 or later. 

During the past two years we have made many visits to orchards early 

in the spring, and have collected and examined hundreds of cocoons. 

These were placed in cages and the worms allowed to transform into 

moths, the date of emergence of the latter being noted. In 1896, we 

began collecting April 8, and found only caterpillars in the cocoons until 

April 28, when one or two pupe were seen. In 1897, the first pupa was 

found April 27, and by the 7th of May only about one-fourth had pupated 

in the cocoons on the trees. The following table gives the dates of the 

emergence of the moths (with the number for each day) from cocoons 

collected in April, 1896 and 1897: 

1896. 1897. 

N b Number | Numb 
Date of ‘Moths. Date. of Moths. Date. | of Moths. 

May 3..---- gee 0 ceri hn eee 8 May 24._...| 4 
éé 4 .. eee 1 “é 2 EEE eT. 6 ¢ 26 Se 4 

OCT aah 2 SSNS Sec SI is FORT AAS [ens 
be +f Pe riae * 4 “ce 4 jae 6 6c 29 - | 8 

: 11) Seep 4 Hasent Acne Ci epee im Sok 9 ie 3 | ee ee) 8 
ae 1g heme a D re 5 ape 4 me 7 ae | 6 

acme I Ge rpuecee & 5 of eee 5 June 2458 6 
“Lae ee 5 | a6 eee 6 aS ae Sa 9 
ere O)s8 1s 42 4 ae ir es 9 aC 1 Re ff 

SSeS oooh pete e 5 SCy OEE: 1 ee Gs ess 6 

ee Pi! ee eee 4 oi are U) [eee a 1 St (Kae ee 6 

: SO rpeersey Z EF) Matters 5 

ie ee Hee 75 PE a) be Sen ee Se 4 

at |: Eee 1 

festa I.) A Seo ae 2 

er) ee 2 

The above table shows that the, moths may emerge over an unusually 

long period in the spring in central New York; that is, from May 3 until 

June 22, or over a month and a half. Apparently a majority of them 

emerged in 1896 and 1897 during the last week in May and the first week 
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in June. We found the first eggs in the orchard on May 28 in 1896, and 

recently-laid eggs, evidently of the first brood, were seen as late as 

June 27. 

Compared with the blossoming period of apples—The date of the 

opening of apple-blossoms varies considerably in the same localities 1n 

different years, depending upon the earliness or lateness of the opening 

of spring. 

At Ithaca in 1896, the petals had fallen from most varieties by May Io, 

and by May 28 the fruit was as large as shown at @ and @ in figure 131. 

In 1897, however, early varietics of apples were not in full bloom until 

May 11, and the petais had not fallen from the later varieties until May 20. 

In the same locality in 1892, Lodeman found that the petals were not off 

until June 6; in 1893, he found that the first blossoms opened on May 19, 

and a few blossoms remained on June 8. In 1892 the blossoms were off 

by May 20 in Pennsylvania. It is recorded that at Benzonia, Mich., the 

season was so late in 1888 that there were no appie blossoms for Decoration 

Day, May 30; while the same year in California, the apples were in 

bloom March 17. In 1889, the petals had fallen in lowa by May 15, and 

in 1891, Munson records that the last blossoms were falling in. Maine on 

June 11. In New Hampshire, the blossoms hal fallen by June 9g in 

1894. In 1897, Card reports that the season was later than usual in 

Nebraska and the petals feil about May 8 In 1888, a calendar was kept 

of the date of blooming of different varieties of apples in Kansas (First 

Rept. Kan. Expt. Station); the calendar shows less than a week’s dif- 

ference in time of blooming of the earliest and latest varieties, most of 

them being in full bloom about April 21. 

The above evidence in regard to the blossoming time of apples as 

compared with the dates of the emergence of the codling-moths, indi- 

cates that the moths may begin to emerge about the time the apple-trees 

are in bloom. But our breeding experiments and what little definite 

evidence there is on this point, indicate that the majority cf the moths 

do not emerge until several days after the petals have fallen. Then 

allowing a few days for the preparation for oviposition, we should not 

expect, and, in fact, do not find eggs until a week or more after the 

petals drop. Another week must elapse before the eggs hatch, so that 

theoretically, we should find but few worms until after the blossoms 

have been off for two weeks or mre on most varieties ; and this agrees 

with our observations and with the definite evidence recorded by 

Atkins, Gillette, Washburn and Card. ‘There ts no definite evidence 
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that eggs have been seen on apples on the tree until the fruit has 

reached nearly the size shown at @ and @ in figure 131, or until it is 

from one-half to three-fourths of an inch in diameter. 

We have gone into some detail to bring out the above facts, not 

only because they correct some old stereotyped notions, but because 

they have a very important bearing on the question as to when it is 

necessary to apply the spray to reach the worms most successfully. 

As will be brought out more fully, with illustrations, in our discus- 

sion of the time to spray, it 1s necessary for fruit growers to watch 

the blossoming of their trees and especially the development of the 

young fruit, for therein lies an easy and sure method of determining 

just when the spray can be applied to do the most good. 

Flabits of the Moth. 

It has long been known that the adult insect was nocturnal in its 

habits, usually remaining hidden during the day. The fact that the | 

moth closely mimics the bark in its coloring, and its habits of moving 

about only at night, account for the fact that but few fruit-growers 

have ever seen it. Koebele gives the following account of their habits 

in California: ‘Ona hot and sunny day, while walking through an old 

apple orchard at ro A. M., moths started up either from the trunk or 

lower leaves of nearly every tree and settled down again, generally 

higher up and on the upper sides of the leaves exposed to the sun. 

From May 25 until the end of June there could be seen at dusk from 

25 to so oneach tree. The place is situated on the east side of tne hills. 

About half an hour after the sun disappeared behind the mountains, 

and while it was yet visible for nearly that length of time on the 

opposite hill, the moths began to appear, flying with quick movements 

around the trees, chiefly near the tops, and settling down again upon 

the leaves or fruit from time to time. This was kept up until towards 

dark when they became less numerous. During this time both sexes 

may be readily collected with a long butterfly-net. I have taken 

many near the ground on the lower leaves and often distant from fruit 

trees. By their peculiar flight they are easily distinguished from any 

other species of moth.” Goethe found in his experiments in Germany 

that the moths were the most active about 9 Pp. M. Most of the eggs 

are thus doubtless laid in the evening. 
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Unlike many other moths, the codling moth is not attracted to 

lights. ‘This has been demonstrated several times by careful experi- 

ments with trap-lanterns in orchards. 

The moth has a slender, pointed tongue, with which it sometimes 

sips or sucks up sweet substances. LeBaron saw the moths feed freely 

upon lumps of moist sugar and slices of sweet apple which he placed 

in their cage. McMillan records that they willingly feed upon 

sweetened water, and that he has ‘‘seen those of the second brood 

feeding upon the yellow flowers of an autumnal composite (Grindelia 

sguarrosa) in the dusk of evening” in Nebraska. The weight 

of evidence from careful experiments indicate that the moths are 

not easily attracted to alluring baits of any kind.” 

How long a codling-moth lives is not definitely known. In con- 

finement, most observers record that they all die in about a week. 

Washburn concluded from his observations that the life of the moths 

was from ten to fifteen days. One moth lived for seventeen days in 

one of our cages. 

Brief Résumé of the Life-history. 

The codling-moth appears in the spring about the time the _ blos- 

soms are falling from apple trees, and after a few days glues its tiny 

scale-like eggs (see figure 131) onto the skin of the young fruit or even 

the adjacent leaves, where they hatch in about a week. The little 

apple-worm usually finds its way into the blossom-end, where it takes 

its first meal, and where it remains feeding for several days, finally 

eating its way to the core. In about three weeks it gets nearly full- 

grown and makes an exit-tunnel to the surface, closing the outside 

opening of the tunnel for a few days while it feeds inside. Emerging 

from the fruit, 11 usually makes its way to the trunk of the tree, where 

* A Connecticut correspondent states in the Rural New Yorker for Janu- 

ary 9, 1897, that ‘‘ happening to pass a sweet-bough apple-tree one evening 

in August, where a number of apples, half eaten by the chickens, were 

lying scattered about, I noticed a kitten busily trying to catch some small 

object. On investigation, I discovered that the half-eaten apples were cov- 

ered with codling-moths. ‘There were thousands of them, apparently feed- 

ing on the fruit. They were very active when disturbed. I procured a lot 
of old newspapers, and for half an hour or more I kept several fires burning 

brightly, while the kitten and I stirred them up. I don’t think I succeeded 

in burning as many as the kitten caught. They carefully avoided the fires.”’ 
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it soon spins a cocoon (figure 135) under the loose bark. Usually 

the first worms to thus spin in June or July, soon transform to 

pup (figure 136), from which the adult insect emerges in about two 

weeks, and eggs are soon laid from which a second brood of the 

worms hatch. In most of the more northern portions of the United 

States, only a part of the worms of the first brood pupate or transform 

to moths the same season, but in the central, western and southern 

portions there is a complete second brood, and in some portions even’ 

a third brood of the worms annually. In the fall all the worms spin 

cocoons wherever they may be, either in the orchard or in storerooms, 

and remain curled up in them as caterpillars until spring opens, when 

they transform, through the pupa, to the moth, thus completing their 

yearly life cycle. 

THE NATURAL ENEMIES OF THE CODLING-MOTH. 

At no period of its existence does the codling-moth seem to be secure 

from the attacks of its enemies; even the tiny eggs and the moth do 

not escape their relentless jaws. 

Koebele records that in California a ‘‘ most efficient destroyer of the 

insect 1s a small bat which 1s always in search of the moth, appearing 

somewhat later than the latter, but keeping up its chase until dark, 

when apparently the moths cease their flight and the bats go off in 

search of other food. Every night during June as many as six of 

these bats were to be seen flying around an isolated apple-tree upon 

which there were a large number of the moths, not only taking the 

codling-moth on the wing, but very often darting at a leaf to get the 

resting moth” 

It would seem that the codling-moth’s egg, not quite so large-as a 

common pin’s head, would escape the eye of the enemy, but many of 

them do not. In June, 1896, we were surprised to find that quite a 

number of the eggs we saw had a peculiar black appearance. ‘These 

were placed in cages, and a few days later the mystery was explained. 

For, instead of little apple- worms hatching from them, theré appeared 

fully developed adult insects, the surprising number of four coming 

from a single tiny egg insome cases. It is wonderful to think of four 

perfect animals having been born in, and having obtained suficient 

sustenance to develop into perfect insects from the contents of such a 
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tiny thing as the egg of a codling-moth. In figure 138 is shown a 

greatly enlarged picture of this pretty little parasite, which is, of course, 

an exceeding small creature, yet it is easily visible to the naked eye. 

Dr. L. O. Howard determines these little parasites as probably the 

same insect, Zrichogramma pretiosa, which infests the eggs of the cotton 

worm to a large extent in the South. In 1889, Koebele found many 

pirasitized eggs of the codling-moth in California; the parasite he 

reared is either the same as, or first cousin to, the one working in the 

egg in New York. 

Even after the apple-worms get out of sight in the fruit, they are 

not safe from their ene- 

mies. In California a wasp 

(Sphecius nevadensis) is 

reported to frequent pear 

trees, and is described as 

pulling the worms out of 

the siroit. with its.‘ fore 

foot.” In 1890, Mr. Web- 
ster reported (Insect Life, 

Ifl., 348) that two ob- 

servers in Indiana had seen 

downy woodpeckers deftly 

extracting the worms from 

the blossom-ends of young 

apples without injuring the 138.—Trichogramma protiosa, LEge-parasite of the 
fruit. In 18 Dr. Rile codling-moth, greatly enlarged, (From kiley, 

FO73» y 4th Rept. Ent: Come, >: Dept. ok Agr) 
found that an Ichneumon 

fly, which he called the “ delicate long-sting, 

unfortunate apple-worm while yet in the fruit, as it always suc- 

9 ‘“‘ probably pierced the 

cumbs soon after forming its cocoon, and before changing to a 

pupa.” Riley’s picture of this graceful, pale honey-yellow parasite 

is given in figure 139; the lines at the left show its natural size. 

While examining wild haws in 1890 for apple-worms, we were sur- 

prised to find in a few fruits nearly full-grown worms whose life was 

being sucked out by small maggot-like creatures which had attached 

themselves to the body of their host, one to eech apple worm. We 

did not succeed in rearing the adult insect from this external parasitic 

grub. It may have been the same parasite which Popenoe found in 
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Kansas in 1889, but he does not. state whether the apple-worm was 

attacked while in the fruit or not. A picture of this Kansas parasite, 

which Dr. Howard writes us is probably a species of Gonzozus, is 

shown greatly enlarged in figure 140. In 1872, Mr. Foster, of Baby- 

lon, N. Y., reported ( Gard- 

ner’s Monthly), the dis- 

covery of a very curious 

and strange case of para- 

sitism. He had found a 

species of the well-known 

hair-snakes imbedded in 

one of the codling-moth 

caterpillars in the center of 

a large pear. Since then 

several observers have 

found these hair-snakes in 

apple-worms or coiled in 

the core of wormy apples. 

Hair- snakes are often 
found in ground-inhabit- 

ing insects like — grass- 

hoppers, but how they ever 

get into apple- worms inside 

the fruits on the tree is yet 

a mystery. A German 

139 —-The delicate long-sting parasite ( Macrocentrus writer suggests thata heavy 
delicatus. (From Riley). dew may moisten the trunks 

of trees sufficiently to 

enable the hair-worms to ascend them. The apple-worm is also in- 

fested by a hair-snake in Europe. 

After the apple-worm leaves the fruit, it has to run the gauntlet of 

many other enemies. ‘The larva (a in figure 141) of the Pennsylvania 

soldier-beetle (Chauliognathus pennsylvanicus) often devours the apple- 

worm while it is getting ready to spin, and possibly sometimes 

before it leaves the fruit. The adult form—the beetle—(/ in figure 

141) of this predaceous enemy is a very common yellowish beetle, 

which feeds only on the pollen of flowers. It is probable that the 

larva of the margined soldier-beetle (C. marginafa also even enters the 
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fruit to feed upon the apple worm. ‘The larva of the two lined 

soldier-beetle ( Zelephorus bilineatus) is also reported as preying upon 

apple worms. Still another predaceous beetle larva. which has been 

found feeding on the apple-worm, and the pupz also, in many parts 

of the United States, is shown 

at work at a in figure 142. We 

have seen many of these larve 

at work in our search for apple- 

worms on the trunks of trees in 

early spring. With the exception 

of the birds, it seems to be the 

most efficient enemy of the cod- 

ling-moth in New York. Its first 

cousin, Zyogosita laticollis, also 149.—Gontozus sp, externally parasitic on 
‘ : apple-worms, (From Popenoe.) 

has the same habit. In Califor- 

nia, the larva of a Raphidian (a Neuropterous insect occurring 

only in the far west) is a most effective enemy of the apple-worm. 

An attempt has been made to introduce this insect into Australia to 

help in keeping this pest in check there. A Tachinid fly (//yfostena 

variabilis) is recorded as having the apple-worm for its host (Bull. 7, 

Tech. Ser. U. S. Div. of Entomology, p. 17). Besides these predace- 

ous enemies, there is a parasitic Ichneumon-fly which attacks the 

apple-worm after it leaves the fruit. This black parasitic fly is shown 

. much enlarged in figure 143. 

It is known as the ring-legged 

Pimpla (Pimpla annulipes). The 

grubs of this fly live within the 

body of the apple-worm or the 

pupa, and the adult fly escapes 

by eating its way through the 
141. — The Pennsylvania Soldier - beetle pupa skin and cocoon of its host. 

(Chauliognathus pennsylvanicus). ’ 
(From Riley.) In Europe three parasites are 

recorded as attacking the cod- 

ling-moth; they are Campoplex pomorum, Pachymerus vulnerator, and . 

Phygadeuon brevis. 

By far the mostvefficient aids to man in controlling the codling-moth 

are the birds. Nearly all writers since Roesel’s time, 1746, have 

referred to the effective work done by the birds. Anyone who tries to 
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collect the apple-worm on the trunks of the trees in early spring, will 

be surprised to find how many empty cocoons there will be. Usually, 

however, a tell-tale hole through the bark into the cocoon, explains 

the absence of its occupant. Our observations lead us to fully agree 

with Riley and Walsh that ‘almost 

all the cocoons of the moth that 

have been constructed in the autumn 

on the trunks and limbs of apple 

trees, are gutted of their living 

tenants by hungry birds, long before 

the spring opens.” In our experi- 

ence, it was almost impossible to find 

anything but empty cocoons on 

142 ie Nereis eo nee Mee oe any part of the tree in the spring, 

ling-moth pupa. (From Popence.) except on the trunk at the surface 

of the ground and for a distance of 

from six inches to a foot above. One finds such an astonishingly 

large number of empty cocoons, that it would seem as though the 

birds must get the larger percentage of the worms which go into hiber- 

nation in the fall. Among the birds 

which:thus include the apple-worm in 

their menu are the, downy wood- 

pecker, nuthatch, black - capped tit- 

mouse, bluebird, crow blackbird, king- 

bird, swallows, sparrows, wrens, chick- 

a-dee, and jays. It is probable that 

most of the birds which winter in any 

locality, include the apple worm in 

their dietary. 

Recent reports have appeared in 

horticultural papers that the fruit- 14; —7%e ring-legsged Pimpla par- 
rowers of Oregon and Washington asite. (Pimpla annutlipes.) 

6 ; Bt (From Riley, An. Report Sec. 
were trying to arrange for the 1m- of Agr for 1897.) 

portation of a German bird which 

is said to be a natural enemy of the codling-moth. Our advice to a_ 

correspondent, who wrote us from Washington in regard to the 

scheme, was “do not try it.” There are too many risks torun. In 

the first place, it is very doubtful if there is any German bird 
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which gets as many apple-worms to eat in its native home as do 

some of our own native birds in our orchards. As the Aural New 

Yorker puts it: ‘This foreigner should furnish a_ certificate 

of good moral character before being allowed to land.” The 

English sparrow was introduced into the United States to destroy 

canker-worms, and to-day it is an unmitigated pest, while the canker- 

worms were never more numerous and destructive than now. Dr. L. 

O. Howard, in a recent address (Proc. Am. As. Ad. Sci. for 1897) has 

well said: ‘“‘ We have thus had sufficient experience with intentional 

importations to enable us to conclude that, while they may often be 

beneficial in a high degree, they form a very dangerous class of experi- 

ments and should never be undertaken without the fullest understand- 

ing of the life-history and habits of the species. Even then there may 

be danger as, with a new environment, habits frequently change in a 

marked degree.” | 

And yet, in spite of the above array of enemies, enough codling- 

moths succeed in running the gauntlet every year to allow it to take 

rank as the most destructive apple pest in nearly all parts of the world. 

How to FichT THE CoplLING-MOTH. 

The codling-moth seems to have ravaged orchards for twenty cen- 

turies before anyone accorded any suggestions by which it might be 

checked.* Dumng the past seventy-five years, however, so many 

schemes have been devised that it would require volumes to contain | 

all that has been said pro and con concerning them. Believing that 

oftentimes it is just as valuable to a fruit grower to know what not fo 

do as it 1s what fo do, and that one method may be more applicable or 

practicable under certain conditions than another method, we have 

thought it advisable to briefly discuss all of the so-called ‘ remedies” 

that we have seen suggested. 

* Of interest, historically, is the fact that, so far as we can discover, the 

first one to even hint at any remedial measure was an American, a Mr. 

Thatcher. In the second edition of his American Orchardist, he shrewdly 

reasons that as the worms are said to spend the winter on the trunks of the 

trees, it would be well to scrape off all lose bark and apply Forsyth’s wash 

(consisting of soap-suds, lime and cow-dung); this would certainly help in 
reducing the number of the pest, 
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In devising any method for combating an insect foe, the first thing 

that should be considered is, in what stage or when is it the most vul- 

nerable to attack 2? Recommendations for fighting the codling-moth 

include schemes for reaching it in all stages and under all sorts of 

conditions. Most writers have considered that the insect is not so 

easily gotten at in either of the shorter stages of its life, that is, in the 

moth, egg, or pupal stages, therefore most of the remedial suggestions 

are directed toward the destruction of it in the caterpillar stage, in 

which it spends the greater part of its life. 

What Can be Done Against the Moths ? 

] ** Rusticus ” said in 1833 that one could drive away the moths in June 

by making a smoking fire of weeds under valuable trees. This is possible, 

but hardly probable, and not often practicable. In 1839 Freyer suggested 

that the best way is to hunt out the moths on the trunk and leaves and 

kill them. He must have been joking, for we have never yet been able 

to get sight of the moth on atree. Ratzeburg condemned the method the 

next year. 

The insect-catching properties of the flowers of the different species of 

Physianthus have long been known, and there has been considerable 

discussion over the claim made by some that many codling-moths were 

caught in these flowers. It was proposed to train these vines up the 

trunks of apple-trees, surmising that the flowers by capturing the moths 

would thus protect the crop. Conclusive evidence has been recorded to 

show that these flowers have no attractions for codling-moths. 

The fact that many different kinds of moths are often attracted to 

lights or to alluring baits in large numbers has led many to believe 

that the codling-moth could also be lured in sufficient numbers to 

make it pay to build fires or to place trap-lanterns in an orchard, or 

to hang sweetened or other baits of various kinds in the trees. Many 

experiments have been tried along this line by such reliable observers 

as Riley, Cook and Atkins, and-so few codling-moths were captured 

as to conclusively show the entire futility of attempting to check the 

pest in this way. Many collectors of insects also report very few 

captures of the moth at their lures or at lights. Most of the reported 
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captures of the insect in large numbers at baits or traps are the results 

of mistaken identity. * 

There is one suggestion of considerable importance to be made in 

this connection. Many of the worms are carried with the fruit into 

store-rooms in the fall, where they spim their cocoons, consequently 

the moths often emerge in the spring in considerable numbers and 

escape through the windows and doors. It would be a simple matter 

to put screens or mosquito netting over all openings during May, 

June and July, thus effectually trapping the moths which would other- 

wise find their way to orchards and start a numerous progeny. ‘The 

number of the moths which sometimes emerge in these fruit-rooms is 

surprising. Hundreds of cocoons have been found in a single apple 

barrel, and in one instance in California the openings in a fruit-room 

were screened, and nearly 16,000 codling-moths were thus trapped 

and killed between the middle of April and the end of August, nearly 

1,000 being caught in a single day, June 15. It would not be neces- 

sary to go to the trouble of catching all the moths in a room thus 

screened, for they would soon die a natural death. 

Can We Kill the Eggs ? 

It is only recently that anyone has suggested the possibility ot 

reaching the codling-moth in its egg stage. Mr. Card reported 

from Nebraska in August, 1897, that “the eggs are very easily 

accessible, being laid, as they are, on the upper surface of the leaf. 

In a limited way, in laboratory experiments, we have found that 

kerosene emulsion will destroy these, but we are not yet able to say 

whether a strength that may be safely used will prove effective in field 

work.” Mr. Washburn seems to have been the only one to try any 

other experiments against the eggs. In 1892 he allowed a few apples, 

upon which eggs occurred, to remain in a solution of one pound of 

IXL (a mixture of lime, salt and sulphur), about one pound of whale 

oil soap, and about an ounce of Paris green, in sixteen gallons of 

water ; subsequently these eggs hatched. 

*The use of baits has recently received considerable attention in 

Germany and in Der Praktische Ratgeber, for 1895, is recorded an account 
of an experiment with glasses of apple jelly hung in the trees. We glean 

from the report that quite a number of codling-moths were thus captured, 

about half of them being females, 
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Apple-trees have been sprayed with similar substances. In 1878 

Cook sprayed an apple-tree weekly from May 15 till the last of June with 

a strong solution of soft soap, with the results that not a single apple 

was wormy, while an unsprayed tree had nearly three-fourths of its fruit 

infested. Whether the strong smell of the soap kept the moths away, 

whether the eggs were killed, or how the solution affected the insect, is 

not suggested. Goff has sprayed apple-trees with kerosene emulsion once 

(June 11) and with McDougall’s Sheep Dip twice (May 25 and 30), but 

with little or no effect on the codling-moth. 

It may be possible to reach the eggs with a spray in Nebraska 

where they seem to be laid on the leaves, but our experience in trying 

to kill the eggs of insects leads us to fear that it will take a stronger 

mixture than the plant will stand to accomplish the desired result. 

Whether the eggs can be reached as readily when they are laid on the 

fruit, can be determined only by experiment. On the whole, we 

doubt if the codling-moth can ever be combated in its egg stage 

nearly so successfully and easily as at some other time. 

Can We Reach the Pupe ? 

As the pupal period lasts only about two weeks, and is passed in 

the cocoon hidden in some crevice of the bark or in store-rooms, it 

offers but little opportunity for attack. Many pupe are killed during 

the summer when the ‘“‘ banding” system (to be discussed later) is 

thoroughly carried out. Many of them could also be killed in the 

spring in store-rooms by fumigating the room, as suggested by Wier of 

California, with carbon bisulphide or hydrocyanic acid gas. But the 

insect can be just as effectually gotten at while it is yet a caterpillar, 

or in the fruit room, even after the moths have emerged; so that, 

although the pupz can be reached to a limited extent and killed, we 

can fight the insect more easily and more successfully at some other 

time. 
How to Kill the Apple-worm or Caterpillar. 

Having discussed the possible chances of reaching the insect in its 

moth, egg, and pupal stages, we now turn our attention to combating 

it in its more vulnerable stage, as an apple-worm. From the time the 

caterpillar leaves the egg until it is snugly ensconced in its cocoon, it 

can be reached in several different ways, none of which, however, are 

a complete success, 
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Jarring or picking infested fruit from the trees.—The fact that one can 

often easily detect the wormy fruit soon after the insect has begun work, 

by the pile of brown excrement thrown out at the blossom-end (as shown 

in figure 133) led several orchardists about 1870 to adopt the practice of 

jarring or picking off such fruits and destroying them. In 1871, Mr. 

Chapin, of East Bloomfield, N. Y., reported that by this means he was 

able to preserve the fruit in an orchard of 100 acres, at the rate of about 

an acre an hour, with two men and a boy. The men would knock off 

the wormy fruit with poles about as fast as the boy could gather them 

into baskets. This simple expedient would be practicable nowadays in 

the case of a few trees in a door-yard, but even there equally as successful 

results can be secured with less labor by other methods. 

The destruction of the “ windfalls.” 

mendations made for the destruction of the codling-moth, both in 

Among the earliest recom. 

Europe and in this country, was to destroy all *‘ windfalls” as fast as 

they fell. Careful experiments by Forbes and Munson have shown that 

about 82 per cent. of these ‘“ windfalls” are caused by the codling- 

moth; the observations of LeBaron, Beal and Cook led them to 

conclude that about one-half of the wormy apples which fell still 

contained the worms; many have also observed that the worms do 

not remain long in “ windfalls.” From these facts one can readily 

see that the prompt destruction of the “ windfalls” would considerably 

lessen the numbers of the pest, but it could be only partially effective 

since about half of the worms leave the fruits before they fall. Many 

have reported good results from pasturing hogs or sheep in orchards 

to eat the ‘‘ windfalls,” and wherever this is practicable, it would prove 

a valuable addition to other methods of warfare. In the case of a 

few choice trees in a door-yard, it would be a good, practicable plan 

to gather the “ windfalls’ by hand every few days and destroy them 

or feed them out to stock. : 

At best, however, the destruction of ‘‘ windfalls” can be only 

partially effective against the codling-moth. 

Trapping the worms on the tree trunk, or the * banding’? method.— 

Upon leaving the fruit, the apple-worm preferably seeks the shelter of 

the crevices and loose bark of the trunk of the tree before spinning its 

cocoon. This fact was known as early as 1746, but it was not until 

nearly a century later that Burrelle, of Massachusetts, discovered that 

thousands of the insects may be obtained “ by winding round or hang- 
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ing any old cloth in the crotch of the trees, from the time they begin 

to leave the apple till the time the fruit is gathered. I think at present 

the best remedy would be this: In the fall, when the insect has 

crept into the cloth for winter quarters, take the cloth from the trees 

and put it into an oven hot enough to destroy them.” Other orchard- 

ists soon recorded similar operations, and finally, as a natural out- 

growth of Burrelle’s recommendation, 

Dr. Trimble, after a series of experiments 

| with various “bands” in 1864, devised 

#| his famous “ hay-rope band.” A reduced 

~| copy of Dr. Trimble’s picture of his hay- 

| rope band in operation is shown in figure 

144. Informing an ideal place for the 

| apple-worms in or under which to spin 

their cocoons this hay-rope band is equal 

to anything yet devised. 

This ‘banding system” thus thorough- 

| ly inaugurated by Dr. Trimble soon be- 

| came the principal and most successful 

method of warfare against this pest. It 

'| was largely practiced during the decade 

_ between 1870 and 1880 in many parts of 

144.—The hay-rope band in op- the United States, especially in Michigan, 
evation. (Reduced from Dr. Shae A 
Trimble’s picture. ) where it is said to have brought about a 

noticeable improvement in the apples 

from that state. Extensive experiments have been made since 1869 

with bands of various kinds by Riley, LeBaron, Cook, Beal, Chapin, 

Wickson, Popenoe, Washburn and Card; and within the past 

three or four years the banding system has received considerable 

attenticn in Germany by Schilling. ‘These experimenters differed 
in their conclusions as to what was the best band to use. Among 

those found the most practical and successful may be mentioned com- 

mon straw wrapping paper, 18x30, folded lengthwise thrice upon 

itself ; rags of any kind ; a very effective but rather expensive one was 

formed by lining one side of an old piece of sacking, four inches wide, 

with strips of lath; strips of old carpet; woolen cloths; old grain 

sacks cut into strips; felt paper sold for carpet lining; and strips of 

heavy express paper cut on a slight curvature and folded together 
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once; while Trimble’s hay-rope band was found equally effective, it 

was not nearly so convenient to make or use, and was thus early dis- 

carded.* Any of the above bands are easily made and quickly 

applied by placing them around the tree and either putting a tack 

through the overlapping ends and into the tree or else by simply tying 

a cord around the middle of the band. ‘To work the most successfully, 

the tree should be scraped quite smooth where the band is applied ; 

the band should be arranged to present one or more folds, in which 

the worms like to spin their cocoons ; and two bands should be put on 

each tree, one near the crotch and the other near the base, thus offer- 

ing convenient places for the worms which may come down from the 

apples on the tree, and also for those which may go up from the 

‘‘ windfalls.” The bands should be put on in June or about the month 

after the blossoms have fallen, and they should be kept on until the 

fruit is gathered. They must be removed and examined every ten 

days until the latter part of August, when it will not be necessary to 

examine them again until late in the fall, except where more than two 

broods of the pest occur. All of the cocoons with their hving con- 

tents must be destroyed at each examination ; this can be done either 

by burning the cheap paper bands and putting on new ones each time, 

or, in the case of cloth bands,by putting them in hot water or by running 

them through a wringer. ‘The necessity for this frequent examination 

of the bands arises from the fact that some of the worms will be 

changing to pupz and the moths would soon escape, thus defeating 

the whole object of the use of the bands. All those who have expressed 

an opinion after using the bands extensively, state that the expense 

during the season need not exceed four cents per tree, or that they can 

be used with decided profit. 

*In 1870 or 1871 there was patented and put on the market what was 

known as ‘‘ Wier’s shingle trap.’’ It consisted of three shingles, separated 

for a slight distance and held together by a large screw through their cen- 

ter, by which they were also fastened to the side of a tree. The idea was 
that the worms in seeking a place to spin upon the trunk of the tree would 

be allured to these shingles. The trap could be easily detached from the 

tree and by turning the shingles the insects between them could be quickly 

crushed. This trap aroused considerable interest at the time, but careful 

comparative tests by Riley and LeBaron soon showed that it was not nearly 

so effective as almost any kind of a band which went completely around the 

tree ; and Wier’s shingle trap was soon discarded. 
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In 1887 Wickson carried on an experiment to get at the exact propor- 

tion between the worms on a tree and the number caught by bands during 

the season. He bandaged 457 apple and pear trees at the California 

Experiment Station, and caught only 1,188 worms while 2,704 fruits were 

found from which the worms had escaped; the bands had thus captured 

only 44 per cent. of the worms. The trees were quite smooth, and only 

one band was used. Doubtless better results would have been obtained by 

the use of two bands. However, 44 per cent. is a good showing, and, as 

Mr. Wickson well says, ‘‘ the destruction of this proportion of fully fed and 

healthy larvaze must be considered very satisfactory ;”’ and it will be seen 

that this old method of treatment is still one of the most effective that can 

be employed.” The next year a similar experiment was made at the 

Kansas Experiment Station, but in this case all of the trees were also 

sprayed with poisons, thus somewhat complicating matters. The record 

shows that the bands captured only about 8.5 per cent. (238,000 infested 

apples and only 20,398 insects) of the insects which had done the injury ; 

one band was used, and it seems as though there must have been some 

conditions not mentioned in the record which might explain the great dif- 

ference between these results and those obtained in California. Yet, with 

even this small per cent. of worms captured, it was considered that the 

bands could be used with profit in Kansas. 

It is surprising how many of the worms can be captured sometimes 

under these bands. In 1873, Beal thus entrapped on 211 trees bearing 

light crops 6,884 of the insects during the season, the largest catch being 

1,450 on July 18, and the smallest 210 on August 15. 

Previous to the discovery of the spraying method for combating the 

codling-moth, this banding system was the most successful method sug- 

gested, and as the above facts show, it has been demonstrated that 

much can be done with bands to reduce the numbers of the pest. Yet, 

under the most favorable circumstances, apparently, we cannot hope to 

capture more than half of the full-grown worms with the bands, and 

then not until they have done their destructive’ work. In short, with 

the bands we simply help to reduce the numbers of the succeeding 

generations of the insect, and thus at the best it is only a partial 

remedy. However, all who have tested it, claim that the method can 

be practiced with profit, and it is evident that where there are two full 

broods or more of the insect, we must devise something to supplement 

or take the place of the poison spray. ‘Thus, under such circumstances, 

doubtless the best method of combating the pest, so far as our present 
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knowledge goes, would be to combine the band treatment with that of 

the poison spray, to be discussed next. Forbes arrived at the same con- 

clusion in his experiments in Illinois in 1885 and 1886, as also did 

Popenoe, Marlatt and Mason in their Kansas experiments in 1888, and 

experiments now in progress in Nebraska and New Mexico are along 

these lines. 

Spraying for the Codling-Moth. 

Apparently the first suggestion to spray apple-trees to check the 

codling-moth was recorded in 1850 by Mr. Simpson, of Massachusetts 

(Downing’s Horticulturist, 1V., 567). By placing a thin plate of bees- 

wax over the “ eyes” of a number of apples, he found that he saved 

them from attack by the apple-worm. He then reasoned: “ But the 

plan for practical purposes is to syringe the fruit with whitewash ; this 

will fill the eye and thus prevent the moth from laying her egg.” 

About thirty years later the same idea seems to have been conceived by 

Dr. Hull, of Illinois. He recommended dusting air-slaked lime over the trees 

just after the blossoms fell, especially when the dew was on, In 1885, 

Forbes sprayed some apple-trees eight times with fresh air-slaked lime 

mixed in water; the results indicated ‘‘the uselessness of this substance 

against the codling-moth.” In 1889, Gillette mixed some carbolic acid 

with plaster and threw this on the trees when the dew was on; two appli- 

cations were made ‘‘ with an apparent saving of 34 per cent. of the fruit 

that would have been wormy.” He states that as it simply repells the 

moths from laying eggs and does not kill the insect, it could hardly be 

recommended, even if it gave much better results. 

Spraying with poisons.—In 1872, Le Baron recommended fruit- 

growers to spray their trees with Paris green to check the canker- 

worms, and this method was soon adopted by many orchardists, some 

of them using white arsenic instead of Paris green. In 1878, a prac- 

tical fruit-grower accidentally discovered that when he sprayed his 

trees with Paris green, he “not only rid the orchard of canker-worms, 

but that the apples on the sprayed part were much less eaten by 

codling-moths.” * 

* This fact seems to have been first discovered by Mr. E. P. Haynes, then 

’ living near Hess Road, Niagara Co., N.Y. Mr. J. S. Woodward had advised 

him to use the poison for the canker-wormis, and in January, 1879, this dis- 

covery was reported to the meeting of the Western N. Y. Hort. Society by 

Mr. Woodward, It seems that the Hon. J. M. Dixon, and others, had also 
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The first careful experiments by an entomologist with the poison spray 

were made in Michigan in 1880 by Cook, who had learned through Mr. 

Woodward of its successful use in western New York. Cook sprayed twice 

with London purple and reported the following results in December of the 

same year: ‘‘ The trees were loaded with fruit, but careful examination, 

made August 19, discovered not a single injured apple. Other apple 

trees, only a few rods distant, which were not treated with the poisonous 

liquid, are bearing fruit one-fourth to one-half of which is ‘ wormy.’” 

Notices of the successful use of the poison spray appeared in most of the 

leading agricultural papers, yet comparatively few adopted the method for ! 

the destruction of the codling-moth during the next few years. Entomolo- * 

gists were somewhat afraid to recommend it, and orchardists seemed to 

hesitate in applying poison for this pest, although it was quite freely used 

for canker-worms. <A very few of the most progressive men adopted the 

method, and with apparently successful results. 

In 1885 and 1886 Forbes and Goff made careful and extensive 

experiments with poison sprays, and the results indicated that at least 

70 per cent. of the loss commonly suffered by the fruit-grower from 

the ravages of the codling-moth could be prevented by thoroughly 

applying the Paris green once or twice in the spring. Similar results 

were obtained in California by Wickson in 1887. After the establish- 

ment of the State Experiment Stations in 1888, a new impetus was 

given to the adoption of the arsenical sprays, for nearly every station, 

sooner or later, reported the results of careful and successful spraying 

experiments against the codling-moth. Not only has the practicability 

and effectiveness of the poison spray been demonstrated during the 

past ten years by the most carefully conducted experiments at nearly 

every experiment station in the United States, but the thousands of 

practical fruit-growers who have thoroughly tried it are unanimous in 

their testimony that from 50 to even go per cent., in some cases, of the 

fruit that would otherwise be ruined by the insect can be saved at a 

comparatively slight expense. ‘To ensure success it 1s necessary to 

used white arsenic and Paris green for canker-worms in Iowa as early as 

1875, but we can find no indications in the contemporaneous horticultural 

literature that Mr. Dixon realized he had at the same time checked the 

codling-moth until 1880 (Trans. Iowa Hort. Soc.) or after Mr. Woodward had 

reported his success, and it had been confirmed by the careful experiments 

of Cook in Michigan. It thus seems that to Mr. Haynes and Mr. Woodward 

belong the credit of this pioneer work, in the discovery of what has proved 
to be the most successful method of combating the pest yet devised. 
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understand some of the essential facts in regard to the ‘“ whys and 

wherefores” of the operation which have been brought out at one 

time and another by the various experimenters during the past ten 

years, 

What poison to use.—Many comparative experiments have been made 

with the different arsenical poisons (Paris green, London purple, white 

arsenic, arsenite of lead, etc.), to determine which is the most effective 

against the codling-moth. In nearly every case the recorded results 

show a decided advantage in favor of Paris green over all other poisons. 

At the present time hundreds of tons of it are used in the United States 

in combating the codling-moth alone. It is less variable in its com- 

position than London purple, and the latter is more liable to injure the 

foliage, but its cheapness and lightness causes many to use it in pref- 

erence to Paris green.* 

Paris green should be used at the rate of one pound in from 160 to 

200 gallons of water, or it can be used even a little stronger when mixed 

with the fungicide, Bordeaux mixture. Careful experiments by Lode- 

man, Craig and others have demonstrated that the poison is just as 

effective against the codling-moth when used in combination with 

the fungicide as when used alone. When used alone there should be 

added to the Paris green, but more especially to London purple, about 

twice as much freshly-slaked lime, to prevent any caustic action on the 

foliage resulting from the presence of soluble arsenic in the poisons; 

the lime already in the Bordeaux mixture does this. It is, therefore, 

now a common practice among fruit-growers to use the poison (for the 

codling-moth) in combination with the Bordeaux mixture (for the apple 

scab fungus), thus ‘killing two birds with one stone.” In mixing 

Paris green or London purple, it is always best to first wet it in a 

small quantity of water, making a sort of thin paste; if the dry poison 

is thrown directly into a large quantity of water it cannot be mixed 

so quickly nor as satisfactorily. 

When to spray for the codling-moth.—The commonly accepted notion 

that the eggs of the insect were laid in or on the calyx of the fruit soon 

after the blossom fell, and the fact that a large percentage of the worms 

* A “Zoektein Poison’’ was tested by Goff in 1888 and 1889, and ‘‘ Climax 

Insect Poison’’ in Kansas in 1888, but neither these nor other poisons which 

have been tested have proved equal to Paris green in effectiveness. 
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enter at this point, led to the recommendation to spray just after the 

blossoms fell. The experience of those who have sprayed has con- 

firmed this conclusion, and it is now the universal practice to try and 

make the first application at this time. As Mr. Iodeman has put 

it: ‘* The falling of the apple blossoms is the signal for the use of 

arsenites in the destruction of the codling-moth.” Our observations 

would indicate that a safe rule will be to spray the fruit at any time 

within a week after the blossoms fall; if it rains within a few days 

repeat the spray at once. ‘The reason why and the great importance 

of spraying at this time is discussed under the next heading. Where - 

there are both early and late varieties in an orchard, it may be neces- 

sary to spray some trees before others; usually there is not enough 

difference in time between the dropping of the blossoms from late and 

early varieties but that all trees can be sprayed the same day. 

Although experiments demonstrated that it was necessary to spray at 

this time to secure the best results, yet but few really understood the 

“why” of it; that is, just how it did or could affect the insect when 

applied at this time. 

flow the poison affects the codling-moth.—Those who critically exam- 

‘ ine the literature will be surprised to find how few definite statements 

there are regarding this very important phase of the question of com- 

bating this insect. It seems to have been the current notion for some 

time that the poison spray not only killed some of the insects, but that 

it also acted as a preventive in some way. It was in consequence of 

the repeated requests of Mr. Lodeman for information on this point 

that we began studying this old enemy, about which most of us have 

thought there was nothing new to be learned. We were surprised to 

find several times that our observations would not agree with the stereo- 

typed notions regarding the life and habits of the insect at the time 

when fruit-growers were spraying to kill it. Our first surprise was to 

find that the moths did not begin to emerge in considerable numbers 

until several days after the blossoms had fallen, and consequently we 

were unable to find any eggs until the blossoms had been off for a 

week or more. 

Meanwhile, we had been watching the development of the young fruit 

and had seen something of great importance to fruit-growers and which 

seems to have escaped the notice of most experimenters ; we have seen no 

mention of it except by Gillette and Munson. Just after the petals fell, 
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we found the blossom-ends of both apples and pears in the condition 

shown in figure 145; that is, the calyx lobes were spread widely open, 

forming a saucer-like cavity. As several complaints had reached us that 

the codling-moth was not so easily reached on pears as on apples, we 

watched the developing pears also. The fruit at the left in figure 145, is 

a pear, and the only difference we could see at the time between it and an 

apple was that the latter was covered with a coating of fine hairs. At the 

time we theorized that possibly the Paris green would stick to these 

145.—Just right to spray. A pear and two apples from which the petals have 

recently fallen, Note that the calyx lobes are widely spread, 

‘‘fuzzy”’ apples better than to the smooth pears, and the worms thus be 

more liable to get some of the poison on the apple, but this theory was 

soon exploded by further observations. About a week after the petals fell, 

we found that the blossom-ends of apples and pears looked like those 

shown in figure 146; the center fruit is a pear. The calyx lobes on the 

apples had begun to draw together, and within the next few days the 

apples presented the appearance shown at a and @ in figure 131; that is, 

the calyx lobes had drawn completely together forming a tight cover over 
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the calyx cavity. In the case of the pears, however, the calyx lobes drew 

together but very little. How this fact may affect the effectiveness of the 

poison spray for the insect on’pears will be discussed later. On most vari- 

eties of apples we found the calyx cavity closed within two weeks after the 

petals fell. Mr. Card found it closed in about ten days in Nebraska in 

1897, but in the case of some varieties of apples it never closed. Munson 

records that the calyx lobes on the Baldwin closed in about two weeks. 

The time doubtless varies a few days with different varieties. 

146.—Almost too late to spray apples effectively. Note that the calyx lobes are 
drawn nearly together on the two apples, while on the pear in the center, the 
calyx cavity is open, 

Now, of what importance to the fruit-grower are these facts regard- 

ing the closing of the calyx lobes? Anticipating a little, it means that 

the closing of the calyx lobes ts the signal that it ts too late to get in your 

most effective blow against the codling-moth with a poison spray. 

Returning to our observations upon the insect, we found no eggs 

until the calyx lobes had closed, or nearly so, as shown at a and 4 in 

figure 131. And as the worms would not hatch until a week later, we 

were in a quandary to explain how a Paris green spray, applied accord- 

ing to the prescribed rule of ‘ just after the blossoms have fallen,” could 

possibly affect a worm appearing on the apple ten days or two weeks 
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later. Our observations on the development of the young fruit, as 

just described, led us to theorize that the poison must have lodged in 

the open calyx cup (see figure 145) and, no rain intervening to wash 

it out, remained there while Nature proceeded to draw a protecting 

roof over it (see figure 146) and finally left it securely hidden in the 

calyx cavity. Here it was found by a young apple-worm a week or 

so later. 

We soon found, as have other observers, that from 75 to 85 per cent. 

of the worms which hatch in the spring enter the apples through the 

blossom-end; and we found, also, that these young worms got their first 

and several subsequent meals in this calyx cavity. It then only remained 

to prove the possibility of there being poison therein which had been left 

there when the trees were sprayed two weeks before. Fortunately, about 

the time the worms were hatching, we found some apples which had been 

sprayed with Paris green and Bordeaux mixture just after the blossoms fell. 

A careful examination of the calyx cavity with a lens revealed particles of 

a bluish color. Were these particles of Bordeaux mixtures with their 

attendant bits of poison? Only the chemist could tell this. We at once 

carefully removed the calyx lobes,and surrounding skin from about 50 of 

these apples, and then submitted only that portion of the apples contain- 

ing the calyx cup to our chemist, Mr. Cavanaugh. He soon reported 

traces of arsenic. The quantity found was scarcely enough to weigh, and 

it seemed as though it were not enough to kill the little apple-worms. 

But when one remembers that only four or five gallons of the spray are 

usually applied to a whole tree, and when this is divided up among the 

millions of leaves and the thousands of apples on that tree, it is easy to see 

that the amount of arsenic which a single fruit would get, or even 50 of 

them, would be exceedingly small. Would it be enough to kill the young 

apple-worms? Careful experiments have shown that it takes much less 

poison to kill caterpillars when they are small; and as the young apple- 

worms are scarcely a sixteenth of an inch in length when they begin 

feeding in the calyx cavity, it would take only an infinitesimally small 

amount of arsenic to kill them. * 

* Munson has figured out how much poison would be liable to stay on one 

apple, allowing two sprayings of two gallons each to a tree, His figures 

show that the amount of poison per fruit would be less then 3-1000 of a grain. 

Others have made chemical analyses of the blossom-ends of apples, and 

report no traces of arsenic, but their material was not taken until several 

weeks after the spraying was done (and it may not have been done when the 

calyx cup was open), hence could be of little value to determine the point 

in question, : 
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The above facts and observations lead us to believe that in applying 

a poisonous spray soon after the blossoms fall, we deposit some arsenic 

in the calyx cavity, where Nature kindly takes care of it for us until 

ten days or two weeks later, when the little apple-worm includes it 

in the menu of his first few meals. Furthermore, this poisoning of 

these young worms, which enter the developing fruit in the spring, 

seems to be the only way and the only time that the insect is or can 

be most successfully reached with the spray; as the worms sometimes 

eat through into the calyx cavity from the outside at the base of the 

lobes, and as some of the poison often. lodges here, possibly a few of 

them get enough poison to kill them at this point. Not enough of the 

spray can be made to stay on the surface of the fruits then or at any 

subsequent time to reach one in a hundred of the worms which enter 

elsewhere than at the blossom-end. Put in another way, the above 

facts mean that we can hope to reach with a poison spray only those 

apple-worms which enter the blossom-ends of the forming fruits in the 

spring. To do this, the application must be made soon after the 

blossoms fall, when the calyx is open, as shown in figure 145. If we 

wait a few days until the fruit has reached the condition shown in 

figure 146, or still later as at @ and 4 in figure 131, it will be too late. 

We can conceive of no possible way in which a majority of the 15 or 

20 per cent. of the worms which enter the fruit at some other point in 

the spring, and all of the worms of the subsequent broods, can be 

effectively reached with the poison spray. 

Thus, while the spraying method is very effective, it can never 

prove a perfect panacea, especially where there are two full broods or 

more of the insect in a season. However, it is a great improvement 

over the old banding method, for with the spray we kill the worms 

before they fairly begin their destructive work, thus saving the fruit 

they would otherwise ruin with an ugly worm-hole. Our observations 

indicate that the little worms do no feeding on the outside of the fruit 

except just enough to make a tiny entrance-hole into the flesh or into 

the calyx cavity. If it were not for their habit of feeding in this blos- 

som cavity for a few days, it is doubtful if spraying would be nearly 

so effective as it is. It is thus a remarkable fact how much of our 

success with a poison spray depends upon this habit of the little worms.* 

* We have never found any dead worms in the calyx cavity, and thus have 

no absolute proof that they are killed by the poison there, but Munson has 
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Never spray a fruit tree when it is in blossom.—You can reach the 

insect and fungous enemies just.as effectively, and in some cases more 

so, either just before or just after the trees bloom. 

How many applications to make.—As has just been shown under a 

preceding topic, it is necessary to success to get a dose of poison into 

the blossom-end of the young fruit soon after the petals fall, and before 

the calyx lobes have drawn together. If no rains occur between the 

time of spraying and the closing of the calyx lobes, this one appli- 

cation will be just as effective, we believe, if it is thoroughly done, as 

half a dozen later applications. The sole aim of the fruit-grower 

should be to have a dose of Paris green in that calyx cup when it is 

covered by Nature. If rains wash out one application, then spray 

again if there be still time before the blossom cavity is covered. 

Usually the recommendation is to spray trees twice, once just after 

the petals fall and again in a week or ten days, to catch the last worms 

which hatch. 

Many extensive experiments have been made to determine the num- 

ber of applications it 1s necessary or profitable to make. In 1885, 

Forbes made seven and eight applications, and the next year only one 

and two. His results were equally as satisfactory from the lesser num- 

ber of sprayings. ‘This is also the conclusion reached by Lodeman 

and others who have made comparative tests. ‘hese results are what 

we should expect from the life-history and habits of the insect. When 

the second brood of the worms hatch, the calyx cavity is securely 

closed and the apples have turned down, so there is scarcely any chance 

to lodge the poison where the little worms would be liable to get it 

before they get into the fruit out of harm’s way. Yet some experiments 

recorded an experiment in Maine which strongly indicates that this is the 

case. He found that out of 346 wormy fruits borne on sprayed trees, only 

133 had been entered by the worms at the calyx, while 213 worms had entered 

at the side or base ; and out of 449 wormy fruits on unsprayed trees, 252 had 

been entered at the calyx, while only 197 worms had entered at the side or 

base. Thus the relative number entering the calyx was more than doubled 

in the case of the unsprayed tree. ‘‘ The only plausible explanation would 

seem to be that the poison lodging in the calyx had destroyed the larve 

attempting toenter at that end, while those entering the side or base escaped, 

The larve of the second brood were also exempt.”’ 
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in Oregon indicate that a few of the worms of these later broods can 

be reached with the spray, and apparently enough of them to lead the 

experimenter to conclude that even six or seven applications can be 

made with profit. However, it is the unanimous conclusion of experi- 

menters here in the eastern portion of the United States, where there 

are only two broods or less of the insect in a year, that two appli- 

cations are sufficient, one just after the petals fall and a second a 

week later. No definite date can be set for spraying for the pest, as 

the falling of the blossoms will vary from year to year in the same 

orchard. 

The important thing for the fruit-grower to do is to watch the 

blossoming of his trees and the developing of the young fruit, and not 

depend on anything or anybody else. Simply see to it that there is a 

good dose of poison put into each blossom-end, and that it is not 

washed out by rains before nature gets it protected with the closed 

calyx lobes. 

flow to spray for codling-moth.—Thousands of fruit-growers annually 

go through the operation of spraying their orchards, and yet many 

of them simply waste their time and money, for they only half do it. 

Every one who sprays, or is thinking about doing so, should read and 

re-read Professor Bailey’s ‘“‘ Notions about the Spraying of Trees” 

(Bulletin 101 of this Station). 

As most of those who have sprayed for this insect have not 

thoroughly understood the necessity for filling the blossom-end with 

the poison, there is but little definite evidence as to just how this can 

best be done. Mr. Card, in Nebraska, has recorded the following 

pertinent suggestions on this point: ‘ By following the sprayer, I 

found that ordinarily we do not get the calyx thoroughly drenched. 

For this reason the spray was made coarser than heretofore, and this 

seemed to work better, particularly when applied with considerable 

force. It appeared to be easier to get the poison into the cavity when 

the lobes were wide open (see figure 145) than when they had begun 

to close (see figure 146), making a vase-formed receptacle. ‘The 

leaves increase in size very rapidly after the blossoms fall, so on this 

account the sooner the spraying is done the more thorough it is likely 

to be. Were there no danger that the poison would be washed out 

by rains, the best time to apply it would be immediately after the 
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blossoms fall. The later the poison is applied while the calyx is still 

open the better.”’ 

The expense, or will it pay to spray for the codling-moth ?—Your 

neighbor who has been spraying his orchard for a year or more can 

the most effectively answer this question for you. In Bulletin 84 

of the Station was recorded the testimony of several fruit-growers 

on this point. It not only pays to spray thoroughly, but it is-a positive 

necessity in many cases. Read Professor Bailey’s remarks on this 

point in Bulletin ror just mentioned. ‘The cost per tree is a trifling 

matter, and will not exceed from five to ten cents for the season, 

depending upon facilities, rains, etc. 

It will be necessary to spray for the codling-moth every year that 

there is a setting of fruit, for several reasons. Usually there are less 

enterprising neighbors who do not spray and who thus breed a crop of 

the moths annually, some of which will find their way into your 

orchard. ‘The insect breeds readily in wild haws, pears, and some 

other fruits, so that even when there are no apples in a locality some 

years, the codling-moth does not lack for food. And especially must 

one remember that we cannot hope to reach with the poison spray the 

15 or 20 per cent. or more of the worms which do not enter the fruit 

at the blossom-end, and these are sufficient to develop a large crop for 

the next season, where there are two or more broods of the insect in 

a year. 

1s there any danger of poisoning the fruit with the spray, or the stock 

pastured in sprayed orchards ?—No. For several years after the intro- 

duction of spraying for the codling-moth, this notion prevented its 

coming into general use. But to-day one scarcely ever hears the 

question considered seriously. In 188g Cook made some experiments 

in Michigan which effectually settled the question that there is no 

danger from pasturing stock in sprayed orchards. 

He drenched some apple trees with London purple, used twice as 

strong as recommended. All the poison which dripped off was caught on 

a paper and the amount of arsenic on this paper then determined by the 

chemist. In one case, it amounted to .4 of a grain and in another to 2.2 

grains. Although these analyses showed that there was little or no 

danger, the matter was more fully tested by thoroughly spraying other 

trees under which was growing some bright and tender grass. All of the 

grass was cut close to the ground, and Professor Cook fed it to his horse ; 
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and no injury resulted. The experiment was repeated later with the 

same result. Next three sheep were kept till hungry, and then put ina 

pen made under another tree which had just been sprayed. All of the 

grass was eaten with no injurious results. This experiment was twice 

repeated with the same result. Thus practical experiments confirm the 

conclusions of the chemist. 

As no poison is usually sprayed on the fruit after it is half grown, 

the rain and wind would naturally remove the last particle of it before 

the fruit was picked. Chemical analyses have shown that there was 

not the slightest trace of arsenic on the mature apples which had 

been sprayed several times when they were small. 

Why the spray may not be so effective on pears.—Several fruit- 

growers have asked us to explain why they were unable to control the 

codling-moth on pears as effectively as they do on apples. We can 

only offer the following suggestions on this point. Our observations 

on the young pears after the blossoms fall show that the calyx lobes 

never draw together as they do on most varieties of apples (see figures 

145 and 146). While it would thus be just as easy to lodge some 

poison in the blossom-end of pears, the fact that the calyx cavity 

remains open or unprotected would permit the poison to be easily 

washed out by rains or blown out by winds. Whether the recently- 

hatched apple-worm has similar habits when born on a pear as it does 

on an apple, we cannot say from observation. Possibly, however, the 

fact that the calyx cavity is open, may cause the worms to enter the 

fruit at once, thus taking but few if any meals in the blossom-end. 

Thus the fact that it will doubtless be more difficult to keep a dose of 

poison on pears, owing to the open calyx, may partially explain why 

it may be more difficult to control the insect on this fruit. 

~ In 1874, Riley recorded that experiments in Illinois had shown that 

pears were mostly injured by the second brood of the apple-worms. 

Washburn recently reached a similar conclusion from his observations 

in Oregon. As it has been shown that we can reach but few of the 

worms of the second brood on apples with a poison spray, it is evident 

that a similar treatment on pears would have little effect, providing that 

most of the injury to pears is done by the second brood of worms. 

Perhaps we have been spraying too early for the insect on pears. 

Wherever it does serious injury to pears, it would be well to make 

some careful experiments with the poison sprays. 
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Briefly stated, no panacea for the codling-moth has yet been 

found, but by thorough work with a Paris green spray, we can often save 

at least 75 percent. of the apples that would otherwise be ruined by 

the worms. Where more than two broods of the insect occur during 

the season, as in Kansas, Nebraska, Oregon, New Mexico, and neigh- 

boring localities in the West, and in the South, the poison spray is not 

so effective, for although 75 per cent. of the first brood of worms may 

be killed by the spray, the few worms left will form a sufficient 

nucleus for a large and very destructive second or third brood; in 

these localities the best that can be advised at present is to supplement 

_ the poison spray by the old banding system. 

To use the poison spray the most effectively, one must understand 

that it is necessary to fill the blossom-end of each apple with poison 

within a week after the blossoms fall, for this is where the little apple- 

worm gets its first few meals, and it is practically our only chance to 

kill it with a spray. Watch the developing fruit after the petals fall, 

and be sure to apply the poison before the calyx lobes close (as at a 

and @ in figure 131), for while the falling of the blossoms is the signal 

to begin spraying, the closing of these calyx lobes a week or two later ts 

the signal to stop spraying. 

While we thus have no new methods to offer, and doubt if anything 

better than the poison spray will be found for combating this insect, 

we believe that a better understanding of the ‘‘ whys and wherefores ”’ 

of the methods already in use will insure still greater success with 

them. 

MARK VERNON SLINGERLAND. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MOST OF THE MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS 

TO THE ECONOMIC LITERATURE OF THE CODLING-MOTH. 

1635. Goedaerdt. Metamorphosis Naturalis, Vol. I., p. 98, figure 46. 

Apparently the first published account of the insect. It seems to 

have escaped notice until 1864, when Werneburg referred to it in his 

‘« Beitrage zur Schmetterlingskunde.” Lister added nothing of import- 

ance in his Latin edition of Goedaerdt, published in 1685. 

1728. Frisch. Beschreibung von Allerley Insecten in Teutschland, part 

7, pp. 16-17, pl. 10, figures 1-5. Grotesque and yet quite accurate 

descriptions of moth and larva; believed it preferred to work in 

unhealthy or injured fruits. No definite data on life-history. 

1736. Reaumur. Mem. pour servir a L’Histoire des Insects, Vol. II., pp. 

484, 496-499, pl. 38, figures 11, 12, and pl. 40, figures I-10. Good 

account of work of larva in fruit, and in making its cocoon. Two 

broods indicated. 

1746. Roesel. Insecten-Belustigung, Vol. I., part 6, No. 13, pp. 33-37, 

pJ. 13, figures 1-5. In accuracy of detail and coloring, the hand- 

painted figures equal, if not excel, any colored pictures of the insect 

published since. Good account of original observations upon its life- 

history ; thought the newly-hatched larva sometimes entered the fruit 

beneath the egg-shell, and that the worms sometimes left one apple 

and went to another fresh one. One brood indicated. All stages, 

except the egg, well described. 

1747. Wilkes. The English Moths and Butterflies, book I., class 1, p. 

5, No. 9, pl. 65 (copies of Roesel’s figures). Probably the first 

English account; brief compilation from Roesel. Gave to the insect 

its name of ‘‘ Codling-Moth,” from the Codling-Tree, which is also 

figured. 

r756. -Linné. Systema. Nature. }.Ed:--X.,. p.. 538, No: 270= shaaae 

pomonella, ‘** Alis nebulosis postice macula rubra aurea.” Original 

description of the insect, when it received its first scientific name. 

1791. Brahm. Insektenkalender, Vol. II., p. 465. Brief account, with 

many early references. Common and sometimes destructive in orchards, 

and records its habits in fruit-rooms. 

1802. DeTigny. Historie Nat. des Insectes, Vol. LX., p. 256. Largely 

a compilation from Reaumur and Roesel. Says eggs are laid on fruit 

before petals fall. 

1805. Bechstein and Scharfenberg. Natur. der Schad.  Forstinsekten, 

Part IIl., pp. 753-755. Mostly a compilation from Roesel and 

Brahm. 
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1819. Tufts. Massachusetts Agricultural Repository and Journal, Vol. 

V., 364-367. Apparently the first account of the insect in American 

literature. Previous American writers had credited the plum curculio 

with the cause of ‘‘ wormy apples.”” Records some original breeding 

experiments by which he was led to conclude that the cause of most 

of the wormy apples in Massachusetts was a*moth, and not a beetle or 

curculio. 

1825. Thatcher. American Orchardist, second edition, p. 116. Records 

finding the worms on the trunks of the trees, and therefore advises 

scraping off the rough bark and washing trunks with Forsyth’s com- 

position. Apparently the first notice of the insect in horticultural 

books, and the first one to make any recommendations for controlling 

the insect. 

1830. Treitschke. Die Schmetterlinge von Europa, Vol. VIII., pp. 161- 

163. Many references to early literature. Descriptions. Brief com- 

piled account of life-history. 

1832. Harris. Discourse before the Mass. Hort. Soc., p. 42. Brief 

remarks. Article not seen. 

1833. ‘* Rusticus.”” Entomological Magazine, Vol. I., pp. 144-146. A 

very good detailed account of the life-habits of the insect. Eggs 

laid zz the calyx-cup. One brood. Apparently the first important 

article in the English literature. 

1833. Bouché. Garten-Insekten, pp. 113-114. Brief compiled descrip- 

tions and account of habits. All that can be done to control it is to 

collect and feed out all wormy fruit as fast as it falls. 

1837. Schmidberger. In Kollar’s Naturg. der schad. Insecten. (For 

English translation see Loudon and Westwood’s edition of Kollar, pp. 

229-232, date 1840). Good general account. Two broods indicated. 

(He published an earlier and more complete account in his Natur. der 

Obst. schad. Insecten, to which we have not had access. ) 

1838. Westwood. Gardiner’s Magazine, Vol. XIV., pp. 234-239. Mostly 

a good compilation from the accounts by Reaumur and ‘‘ Rusticus.”’ 

One brood indicated. 

1840. Ratzeburg. Die Forst-Insecten, Vol. II., pp. 234-236, pl. 14, 

figure 7.. Very good general account. Believes there is but one 

brood in North Germany, and doubts Schmidberger’s account of two 

broods in South Germany. 

1840. Burrelle. New England Farmer, Vol. XVIII., No. 48, June 3, p. 

398. ‘On the Curculio.” Records breeding the moth. One brood 

only. Apparently the first one to suggest the famous ‘‘ banding” 

method, 
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1841. Harris. Insects of Massachusetts, pp. 351-355. (In the editions 

of 1852 and 1862 no change occurs.) Very good general account. 

Only one brood indicated. 

1843. Gaylord. Trans. N. Y. State Agr. Soc., p. 158. Brief account 

with Westwood’s figure. Recommends allowing swine fo run in 

orchard. Insect then common in New England, but very rare in the 

Middle States. 

1844. Low. Schadliche Insecten, pp. 239-241. Largely a compilation 

from Roesel, with good discussion of remedies. 

1845. Downing. Fruits and Fruit-trees, p. 66. Brief account. 

1846. Morris, Miss. (‘‘Old Lady’). American Agriculturist, Vol. V., 

February, pp. 65-66. Good account, with original observations, and 

illustrated by what is probably the first original figure of the insect to 

appear in American literature. 

1849. Cole. American Fruit Book, p. 89. Brief account. Reports it 

numerous in New England and along the seaboard, and becoming 

more common in the Middle States. 

1850. Simpson. The Horticulturist, Vol. IV., p. 567. Brief account of 

breeding experiments. Two or three broods indicated. Discovered 

that a cloth in the crotch enticed many worms, and after experiments 

with wax, recommends that trees be sprayed with whitewash to fill 

blossom-end of fruits and thus prevent egg-laying at this point. 

1855. Nordlinger. Kleinen Feinde der Landwirthschaft, pp. 339-346. 

One of the best and most complete accounts which have appeared in 

the German literature. Very good discussion of remedies. Believes 

it is single-brooded in Germany. 

i650. Jaeger. ~The Life.of N. Am. Insects, pp. 179-161. Brief, quaint 

account. 

1861. Goreau. Insects Nuis. aux Arbres Fruiters, pp. 118-121. Very 

good general account. One brood in France. 

1865. Trimble. Treatise on the Insect Enemies of Fruit and Fruit Trees, 

pp. 103-139. Three full-page colored plates. One of the best 

accounts in the American literature. Detailed notes on birds as ene- 

mies of the insect; ‘‘hay-bands” devised and experiments recorded. 

Bred two broods at Newark, N. J. 

1867. Boisduval. Essai sur L’Entomologie Horticole, pp. 560-563. 

Fairly good general account. One brood. 

1868. Walsh. Report on Insects of Illinois, pp. 27-29. Arguments for 

two broods in Illinois. 

1868. Walsh and Riley. American Entomologist, Vol. I., pp. 3-6. 

Evidence in favor of allowing hogs to run in orchards. 
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186y, Walsh and Riley. American Entomologist, Vol. I., pp. 112-114. 

Very good general account, illustrated by Riley’s well-known figures. 

Two broods. 

1869. Riley. First Missouri Rept. on Insects, pp. 62-67. Good general 

account. Two broods. 

1870. Riley. American Entomologist, Vol. II., pp. 321-322. Records 

experimental proof of two broods in latitude of St. Louis, and discusses 

hay-bands vs. rags for trapping the worms. 

1871. Taschenberg. Ent fiir Gartner und Gartenfreunde, pp. 310-313. 

Good general account. Admits but one generation in Germany. 

(The same account occurs in his Prak. Insektenkunde, III., pp. 228- 

231, date, 1380 ) 

1872. Riley. Fourth Missouri Report, pp. 22-30. Good discussion of 

bands, Wier’s Trap, lights, jarring, and the enemies of the insect. 

1873. Riley. Fifth Missouri Report, pp. 46-52. Records careful exper- 

iments with different traps on trunk, and the discovery of two para- ° 

sites. 

is72=vebaron? Third Rept. on Insects ‘of Il: pp, 167-185. © One of 

the best accounts in the American literature ; based largely upon 

original observations. 

Bo 75.) CO0k,. A.,). kept: Mich. Pomol:; Soc.\ for 18745 ppe 152-160. 

One of the best accounts in American literature, largely based upon 

original observations. Records seeing the eggs but does not describe 

them. 

Mo7.5.y saunders. .. Kept. “Ont nt. Sac: ,for-1874," pp::. 43-50. ‘Good 

general account, largely compiled from LeBaron and Riley’s writings. 

Two broods in Canada. 

1879. Woodward. Rural New-Vorker, Feb. 8 (Proc. West. N. Y. Hort. 

Soc. for 1879, p. 20). First published account of successful use of 

poisons (Paris green) against the codling-moth. 

1880. Cook. American Entomologist, Vol. III., p. 263. Alsopublished 

ie 166i i Proc. Am. As: Ad: 'Sei.-for. 1880, p.-669; and in-Rept: 

Mich. Hort. Soc. for 1880, p. 136. Records the successful use of 

London purple to destroy the insect; first test of poisons made by 

entomologists. 

1881; — Cooke:- Insects: Inj. to:-Cal. « Fruitiand Fruit: Trees,-pp- 13-19. 

One of the best discussions of the habits and methods of fighting it in 

our literature. (Practically the same account was published by the 

author in 1879, and again in 1883 in his book on ‘‘ Injurious Insects,” 

pp. 102-108.) Three broods indicated. 
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1881. Schmidt-Gobel. Die Schad. und Niuitz. Insecten, pp. 121-122. 

Brief general account. 

1883. Walton, Miss. Report lowa Hort. Soc. fcr 1882, pp. 199-203. 

Good general account, with some valuable breeding experiments. 

1883. Chapin. Rept. 2d An. Conv. of Cal. Fruit Growers, pp. 17-25. 

Detailed account of an extensive experiment with bands, and gather- 

.ing infested fruit; over 15,000 moths caught in a fruit-room in one 

season. 

1883. Saunders. Insects Injurious to Fruits, pp. 127-133. Very good 

general discussion. 

1884. Atkins. Rept. Maine Bd. of Agriculture for 1883, pp. 356-363. 

One of the most important contributions to the American literature ; 

it is based entirely upon original observations. One full brood and a 

partial second one indicated. 

1885. Girard. Traité, D’Entomologie, Vol. III., pp. 714-716. Good 

general account. One brood. 

1886. Goff. Fourth Rept. of N. Y. Agr. Expt: Station, 1885, pp. 246- 

248. Records one of the first carefully conducted experiments with 

Paris green. . 

1886. Forbes. Trans. Ill. Dept. of Agr. for 1885, Appendix, pp. 26-45. 

Records one of the first and most carefully and scientifically conducted 

experiments with poison and lime against the insect. Eight applica- 

tions made. 

1886. Whitehead. Rept. on Insects, prepared for Agr. Dept. of Great 

Britain, pp. 62-67. Good general account. 

1886. Crawford. Rept. on Insect Pests in S. Australia, pp. 32-39. 

Good general account. 

1887. Forbes. Bulletin No. 1, Office of State Ent. of Ill., 26 pages. 

Results of scientific experiments with Paris green, London purple, and 

arsenic in 1886. Comparison of 1, 2 and 3 applications. Three 

broods indicated. 

1887. Wickson. Bull. 75, Cal. Agr. Expt. Station. Careful compara- 

tive experiments with bands and spraying. 

1888. Howard. Report U.S. Dept. of Agr. for 1887, pp. 88-115. The 

best and most exhaustive discussion of the insect in the literature ; 

and from it have been compiled most subsequent discussions of habits 

and life-history. Colored plate. 

1888. Cook. Bull. 39, Mich. Expt. Station, pp. 1-4. Results from 1, 

2, and 3 sprayings, and general conclusions from 8 years’ experiment- 

ing with poisons. 
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1888. McMillan. Bull. 2, Nebraska Expt. Station, pp. 68-77. Very 

good general discussion of habits and especially of remedies. 

1889. Pissot. Le Naturaliste, p. 60. Notes on metamorphosis, with 

detailed account of cocoon. Two broods indicated. 

1889. Gillette. Bull. 7, lowa Expt. Station, pp. 270-280. Very important 

and careful experiments with poisons and carbolic acid. Two broods. 

1889. Popenoe, Marlatt and Mason. First Rept. Kansas Expt. Station, 

pp. 165-193. Valuable record of careful experiments with poisons 

and bands, including tables giving dates of blossoming of many vari- 

eties of apples. 

1889. Tryon. Rept. on Insects and Fungous Pests (Queensland, Aus- 

tralia), No. 1, pp. 43-49. Very good general account. 

1890. Bos. Tierische Schad. und Niz., pp. 526-527. Brief account. 

1890. Cook. Rept. Mich. Bd. of Agr. for 1889, p. 320. Experiments 

to show that grass under sprayed trees may be safely fed to stock. 

1890. Ormerod. Manual of Injurious Insects, pp. 286-290. Brief gen- 

eral account. 

1890. Olliff. Agr. Gazette of New South Wales, Vol. I., pp. 3-10. 

Very good general account. 

rogo. .ic.eebele.  Bull:*22, Div. of Entomology, U: 5.~ Dept: of Agr:, 

pp. 89-93. New and important observations upon the habits of the 

moth, the eggs, and the enemies of the different stages of the insect. 

1891. French. Handbook of Dest. Insects of Victoria, part I, pp. 45-55. 

Excellent general account; colored plate. 

1891. Gillette. Bull. 15, Colorado Expt. Station, pp. 4-18. One of the 

best and most accurate general discussions of habits and remedies. 

18g1. Washburn. Bull. to, Oregon Expt. Station, pp. 1-16. Valuable 

record of careful experiments with poisons and bands. 

1891. Beckwith. Bull. 12, Delaware Expt. Station, pp, 16-23. Com- 

parative test of Paris green and London purple, showing slight advan- 

tage for the former. 

1892. Munson. Rept. Maine Expt. Station for 1891, pp. 99-109. 

Careful experiments with poisons and important deductions therefrom. 

1892. Lodeman. Bull. 48, Cornell Expt. Station, pp. 268-274. Results 

of careful experiments with combinations of poisons and Bordeaux 

mixture. 

1892. Thompson. Handbook to the Insect Pests of Farm and Orchard, 

(Tasmania), partI., pp. 34-54. Excellent general account; two broods. 

1892. Kellogg. Common Injurious Insects of Kansas, pp. 78-80, Good 

general account. 

1892. Treat. Injurious Insects, pp. 161-163. Brief general account. 
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1893. Washburn. Bull. 25, Oregon Expt. Station, pp. 1-8. Record of 

original observations which form one of the most important and accu- 

rate contributions to the literature of the habits of this insect yet 

made. The egg figured for the first time. 

1893. Lodeman. Bull. 60, Cornell Expt. Station, pp. 265, 273-275. 

I-xperiments to show that usually two applications of poisons are all 

that are necessary or profitable in New York. 

1893. Riley. Bull. 23, Maryland Expt. Station, pp. 71-77. Very good 

general account of habits, remedies, and especially of its enemies. 

1893. Lintner. Ninth Rept.on Insects of N. Y., pp. 338-342. Detailed 

account of the work of the second brood of larvze in N. Y.; and a dis- 

cussion of the prevalent ideas regarding the egg-laying habits of the 

insect. 

1893. Coquillett. Bull. 30, Div. of Ent. of U.S. Dept. of Agr., pp. 
30-33. Notes on life-history, supposed enemies, and methods of 

combating the insect in California. 

1894. Smith. Entomological News, Vol. V., pp. 284-286. Records 

breeding experiments which indicate but one brood of the insect at 

New Brunswick, N. J. 

1894. Marlatt. Insect Life, Vol. VII., pp. 248-251. Evidence from 

various sources to show that insect is usually double-brooded. 

ro94. Schilling. Der Praktische* Ratgeber,: Vols 9,. pp. 121-123; 133- 

135; 141-143. The best discussion of the insect from a practical and 

economical standpoint in the German literature. One brood. 

1894. Sempers. Injurious Insects, pp. 57-59. Brief general account. 

1895. Marlatt. Proc. Ent. Soc. of Wash., Vol. III., pp. 228-229. Sug- 

gests that Merriam’s life-zones may explain and determine the varia- 

tion in and number of broods of the insect. 

1895. Goethe. Bericht d. Kgl. Lehr. fur Obst. Wein. und Gartenbau, 

pp. 22-25. Records original observations (trom breeding-cage experi- 

ment) on the egg and on the habits of the young larvee, with illustra- 

tions and descriptions. First definite account of these phases of the 

insect to appear in any foreign literature. 

1895. Weed. Insects and Insecticides, Second Edition, pp. 88-89. 

Brief general account. 

1896. Lounsbury. Rept. Gov. Ent. for Cape of Good Hope, fer 1895, 

pp. 33-36. Brief account. 

1896. Bos. Tijdschrift over Plantenzieketen, Vol. XII., pp. 52-74. Very 

good account compiled from the writings of Schilling and Goethe. 

1896. Slingerland. Michigan Fruit Grower, Vol. V., p. 8. Paper read 

before Mich. State Hort. Soc, Detailed account of original observa- 
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tions on oviposition and the habits of the young larve, resulting in 

the discovery of some new and important economic facts. (The paper 

also appears in Rept. Mich. Hort. Soc. for 1896, and that portion of 

it relating to the codling-moth in the Ruval New Yorker for Jan. 30, 

Boe7,. p- O75. and sin. the Proc: West,.N. -Y.. Hort. -Soc.. for 1897; 

pp. 28-30.) 

i896. Lodeman. The Spraying of Plants, pp. 252-255. . Good general 

account. 

1896. Smith. Economic Entomology, pp. 322-323. Gool general account. 

1897. Card. Garden and Forest, Vol. X., pp. 302-303. Detailed account 

of original observations on egg-laying and the habits of the young 

larve in Nebraska. Eggs laid mostly on the leaves, and two broods, 

at least, indicated. 

(897. omith.-- Garden and Forest, Vol. X:, p. 334. Notes peculiar dif- 

ferences in habits of the insect in N. J. and especially at New Bruns- 

wick, N. J. 

1897. Del Guercio. Bulletino della Soc Ent. Italiana, pp. 12-17. Very 

good general account. 

1897. Card. Bull. 51, Nebraska Experiment Station, 39 pages. Interest- 

ing, original observations on the eggs and habits of the young larvz 

with record of experiments against all stages of the insect. 
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THE HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE, ALBANY, N. Y. 

Sir. This account of the investigations carried on throughout the state 
and at Ithaca in the cultivation of the sugar beet, together with the results 
of more than four hundred analyses of beets from nearly as many plats, is 
submitted for publication under Chapter 128 of the Laws of 1897. 

In the spring of 1893, seventy packages of sugar beet seed were sent to 
as many farmers with the view of making a preliminary test of soil and 
climate in various parts of the state. By this means it was hoped that 
some information might be secured which would be of value should the 
culture of sugar beets be introduced. Thirty-one farmers who received 
the seed responded by sending samples of beets for analyses, and some 
data as to yield, growth and soil. 

The average weight of beets sent for analyses was 830 grammes, and 
the average per cent. of sugar 12.9. The typical sugar beet should weigh 
about 600 grammes and contain not less than 14 per cent. of sugar. Not- 
withstanding the large size of the beets, due without doubt to too thin 
seeding, the sugar content was equal to the average of many European 
sugar beet districts. It should be stated that many of these test plats of 
beets were in localities where the soil was not well adapted to their growth. 

In 1894 another attempt was made to carry forward the work, but there 
was so little interest in beet culture it was decided to temporarily drop the 
work, 

During the winter of 1896-97 the subject of sugar beet culture was 
again brought up and discussed, and it was decided to resume our investi- 
gations. The Department of Agriculture, at Washington, gave its hearty 
support to the work and sent to the Station five hundred pounds of 
Kleinwanzlebener beet seed and appointed the Director of the Station 
special agent in sugar beet investigation. 

We found the farmers ready to undertake the work of testing the soil 
and climate by planting small plats of beets, and to follow the printed 
instructions which were sent with the seed. Some public spirited farmers 
bought, and in some cases distributed to their neighbors, packages of 
seeds. The beets from these plats, when sent to us, were also analyzed. 
While some data as to soil and tillage accompanied these beets, the infor- 
mation secured could not be as accurate as was that secured by members 
of our staff who visited the plats under our control and helped to harvest 
the beets, measure the land and select samples for analyses. 

This bulletin, which has cost so much thought and labor, is written in 
two parts: Part I. treats of soils, tillage and character of beets; Part II. 
gives somewhat in detail the results of the analyses of beets and some of 
the by-products of the factory, together with notes related thereto. 

It is not the purpose to express any opinion as to the wisdom of encour- 
aging the sugar industry in this state by granting a small bounty to the 
producers of beets. But if it is deemed wise to grant such bounty, it 
should be based on the per cent. of sugar which the beets are found to 
contain when delivered at the factory, thereby securing a double benefit— 
increase in production and improvement of quality. A competent chemist 
for each factory should be appointed by the state to determine the per 
cent. of sugar of each consignment of beets, and his report to his superiors 
should be final. 

1. 2. - ROBERTS... Director. 
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SUGAR BEET INVESTIGATIONS. 

' PARTY I: BIELD WORK. 

1. GENERAL REMARKS ON SUGAR BEET CULTIVATION. 

By SI. Le Stone: 

The successful manufacturing of sugar from the beet root in America 

is no longer in doubt. That question has passed the experimental 

stage. It has been thoroughly demonstrated that American enter- 

prise can secure the necessary skill and machinery either by importa- 

tion or home production, to successfully manufacture from beetsa high 

grade of sugar. 

A beet sugar factory, however, without an abundant supply of good 

beets is sure to be a financial failure. No matter how well planned, 

nor how carefully constructed the factory is, nor how thoroughly 

informed and skillful in all the intricate processes of sugar making the 

management may be, if the farmers cannot or will not produce the 

beets to profitably employ the machinery and skill provided, the enter- 

prise must languish. Early efforts to introduce the beet sugar 

industry into America failed for want of beets rather than for want 

of knowledge and skill in the manufacture of sugar. A number of the 

factories now in successfuJ operation in this country passed through 

several ‘“‘campaigns”’ before the farmers had become sufficiently inter- 

ested and skillful to produce a sufficient quantity of good beets to 

enable the factories to be operated at a profit. At the present time 

these same factories are unable to handle all the beets that the farmers 

of their localities desire to grow. It has been demonstrated that beets 

sufficiently rich in sugar for profitable manufacture can be produced in 

large quantities in a number of our western states. That the yield per 

acre 1s sufficiently large to make the growing of the beets profitable at 

the price paid, is proven by the fact that the older factories, in some 

cases, find it necessary to limit the area the farmers are permitted to 

grow. ‘The farmers in the vicinity of these factories have been pros- 

perous through the recent hard times and land values have advanced, 

while over the country in general land has declined. 

Investigations conducted in New York by this Station during the 

past season (1897) seem to indicate that the state is not behind any of 
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the western states in adaptation of soil and climate to the production 

of sugar beets. 

Examinations of 495 samples of sugar beets grown in 24 counties 

in the state were made this season. ‘The result shows a juice aver- 

aging 16.91 per cent. sugar and 83.5 quotient of purity. <A portion of 

each of 272 plats was carefully measured and the product weighed, 

the result indicating an average yield of 16.95 tons of trimmed beets 

per acre. See figure 147, p. 162, also table p. 198. 

For purposes of comparison, results obtained in other states are 

given. The Chino factory, Cal., reports as an average of five years’ 

operation, a crop of 9.33 toms per acre, containing 14.2 per cent. 

sugar. ‘The Lehi factory, Utah, reports for the same period an aver- 

age yield of 9.56 tons per acre, 12.1 per cent. sugar in beets and 80.2 

quotient purity (see Bulletin 55, Wisconsin, p. 12). In Nebraska 

about 10,000 analyses show an average of something over 14 per 

cent. sugar, while ordinary yields are from ro to 12 tons per acre. 

(Myrick’s Sugar, p. 54.) : 

In each of these states the industry is successfully established. 

Other states that are not producing sugar have studied the adaptation 

of soil and climate to sugar beet growing, and some of the results are 

added. Ohio reports that beets grown on 4g farms in 19 counties, 

juice averaged 12.95 per cent. sugar and 72.2 quotient of purity.* 

Wisconsin reports that beets grown on 5¢€7 farms in 59 counties in 

1890-1892 averaged 12.44 per cent. sugar in juice and 76 quotient of 

purity. 3 

Washington State reports that 1,544 analyses of sugar beets showed 

an average of over 15 per cent. sugar in juice and 84 quotient of 

purity. 

The French “ Journal of Sugar Manufacturers” states that the 

average yield of beets in Germany is 15 tons and in France 11.13 tons 

* Ohio Bulletin 75, p. 18. 

+ Wisconsin Bulletin 55, p. 20. 

{ Washington Bulletin 26, p. 5. 

Notr.—The figures given for California, Utah and Nebraska are percent- 

ages of sugar in beets and are uot strictly comparable with the others, which 

are percentages of sugarin juice. To make the figures comparable, divide 

the percentages of sugar in the beets by .95, and the quotient will be the 

percentage of sugar in the juice. 
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per acre. Many more cases might be added, but these are sufficient 

for comparison. 

The question at once arises whether the results obtained on our 

experimental plats this season represent approximately what the 

farmers of the state may expect to do when growing a commercial crop. 

All very well know that it is easy to select a small piece of rich land 

and by giving it extra care to grow a crop that will far exceed in yield 

what can be obtained on larger areas. 

It is not believed that the results obtained need be discounted on 

account of these considerations. In the first place, the farmers were 

inexperienced with the crop and did not know the conditions most 

favorable to its growth. Brief instructions were sent out from this 

office, but more than half of the farmers either did not receive them or 

paid no attention to them. Some of the plats were on well selected 

land, the beets grown at appropriate distances and given good culture; 

but in more cases one or more of these conditions were wrong. Many 

plats were planted the same as potatoes, three feet or more between 

rows. Necessarily the result was either a low yield of beets or a larger 

yield of overgrown beets with a lower percentage of sugar. (See page 

241.) In August and the first part of September members of the 

Station staff visited and inspected 249 of the experimental plats and 

found a large proportion of them needing cultivation and weeding, 

The rainfall in July was excessive (see page 241), and ‘for several 

weeks, just when the farmers should have been actively engaged culti- 

vating their crops, they were not able to get on the land. ‘The weeds 

grew apace, and when the soil was fit to till the farmers were so pressed 

with their regular work that the beets, being a side issue, were very 

generally neglected. 

The wet July was followed by a severe drought in September and 

October; the soil baked very hard and conditions were unfavorable. 

Notwithstanding these seemingly adverse conditions the average yield 

as given above is very satisfactory. Again in October agents of the 

Station went to many. of the farms and helped to harvest and weigh 

beets from 178 plats. The beets were washed and trimmed, as required 

by the factories, before weighing, so it is known that the estimated 

yields, in these cases at least, were correctly made. Instructions for 

harvesting and estimating yields were sent to those farmers who it 

was found impracticable to reach in person. So there scarcely can 
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be any over estimate as to the yields actually obtained on the 

experimental plats. 

The percentage of sugar and the quotient of purity are also unex- 

pectedly high. It is known that some seasons are more favorable to 

a high quality of beets than others, and perhaps the past season, 

notably dry in August, September and October, produced beets of 

mere than normal richness. It will not be surprising, then, if the high 

quality of beets secured this season is not maintained in the future 

with different weather conditions while beets are maturing, but it Is 

believed that the falling off will not be sufficient to reduce the quality 

below the point of profitable manufacture. 

So far as soil and climate are concerned it seems to be settled, then, 

that the state of New York is well adapted to the commercial growing 

of sugar beets. ‘The question of greater importance remaining for dis- 

cussion is, Will the farmers of the Empire State grow the beets in suf- 

ficient quantities, and send them to the factories in such condition as to 

make the manufacture of sugar profitable 

Agriculture has shared in the general depression of recent years, and 

farmers are anxiously asking what crop can be grown with a fair 

chance of profit. The present interest in the sugar industry, therefore, 

seems to be opportune, and farmers are much more likely to put forth 

the necessary effort to become skillful in the production of sugar beets 

than if other crops were paying well. 

The sugar beet is an exacting crop, and persons unfamiliar with the 

best methods of growing it have much to learn, and will make many 

mistakes that will cut down the profits. With a view of helping those 

who are thinking of growing beets for the factories the following simple 

instructions have been prepared. These instructions are based partly 

on our own investigations and partly on the statements of others who 

have had large experience both as experimenters and practical growers. 

Soil.—Sugar beets can be grown successfully on quite ‘a variety of 

soils—gravelly loam, sandy loam, loam and clay loam—though a 

sandy loam is usually considered best suited to the crop. Any soil 

that is well adapted to potatoes will raise sugar beets. While the 

industry is in its infancy in the state, it is wise to select only those soils 

that are belicved to be well adapted, and that are in a high state of 

fertility, and, so far as possible, are free from foul weeds. 

So many things are to be learned regarding the growing of the crop 
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that it is well to encounter as few difficulties as possible at first and 

take up the more difficult cases later. 

Subsoi?.—Sugar beets should have a deep soil, with a moderately 

porous subsoil. <A shallow soil with a hard or water soaked subsoil is 

fatal to the crop. If the soil is not right in these respects it may 

often be made so by thorough drainage and subsoil plowing. In fact, 

land that is naturally quite unsuited to beet growing may, by these 

means, coupled with the growing of deep rooted plants, like the 

clovers, have its character so changed in a few seasons as to become 

excellent beet land. 

Preparation of the soil.iYhe necessity of deep plowing cannot be 

emphasized too much in this connection. The sugar beet should 

bury itself in the soil the same as a parsnip, and it will do so if the 

soil conditions are right. If, however, the subsurface soil is hard or 

saturated with water the tap root cannot penetrate into it, or if it does 

get down fairly well, it cannot expand freely in the hard soil, but 

expands in the direction of least resistance, which being upwards the 

result is a short root, a considerable portion of which grows above 

the surface of the soil. This form of beet is objectionable not only 

because the yield is necessarily less than with long, well formed roots, 

but the beets are very much less valuable for sugar making. 

It is found that the upper portion of the beet, especially that part 

that grows above ground, is less rich in sugar than the part growing 

well in the soil, while this same part is highly charged with impurities 

that interfere seriously with the manufacture of sugar. 7 

The factory people aim to keep the impurities down by requiring 

that the portion of the beet growing above the surface of the ground 

be cut off. The aim should be to so prepare the land that the root 

can bury itself well in the soil. Thus will be secured not only a larger 

yield, but a smaller percentage of waste in the crown removed (see 

figures 148 and 149). Deep plowing is, therefore, essential, and 

except where the subsoil is very porous it should be loosened with 

asubsoil plow. In those localities where sugar beet growing is estab- 

lished the practice of subsoiling has become general. 

‘It is best to plow the land deeply in the autumn, setting the plow to 

turn up an inch or two of new soil. ‘The action of the winter’s frosts 

will ameliorate this soil and render it fit for crop growing. Follow 

the ordinary plow with a subsoil plow, breaking up, but not throwing 
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on top, several inches more of the hard soil. The earth should thus 

be stirred to a depth of twelve to fifteen inches. This fall treatment 

is desirable on several accounts. It permits the turning up of more 

new soil than would be safe in the spring. It secures the more com- 

plete decomposition of any coarse vegetation that may be on the land. 

It breaks up the compactness of the soil so that it can receive the 

winter’s rain and store it for the next season’s crop. Opportunity is 

given for the re-establishment of the capillary action in the soil which 

was disturbed by deep plowing, enabling the plant to draw from the 

deeper reservoirs of moisture during the dry season. 

It 1s not advised to plant sod land to beets, but if necessary to do so, 

it should be fall plowed to give time for the decomposition of the sod, 

the settling of the soil and the re-establishment of capillary action. It 

should be plowed deep.so as to have plenty of loose earth for a seed 

bed without disturbing the decaying sod. Sod land will probably 

suffer more from drought than other, but with plenty of moisture it will 

grow large crops of beets, which, however, may be low in sugar and in 

purity on account of too much organic matter in the soil. For the 

same reasons it is best to apply barn manure to the preceding crop 

rather than to the beets, but if used on the beet land it should be 

applied in the fall and plowed under. ‘The influence on the quality of 

beets of an application of manure applied to the land the same season 

the crop is grown, as compared with the same applied the previous 

year, is shown in the following table, which includes all the plats thus 

reported : 

QUALITY AS AFFECTED BY BARN MANURE APPLIED IN 1896 AND 1897. 

’ 

Average per 
No. of plats. | cent. of sugar eee aes tient of purity. 

in juice. 

Miranureds1it’ US96-2 2e es ee 45 i Whera ¢ 83.96 
Manured in 1897 3. 2s eee oe 59 16.62 82.94 

Another effect of the direct application of barn manure is the ten- 

dency to produce ill-formed beets, as shown in figures 152 and 153, 

page 176. 

Commercial fertilizers may be applied in the spring, but they should 

be thoroughly incorporated with the soil. Observations made this 
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summer lead to the belief that commercial fertilizers applied on the 

surface have a tendency, like recenly applied barn manure, to cause 

the development of “ fingers and toes,” as the ill-shaped sprangly roots 

are called. It is reasonable to suppose that the plant finding its food 

near the surface would throw out branches at this point. No doubt 

this tendency would be most marked in very poor soils and in dry 

seasons. 

If the land is not plowed in the fall, then plow deeply in early spring, 

taking care not to turn up much new soil. In the Western States 

experience has taught that subsoil plowing in the spring is an unsafe 

practice. If abundant rains do not come after the plowing is done, to 

compact the soil and re-establish capilary action, the crop may suffer 

more from drought than it will be benefited by the loosening of the 

subsoil. It would seem that in this state there would scarcely occur a 

season when there would not be sufficient rainfall after ear/y plowing 

to properly compact the soil before the dry weather of summer sets in. | 

As early in the spring as the land is fit it should be harrowed and 

left for a week or ten days that the weeds may have a chance to 

start, when they will be easily killed by another working. If this 

operation can be repeated several times before seeding, the crop will 

be kept clean during the season with much less labor. 

The seed bed should be thoroughly prepared. The subsurface 

should be fairly well compacted; the surface fine, level and free from 

obstructions to cultivation. It is very important that a good stand of 

plants should be secured, and this is much facilitated by a properly 

prepared seed bed, but just what tools to use and how much to use 

them will depend upon the character of the soil and the season. 

Secd.—It is of prime importance that first-class seed be used. The 

modern sugar beet is the result of a vast amount of painstaking care 

and labor in its selection and growth, and is a highly artificial product. 

It therefore quickly deteriorates when the conditions favorable to the 

maintenance of its high qualities are wanting. 

In Europe the production of high class seed is relegated to skillful 

seedsmen who have made the industry a life study. Little effort has 

been made in America as yet for the production of seed, our supplies 

being drawn largely from Germany and France. The matter of select- 

ing the varieties and importing the seed is usually left in the hands of 

factory management. ‘There are a large number of varieties possess- 
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ing somewhat different characteristics and adapted to different classes 

of soils. Some are noted for their high percentage of sugar, but are 

light croppers, and are best suited for those localities where the ten- 

dency is to grow too large a crop of coarse beets low in sugar. Others 

are better croppers but not so high in sugar, and are adapted to soils 

where the tendency is to produce too light a crop of very rich beets. 

The Vilmorin and the Dervaux are among the very rich varieties but 

are rather light croppers; the Kleinwanzlebener, the Dippe and the 

Metta Kleinwanzlebener are among the medium croppers with a good 

percentage of sugar, while the Deprez and the Eloir are heavy crop- 

pers but rather low in sugar. The Kleinwanzlebener and the Vilmorin 

have been most grown in this country, and seem to be best adapted to 

our soil and conditions. 

Seeding.—For good results it is very necessary to get a good stand. 

Without it the yield will be unsatisfactory and many of the beets, hav- 

ing too much room, will be overgrown, resulting in a low percentage 

of sugar and purity. 

It is customary to sow about twenty pounds of seed per acre, though 

if it all grows this is many times more than is needed. If dry weather 

follows the planting, only the best of the seed will germinate; if a 

crustis formed before the plants are up, they help one another to break 

through, hence the chances are much better for getting a good stand 

with heavy than with light seeding. 

A machine that will drop with accuracy three or four seeds in a place 

at such distances apart as experience shows is best for different soils, 

will not only save seed, but will tend to secure an even spacing of the 

plants in the row and greatly reduce the labor of thinning and weed- 

ing. In heavy or damp soils the seed should not be covered more 

than one-half to three-fourths of an inch, in light dry soils one to two 

inches. The soil should be firmed over the seed, the degree to be 

determined by its character, light soils requiring more compacting than 

heavy ones. On most soils best results are obtained by planting in 

rows from 18-22 inches apart. If the rows are much farther apart 

than this the beets cannot use allthe space and the yield is lessened, or 

if a good yield is secured it is by growing large beets at the expense 

of quality. 

Such narrow rows, however, are difficult to cultivate except for those 

accustomed to the work and having machinery especially designed for 
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it. When the ordinary implements of tillage are to be used it would 

seem wise to allow more room for working between the rows, say 

24-27 inches, and leave the plants a little closer in the rows. Those 

who expect to till considerable areas of beets will do well to provide 

themselves with special seeders and cultivators. These seeders are made 

to sow either two or four rows at a time, and they may be adjusted to 

sow 16, 18 or 20 inches apart, spacing them very accurately. The cul- 

tivators work either two or fourrowsata time and areaccurately adjusted 

to follow the seeder, the workman confining his attention to one row 

while the machinery adjusts itself to the others. Of course sucha cul- 

tivator can only be used to work rows that are accurately spaced by a 

special seeder. 

Those who have both the special seeders and special cultivators may 

find it advantageous to adjust the machines so as to sow two rows at 

either side 16—18 inches apart and leaving a space of 24 or more 

inches at the center in which the horse can travel easily while cultivat- 

ing—the cultivator being adjusted the same as the seeder. 

Tillage—Under certain conditions of soil and weather a weeder 

can be used with very great satisfaction for the first working of the 

land after seeding, but those conditions are not always present. 

Should a heavy rain cause a crust to be formed and the soil again get 

dry enough to work before the seeds have thrown out many sprouts, the 

weeder can be used with great benefit to break the crust and destroy 

small weeds that start more quickly than the beet seed. Again, on 

rather light land that is quite free from small stones and other impedi- 

ments to tillage, if the plants have come up quite thickly the weeder 

can be used very advantageously to stir the soil in the rows, thin the 

beets somewhat, and destroy many small weeds. 

Regular cultivation should begin as soon as the rows can ee fol- 

lowed, and repeated as often as necessary to keep the surface loose 

and prevent weeds from gaining a foothold. Under ordinary circum- 

stances tilling fortnightly will probably give as good results as tilling 

weekly, but whenever a crust has been formed by rains it should be 

broken up as soon as the condition of the soil will permit. The 

weeds will be kept in subjection more economically by frequent light 

tillage than by fewer cultures which will permit them to get a foothold 

and require more labor in their destruction. 
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Thinning.—This is the most difficult and expensive operation in 

beet growing and upon its proper execution the success of the crop 

largely depends. ‘The distance between the beets in the row should 

depend upon the quality of the soil, as on a rich, moist soil they will 

thrive if left much thicker than on a poor, dry soil. If planted in 

extra wide rows to facilitate horse culture, they may be left closer 

in the rows than otherwise. If the rows are 18—20 inches apart the 

beets should ordinarily be thinned to 8-10 inches in the rows. The 

first operation of thinning is done with a common hoe having a blade 

5—7 inches wide, according to the distance apart it is desired to have 

the beets stand when the work is complete. When the beets are well 

started, and usually immediately after the second cultivation, pass 

along the rows and with the hoe strike out portions the width of the 

hoe blade, leaving bunches of two or three inches containing several 

plants. ‘This operation is called bunching and results in the removal 

of the weeds in the row and the stirring of the soil as well as the 

removal of most of the surplus plants. Shortly after the bunching the 

plants remaining are reduced to one ina place and all weeds removed 

by hand pulling. As this work is usually done by cheap help it is 

necessary to watch very closely to see that it is welldone. One plant, 

and that the strongest, should be left from each bunch, all the weeds 

should be pu//ed, not broken off, and if the soil is displaced about the 

young plant by the removal of the others it must be returned but not 

packed down hard. ‘The thinning should be done as soon as the 

plants have four well formed leaves and it is better to employ extra 

help rather than to delay this work. If the thinning is delayed the 

beets entwine about one another so that the roots of those left are 

injured by the removal of the others, and if the tap root is broken the 
plant will never produce a well formed beet. 

Since the soil will become considerably compacted by tramping of 

the workmen during the thinning it should be immediately loosened 

by horse cultivation, followed by a thorough hand hoeing. ‘This 

working should stir the soil three inches deep and leave the crop free 

from weeds. Under favorable conditions of soil and season the 

handhoeing just after thinning may be the only one necessary for the 

crop, but if the weeds begin to start close to the rows it will be advis- 

able to handhoe once before thinning. Again, if rains interfere with 
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the frequent use of the cultivator after thinning and weeds begin to 

show themselves in the rows another handhoeing must be given. 

It is impossible to say just how much tillage may be required for 

best results, but probably one to three handhoeings and four to six 

cultivations will be sufficient. 

Some effort was made to determine the effect of very frequent cul- 

tivation in comparison with good ordinary tillage. Mr. J. W. 

Gilmore, a senior in the College of Agriculture, conducted experi- 

ments with a series of eight plats, four of which were cultivated seven 

times and four of them five times, with results as shown in the follow- 

ing table : 

MR. GILMORE’S CULTURE EXPERIMENTS. 

| Tons per acre. | Sugar in juice. chee of 

2 Per cent. 
Average of four plats cultivated 4 

SAVEI. DUNES. 5 5 So4 ee oe wee see 19.65 14.26 78.2 

Average of four plats cultivated: 
sO DINGS Soe Dok pee kot eee 21.68 13.83 75.95 

This experiment is given in full on page 185. ‘The averages as given 

here indicate no gain by seven over five cultivations. 

Messrs, D. M. and A.-S. Green, Adams, Jefferson Co., con- 

ducted cultural experiments on four plats, two of which were culti- 

vated weekly from June 1 to September 5, and two were cultivated 

fortnightly for the same period. The results are shown in the follow- 
ing table: 

MESSRS. GREEN'S CULTURE EXPERIMENTS. 

Tons per acre. | Sugar in juice, Quotient of 
purity. 

: Per cent. 
Average of two plats cultivated 

RIENCE, YEN Cpa aE SOC 16.00 16.52 84.15 

Average of two plats cultivated 
FOREN MEHOLY 6 ote uno oe en oes 15.90 16.38 85.39 
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No appreciable gain is seen here as the result of weekly cultivation. 

The harvest usually begins the first part of October, though with 

early planting it may begin a few weeks before, and it should be com- 

pleted before hard freezing occurs. ‘There are machines for pulling 

the beets which are said to work very satisfactorily, doing the work as 

fast as a team will travel. Manufacturers are also making a beet top- 

per with fair prospects of ultimate success, but this has not yet passed 

the experimental stage. 

As few farmers are likely to be provided with this special harvesting 

machinery for several years, a subsoil plow, or a common plow with 

the mould board removed, may be used to loosen the roots. Pull 

them by hand, throwing into piles and topping with a knife. This 

knife should be heavy enough so that the crown can be removed at 

the earth line by a single well directed blow. 

It is important that farmers should understand how to properly trim 

the beets, for if too much of the crown is left on, carrying with it its 

large percentage of impurities, the value of the beet for the manufac- 

turer is much reduced. When on a visit to the sugar factory at Rome, 

N. Y., the past autumn, a dozen men were found at work in the yard 

removing the crowns from improperly trimmed beets that had been 

delivered by the farmers. ‘The factory people found it tobe better 

economy to employ men to remove the crowns, rather than to work 

the beets with the crowns on and suffer the loss of sugar that would 

not crystallize in Consequence. The farmer gains nothing by sending 

to the factory improperly trimmed beets, or those loaded with dirt, as 

the state weigher samples each load, washes, and, if necessary, trims the 

sample, and determines the percentage of dockage. ‘The farmer not 

only gets nothing for the crown at the factory, but loses its value on 

the farm as stock food and fertilizer. Figure 147 on page 162 shows 

beets properly and improperly trimmed. Where a large portion of the 

beet grows out of the ground, or is ill-formed on account of the soil 

having been badly prepared, the percentage of waste is very much 

increased (see figures 148 and 149, p. 168). 

{f the beets are not needed at the factory as fast as harvested they 

may be pitted or siloed in the field the same as potatoes, and drawn 

or shipped to the factory later when the pressure of farm work is not 

so great. In pitting it is essential that the beets shall be quite mature 

before harvesting, and that they be secured before freezing occurs, 

as immature or frosted beets will not keep well. 
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2. RESULTS OF FERTILIZER EXPERIMENTS WITH SUGAR BEETS AT 

CORNELL UNIVERSITY EXPERIMENT STATION, 1897. 

By L.A? Clinton. 

The experiments with sugar beets at this Station in 1897 were for 

the purpose of determining what effect, if any, different fertilizers 

would have upon the yield and quality of the beets produced. 

In experiments with fertilizers a frequent source of error lies in the - 

fact that the soils of the different plats lack uniformity, and hence the 

fertilizers applied do not have equal opportunity for each to exercise 

its full effect. To obviate this difficulty the plats upon which the 

beets were grown were prepared in the following manner: ‘The soil 

selected was gravelly loam and had been cropped heavily for three 

years without the application of any fertilizer or manure. In the 

spring of 1897 a space was measured off for fourteen plats, each, 4x5 

feet in size. The soil of this whole area was then removed to a depth 

of twenty-four inches, each layer of eight inches being thrown out 

upon boards by itself. A solid brick cement wall was constructed 

around each plat and to a depth of two feet below the surface of the 

ground. ‘This wall was constructed so that there would be no possible 

chance for the beets in one plat to receive the benefit of the fertilizer 

applied to any other plat. After the construction of the wall the 

soil which had been removed was replaced in the iriverse order of its 

removal, the eight inches removed last was returned first so that it 

would occupy its original place at the bottom. Before being returned 

each eight inches of soil was thoroughly mixed and then an equal 

number of pounds was put into each plat and packed. In this way 

all the plats were filled, each layer of soil after having been thoroughly 

mixed was returned to its original position. 

The fertilizers were applied at the time of planting, being put in the 

bottom of the drill and thoroughly incorporated with the soil before 

the seed was planted. All the fertilizers were applied in this way 

except the lime on plat 13 which was applied as a top dressing after 

the seed was covered, 
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The fertilizers and the rate per acre applied to each plat were 

as follows: 

Plats see ee Sulfate of potash: 2-55.45: 554 pounds. 

ete Se oer Superphosphate 2 2.2: 554 e 

Bia eee ; Sulfate Of potash'255 2 2e- 277 G 

Bitrate ot ‘soda, . =.=... 277 i 

Melat. 622 2s S23 Witrate.of. sodas... 75,22 5: 554 la 

Pbie 7 ee et No fertilizer. 

Pink ioso sees No fertilizer. 

ea eeeee § OE of potash: 5.555 277 e) 

( Superphosphate.......-- 277 ER 

Peto. Witrate of soda. 2c... < 9 i os 

Superphosphate 2-25. -s 277 ¥ 

( Sulfate of potash 2:--_-.-- Tos as 

Biat Ert. 22. A Natfale -OF SOda* 1552550 = 1342-2. <5 

Superphosphate .....-.. 184 2-3 ‘° 

Blate 2 cse oa Muriate of potash...-.-.- 554 Se 

eis eae Chicks lie, 2: .ce ns oo 1089 a 

133 ices Sie aera Ground phosphate rock- .1089 <b 

All plats were planted to beets May ig, the variety being the 

Kleinwanzlebener. Germination was good, and the beets on all plats 

were finally thinned down to 28 plants to the plat. 

Samples were taken for analysis from the various plats October 4, 

g and 20, November 6 and 27. ‘The results of these analyses at the 

different dates are shown in the following tables: 

RESULTS ON PLAT 3—18g7. 

Per ie in gogo | Quotient of purity. 

October ined 16.70 18.5 90.3 
October = ae 16.65 18.5 90 0 
Oetober 20.. 17.65 20.6 85.7 
‘November 6..| 19.30 20.8 92.8 
November 27.. 19.50 21.9 89.0 

-Average ...- 17.96 20.08 | 87.56 
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RESULTS ON PLAT 4—1897. 

ae ae Nake Quotient of purity. 

October A 16.15 18.1 89.2 
October Ge. 18.70 21.0 89.0 
October 20... 18.10 20.8 87.0 
November 6..| dete 5, 19.0 94.5 
November 27.. 20.00 21.7 92.1 

Average .... 18.18 20.12 90.36 

RESULTS ON PLAT 5. 

Per cent. sugar Per cent. solids 
in juice, in juice. 

October : ie 15.00 17.2 
October yas 14.55 169 
October 20.. 18.25 208 
November 6-. 18.45 19.0 
November 27.. 19.15 21.4 

Average .. .- 17.06 19.66 

RESULTS ON PLAT 6. 

Quotient of purity. 

; Per cent. sugar | Per cent. solids 
in juice. | in juice, 

October / ae 17.55 19.7 
October |) ae 15.75 18.18 
October 20... 17.35 19.9 
November 6.. 18 90 19.4 
November 27.. 18.40 20.3 

Average .... 17.59 19.496 

Quotient of purity. 
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RESULTS ON PLAT 7. 

Per cent, sugar Per cent. solids | Quotient of purity. 
in juice. in juice. | 

October Bee 16,55 185 89.4 
October 9.. 14.30 17.2 83.1 
October 20.. 18.25 20.3 89.9 
November 6.-.. 17.70 18.8 94.1 
November 27... 19.95 22.3 89.5 

| ey : 

Average .... 17.35 | 19.42 | 89.2 | 

RESULTS ON PLAT 8. 

Bee ii Panag 1 oantaetnctianaty 

October Ay 13.90 | 16.5 84.2 
October 9 14.80 | 17.2 86.0 
October 20.. 18.70 | 20.6 90.7 
November 6.. 18.25 IF x: 1959 91.7 
November 27.. 19.80 | 219 90.4 

| — — 

Average .... 17.09 | 19.22 88.6 

RESULTS ON. PLAT 9g. 

Sado poser tr Quotient of purity. 

October eae 15 40 1729 86.0 
October oe 17.50 19.7 88.8 
October 20.. 17.90 19.2 93.2 
November 6. 17.95 18.3 98.1 
November 27.. 18.70 20.6 90.8 

Average .... 17.49 19.14 91.38 
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RESULTS ON PLAT Io. 

Per cent. solids 
Quotient of purity. | in juice. in juice. 

| PSs : 
| October $551] 15.40 18.5 83.2 
| October ee 17.40 19.2 90.6 
October 20 19.75 a4) ie 91.0 

November 6.. 18.00 18.8 95.7 
| November 27.. | 18.65 51.0 88.8 

Average -..- | 17.84 19.84 89.86 

RESULTS ON” PLAT! FI, 

eee = ar eae Quotient of purity. 

October ” ee 16.95 19.4 87.4 
October ee 17.30 19.2 90.1 
Oetober 20-.. 20.00 21:2 94.3 
November 6.. 18.00 19.2 93.7 
November 27.. 19.40 214 90.6 

Average ....- 18.35 20.08 91.22 

Resuurs ON PEAT. 12; 

—— 

eas ees Bey ee Quotient of purity. 

October A 17.00 19 4 87.6 
October 4 ie 16.70 18.8 88.8 
October 20.. 21.10 29.5 93.8 
November 6.. 18.05 20.6 87.6 
November 27.. 20.50 rp A 91.9 

Average .... 18.67 20.72 89.94 
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RESULTS, ON ‘PLAT 13. 

Per t. sug ze t. solids : ox 
S Biante. BE Sale hice! Quotient of purity. 

October At 14.90 17.6 84.6 
October 9 15.50 19.0 80.2 
October 20.. 19.00 19.7 96.4 
November 6.. 18.15 20.1 90.3 
November 27.. 19.25 20.1 95.7 

Average .-.- 17.36 19.3 89.44 

RESULTS ON PLAT 14. 

aa ey | ee Quotient of purity. 

October Aes 14.25 16.5 86.4 
October Ne 16.05 18.3 87.7 
October 20.. 17.95 19.7 91.1 
November 6-. 17.55 20.1 Sy (BEL 
November 27-. 19.40 20.8 93.2 

Average ..-- 17.04 19.08 89.14 

ALE PLATES: 

AVERAGE RESULTS AT DIFFERENT DATES. 

124 t. s it t. solid = 4 
Se imuice cat ai ahice: ints Quotient of purity. 

October A 15.81 18.15 87.05 
October ee 16.26 18.60 87.00 
October 20... 18.66 20.6 90.7 
November 6.. 18.18 19.5 93.36 
November 27..- 19.40 21.56 91.00 
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COMBINED RESULTS OF ALL PLATS. 

] 
Pounds of : Ve LE; tient 

' Plat Fertilizer rate per acre. See = aes eS eee 
( sa in juice. ees purity. 

3 | 554 pounds Sulfate Potash ---- 19.2 17.96 20.08 87.56 

4 | 554 pounds Superphosphate -.-. 18.3 18.18 20.12 | -90.36 

277 pounds Sulfate Potash ...-| 9 > 
i) 977 pounds Nitrate Soda....... 21.6 17.06 19.06 89.5 

6 | 554 pounds Nitrate Soda ...--- i:2 17.59 19.49 88.4 

wt te NO, Periniver 22-24 saaoo . <o- 17.3 17.35 _ ‘|, 19.42 89 2 

S30 No-Fertthizer 2.229. -- 4-23 19.7 17.09 19.22 88.6 

277 pounds Sulfate Potash ---. 
2 277 pounds Superphosphate ... = wo ——. 91.38 

10 | 207 pounds Nitrate Soda-....... 
277 pounds Superphosphate - -. AN 17.84 19:84 89.86 

1842 pounds Sulfate Potash -.. 
11 | 184% pounds Nitrate Seda ..... 18.3 18.35 20.08 91.22 

184} pounds Superphosphate -. 

12 | 554 pounds Muriate Potash. --. is or | 18.67 20 72 89.94 

13 | 1089 pounds Quick Lime ...... 19.5 | 17.36 | 19.3 | 89.44 | 

fee ree 7 cere pOepEste 7 a15. | Pare +) “ig.ne “Saran 
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While the yield was somewhat low, yet this can be accounted for 

by the fact that the subsoil has been so thoroughly loosened some- 

what late in the spring that capillary action was not fully restored and 

hence the beets failed to make as large a growth as would have been 

the case had the conditions been more favorable. 

The effect of the fertilizer is not marked. ‘The largest yield was 

on Plat 14 where the untreated phosphate rock was applied. The 

highest quotient of purity was found on Plat 11 where the complete 

fertilizer was applied. ‘The results from the fertilizer are not marked 

- enough to warrant the drawing of conclusions. ‘There was evidently 

all the plant food in the soil that could be utilized with the amount of 

moisture present. ‘The experiment will be continued to see if more 

definite results can be reached. 

Mr. J. W. Gilmore, conducted culture and fertilizer experiments 

with sugar beets on eight plats of one-eightieth of an acre each. The 

land selected upon which to conduct these experiments was a portion 

of the regular mangold field which had been liberally fertilized with 

barn manures in previous years and brought to a high state of culti- 

vation. ‘The variety of beets was Kleinwanzlebener, planted in rows 

two feet apart and thinned to about eight inches in the row. ‘The 

fertilizer was applied in the drill at the time of planting. Part of the 

plats received cultivation five times and others were cultivated seven 

times. The following table shows results: 

| 22 Tons ice _ 

ime Fertilizer applied per acre. aes xe =e Quo- 

Plat | ‘cuit Pounds. © acre | acre | cent. ltient of 
vated. crown,| Out jin juice Buia ye 

crown 

iL 7 | 160 lbs. Muriate Potash...-.....- 19.63 | 14.86 | 14.48 | 79.04 
2 5 | 320 1bs. Superphosphate..--...... 21.70 | 16.38 | 14.63 | 76.85 
3 * | b60lbs.-Nitrate Sodas. -->..3..= 19.02 | 14.36 | 14.80 | 80.00 
4 5 | 320 lbs. Superphosphate .----.-.-.-.- 19 95 | 15.06 | 14.14 | 76.00 
5 4 160; Ths.Sulfate: Potash-~< 5-22. 21.82 | 16.48 | 13.40 | 76.19 
6 5 | 3201bs. Superphosphate ...--. -- | 23:31 | 17.60 | 13.67 | 76.76 
F i 2160 Vba:- Nitrate Soda. . =. 2-2... 18.12 | 13.68 | 14.34 | 77.60 
8 5 | 160 lbs. Sulphate Potash ...-_..... 21.74 | 16.41 | 12.88 | 74.20 

The results shown here from the use of the commercial fertilizer are 

not much more decided than in the former case. While the tonnage 
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per acre is very satisfactory, yet the per cent. of sugar and the quotient 

of purity run somewhat low. ‘This is probably due to the fact that 

barn manures have been used liberally on the land, and to the same 

cause may be ascribed the failure of the fertilizers to give any marked 

results. It is generally stated that sugar beets are especially benefited 

by the application of potash and phosphoric acid, and that the form 

of the sulfate of potash is preferable. So far as our experiments 

with fertilizers this year go we have not verified the truth of this 

statement. ; 



Pan, ii. THE WORK OF -THE CHEMICAL DIVISION: 

By G. W. Cavanaugh and A. L. Knisely, assisted by/C. W. Mudge, 

under the direction of G. C. Caldwell, Chemist. 

In order that the work of the chemical department, in connection 

with the sugar beet investigations, might be of real and permanent 

value, it was necessary to secure not only representative samples of 

the beets grown, but also accurate and carefully recorded data relative 

to their culture. With this end in view the co-operation of intelligent 

farmers who have already given evidence of an active interest in edu- 

cational-and experimental work was sought. ‘The instructions in grape 

“growing and orcharding which had been carried on for two previous 

years had eminently fitted a goodly number of farmers to take up the 

work of sugar beet culture in an intelligent way. 

The circular on page 188, which was sent out at the close of the 

season, was filled out with far more painstaking care than is usual in 

such cases. These reports give unmistakable evidence that the work 

already done by the Station staff had been of great value. In fact, it 

had trained a large number of farmers far enough to make them intel- 

ligent observers and willing to take some pains to record their observa- 

tions. Much care has been taken to put down all the data in detail, 

and while these tables may be of little interest to the general reader, it 

is hoped that the data recorded will be of value for reference as the 

work goes on. 

We desire to thank all those who have co-operated with so much 

care in the field work. ‘The work in the laboratory, which has been 

very extended, would be of comparatively little value if we did not 

feel that the notes and observations of the farmers were reliable. 
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CIRCULAR No. 11. 

; A 

rah\ 

=— ewe ew & \) 

154, WILEY, Bulletin 52, Division of Chemistry, United States Department 
of Agriculture. 

CORNELL UNIVERSITY, 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION, 

Ithaca, N. ¥., September 15, 1597. 
SIR: 

We inclose herewith circular» giving directions for taking samples of beets for 
analysis, blank for describing samples (Form A), and MODEL (Form B), showing how 
blank for description should be filled in, with envelope and return shipping tag for 
sending samples by express. 

Circular of directions, blank for describing samples with envelope, return-addressed 
shipping tag, and model for filling in descriptive blank, comprise the necessary docu- 
ments for sending samples. . 

Your special attention is called to the fact that the value of the analytical data 
depends on the fidelity with which you follow the inclosed directions. 

I. P. ROBERTS Director. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR TAKING SAMPLES OF SUGAR BEETS FOR ANALYSIS. 

When the beets appear to be mature (September 20 to November 20, 

according to latitude and time of planting) and before any second 

growth takes place, select any average row or rows, and gather every 

plant along a distance which should vary as follows, according to the 

width between the rows: 

From rows 16 inches apart take 75 feet in length. 
‘ 2 «6 ‘ lite. 6 as 66 «c «¢ «6 

ce ce «ce as a3 ‘6 «¢ (¢ 
20 59 

(é as cc ¢ as - en as as . 22 54.5 x 

«c a9 my) as «6 a3 50 ce «6 ims 
= x 

6 c 2 ims «¢ “ce «¢ “ec c¢ 25 42.9 
‘ fas > ims cc «¢ A> e¢ ae «¢ 

32 SWS 
ce ce 7 ce ce ‘¢ a ce ce c¢ 

36 33 

Where the row is not long enough to meet the above conditions, 

take enough from the adjacent row or rows to make up the required 

length. Rows of average excellence must be selected ; avoid the best 

or poorest. Count all the beets in the length of the row taken. 

Remove the tops, leaving about one inch of the stem, wash free from 

all dirt and wipe dry. Select two average beets, being careful not to 

select the largest or the smallest. 

From all the rest of the beets except these two the necks are removed 

with a sharp knife, at the point indicated by the dotted line in the 

figure. ‘The beets, including the two saved as a sample, are then 

weighed. 

The number of beets harvested multiplied by 435.6 will give the 

total number per acre. ‘The total weight of beets harvested multiplied 

by 435.6 will give the yield per acre. 

Wrap the two sample beets carefully in soft paper and write your 

name legibly thereon. The beets must be perfectly dry. Fill out 

blank describing beets, place in the envelope, and enclose beets. Sew 

the beets up in a cotton bag or wrap in strong paper, attach the 

enclosed shipping tag thereto and send by U.S. mail. 

No beets will be analyzed which are not sampled as described above 

and properly identified. Miscellaneous analyses of samples without 

accurate description are of no value. 

A model showing how blanks should be filled out is inclosed. 
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Model (Form B). 

MopEL FOR DESCRIBING SAMPLE OF SUGAR BEETs. 

ASO ow oh we sea pecstty ned ey eae emer abe: es Klein Wanslebener. 

Wate plantedd. Go x vas ite ewe ies Weke Ss Noma et nat May 3, 1897. 

Peale "CMEC sess! eu ie Scere ae ent aie Sepa tons A ahcks June 3, 1897. 

Date hanvectea re Pari Oe on. oy Nene age November 5, 1897. 

haractemor sort t see eo ele. loam » in cultivation for 20 years, 

chiefly in corn , level, tile-drained ; last crop, oats , no fertilizer 

was used ; barn-yard manure applied in 1895. 

Character of cultivation (dates, implements, etc.)........ Liowed No- 

vember, 1896, eight inches deep, subsoiled, six inches, harrowed with 

disk harrow May, 1, 1897, rolled; secd planted with hand drill 

one-half inch deep ; planis up May 16, stand excellent, hoed by 

hand May 22: plowed with horse hoe May 28 and June 8, 16, 24, 

July 3, 10 and 17. 

Pengeicor row larvesbed (fceL)cu 2 a. conc ee ee oe ee ee 66 

Madth: beiween rowsi(inches).. oro octa omar. otek cin ee err 18 

Number -of beets harvesteds...-.0. 1.422 Dt ale olin Meme A cir oes Br 88 

Total: weight of beets, less necks and fopsa pounds): ...)°) wee 88 

Weather for each month......<. May, dry ; June, copious rains ; July, 

fine growing weather » August, hot and dry , September, dry until 

the 24th, when a heavy rain fell. 

ae awake fee 65 Cae g? el te wr ey ase is wee a gS) Ce Sie ge) 8. |e). aot 0) Set es Us) ite 0° 6 jo) a) pe) ot Sey a) 1s) ve Kone ato. fou Tey rel. eae 

eet nite ket Set tet a Siete, = So kcubtave: lemel 0). 0a cis. wi ape IOy SE 0 ee 2) ste) 0\le: 0 Met “allele! se (S04 a oe heges Yo ip wie, (a) «1 )o08 

OL Ey RON Re | ea eee Th Lae ae ee ea Eg Oe Bee New York. 

POGROIUIGC’ Co ae ke wea ee aL er om: eras oo Ithaca, Tompkins Co. 

Ree hata Oo See wie 5 ak ek ae Ae es October 1, 1897. 

Petree, por fo: A PU DA eee eee ake 4 et ce Robert Simpson. 

NoteE.—Beets will not be analyzed unless accompanied with description 

as above, 
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(Form <A.) 

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE OF SUGAR BEETs. 

eee Nee Sled, shoe Yee vig ie BoeeeRe os Klein Wanzlebener. 

wo dust) 10 C0 AD get i aete dee Wate tees eg NIE arate a May 7, 1897 

[PDD CLA a edie a ee June 10, 1897. 

re emir teCsaty ata win ee Cy ee idol 8, October 18, 1897. 

Meer Ol SOLE. Saks Se Se clay loam, in cultivation 65 
- 2 

years. Used 30 years for garden level. Tile drained. Barn 

manure in’g2. Hen manure used occasionally. Lastin fall ’96. 

Character of cultivation (dates, implements, etc.)....... plowed May 

1st, g inches deep, harrowed 3 times. Seed sown by hand. 

Up May 16th, stand excellent ; horse cultivated 3 times » hand-. 

hoed twice. | 

aoe C86 100 8 Bel walet eis! je. ray /e etaa at ce, [Gime fe jel feeb Jie) 6) 0: -0) se. Ke Om 8 8) 6) \e ecniul® aie) fe’ Lele) 0) @.\0la) a]. ee ope (0 one 

Meer eer howe arvested: (feel ae rty i vest. Sad Glade Mes ete. 42.9 

Rietemebceween rows (Inches)... 1.04 Sure on eh ents oer ere 28 

iu mciieii@n mbyCets: MALVeSted! = =, her at Wes hae 5 ee cy Ee ee ean 60 

Total weight of beets harvested, less necks and tops (pounds) ....95 

icdinch Okie TClbInOMtlin . Geos ot a eB eee ee ee 

baer: Momrte toni soe Sesh ht i emai ev fe Pra OVI. Sa Tne Oa ET IVen¥. 

Ree OIMG Cen Ree tat Fo Ours oc, os ach AOL Boss ober de Riga 

| DEUS Per te ec ra ae gr aOR A Ta EN AS Te RH, SOA October 18, 1897. 

PING oa SO IE I ser ee ety Co aa eae ae tances AS pia “SL Arnold A. Palmer. 

NorE.—Samples of beets will not be analyzed unless accompanied with 

this blank filled out as indicated in model B. 

1G 1c. CALDWHEL. Chemist: 

G. W. CAVANAUGH, Ass’t Chemist. 
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The first question that arises is this: In what condition did the 

sampies for analysis arrive at the Experiment Station? With but few 

exceptions they arrived in very good condition, well wrapped and 

securely tied. The majority of them were received in from one to 

three days after being harvested and in good condition for analysis. 

The fairness of the samples.—Were the beets sent to the Station for 

analysis of good average size and did they fairly represent the beets 

harvested? In the data sent in the circulars, we have the zumber of 

beets harvested and also the total weight of beets harvested, less necks 

and tops, in pounds. From these we obtain the average size, or 

weight, of each crownless beet harvested. 

The whole sample received was weighed after removing crowns 

and the average weight of each beet obtained. Now by comparing 

the average weight harvested with the average weight of beets in the 

sample analyzed, we can see with what degree of accuracy the samples 

were taken. 

In 296 cases the average weight of the individual beets harvested 

was 1.18 pounds cach. In the same 296 cases the average weight of 

the beets sent for analysis averaged 1.18 pounds cach. So it will be 

seen that, on the whole, the sampling of beets was very well done. 

Preparation of the sample for analysis.—Each sample was weighed 

before and after removing the crown in order to ascertain the loss or 

waste that the beet sustains while being prepared for the .sugar 

factory. 

The sample thus prepared was reduced to a fine pulp by means of 

a grater. If the sample was small all of it was pulped for analysis ; 

if of medium size half of each beet was analyzed; in some cases only 

a quarter of each beet was taken. In all cases where the whole beet 

was not used, a longitudinal section the entire length of it was taken 

for analysis as shown in figure 155 (next page). The pulp was at 

once put into a piece of strong canvass and the juice pressed out by 

means of a press capable of exerting a pressure of 2,000 pounds or 

more. 

The necessity of taking a longitudinal section the entire length of 

the beet would seem to be proved by the results of the. following five 

experiments. 

Five samples consisting of three beets each (zzthout crowns) were cut 

in two, crosswise, so that the upper and lower halves of each sample 



s for analysts, é beet. °O 
co) 

ne lar / Z ods of sampl. 155.—Meth 
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could be examined separately. These halves were analyzed with the 

following results: 

Upper half. Lower half. 

Case. 

Per cent. sugar. | Per cent. purity.|/| Per cent. sugar. | Per cent. purity. 

Deena saa wae 13.95 (if ies 13.60 19.1 
Ma a eee 14.45 83.0 14.20 87.1 
ee Sates oo 13.25 78.4 13.00 81.2 
AD od Sha Tea 13.05 PE fee 12.95 81.9 
Rn ae soe Se 17.25 89.8 17.00 89.5 

In these five cases the sugar and purity were not equally distributed. 

The upper halves being richer in sugar whilst the purity was consider- 

ably higher in the lower halves except in No. 5. 

In obtaining juice for analysis it is necessary to express as much as 

possible from the pulp, because that which frst runs from the press is 

not so rich in sugar as that which is obtained toward the ezd of the 

operation. ‘Thus in five cases tried the per cent. of sugar and percent. 

of purity were as follows: 

Juice first running from press. Juice last running from press. 

Per cent. sugar. Per cent. purity.|| Per cent. sugar. | Per cent. purity. 

Case 1 ier “13250 82.1 
pS 2 ee EE ee NE a 15.20 76.4 
CDs ee tenner = a ae 18.45 87.9 
REA ee arses Se 12.85 71.8 
i pane ne ie ahora eae 19.35 89.1 

Method of Analysis. 

When al. the juice was pressed out that could be obtained it was 

thoroughly mixed and its density ascertained by means of an areometer 

(Brix) specially constructed for this purpose and from that the total 

solids of the juice found; corrections were made for variations in 

temperature when necessary. 

Next, 52,096 grams of the juice were weighed and transferred to a 

100 c. c. flask; 10 c. c. of a solution of sub-acetate of lead, made as 
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directed in Wiley Agr. Anal. IL[I., p. 101, were added; after shaking 

the mixture it was made up to 100 c. c. with distilled water and again 

thoroughly shaken. ‘Then the entire contents of the flask were poured 

on a ribbed filter, the first part cf filtrate being poured a second time 

through the same filter; the filtrate was thoroughly mixed and the 

sugar in it determined by means of a ‘‘ double compensating shadow 

polariscope ” now in general use for this purpose, using a 200 mm. 

tube. ‘This reading divided by two gives the per cent. of sugar in the 

jute. 

Lixplanation of Tables 

In the following tables we have given in the first three columns: 1st, 

degree Brix or per cent. of total solids in the juice; 2d, per cent. of 

sugar in the juice; and 3d, per cent. of purity of the juice. We will 

consider : 

first: The Degree Brix or per cent. total solids in the juice.—Beet juice 

consists of water and solid matter consisting of sugar, mineral salts, 

coloring matter, nitrogenous compounds, etc. The first beet juice in 

the tables reads ‘‘19.9° Brix.” This means that 19.9 per cent. of that 

juice is solid matter and the remaining 80.1 percent. is water; or, in 

other words, in 100 pounds of such a juice there are 19.9 pounds solid 

matter and 80.1 pounds of water. 

Second: The per cent. of sugar in the juice.—This per cent. is deter- 

mined by the polariscope. The first beet juice in the tables analyzed 

17.25 per cent. of sugar. This means that in 10oo pounds of that juice 

there are 17.25 pounds of sugar. 

Third : Purity per cent.—This term is often called the coefficient of 

purity, or, better still, the quotient of purity. It expresses the ratio 

between the fer cent. of total solids in the juice and the per cent. of sugar 

in that same juice. ‘That is, in any particular juice the purity expresses 

what proportion of the total solids is sugar. Thus, in the juice first 

analyzed, in the following tables there is given, “Purity per cent., 86.6.” 

This means that if such a juice were evaporated to drvness and the total 

solid matter obtained, then of the solids thus obtained 86.6 per cent. 

would be sugar and the remaining 13.4 per cent. would be impurities 

not sugar ; or stated in another way, in every 100 lbs. of the solid mat- 

ter obtained by evaporating the juice, 86.6 lbs. would be sugar and the 

remaining 13.4 lbs. would be impurities and not sugar. 
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In any given case the purity is obtained by dividing the fer cent. of 

sugar in the juice times 100 by the fer cent. of total solids in that same 

juice. Thus in sample No. 1 of the following tables ";""=86.6 per 
cent. purity. The term fyrity is not an indication of the quality 

of a juice, but of the quality of the ‘o¢a/ solids in the juice; that 

is, it tells how many parts are sugar in every 100 parts of the 

total solids. 

Per cent. of sugar in beets without crowns.—I\t has been stated upon 

good authority (Wiley, Agr. Anal., III., p. 242) that 95 per cent. of 

the beet consists of jwice and 5 per cent. marc, or that which is left 

after all the juice has been extracted. ‘That is, each 100 pounds of 

beets prepared for the factory yields 95 pounds of juice and 5 pounds 

of marc. Having given the per cent. of sugar in each sample of 7uzce 

we multiply it by 55, and have the per cent. of sugar in the Jeet. 

The column headed fer cent. sugar in the beet was obtained in each 

case by this multiplication and the result was recorded as per cent. of 

sugar in the beet. 

Thus in first analysis of tables 17.25x;%5—=76.39, the per cent. 

sugar in the beet. 

Pounds of sugar per ton of beets—In each case we multiply the per 

cent. of sugar in the beet, or the number of pounds in roo pounds of 

beets by 20, a ton being 20 times roo pounds, and record the result as 

pounds of sugar per ton of beets, discarding decimals. ‘Thus in first 

analysis 16.39x20=-328 pounds, approximately, of sugar per ton. 

Pounds of sugar per acre.—In cases where yields have been given, we 

multiply the pounds of sugar per ton by the number of tons yield per 

acre. Thus 7.84x328 pounds—2,572 pounds per acre (discarding 

decimals. ) 

Kind of soil.—}t,—=loam. 

When plowed and depth, inches.—In this column, F=fall plowed ; 

S=spring plowed. The numeral indicates depth in inches. 

The remainder of the tables is self-explanatory with the exception 

of “ Distance between beets in rows” and “ Average weight of beets.” 

From data sent to the Station, the length of the rows and the whole 

number of beets harvested were given, and from these the average dis- 

tance between each beet in the rows was calculated. From the 

recorded total weight and number of the beets harvested the average 

weight of the beets /ess crowns and tops was ascertained. 

pe Ae 
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Each sample of beets sent for analysis was weighed and thus the 

average weight of beets analyzed was found. 

The variety of beets analyzed.—In each case the variety of sugar 

beet analyzed was the A7/einwanzlebener, except toward the end of the 

tables, where special mention is made of other varieties. 

We believe that these tables will be of enough value and interest to 

warrant their publication. ‘They are not published with the thought 

or idea of having established either a maximum or minimum of results 

inthe growing of sugar beets, but are given as showing what the 

farmers have done this present season (summer of 1897). 
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Beets without crowns. 

Brix° i 
or Per ct. 

Purity. : 3 
arawie! County. Ret ra oe al Perct. Feraae Yield rou 

Saal ast cent. | sugar | _ © Pet 2 ie juice. in the | Sugar |acre of| sugar 
juice. beet, |per ton| beets. | per 

beets. | Tons, | acre. 

Albany. | 

1/W. D. Veeder ..... Guilderl’d. | 19-9 | 17.25} 86.6 | 16.39) 328 | 7.84) 2572 

Broome. 
2|A. S. Bartlett .-.-- Bingh’ton | 20.6 | 17.85) 86.6 | 16.96 339 |*19.69) 6675 
3|David Smith ...... - 19.5 | 16.20) 83.1 | 15.39; 308 |*18.91) 5824 

4\E. A. Lawrence. ... a 21.2 | 18.10) 85.4 | 17.19) 344 |*21.88) 7527 
BRAS hy Uae. 5a) te. ch 21.9 | 18.65) 85.2 | 17.72| 354 |*16.90) 5983 

6|Geo. A. Lusk..-.-.. es 22.2 | 19.00) 85.6 | 18.05). 361 | 8.49) 3065 
GW: Ss Stone... 2... ee 20.6 | 17.10) 83.0 | 16.25) 325 |*16.03) 5210 

J..E,. Rogers 2-222. xt 21.5 | 18.20) 84.7 | 17.29). 346 |*14.98) 5183 
G. E. Larraber .- “ 17.0 | 12.45] 73.2 | 11-83) 237 |*18.80) 3271 

(C RGPCrS 2252 dees ee 2t-5. | 18 ol 83.7 | 17.10| 342 |*384.33/11744 
W'S. Weed)... =... - vi 20.4 | 16 * 81.6 | 15.82) 316 |*13.28) 4196 

CAE: L006). 6. ca os 3 20.6 | 17.00) 82.5 | 16.15) 323 |*25.78) 8327 
Bow. Wright. <-- 2 tf 19.1 | 15.50) 81.2 | 14.73] 295 |*14.29) 4216 

Geo. F. Lyon... se 1200) 13 wl 77.1 | 12.45) 249 |*14.29) 3558 
David Smith, Jr oe 20.2 | 16.50} 81.7 | 15.68) 314 |*19.51) 6126 

A~Hamtlton .::.-.:. of 19.3 | 15.55} 80.6 | 14.77; 295 |*20.74| 6118 
HS: Martin 222-2. ‘ 22.8 | 19.25) 84.4 | 18.29) 366 |*23.18) 8484 

C. Constable .-..... of 18.1 | 14.50} 80.1 | 13.78} 275 |*20.21) 5578 
7M. BYICO Le 22 Soe iy 17.2 | 13.45] 78.2 | 12.78) 256-|*13.94| 3569 

E. C. Rogers ....-.- i. 19.0 Aaa 74.4 | 13.44) 269 |*19.86) 5342 
Cod. Mapp ooo. 3 7 20.8 | 16.50) 79.3 | 15.68) 314 |*24.00| 7536 

nO. P. Knapp. 22222 Deposit 16.3 | 12.00} 73.6 | 11.40} 228 |*22.88) 5217 
Siow dd. Wells 22222. Pt.Dickson| 19.7 | 17-15} 87.0 | 16.29} 326 |*17.07| 5565 

24\ Alton Gray. ------- Hooper....| 19.3 | 14.20] 73.6 | 13.49} 270 |*24.74| 6680 
25|Abram Davis...... Langdon ..| 21.2 | 17.85] 84.2 | 16.96) 339 |*12.76) 4326 

Riverside .| 20.1 | 16.40} 81.5 | 15.58} 312 |*16.98) 5298 
W. Colesv.| 20.3 | 17.00) 83.7 | 16.15) 323 |"23.00| 7429 

Windsor ..| 20.6 | 16.80) 81.5 | 15.96) 319 |*25.09} 8004 
6c“ 29)H. W. Humiston .. 19.2 | 15.45] 80.5 | 14.68) 294 |*27.18) 7991 

* Through the courtesy of Mr. J. E. Rogers, of Binghamton, the Station has received most 
of the Broome county samples of beets. The yields reported in cases “starred ’’ included 
crowns; therefore in each of the cases the yield has been reduced one-fifth to allow for the 
weight lost in removing crowns. 
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Chanock ae: wt. of 
aracter ; 

Character of soil. of culti- Dates of ee without 
vation. * | crowns 

Lbs 

re a| 2 ks U.S 8 A 

a ° Ae aed 2 Har- b 2a 3 ig 
Kind of soil. | 2 Previous Fy Bl" and |.2| Plant-| Thin- vest- | B] & 5 o|8s 

ie crop. Oo depth. Bade) bo Fea ning ing aioe ez ae 

5 E | Inches, | & id (2 a oe G18 

= Se E Ae aie la sb 
v Z 

Bandy. =. .- 40 Carrots .22s)< 22. mee 3 ioe Jul 27|Oct 30'36/14.5 |1.00/1.00 

LS ee el eee peers Stace 2s 4 |M’y 22|Jun18/Oct 23 9.0 |1.42) .96 
66 oj OO EU ee Pe ee tS ae eae | HOE eR Da) (| eile 7 tos (2, 9.0 |1.27/1.24 

UT AN? Sh Sle Sn aR eens Sa ce Ae Sis, Sh csi e —2T 9.0 |1.36) .89 
6 eB RU LE eM es ae eo) 6 Nia a 5 |M’y 10) ** 15) *£ 20/20) 9.0 |1.21) .7 

0 Tag OG Ee eS eed een ee Sul ee Ol ee eat eo 9.0 | .87)1.51 
ODL SOURS ee ee eee Se PERS a Se Oh GE OST Fk. OG 9.0 |1.15)1.34 

a ~  SEE ael Ee Se a ma SUS eek A By FS 19) Fe Tb ls 9.5 {1.05)1.45 
ST SSE el eae ya ke ean ig te aR ALCO: 4 Fae OY (fas [nee Seca | 2 a. 1.50 

TLS a a eee = Betsy cliteby Paci elu s unto ee cee 6.0 |1.91)1.63 
5 Las a) Ol eee ng be ea a 5h [aaa 5, hecolae Y 7) Fat ead & 62051 Eg 

LT SURE A ee eee 3 oa octal ted |e ea eer Gl AS TOTES OL Oa ahke oe 
PEMMNRe ss Shoe Soc ees cc aed ac et Sf) eed Jol see Dates 20 8.5 |1.78)1.73 

Gravel ‘‘ oe BY EE RSE Pes, Senne | Seen BV Arp ieee see DO, Sie ke 9.5 |2.00/1.60 
SST Ce (ee ed pee (Oe ee -| 4) 6 16) “© 22) §6 29/18]11.0 |1.56/1.70 

“LARS SR) GS ey a ei an ee ee 5 sans ae" “Za. “23 9.0 |1.29|1.46 
Pines" 252.1 =|GATden< ..2. | ~.2+|) +. .2se- of S3iJual 2) 29 9.5 |1.58|1.70 

Ts ES Ee | kee a ee ee me 4 |M’y 28) Jun 15} “* 28 9.0 |1.33'1.54 
TENE ISS ss a ae 06 |F. & 8.) 5 ¢ ££ 13; ** 24iNov. $ 1-O.01 4811.27 

OAM: |. 2... eGATaeR..-.. 3. 97 |S., 8..]--| 6 20) Jul 15)/Oct 21 8.5 |1.61/1.68 
Sree eat eel sak Aad telco cilia ais | eracreiede Silat Jan *2) Jun 29) 6 28) lose e lee ee 

eT LE DEES a ieee geae Sea, mee! Gemeente eas Ge M’y 20) ** 16) ** 15)18}10.0 |1.95)1.73 
SLE Gee ein Pe Meaty FOSS) eee eee ‘<< -18} “ 20) * 19/36) 7.0 |1.69/1.19 

a Cd Se Poe | hae te ok. TR 796 18) 2's cjo5 66 TIE Se ZO £8 2Gi2at SS 2.03)/1.07 
66 —Sebse aed ale: Pee RTS med eae fA She Mae 4|Jun 2| ‘ 26|)Nov i 8.5 | .77)1.05 

LEE A ELE  Fs e eee eee ree to 4|M’y 25] ** 17] §* 3/20/12.5 |1.54/1.58 
BANA ho wlaietaamaae macieatl| ne wema ee att 3 |Jun28/Jul 16) ‘* 2/18) 8.5 |1.45)1.30 

“LTT. lag Se (Se mS i RRP bse ed 2) * 17) © 10/O0ct 18/18) 8.0 |1.50; .88 
ae ESP i Pauls sais Se oecte ls Resp a eae 3; 2! “ Sep 18/18) 8.0 {1.39 .71 

SUGAR BEET INVESTIGATIONS. 

I 

—— 
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Beets without crowns. 

Brix? 
or Per ct. 

t.| sugar Pounds} Yield |Pounds ty. eee Per | Perct. Name. County solids | in the cent, | sugar of per of 
in the | juice. in the | Sugar | acre of| sugar 
juice. beet, |pet ton| beets. | per 

beets. | Tons. | acre. 

Catta’gus. 

30|W. B. Smith ...... Cottage ...} 20.6 |18.55 | 90.0 |17.62 | 352 |28.75 |10120 
Sif. dae almer - 522. . S. Dayton.| 21.5 |18.40 | 85-6 |17.48 | 350 |13.06 | 4571 

32D. Ach eyieiss. 3 3% Gowanda -| 21.1 |18.55 | 87-9 {17.62 352 |13.83 | 4868 
33\Clay Torrence. --.- 19-9 117.10 | 85-9 |16.25°} 325 |: _--2)2 See 

34 Bat, | Eee SES OS 19.4 116.20 | 83.5 |15.39 308 |. .:-8 7) 2eeee 
35 SEL She 4 Site. ue 19.9 [16.85 | 54.6 |16-01 320° |... 2-2 eee 

36 A ty evita > 2022 117-60. | ol 1 G72 304 |... |e 
37|Jerome Kennedy -.-|Versailles -| 19.2 |15.30 | 79-7 |14.54 | 291 |.....-.| -.--. 

38|Peter Pierce... --.- Sy 14.7 |10.85 | 73.8 |10.31 206 |... 20. | Secs 
SJE Pierce: .4-..-.- ef 17.4 12.90 | 74-1 |12.26 | 245 |. 22.2 \eeee 

40\H. H. Thomas..... Farmerv’le| 19.7 116.65 | 84-5 |15.82.| 316 |..---5)- oe 
All Joh Halle. o.: --. 3% W. P’rrysb} 23.9 |21.50 |*90-0 |20.43 | 409 | 9.80 | 4008 

42|Clayton Gates. .-.- Conew’goV| 20.6 117.60 | 85-4 |16.72 | 334 |15.46 | 5164 
45\E. F; Davis =. ----- Hinsdale =.) 21-0-|18 40+) 87-6"|17248:.4- 350" | 2 ee oom 

44 “ vi sa 20-1 117265 | 87-8 16.77 | 335° |. 222. eae 

Cayuga. 

45\Sam. Searing..--.. Poplar R--.| 20.1 |18.10 | 90.0 |17.20 | 344 |14.16 | 4871 
CL A sae EE i a --| 19.5 115.95) | 78-2°>)14.49 290 {11.43 | 331d 

47|Thomas Mitchell .. ce --| 19.5 |15.95 | 81.8 [15.15 | 303 |14.37 | 4354 
aes. GOok. to.) 222. ry --| 21.7 |18.95. | 87-3 {18-00 360 {14.37 | 5173 

49|Nathan Bacon..... Westbury -| 21.0 {18.65 | 88.8 |17.72 | 354 |15.86 | 5614 
50\J. N. Shotwell. .... te 20.8 |17.15 | 82.4 |16.29 | 326 |18-86 | 6148 

51|Dan. Olmstead .... fF 19.7 |16.40:) S3e2. (15-58 1° 312 |. sas) 
52|W. F. Searing...-- Sherwood -} 22.5 |19.80 | 88.0 |18.81 | 376 | 6.21 | 2335 

S5\D. Daryea......,.|Auburn ...2| 19-9 |16.10 | 80:9 115.30: | 306 |...2:-|- somes | 
54|J. Brinkerhoff. .... Oe esl 19.0 14:86) (8.2. 2441 | 282) | oe eee 

55|H. A. Lamphere. .-|Weedsport.| 20.6 |17.05 | 82.7 |16.20 | 324 {47.75 |15471 
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a j el | 
laracter ae 

Character of soil. of culti- Dates of ear waiioue 
vation. "| crowns. 

Lbs, 

is ge a| 2 
3 Se eae S|} iu] ¢/ ae . = | plowed | Har- | © el 2 | GR 

Kind of so. |) Poop fES| aid, [| use | slow | weer |g] 22) bles 
£ ore Inches. | 3 . 1h as im ag 
3 6 C) a1 a rag 
1S) ae 7 AQ; 

oe ine la ee il a a 4\M’y 26]...... Oct 23/32) 7.5 |2.20/1.43 
Clay he Late ei Reh aie ogee reo Bi Scjs(Mayo vost oF *  25\ Jun 25)“© 16i2811040- 122011246 

aafdyoo. 2.0\Corm-.. 2... MOG Ite? Ors [see TM 10) °° Vee ©" TSA Goh gil be 
SL Bice Seimei po Me ell Se dices 0 eS le DSA | a (PO [ 1.61 

éc cman | PeAcls Omen Cnty. Crag [als Rote SO eee ee ee Ae Pal Sree deh ein 2.16 

a3 ind 3.35 SRE eS tet eat CSRS a he ee oe dee 1 ae 2 | See ee ee (ae Cee em |e RH oped cee 1.95 

‘c “ , ER ye eae Ae eee | Re esr oe eae oe 2) ee aed ats eamrren (Kell eee Ray ees 2.03 

BE evi 8 my ne he | lga ore M’y 20) “ 20) © 20). So \Gha6 

ere Pa Sa leech |wn neck «|e EA Zolt S20 fe QO | ec alee Maas 
eee fee eee. dais oth OP IG. ota J] 2d Jun 21) Sadi LOS 20m See SG 

.. 5 eee Se Bae See Nee ae eet ase Piece leatee ae ete cell Seal see 
Perec G2 es |Oats 2 it. 5 ei. 185, 33 M’y 25|Jun24} ‘* 26/36) 9.0 |1.07|1.74 

Beeivel- "= 3) |_| Hay: --. 2 = 6...) Ti &. SUF £& 29INoy 3|\24) 8-5, POON 1G 
PigaM : = 2-2. 20 Cabbage Same aber Ss LO). ees pe Jk | eee 1.39 

eer has ee hele eee ioe la wale Geb ebee eae acl goto el meme 1.00 

pamdy.ti5---:)..|Oats . 22 ...- ’96|S., 8..| 4|M’y 18) Jul 2)/Nov 6/42} 7.0 |1.30]1.40 
UL PSL? Se SRS ses) eee es ee OR Bide fe ge Det 95) “se G Och 2130) 8-0: 1h ET ESTT. 

Clay L WEES 2522 ss OTE ee ecb Ol i 6 COLI © tae) bee ou en Meg ae 
Bee PA Sel lere|s 2 5. TG. Pr, oe NT |e A THrss 25) S15) § 25186) 920 |2.50)2.49 

ay) L...-. OOM 6 oe Suh aie "Gan b 20). ° 2b 64 T3156. 6b 1122218 en 
Sami y s* 2-2 i) a ee ee te 3 HOG iG ose es oe?) (2 Aue o** ISS) 620) Grae 

“CRS Lipa a ae See ee IO GAS Gl nao 20 ABTA G20 Sole Ae 
i rN pee eee Se Eee O7 1iS Alo) OG 15) Ful) GINOY Giaa|1220er fea) 292 

ene ee See es <1 eS ss Se Se a ee Sas SIE Gs loc betas heap Spee lees -61 
“2 ESIC ESD Bie eS a ies ee ree Be ed ee ee Jun Lt 28-2 8 ROZAL editule tee 1.42 

LE og eR | 1) ee Ree ae Oe noe apex aun ‘¢ 15/22) 6.0 |2.00]1.65 
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Beets without crowns. 

or Per ct. Purity. : 

Name, County. Dee ae oo Per | Perct. Found? pies, Pose 

in the | juice. a Fathe sugar aoe of| sugar 
juice. beet, |Pper ton} beets. | per 

beets. | Tons. | acre. 

Chau’qua. 
56|L. Newton .....-.-.- Irving ....| 19.7 |17.60 | 89.3 |16.72 334 |30.92 |10327 
57|R. L. Newton ....- 66h Soa, Ate. (16.50:1785.9 115-68 314 |26.00 | 8164 

58|/Frank Newton .... eo ose.) heed 113-40 1-76.26 1i2ete 255 |31.36 | 7997 
59| James Dutfy......- 66 sees} 19.7 (16.15. | 82.0 [15.34 | 307 |. 2-2 Pee 

60 5 See tts Se tate OST 16230-8227. Viooao 310 |33.32 |10329 
61 ee Me abs hee: Ot ote ek 2 14 20 5) 81611549 270 |.-~-.- loc 

62|D. Burmaster -.... 6 ssee] 21.2 118.00 | 84.9° |17-10-]. 342 1.22222) 
63/A. D. Burmaster..|  “°>_. ....| 20-6 |17.25 | 83.7. [16.39 | 328 |: -2scaleeeeee 

64 . =a ‘¢  ....| 20.8 [16.80 | 80.8 |15.96 319 j.---.5| cae 
65 as -- 26s) AD-T 16-50) 8328") 15668 314 |31.36 | 9847 

66/C. A. Burmaster. -- S652 eae. 11640108322 415-56 312 |31.80 | 9922 
67 e cen} So ecco) 1922 116.40.) 86.4 [15.58 "| - 312131 Soe 

Gapwin. Hinil: 222.428 66S oa5) 98-67 115 250 1 84-0) 14 T7 295 |26.00 | 7670 
69 ik, Bere 2 OS et BO ES oO ic be 231 ||. <<. eee 

70 Oe keer eens ise peg ey fe Be eS Da We Begs 2s | re BI 275 |28.75 | 7906 
71|/H. E. Goodell .-... foe eel eae [20-40 a Shep ldsas 388 |... +2.) eee 

72i1L. Newton ........ £6 SOAS 25 4 Selo abies 347 | .- 222s See 
73|R. L. Newton --.... 6 e222) 22-1 |19.00.| $6.0 118.05 361 4, . =.-=|seeeee 

74|Israel Mott.....--. Oe 224 18.8 (14.50 | 77.1 13-78:| 2755-2 eee 
765) AE es C9 6S ee) AB 420 4 708 1S 97 279 |29.18 | 8141 

76 $e hes pee Me el eis 0 eo ATS 293 |-----)ee een 
771D..G, Smith :....2. oS Econ kee |EO2O0 4. O47 NIA ZS 285 |18.00 | 5130 

78|W. B. Horton ..... ns eg Ok 414 60 SON) Laon 277 |21.00 | 5817 
79|H. M. Goodell..... SO eal Ose so |-So-9 1625S 332 | wcccen} meee 

80 dente ore S68 eS sal ese 118-65 } 229 Ai Te 904 4. <<.<5] sone 
81 SP ie: Flees Seas| 18-3. 13.50 | 73-8. 12-83 | 256 |o. 22) eee 

Bae ds MObt 22.55.25 pa =) ihe el hose tacos 238 | 9.76 | 2323 
83)/R. L. Newton ..... 6s Ce scl are lat ee0 4 Soe b hbeos 327 |17.36 | 5677 
84| Jas. Duffy .......- $6 ood 18-6.114.65 | 78-8. 113-92 278 |83.35 | 9271 
Sab. Darker :......<. ‘6 Jv) 18.3 118.90: ] 76-0 113.21 | 264. |... 2.2) See 
86/G. S. Stevins ...... ae 20.2 |17.35 | 85.9 |16.48 | 330 |29.29 | 9666 
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ae ; ey Ne 
aracter - t 

Character of soil. of culti- Dates of ar cheese Seno 
vation. crowns, 

Lbs. 

g eS a| 2 
e dg | when |2 b| Zu | ¥ les qa : | Ny Har- | * = , , P Sia | DEO we Plant- | Thin- B | B N 

Beadof soil. (2) crop. HE] gate |2| ing. | ning. | vere 13) G2 | B | 22 
A Ee Inches. 3 5 BS Ss a§ 
3 ao 3 alg a 
1) Zz 

a 4 i Se | Se 

Bottom a BSE Ay ta A, aye Rape 4'Jun14) Jul 14;/Oct 13 A 9.0 |11.61/1.23 
OC cs SIO. tears ete Ea SA eee AS OER LA Noe tdee seekes asim are BEN a) ess 5 

o-oo lS i a gk a coe S.2\ 4MPy 20 Junid|: ©. 6/18) 9.5°|1- Tah 97 
“6 E Bhi SEA | ca aaa Mee ie CESAR TO Eo OO ease eS | sr 

aa LAV 5 ea ee i ed IG NER 8 4) Jun12) Jul 1) ** 20/16) 10.0)1.68/1.46 
7 De a ee BeRitesos & .-|M’y 28] ‘© 25|Nov27|16)..... peel 24: 

NN ef on oo ey) occ lese cen. (¢° 24\Jun16\Oet 20) <5) 22.22)... 2 14 
IEE ag ts 0 a) bn 2S Ge ads ou be orl ree ee ce E29 

tr esa eo ye OO hte Spee Sh eee de ake i pease, een 25 | 
reer 1d). .|o0)...2 22... 2. PHS LON sy S27) 588 ib) $618) SO 112.49 0-05 

6 = 61D beep ae aie | lire tne Sa 4\Jun 3) * 26) © 13/18) 9.0 |1.62| .85 
~ 1) Si | 88) Sy Reet See ea Ae See OG fe ERS 9 Or LoGole ate 

“ 2 eee eae ee sho) IS Sadhana AM 26h 8. ROW ra Sees ae ne ee 
CCK 4 asad Ses ASR any er ea ae 66 4 Me sé 26 é 10 ce 13 lea Bf 78 

oc 6) 1 | ae ae ae ate CONG (sop se oO Al ee GS G20 Te bos G4 
et yo a Sl ee lessee fee Jun 26 eo Now 20 16) 2a oe 

sc ete), ae a Maa eH “ 14) © 30/Oct 20 eds 
070 27/2 Se 1 eae a | eee be viene (Ale 54 Fea {BCR .| .80 

SMR e ree a oes See en ee sek CS a UC et a oh zs ee To a bea Jie 5 
-2 TER El OES ae eae Read Cnet ae © 10). Bi & 20/18)" 8.0 112401264 

oS SSIS FRE ga cea a i ade SARC d,| ete Se cfs SI Now Oo el eee een see 94. 
1 ES Bs eee i ct Sesea Apr 20M y cA iF Ghent ee oot 1.19 

Beemer (AO) esl oS ‘C= B22 SIM y 24 tan LOT Ole a oe she 1.26 
Sati) OSS eS |e ee ale Ae a i UEP te ‘hun 20! Fal: 20s {6+ OWS) teh Shi ee. 75 

D5 2 NEWNESS Wei: Rae ase ite] |e Catecbuld | Eee ve ee aera A 6d ¥, 6 é b =| PS nested eel a 1.04 

soe EB |e a BE RS ec By | A, [pe ee ON SOR Sell MRD (ete | aa 1221 

LONG Agee SR es ee ees (pee tars Weed OA Ry See Oct 20/18) 8.5 |1.44]1.57 
Seema renters se) SS ph Vig Sete eae Sere, BOT ey SONG) S2Qot. Stic 
«ple! pS Jit SBC) (oS ie ae ieee (ae Ser eS fee ae AA ite ‘¢ 20/16) 9.0 |1.57]1.31| 

Ss! pe) ioe Gel ee ee eee Gsa Gey lO youlns.) Aol odlesees (2 toe (Esor' 
Sh eee 60|/Vegetables.|....|‘ 7.. 3Jun23 Jul 12} “* 15/20) 8.0 |1.50 Pe 
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Beets without crowns. 

Brix® is ” 

= as Purity. 
Name, County. pe he Per saat Poe pee ro 

in the | juice * |inthe | Sugar |acre of| sugar 
juice beet, |per ton| beets. per 

beets. | Tons. | acre, 

| Chau.,C’td | | 

7M. Sackett .......- Irving 20.4 | 15.85] 77.7 | 15.06] 301 | 26.79) 8064 
88, R. L. Newton ..... ‘ 18.8 | 14.90) 79.3 14.16) 283 | 26.24] 7426 

aR D. Burmaster.. - ee 19.2 | 15.95) 83.1 | 15.15) . 303 | 23.85) °72a8 
slew Dyess. f= Forestville} 20.3 | 17.35) 85-4 | 16.48] 330 |..._.-}2oeuee 

ALi... Cole. 22224 ss 21.1 | 17.25). 81-7 |. 16.39) .328 |..-222 eae 
he Barnes, 4-222: au 21.7 | 19.40] 89.4 | 18.43) 369 | 11.76) 4339 

93'E. H. Keyes. ss oe 20.4 | 16-65) 81-6 | 15.82] .316 |. 22-3) 
GiW JA. Gron =! cco. _|Jamestown 17.0 | 13.60] 80.0.| 12.92) 258 |.->222)3eaae 

95|A. A. Van Vlick ... 4g 92.3 | 19.60) 87.9 | 18.62) 372 | 13.07; 4862 
96,B. W. Hayward ... vid 19.9 | 15.80] 79-4 | 15.01) 300 |...__ |) cee 

97\Oscar Briggs ..---. Silver Cr’k| 22.2 | 19.60, 88.3 | 18.62} 372 | 18.00} 6696 
98\H. B. Clothier: --.- ee 20.8' | 18.00) 86.5 | 17.10). 342.4... 22) See 

99|Wm. H. Jacobs.... & 19.4 | 15.00) 77.3 | 14.25] 285.) 15. 12)ea3508 
100/E. Thomas ........ ae 20.2.) 17:00] 84.1 | 16.15} 323 |-.22223)eae 

101 ce ee tes ee 20.2 | 17.40) 86.1 | 16.53) S31 >|--2.- See 
LOZ ceA. "Kaiser..6-.-. Be 18.1] 14.45) 79-8 | 13.73) 2% | 2a 

103 Low: ee os re 19.0 | 15.35] 80-8 | 14.58) 292°|.. 2223 eeeeee 
104)H. D. Wilson..-.-.. rs 23.4 | 21.10) 90.2 | 20.05). 401 |.-.223)333eee 

1050. Li tSwith.< 2. 23. - és 18.8 | 15.20] 80.8 | 14-44) 289 |...--2) goes 
106 Pe! ghee. i 20.4 | 17.00) 83.3.) 16.15] 323_|.-.:23)55aeume 

107|W. T. Christy -..-.. gf 21.7 | 19.50) 89.8 | 18.53) 371 | 25.92) 9616 
108|M. J. Sackett ..... 19.2; 16.45)-85.7 | 15.63) SIS }...:23)oeeeee 

109,R. S. Arnold ...-... Prospect ..| 22.5 | 20.40] 90.7 | 19.38) 388 | 19.70) 7644 
110 <q Htead Feh ees Ae --| 1922 | 15.40) 80.2 | 14.63| 293) |. °. 222 eaeee 

1li|Mrs. B. B. Lord... |Sinclairy....|.19.0 |. 15.70) 82.6 .| 14-92). 298 | ..5-.) eee 
LIQiA: B. Hawkins --.:.|Ripley -).:| 19.4 | 15.70) 80-9°| 14.92): 298 |. 5-23) caeaee 

gic. G. Brown: =)... “ 18.1 | 14.10] 77.9 | 13.40} 268 | 22.11) 5925 
114|Mrs. M.Lang worthy Dunkirk ..| 20.8 | 16.25] 78.1 | 15.44} 309 | 14.59) 4508 

115 es a 21.4 | 17.35) 81.41 .:16.48)"'330")..... S| eee 
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Ct : AYE eS 
laracter ‘ t 

Character of soil. of culti- Dates of eee without 
| vation. “| crowns. 

Lbs. 

£ ts Ee a| 2 
nm 20 | when |-2 Ble | gles 
a : =.= | plowed/ & “hy Har- | * >| 2 | ae 

Kind of soil. |.2| Previous | § Be artic er em oe Bae ea +) et ee 1h eee 
5 | s «| depth. |S) 0° =| ing, PSS et ean 5 “4 | Inches. | 9 El Es fe 5G 
3 AS E | aA a 
S) Z 

Sandy L.. .-;Potatoes ...| ’95/S., 6..| 3)\Wy20|)Jun 7/Oct 15 1815.0 |1.77/1.40 
1) ts a Vo ineyara.2-).22)\5* 7. 4|-2\ Jun i4 Jul 20) 14 18) 8.0. |b 223)1-17 

2) yO Corn - 5 - | 6 7..| 2)\M’y 24) Jun15| “ 1418) 7.0 | .96)1.35 
- 22 | PO ee sa Shel. | eo: Keo EO ai a erie fe 

Sfavel Ij....|-- Worn Sk _: 206 1 A. th opai4 SF 5] 2. SS ee sale aoe 
- .--|00 Potatoes 95) ** T..| 8 Jun 4/Jun18/Oct Bikes 7.5 | .55/1.00 

eae <2 | = % ce OLS] WE wy | Never“ -P3iiae ues BE ly RS | 
Gioam...-...- TRS es a oe _ Jun 1/Jun20| “ Ble WERE: 

Ed eS a re SS Se gris mena? fs: 3036-7 102)1091L BT 
2 oe a ee ky eRe a eee penn a) (ge Tae Pay be GL 0 cat ar" 

sis | epee ag eee Pl eemaeatal fa Uae eae Ra ee aera (1 Noyl3... eff 
“tl 2 |) on Ral eae aia nero Sear al Re el | a | 6é 5 “é 5 66 - babe 1.20 

Sandy L.....|--| Potatoes os ial lea Alenia Aug 6) “ ..518) 6.0} -53)° -78 
loo SS SS SR | Ce oe Ae | ee Oct an Mere eee 7 

“6 eh | es Seer ae Se ae. A HOR ee fi ees. Cea OO ech 11.40 

el | A SACO Ee Be yeaa Sah sy Oldie ones | Ae VO ae Sala oe 2.25 

2 2c SLES eee ee ee ee Bal LA SEN I rene < SE ooh 2a 
NI fo cok canal oc. ece=-% My onise os. OO OT ox -94 

EI aan ecg tee le ir Keene 2 eae a 
= en GS SR a I (RR De | (ie Seal Segoe (ee 2.43 

Geravel ....-- 60 Potatoes 197) <* 7..|11| “ 8{/M’y 18] “ 14/24) 7.5 |1.438]1.46 
Muck L EN AO Cape | Ae CLOG et ioet Ir 1 217d eed ees oer. les es 5 ie Le) 

Say Se pardon (35/992 |r. 2h aise “ 15) Jul 28|/Nov30)18}10.0 |1-14) .89 
Muck “. Sa eee eee beeen On eee eee Perens boo -81 

_ eS te ek 4. URES OA MARS She feu aie, Fo ae cee ae 8 ele ae 
Dark ‘“. eG CA DOS Jas LAs) ie Oe. Sa (1 Ti AO Be ce ee pe SLO 

manera! 2S, 20 Potatoes 96) 8...) 2) 1“ LOct 9124) 8.0 [1-37/1.71 
Le ly las ORS eae cope ae ed AoE DA ee 5|M’y 28] “© 17|Nov20)36| 4.0 |2.03)1.29 

eee SIRS AE es aa A a SM Shed fd es gee ees ae ee ee) eg 
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Name, 

116)R. T. Rolph 
117 s 

118|M. M. Fenner 
119 * 

121 

122/F. W. Howard .... 
125'C, EB. Bdmunds. - 

124/S. 8. Crissey 
125''Thos. Moran 

126|John Thies......-.. 
£273; be ERE Or to. : 

128|M. M. Fenner 
129 4: 

130/\P.i\M. Elmer: -.i:<. 
131 ae 

132|A. J. Swart 
133|R. E. Bliss 

134/F. A. Kelsey. .-.--.- 
135|Thomas Craigg --.. 

136,V. E. Saunders .... 
137\S. G. McEwen..... 

138! Harlon Munsen...-. 
139|A. N. Munsen ...--. 

140 66 
Prsam Craft.:: 22... 

142|J. H. Damm....... 
143)W. H, Beedle... .-. 
144,T. E, Denison 
Tapa A OLSBY - 2. bo < ha 
146). LaFlamboy..... 

120)H. D. Pangborn. .. | 
6é | 

Brix® 
or Per ct. . 

Purity. : 
te County. eet aoe Per ee Ponads es Pose 

in the | juice. * |in the | Sugar |acre of| sugar 
juice. beet. |per ton| beets. per 

beets. | Tons, | acre. 

Chau., C’td 
Dunkirk ..| 20.3 | 17.15] 84.4 |.16.29|° 326 |. . 222 3)3eee 

eS ~2| 21.9 | 18-85) 86.1 | 17-91) 358.) -5- 322 

Fredonia ..| 21.7 | 19.10} 88.0 | 18.15) 363 | 54.56)19805 
ss 21.2 | 19.50) 91.9 | 18.53) 370 |2_2) 23 eaeee 

s 20-1 | 17.65; 87-8 | 16.77) 335 |.-: ee 
RE 21.0 | 18.75) 89.3°| 17.81) 356 |... 2. Sea 

as 21:4 | 18250) 86.4 }-17.58) 358 |. 2222 eee 
es 19.1 | 16.87} 88.5 | 16.03) 321 | 16.99) 5454 

oe 20.4 | 16.70) 81.9 | 15.87) 317.| 19.82) 6283 
a 23-7 | 20.65; 87-2 | 19.62' 392 | 13.29! 5210 

ae 19.7 | 16.60} 84.3 | 15.77) 315 | 20.91] 6587 
of 19.5 | 15.65] 80.3 | 14.87| 297 _| 22.32) 6629 

ae 18.5 | 16235) 88-3 | 15.53). -311 1:27. 
“ 18:5 | 17.00] 91-9 | 16.15) 223 |.-..5 2) 

Stockton ..| 22.3 | 18.70) 83-9 | 17.77] 355 |. -.23)eeeeee 
af -.| 23.2 | 19.05) 82.1 | 18.10] 362 | 11.13) 4029 

‘Sherman ..| 21.2 | 18.20) 85.9 | 17.29} 346 | 16.99) 5879 
| S 17.9 | 13.50) 75-4 | 12.83) 256 |...5 22) eee 

‘Westfield. .| 21- 19.85) 91-5 | 18.86) 377 | 30.49)11497 
ds --| 19.7 | 15.00} 76.1 | 14.25} 285 | 20.77) 5818 

i 24.3 | 21.00) 86.4 | 19-95) 399 | 18.08) 7214 
ie 18.3 | 13.10} 71.5 | 12.45) 249 | 12.63) 3145 

“¢ 20.1 | 15.60} 77.6 | 14.82} 296 | 14.81] 4384 
iM 21.4 | 18.45] 86.2 | 17.53) 351 | 12.13) 4258 

i 20.6 | 17.10} 83.0 | 16.25) $25.5 52220) ee 
a 21.0 | 17.30; 82.4 | 16.44) 329 | 24.39) 8024 

Ms 21.7 | 18.00} 82.9 | 17.10} 342 | 13.42) 4590 
Re 19.3 | 16.67} 86.3 | 15.84] 317 | 13.07} 4143 
- 22.1 | 20.45) 92.5 | 19.43] 389 | 10.07) 3917 
st 18.5 | 13.60) 73.4 | 12.92] 258 | 12.94} 3339 
“3 19.8 | 17.25) 87.1 | 16.39} 328 | 28.23) 9259 

| Deets without crowns. 
| 
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ee ‘ ANS Ye of 
aracter = ts 

Character of soil. of culti- Dates of gio oa saan 
vation. crowns. 

Lbs 

é $5 z ‘| 2 
2 2g | When | 2 b1 24 | Bes 
a 4 -= | plowed | # Har- | * = . +» | | Previous | & >| Plant- | Thin- : ae| @ N 

Rindof soll |) crop. [EB | atom, [| ine: | sing. | Ye | 3) BE] E | ge 
54 Ee Inches. | © Bl BS = ag 
3 ms g a] m 

Reyne ces aS ap hoe Pe Oc heen Obes 2 WN OV AZ cies eee OF 
- 23 Ee ee ee Paes Soe pam eh etallss | epsom emia c cll Smostes a) ell aie Wa eis oan es Ae 

Se BBs Ree el ged me a ee Ae Sp BO et fk ee 
ERE ere seo occas asc.) S Sos. i lias fone scsdew secs seghom lanl Susscpo sae 1.23 

By Seas Mey lois east ado Bee Bey | 
etree oe oe ne se = sce foe cols Po owe en Sea ceil ee ome s=jL-18 

EE ates ceo san clones ek foc| saeoee ee sece [oases s ET PERS Ge BE fo 
i Men oee 2 secs Se to 5iJun 1| “ J §: 12/36) 7.0 |1.41/1.02 

a .---| 6..| 6|M’y 27| Jun 16/Oct 13/30] 7.5 |1.44]1.72 
Gravel *‘ .-40\Carrots ...-) ’95|4 ...; 3) ** 25! ** 20) ** 12/20) 8.5 | .73) .84 

Sandy ‘‘ .-/40/\Sweet Corn.) 795 | 7..| 6|Jun 1} 6 22) “* 13/24) 7.0 |1.13/1.24 
Clay ® --\(0/Onions...--- 95 6 =99_.| 5|M’y 8 M’y 25) * 13/28) 9.0 |1.83)1.70 

- oh A eS a ee ee SUES iien Lay oe Daeg [eek Nera ay MEY Rela ia 2 | 
_ 3 (SSeS a eee Athy Se eee Ve seeped owes eel ieee atetes plea 

. Ea el eee SW re le ere | ates eno, ae Scns eg Pe ae ed 
Clay e Garden. ---- 96 | «4 : eke ee 66 25/20)14.5 |1.04)1.42 

“6 coy er ea [ere ee SOA ae et We ‘€ 10\ Jul 23)Nov20/18/11.0 |1.08) .79 
a“ CSE (S| Se ae ee Bee SOT pe eat Antes am 20)! 2 Ge ee eo 

TCL SERRE EE (SSR ae one alert PR a Rt) [ Pa M’y16'July | “6 17/24] 6.5 11.50)1.32 
se <5 a) WON ee ae, Ale Meera ree | Dee $e Bi SS. al Set SG ie sae 

OT SOS ee pe or es a, ema ASOT Bo AS OTS OO cae eee is 
LTE gS SR ie (Pi Pe ae Ee ae a ee <5 10) -£© 14-6 10186) 55. | S12 10 

Privel. “~-=|_.|Mangolds ..}-- |... | 5. “6 16) “ 22) ** 20/86] 8.0 |1.42/1.96 
s fo aie GALOEDs ~- 21s < afta con) Skt. Aol 231 200 720 | Sab GL 

eens © Pe See ct Sole oa ie tiie oie s Sahat oe poe lei ee 7.0: ) 7221-09 
ss ae Ad | Si | ee Bl es £4 eB S18) ©: 20156) $2 0-2-2814. 00 

“ OPE a RMR Rea eB epee | ek eta 66s 18) 231 4" T5i1810.0) | 801° 79 
Clay sug Se lll age ere (RR Ct | ga 1'Jun16} ‘* 17) * 12/36/10.0 |1.50) .99 

‘ ee s| Se Reais Gane 97 |F.& 8.9] 1| ** 5] “ 17] “ 10/80/24.0 |1.36) .63 
a §e Bake Sk ea Pere Slat ljAug 1} “ 8/36) 6.0 | .90/1.43 
OSES Fae OF Ee EE typ es 3P --|Jun Jul 15] «4 6/30 ie he hi 1.33 

- 
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Beets without crowns. 

Brix® 
| cr Per ct. - 

Purity. 2 
t.| sugar Pounds| Yield | Pounds me, County! [foes a: Per | Perct. a8 7ec) solide} Smthes ee 1S caer | oe per of 

in the | juice. in the | Sugar |acre of; sugar 
juice. beet, |per ton| beets. | per 

beets. | Tons. | acre. 

NEE = 

‘Chau. ,C’td | 
147|Ottaway Bros --..-- Westfield -| 22.2 | 19.20) 86.5 | 18.24) 365 | 17.99) 6566 
Pacis naw --.-2---- < 20.6 | 17.65) 85.7 | 16.77) 335 | 26.13) 8754 

149\0. Freeling -...-.- << 20.3 | 16.28) 80.1 | 15.47} 302 | 22.87) 6907 
15S. MM. Hosier 2... 2. a 21.7 | 19.55} 90.3 | 18.57| 371 | 11.33) 4age 

eakior Wall J. 225... as 19.0 '| 15.35] 80.8 |-14.58) 292 | 12.26) S580 
| 152)|Wm. Schrader .... a 21.9 | 18.95) 86.5 | 18.00} 360 | 27.88)10037 

153|F. W. Foster .-.-.-.. ee 21.2 | 17.15) 80.9 | 16.29) 326 | 16.73) 5454 
TS etl ps.2- 2: : = 22.2 | 17.75) 80.0 | 16.86) 337 | 13.29) 4479 

155'F. R. Thompson. .. ot 17.0 | 13.30} 78.2 | 12.64) _ 253 | 26.46] 6694 
156|J..W. Spencer. .... ‘ 22.2 | 18.35) 82.7 | 17.43) 349 | ..---. | jecepaie 

157|E. Saunders. .----. us 23.3 | 19.00) 81.5 | 18.05) 361 | 11.16) 4029 
shes: Hall. - 18.8 | 14.50| 77-1 | 13-78) 37642. eee “¥e 

159/C. R. Colburn. .... - 19.4 1645 84.8 | 15.63} 313 | 22.43) 7021 
160i, Kent <--3222: & 20.3 | 18.00} 88.7 | 17.10; 342 | 19.60) 6703 

161 git setae, aha Se ne ig 19.2 || 15.65) 81-5 | 14.87]. 207 |... 2) eee 
162/F. L. Monfort ....: Portland ..| 21-0 | 17.50} 83.3 | 16.63] 332 | 7.18) 2384 

| 
163}D. W. Douglas.... i 18:5.) 13.30) 86:2 | 12.64) 953-1 =. 22|S2o ae 
164 4 ‘rade ad 21.7 | 16-60) $3.0 | 15.77] S15 |... 2 

165|F. McGinnis. .---.--. dy 18.6 | 14.80)'79.6.| 14-06) 281}... 22)ee 
166)R. D. Burhans..... es 20.4 | 16.85) 82.6 | 16.01] 320] 4.85) 1532 

167|R. F. Sternburg -.-|/Frewsburg} 19.5 | 16.05) 82.3 | 15 25) 305 | 18.51) 5646 
168|S. Townsend ..---. fe 22.3 | 19.40) 87.0 | 18.43) 369 | 13.07| 4823 

Bool Ws JHA, - ~ 2...‘ - Hamlet ...) 17.2 | 13.10, 76.2 | 12.45} 249 | 10.35) 2577 
170 St Sk cod ele = + -se}) 2029 4] 11°75/°73.4.| TVG) 223 | 2. = ale 

171|C. A. Weaver .....|D’Wittv’lle} 22.2 | 19.00) 85.6 | 18.05} 361 | 12.89) 4653 
fie, Nevins ....,. Smith’s M.| 19-7 | 16.10 81.7 | 15.30) 306 | 20.26) 6200 

173\T. H. Roberts -.... es 21-9 | 19.50) 89.0 | 18:53) S71_| . 2.24 2am 
174/E. R. Howard. .... “es 21.7 | 18.05; 83.2 | 17.15} 343 | 12.94) 4438 

175)J. Overhiser ...... pl) 21-2 |.18.30) (86:35 1.17239) 3484 —. 221 ee 
176)A. P. Stone ....... ct 20-2 | 21:00, 90:6. ] 19.95) 3991.22. 2 \nloee 
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Character of soii. 

Previous 
Kina of soil. crop. 

Cultivation, Yrs. 

Parnas 22 
TL) ee ie 

ee... | Mangolds. . 
pack. *' * al ey ome eee 

eisy . + **-..-|--|Potatoes - 
aeelree ss |-. (Corn. 2... .2- 

S25 ee ee eee 
Clay ‘‘....|60|/Potatoes 

sé Co ee ee Sod Yeh Se 

SPO Cae a en a 

Gravel ‘‘....|..|Vegetables 
Clay (EE Se) | 2d ce ee 

mMuvial.. 2... HOG a os 
Jeg 1) | | ee 

oa ee eae 

Loam ‘“ 50/Carrots -.- 

Clay ee | S| BS cea 
oT a Aree) Ok (eo a 

Wellow ‘‘.--- --/25 Turnips) =, 
Gravel ‘....|.. Corne® 4%: 

bosm -) 252. ).- Corn =. 225 

2 OE |) ee, ones 
Clay. °s* 60) Potatoes . 

E72] ECU aoa | es Ai Beier er 
Pratbel nts 6.2... 2 Sod . 4 

Clay me 
rite) SS. oie bh fics 2 22. ae 

Ce es es 

209 

at ; dig tol 
racter - 

of culti- Dates of penny Suk 
vation. "| crowns, 

Lbs. 

o.5 e ¢ 2 : wn 

e plowed #| piant| thin | Har- | * a E ey 
Aa] and |! in nin vest- | 5| GO 4 = depth. |= &- 8: _ | ol a a ae ES | Inches, | 8 me 6) ba] 6 | a8 
AS g a| a 

oY fal eteae oo | 6Jun 4)Jul 20 eae 6.5 | S76) 270) 
FOF ea. S 4 yg fps“ T5Sr SO 2a le 42 

Es ohn. By Ce Sh FE RL ADA is oS Pe) 
sea De ee oA 68 20. @ > 15/30) 2- 0 1 Salt oe 

-| 797 | oh ae Ey a ae 05) per en € 18/22) 7.5 | -61)1.29 
97 Litera: 608! 10)" 25r*= 12)30\- 5-0 14 S312206 

OTe ee SVE ye). Al 86) AB” ADIZ4I1 0 Ob D- 2412 25! 
all Ca 5B Vs Jun21/Oct 11 * 6.0 | .87/1.31|) 

195 |8., 8 Bieta oor S16] 8 9248.6" | PG61_ a2 
2 ae [ee glee caytee gh peel ns 1.14 

| 794 /S., 6..] 2] © 1] “ 28) “ 11124) 5.0 | 44) .68) 
ees apn oe lets 1) 6-95) eft OSes) lapse 2.43 

a pees 5} © 10) Jul 10;/Nov10/30) 9.0 |1.84/1.46 
segues tee [aes Ree G25 Coe Qo: 2 30) 6.5 |1.25/1-63 

| 

Se tae ae (8 peel, HAGE (re eau We) oar Sears OR sa ON a | ag 7 
Bees | eee 4 2|M’y 20} “ 23) ‘* 10/18)19.0 | -80)1.24 

'Q4 | 66 Bae ried 6: et oa a (ta | en 1.04)1.75 
Be a | Rs te Ee mA pS ee Gee ee Ce es hobo | ae ls poe 1.04 

7 i Baa easy Reker é¢ 45) *© 5/30] 8.5 |.-.-]1.87] 
pit ae 4|M’y 25|Jun20)Oct 1/36, 8.0 | -44] -43 

"97 1S.,10..| 4) “¢ 25) “* 20|Nov 1/36) 6.5 |1.42/1.26 
706"| 8 Fe.) 3 fun 7TJul 20\0ct 30/36) 7-5 5)2-15)1 42 

GAR 2 PE pee ee GIES 9: Oo sal ee 
ey ES WN BE, NG oe Mean tee 2 4.94 

Tee} SP Loree: 5|Apr 20/ Jun 28 SO ie” QUA os aes See 1.46 
95 5.5.8 6|M’y 24] ‘ 9| ** 14/24)10.5 |1.63/1.33 

Tap | foe ee aS a) (7 = Mees ged eke, MOR a AD a eee) Ue (| 
Sees | ee pln eee ¢ 22128! $0 '>-911 -99 

My 25) - 2... 5 che Aa 3 ry 
a ieee ee ae 9 “ec 95 Mi ee “é 99 ast adi z 83 
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| | 
| Beets without crowns. 

Name, County. bats Ae ae eae Perct. Pounce bis rou 

in the | juice. | Ce™t- athe sugar | acre of| sugar 
juice. beet, |Per ton] beets. per 

_ | beets. | Tons. | acre. 

| Chau.,C’td 

Wide os dolless.2-%- Sheridan ..| 19.2 | 16.15] 84.1 | 15.34) 307 | 14.15] 4344 
Mga Ms J. Nooke.<.-222. = se| 1922) 6-05) °S3..6 | 15295)". 505 2 

179|Wm. Wallert...... me --| 19.2 | 15.80) 82.3 | 15.01} 300 | 37.95/11385 
|180/E. E. Hamlet...... gu --| 20.8 | 17.90) 86.1 | 17.01) 340 | 19.82) 6739 

181\L.: Harmon). .--.2:. Brockton ..| 20-0 |. 17.90) 89:5 | 17.01], 340 |-.-2- 3) 2a 
182|A. M. Gardner. .... --| 20.0 | 16.85) 84.3 | 16.01) 320 | 18.79, 6013 

133\)D5G. Sninth.2 225.7. - Hanover .:| 19:3: |.16-30}°84-4 | 15:49)" 310-22. 
S47 PR. Clark... 2... Falconer -.-| 21.5 | 18.00] 83.7 | 17.10} 342 | 16.90} 5780 

185|J. E. Bonney...-... Erwin ¢)222% 20.4 | 16.50) 80:9. | 15.68] 344 |... )2a2eee 

Erie. 

186|J. Buzenburg* ....|Brant.....} 18.1 | 15.00} 82.9 | 14.25) 285 | 11.87} 3383 
187|E. G. Fenton*...../Fenton....| 16.5 | 13.00) 78.8 | 12.35} 257 | 28.75) 7389 

198|M. J. Brown’<.... 6 .---| 22.3 | 20.15) 90.4 | 19.14) 383 | 19.00) 7277 
189|J. Russell* ...... .. (Co te2e2225-| 19.50) 8627.) 18-53)- S37) fee 

190 Benj. Fenton*._... ‘¢ .---| 22.8 | 20-85] 91.5 | 19.81) 396 | 16.55) 6554 
191 Oe eed hee ee Ce ee oe MeO ke SOMO SOF oka, 20) 344 | 16.55] 5693 

192\Jas. Bufton* ...... «  ....| 29.5 | 20.35] 90.4 | 19.33! 387 |......|---.-- 
193|J. A. Fenton* ..... MS FS al Bere | 19250) 8820" ).18 57 tases. ee 

194 Re ees ‘6. ---| 21.7 | 18.75) 86.6 | 17.81) 356 | 37.46)13336 
195'E. G. Fenton*..... SF 8 oe AG 2 S250) 75-8") 12.83)" 20 a2 oa 

196) 4D Ra See ee ecel 2026 | 13-75! 7821 -)-13206):2 261s | S225. 2 
Tori svn. Kornil* . 2s; gon) 29-1 | 15-80) 82.77) 15.01) -300 | 27 -0naeee 

198|M. J. Brown* ..... eee | 20.4 | 18.05) 88.5 | 17.15) 343 | 20.04) 6874 
199 Rete sil Rica Sf Avsee | 22-0 | 19-85) 90.2: | 18-86) - 377 |) 222 eee 

200 : Oey Ge wad BOLE, {48-50}. 9027) 1 U7. 58) SSS2 0h: ee ee 
201 Pte Pha boom (¢  aeee| 21-9 | 20.85) 95.2 | 19-81] 396 | 15.25) 6039 

202 a apts # St cel ORG: | 18.75} 9120: Vi 8ip 3856.) 552s. eee 
203/Geo. J. Martin* ... hee A ee |e sag 85.4 | 16.72} 334 | 19.20) 6413 

204|P. Privater* ...... aioe Sos) [er ey" echo 90.7 | 20.43) 409 | 15.68) 6413 

* Through the courtesy of Mr. C. M. Fenton, of the Erie Preserving Co., the Station has 
received samples of beets for analysis from the above “starred”’ parties, 
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ae ; ANE Wes 
aracter : t 

Character of soil. of culti- Dates of ener wittioril 
vation. " | crowns, 

Lbs. 

g oe p é| 2 
@ ay | ess | e/a) # [4g A hol is] Har- +7 

Hendof oil |S| Previous Aa)? and |o| Plant | Thin | vot | a] ge | 2 1 ee 
z P- g «| depth. [5 8 B- ing. F Pe S as 
ps) Be Inches, | ¥ 2 ia i aa 

3 QS 9° OQ} A oF Z 

Gravel 17--2/85\Sod .-/2.- 2. - 95 |S., 6..| 4/M’y 25 Jun 10) Oct 1324) 9.5 |1.05 1.07 
es te DoE OLatoes:2)2|5 0. ls ccewal'ae He DENG VGE! 8 PES h es abe oo kee 

Clay oa. IOnTOnR. 5+. ).297 “ (ee -- Jun15 Jul 10;\Nov 918) 7.5 |1.631.47 
UE 5 ee | Br ae ee 7 eae Pe ‘CST 6-S BLL aa 

“LL Le i ee te Pa ial ..|M’y 26| Jnl 19} “ 12)_.|.....|.---|1.36 
Clay “*_.-.|40| Potatoes .--| ’95| ‘© 5-.| 4) “ 25|\Jun16] ‘6 12/36) 8.0 |1.67/1-47 

UST Se NSS el eee = See Ce rae pet es Bee ee ne iad Ae Oct Zoo es ee 
Sandy ‘‘....|..|Garden..... wee Ae VS loam bal toy" ae T.0 | .86) .55 

ou UST eo eae, aie cee ea ao REN bee ee Oe ee gay IE ened Mere ce) £ 
| 

Sandy L....|50\Cabbage -..|....| S 9 -.| 4;M’y 15|Jun seca 8.0 |1.14| .67 
Semmes her ste oe! "97| “© ..| TApr16|M’y 25) ‘* 2130) 9.0 |2.54.2.31 

a6 pe See bd Beane tS 54) as 0 Teh te Pa SS 280 he MOG et shoes | -92 
Lig CORE a iS As aa ais es eee et ne [ot Jub Puls sb (6. apea| ees oe 

sé eae MO NUS tees 8 eee B _. M’y 25|Jun 10 << 13/18} 9.0 | -84 2:79 
PREG. wig eo: ----|  8..[..] + 25] «* 10] « 13118) 9.0 | 84] “55 

“SLAG Res a Se a eae va ee Ge 6G OO) Ss Tbh Se 2B one 1.05 
CDA a Cie eon pagers ood Menhaden pepe £%e 2D tas tools ame siete 65 

is 6¢__../15|/Peas, Beans. |... | 665 25) 8 Abts STS) Se Oris 16) kaee 
errr se sti oe ce kok Ap eae eas ud LRU S Snel pee ee Poe ee 2.72 

su cpa 2 So AA et) ERO RNR | am ee em (leg (gma) on aaa ote nares ees a eee 
CLE OOM CEE 11 Nee Se ea aoe a) $<. S61 5) £S USM’ y 20)" GiL8) S20" Re2e hse 

Be wens siiol Beas s cas. =. ----| §* 8..]..|Jun 3) Jun20/Sep 26/18) 7.5 | .87/1.76 
2 Se ASE eps Rey EE ee oP Cae es pr aS | Ea eg eee tee ee AOE Eee eee Jeyeer LAF 

2S Seg SES SS eee ere oe Pet Eee Roepe ge NEN Cee ine co ee | qeing Ae 2 ten 1 1.10 
2 en ae eas: 23249 96) “© 8..| 3/M’y 25) “ 20/0ct 12/18) 8.0 | .72) .69 

ay Rares Nahe ake 2 ra a eos eee Oy Se OO Nor bbs § beeten Wiser 1.16 
TS el aa Oy eM ee Es hey SS Sis. Fi oa 21 OA Oet 1h a2 0.2 ab. Oe 

Clay. “~~. \22|Cereals 3-22]. 5. o5 Sid foe (MP yi 2h So 26h S 9: TSG Ska. | 375, ae 
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| | Beets without crowns. 

| Brix° - ' 
or ere . 

Name. County. Pera a Ee meee Perct. Pog. ee rou’ 

in the | juice. | C&M | PNET’ | sugar |acre of| sugar 
juice. beet, |per ton| beets. | per 

; beets. | Tons, | acre. 

Erie, C'td. 

205|Emery Coffram*...|Fenton....| 22.6 | 19.65} 87.0 18.67 373 | 14.00} 5222 
ZOal we. Latb~-2t2c. 2: oe yee | 22-0, 117.45) 83-1 | 16.58] 332 | 14.00) 4645 

POI... Das? o--. = =< S. Wales ..} 21.5 | 18.65) 86.7 | 17.72) 354 | 5.36) 1897 
208,Chas. Benson....-.. - x.) eh-op)- 19°00|-88-.67) 18.05). S61. || 52S. 2a 

209|A. Wade, Jr....... Farnham..{) 20551] -18:90) 87.9 | Ui-9b)s S59.) 2.2 See 
210|\Chas. N. Cook*.... ne ..| 21.9 | 19.65) €9.7 | 18.67) 373 | 16.55) 6173 

211/Chas. Crawford* .. a >2] 19-5 | 16.15] 82.8 | 15.34! 307 | 21.33) 6548 
Mew. Tiderk*, . .2- a a ees te 89.5 | 18.95) 379 | 8.45) 3203 

213/Chas. Nertling* -.. cu ce | 206) TT 25) 83-7 | 1G 29) 328 |e See 
914\J. C. Winters* ..../Brant. !...| 20.2 | 18.90} 93.6 | 17.96) 359 as 6117 

F15|David:George*® 2. to] Bsfem 3s 1826: |-13.60)-73.1- | 42-92) 92586) 2. eee 
216|J. Buzenburg* ....| ‘*  _....| 20-8 | 18.50) 88.9 | 17.58] 3852°| 18.00/63.36, 

217| noe Pisin | tite We eh 20.8 | 18.80) 90.4 | 17.86} 357 | 18.00) 6426 
918|Mrs. F. Poodry*:..} “  ..... 20.3 | 15 85) 78.1. | 15.06} - 301-|=--:-- | eee 

mt. Ac. Winters® (2c. of Sst) eek 21.2 | 19.05) 89.9 | 18.10) 362 | 9.58] 3468 
2208. iA. Parker®...:. - a. 19.9 | 16.90} 84.9 | 16.06) 321 | 18.00) 5778 

221\E. H. Babcock .:.-/Eden Cen .| 19.3 | 16.50) 85.5 | 15.68} 314 |...-..).-.-2- 
22/G. E. Kister....... ee .| 19.3 | 15.65) 81.1} 14.87) 297 | 26.68) 7924 

Danwim. Tan 2 /o5.5-.. N. Collins.| 19.5 | 15.40} 79.0 | 14.63] 293 | 14.60) 4278 
Q24\F. J..Quigley -.-... Collins .5..|-21.2 | 18-45) 87.0:} 17:53) 361 -[ s225 | eroee 

Bei, OOLViS.... + 5.5 <<. Orchard P.| 20.8 | 18.05) 86.8 | 17.15} 343 | 14.16) 4857 

Genesee. 

226|D. L. Graham ..... Batavia ...| 19.1 | 15.60} 81.7 | 14.82} 296 | 10.34) 3061 
227|M. W. Oderkirk . - . (¢ yee] 16.5 | 14.25] 83.4 | 13.54) 271 | 16.95) 4598 

228| John Moore ....-.-. co ee] 19.5 | 14.94) 76.7 | 14.20) 284 | 14.71) 4178 
229|W. R. Bigelow -..-. (¢ ...| 22.2 | 19.00) 85.6 | 18.05) 361 | 8.06) 2910 

jt a Beene se | 22.8 | 20.00) 87.7 | 19.00} 380} 8.49) 3226 

* Through the courtesy of Mr. C. M. Fenton of the Erie Preserving Co., the Station has 
received samples of beets for analysis from the above “ starred”’ parties. 
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Avg. wt. of 
Charact Deet 

Character of soil. ef eae Dates of oe eattinae 
vation. crowns. 

Lbs. 

g os E a| 2 
s By When, 2 bls] y ag 

.. |8| Previous | 4 | Plowed| S| piant-| Thin- | Har- | 5] 4B | @ | $8 
Kind of soil. c= crop. Fe Pecate t = ing. | ning. bc ¥ g 2 > cy 

= t+ Inches, | | BS ot igen 
3 aS : a} 3” | RA 
s) 74 Z al aki 

Clay L- Elayr ck + Sale See wid. ce 6|/M’y 20) Jun 20)Oct 12]-.|--...)---- ese 
sé COS a pe ee ri Ne Sa a (Rian ie 2 eee a 2 6c 25 ‘é 28 “6 13 pl | Sate ND ee |i (7 

Muck .‘! 12 Rarnips 2. 22/497, v2.3. - 3} “* 18) “6° 24) 28361720 | -42) .64) 
af Se 17, | ee Cee eee IGT NS, te: ee 20|Nov20/16| 5.0 2p. 60 

Bente eet. eset Sa iio lo. Bars 4 Aes lspireeloee 89 | 
Penis’ 2 | Loto 35.0. 32 2. pa. 3 bn ee. aoa Oe Sethe TASS. 5 1-191.20° 

mene es = 2-2 120P tS he <t. 8..| 3] © 27) * 18|Nov- 6,18) 9.0 |1.08/1.21 | 
ee CA SS a Dae an Nea 2S Jun LO) e100" 12 221620") 204) aan 

Peter s6 2 (ek. SS ee -|M’y 23] Jun 10/Oct 20}--|.....|---- 1.43 | 
pandy ‘*-..1/30\Corn - ....-- OR ee Get 2p Se ON 1G ORIG 2a be le OSla a3 

2. Eee SESS ee a eee eee lee a ee Ueeene eee J UmLOl Tal 15S 200ss he ees oe 
woods edge Sy eee Sea ee M’y 26|Jun20} ‘* 13)- 92 | 

eee Pee fee | eS eee pa oafisndo. 2] SES AG SE OO ASS Aes aie aes Z 68 
cc sacs = SES Ee ee See ey eee | Paneer Jun Zo ul 1794's 20\2. see -72 

meee ee $22) 5215. ett <¢ 6.-| 3/M’y15/Jun 10} ‘“ 13/18/15.0 | -83] .82 
oe sect BES ne | Re ep | ed SRO CC SE PACE Tote Be ao le ae 

pandy~( 1.2: -|40|Strawherr’s.|..2. 0/6 55.0 Hdal -A) Jal 18] “-19)o4s2l2 4 2 8 
of eee aIOU CORT os vene 96 |Fall 5.) 4[Jun 4/Jun27, ‘* 19/24) 8.0 |1.661.43 

Heanry Ss". .\|'4: Potatoes ...| ’97|S., 6..| 2)M’y 20/Aug10) “ 21/30).--.. 1.26|1.33 | 
25 ok ee ae | a Cee ee Pa | (eee aes Fy feared eae Seep | atertent | Pa Mecety | Gra eases ear libre ET 

Sandy «___./40\Garden 97 | ** 4..) 4) “ 20\Jul -7/Nov15/18] 8.0 | .66] .66| 

( 

Wrarte. © T4222) 2 Beets .....- OT te att oe 5|Jun 1jJul 27, 0ct 9/28) 9.0 | .23 1.00 
LONG NG: (Ss, eel I Ee. ’97|S., 8.-| 5|M’y 24|Jun27| “* 13/18] 8.0 Tie 

ip Se SE epee ic Bice ee ee 1jJJun 3)Jul 29|Nov18/19)14.0 |1.27) .96 
SEN gis See BOING 2 C= te Loom ¢ 8..| 8)M’y 20| Jun 25/Oct 16/36|11.5 |1.09| .70 

: 

eae Alfalfian & 2 tL see- MSS 3eat SS eres 60> G8) 4120"). 541 "8 
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Beets without crowns. 

Brix® 
or Per ct : 

Purity. as 
t Pounds} Yield |Pound 

Name. County. solids iaeee Der ae fae s ie om r) 

in the | juice in the | Sugar | acre of| sugar 
juice. beet, |per ton| beets. | per 

beets. | Tons, | acre. 

| Gen., Ct’d 
231/10. Marsh.......-:-|/Batavia ...| 20-0 | 16.00) 80.0 | 15.20 394 13.83) 4204 
|\232|Mrs. K. Slager ---- Se AA) deel Sae9. |) Poker eae see soale 

240\1).. Hirsehy..222252-% eee ote | 1826 "IA Sor TOES Ad The 2B 11.41) 3218 
234/L. O. Campbell... - 6. gy e225 | 17.20) 80-0: |. 16.34)> 3274 15243) cae 

235|H, Huntington .-.- 66 RAS 16-15) 82.0) 1) 15234) S0T))| Eisai ae 
Zon A PYOI. sseco0 2 SN es ees eB Ls ey fel Pa 5 re $5 ay (fees Eon bd 0 GS 7 Pe 7.29) 2129 

2eCer GbnaMm.- 2-225. 6 note) 17-7 4) 14:00) 79.1 | 13-30)" 266 "| 16-06 4272 
\238/C. Brumsted ..-.--- ¢ 52: | 1925 | -16:20)-83-0 | 15239) -308 | 11-94 sao 

Zoo). Ge Pare@'=22% .2- “ ...| 19-7 | 15.60) 78.6 | 14.82) 296 | 15.63) 4626 
240|W. N. Torrence .-.. 6% SSL SF 400 7 8e2 4 AS S0l ses 9.80, 2607 

241: Li. Foster -.. .:: se .t-.| 19-3 | 16.20) 83.9.) 15.39) 3087) 11231) Sham 
242) OC cPrath. -2e<ae~ oO: cL... 1 23.7 | 19.40! 80.0 | 18.43) 369 | 13.07] 4823 

243/C, L. Gillett. ...... 6 eee] 17.2 | 13.35), 77.6%) 12.68) 2541-15285) ae 
Pai), aris % bose. ¢ -. seh-) 19:23) 15215) 78-5 | 14.39| 288.) 20-88) eae 

245\A. G. Collins ...... SE eae ehOr On| 4290680 odo) idelGl soe 7.26) 2055 
246/L. Scoville .......- Se hee Os D Nn AG Ol Soot dae S60) sala ioe 1328 

247\E. O. Bratt ......- ‘6g -e-| 20.2 | 17.05) 84.4 | 16.20) 324 | 12.03 
Peete EE OSb 25-5 “«  ..--| 20.6 | 17.90} 86.9 | 17.00] 340 | 10.97) 3730 

Brod VEOU cise c Pee) 5205) 1923) 16 405) 88-4 3 tee25l oOo 3.32! 1013 
250i|G. Hayden ........-| Rots 2 ee 2020) Ate 60) Se Oo) AGz hol) iene: a 2405 

Sal. Sepik: oo... | $6 ee Wet eo 1400) nBae 2 | ee bl, eee? ieetee 
252i W dt. Uphill: -—. -. W. Batavia 19.3 | 16.30) 84.5 | 15.49} 310 | 15.30) 4743 

253|Wm. Heywood .... Stafford ...| 20.0 | 17.00] 85.0 | 16.15} 323 | 10.78) 3482 
254 es Sais AE tegen A9LD | 15.90) 61-6 | 15-11) 362 | 10: 7Sieaeeee 

Bone ws. COMDS:...52.° | 6 aoe] 20.9 | 17.55) 84.9 | 16.68) 334 | 14.59) 4878 
256|J. F. Stutterd..... PS. oe AMO) 15 -10)°79.1..| SA Sh 287 1 Aaa 

lath COR OE | a << cae] 20.0 | 16.90) 84.5 | 16.06] 321 |. 11.11) 3566 
258| Jas. Linsler ....-... “  see-| 19:8.| 16.40} 82.8 | 15.58) 312 | 12.41) 3872 

259| John Heywood, Jr. if 20.8 | 17.55) 86.3 | 16.68) 334 6.64] 2218 
260) J. Lathrop Ss ee Morgany’le 21.9 ii sa 82.9 | 17.24) 345 | 20.24! 6983 

| 
a 
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Character of soil. 

gi 
Pp 

Kind of soil. 8 Previous = crop. 

= 

e 
oO 

peuasnnte es sen ei oP 
Rene nimek = | 2o|sec2 0 coos ft 

mamdy)Vi.-..|.- Potatoes 
ce sé 

as is Be eee Potatoes ...- 
TEL hs SARI (ap aan on nas 

oe 22S Get BR eee 
OTT OS] TJ) | ss a pp iy 

{ 
Sandy ‘..../75|Nurs’ry Stk 

= ae os. 45 GLARE =~. 2 <c-- 

as we abi c.se 
TESTE et is SS Sh ic Saat ee peed 

[1 ee 6 1 || Sens ee 
SIU ae Se | ee ete 

LO aie ae ie Sods. nto 
NEI be tere oe cet ols ome wa 

OLS Le a eR ee ie een as 
DIEGO oes ees Bode 

TE TES eee ial eee See ee 
LP Ue Soe IR) (se peas eee 

(73 COE S-4 lh) sees 2 lee aS oe 

Gravel. **..-<\-. Beétsr..os.- 

I secre ec Oo oss 
Ci SA he Sone Oy a ll Heeb) «cabal Cale eed ca 

Sandy L.--.|.. Beets ...... 
‘¢2--(10)|\0ats, Peas . 

Mears ee Vee oe auc Sake Peseta 
Bangg: 8" ols. 1.5 Beets. 4. 2.2 

(74 CAT) (Ng ape Ce a 

lay. (F252 180 ont eed presale 7 as 

as 

Sop 5 SSE he CE ee aca es A a 

ne ‘ pt Shae 
aracter ‘ 

of culti- Dates of ers without 
vation, crowns, 

Lbs. 

Ss é| 2 
39 When |-5 E & 5 z 33 

giz | Plowed | ©|-prant-| Thin- | Hat- | 3] 42 | | gS 
HG) and [5] in nin vest- | §| 9° > i> 
g «| depth. | 3 B- B- ing. z $5 is a 
Sie Inches. Y eB) Bea m | es 

Qs 2 m| 

95 |S .....| 5|M’y 20) Jun 16/Oct 23/30) 7.5 991.52 
ay Yo |e Seely VIG Nib rine Same 5 a Le leage 75 | shal | eects eee E52 

961 88 ee ee OM yy EG © 281 Si 201025 + Tb SB. 
er SES hg eee GE ce FOL SF = SOI ey deat een | 

eet Gee OR S620) £6 > BIOS 0 Lb eet 
Ping bee aed aos 2)Jun ljAug 1| “ 9/28) 7.0 | .51| .66 

ee mea 4\M’y 13, Jul 3) “ 6/28)10.0 |1.44)1.76)| 
che Tee 6) *© QBJun2a| “* 8/20/1335 |L-05|1 31 

95} € 9.) 5lJun 2) °s* 14) “ 8/32) 7-0 |1.14/1.56 
ee oS OMY Zo sk 12), "S| SOLED LP dalle 

OT OF St ES 20s 8 10). §& Sas Bebe Pee Al 85 
SSC kr EE OLSON thy 6s Dist 0 Mes Oe Umea s 

EO Ta asee areas GIM’y 1% -3).S<- 5/86; 8.0 lie 
hf fe ees ae 5} * 10) “* 10) “© 6/28) 8.5 |1.60,1.45 

Pile ace ee Gi Jam 15)“. 25)- -— 5ISOL-S [28h L.29 
Li Sf Late. o os. 418) S25 2 20) 28 

3i\M’y15 Jul 3] “ 4/24) 7.0 | .63] .60 
cy GS Raa be Al © 20) «* 10} * . 5/36) 8.0 |1.03]1.06 

Pa ees Meet ae Gl 86 2b eee ee See SO nal 54| .75 
EET ere te oy ares PAL reno ed ree ‘¢ ~—-5/36} 9.0 | .78) .69 

ee lee aed. SN el. tes eee | pte a <6 Day Wee 2 0 econ 
feat ep eae ..(Jun10| ** 3 ** 26/24] 9.0 |1.06]1.23 

Gare Vel eae rem, Liao er ‘¢ 11/28) 8.5 | .81/1.07 
a < 7 Rs ae ‘¢ 11/28) 9.0 | .85) .95 

a ee ae pn Sea Sata WN NS 66 12/24) 6.5 ) .74/1.04 
ANE ie Seog 5|M’y 20) Jun28} ‘* 12/36) 9.0 |1.19,1.13 | 

a oe NNR S| a «¢ 12/28). 8-5 | .85) .96 
OT te SSS oO) Se TRL fey Sat Gs dole. be 

OT) ...) 41Jun1d\Jul 15) ** 11/32112.5 } 85) .89 
“ | 10) Aug 1] “ 1218 6.5 | -76 71 
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Brix® 
or Per ct 

Name, County. ee ere 

in the | juice 
juice. 

| Gen., C’td. 
260, ‘Radléy-.-.--.-- Morganv’le| 18.8 | 16.50 
faba. WW. batter = .. oss. ‘s 19-2 7| 36-10 

|263|J. Simmons ....... « 91.3 | 17.50 
261|/T. O. Parminter . .. es 21.7 | 18.80 

|265|Thos. Marsh ...-.. Byron 23.0 | 19.60 
| 266|W. A. Walker ..... ca Re 8 20.4 | 17.50 
| 

are Tew. WV Gets. oe pS gare fic 20.4 | 18.00 
268|H. C. Norton..-..-. ciples Beal A 18.5 | 14.50 

AGING. Js LVIET.. noc (Os. DYLON.2| 19-5 -|<15 15 
2GO le DUETS 1. 2-5 us 18.6 | 14.60 

DN. Fea NOLLON 15. go. OAVIS ~<- 22 17.2 | 13.80 
272|A. H. Olmstead ...|LeRoy ....| 18.6 | 14.05 

273|Jas. Forsyth ...... New Kirk .| 20-9 | 17.65) 
Piao We Ph OLeM 4552 oo. a 2024 117.10) 

PaO. Gawirasert.. <2. Alexander.) 18.8 | 14.65 
| 276/T. W. Fansen .-.... Bergen ....| 21.0 | 18.80 

Pill ©; O Brien... 6: clam se 2) ie pi ies Aas 
278|C. W. Maybeck....|N. Bergen.| 22.3 | 18.95 

2(9'B: D. Harkness.....|Elba..:.... 20.6 | 17.85 
Pzog mes Varo. fc. E. Oakfield] 21.5 | 17.75 

281|J. Cleveland ...... E.P’mbr’ke| 21.0 | 18.40 
282|L. Mallory ........ Ws 22-5", 19.35 

cos Ss lavmMan’....., a 1323 | lela 
284)/H. Beckwith ...... 1 ee £97 "15-85 

285/T. Harding........|Bethany ..| 23.0 | 19.80 
286|/W. M. Crawford...|W. B’th’ny} 22.1 | 18.60 

Seiler. ©, Norton: - << fe 19.9 | 17.05 

Herkimer. 

288|Wm. McKerrow .. 17.8) 13.85 : eee 

~) CO OO CO lo oe 2} CO CO 

oo CO [ooo 2) Orr 

Soe 

m bo wn) 

Men wh Dd BN WOO ~1~! 

~1 0 ao 

00 CO oe 

we Om Ih 
~j ~] 

oO (02) 

(0.2) or 

1 op) fan op) loriop) =) 

CO OO NO 

OO © lope 

oO CO oO -_ 

02) rm?) 

Woon 

Beets without crowns. 

sugar S 
in the 
beet. 

beets. 

314 
306 

332 
357 

372 
332 

342 
275 

288 
277 

262 
267 

335 
325 

278 
357 

371 
360 

339 
337 

350 
368 

292 
301 

376 
353 

324 

13.16] 263 

"| perct, |Pounds| Yield |Pounds 
per of 

sugar |acre of | sugar 
per ton} beets. per 

Tons, | acre. 

11.03 
16.60 

ee eee |e ee eee 

16.67 

16.77; 4411 
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Charact : beet 
Character of soil. epee Dates of ee without 

vation. “1 crowns. 
Lbs 

é $5 Z a| 2 
- ao When g Z a .| 9 ues | 

: ‘ 5] Previous giz | plowed 3 Plant-| Thin- | Har- | 5 a8 4 | Ss | 
Kind of soil. 3 crop. Be depth. = ing. | ning. ne g ge p 2 

£ | Inches. | © BY ES) Sik 
E Rs 9 a\ a a 
3) “4 

Gravel L...-|../Clover...-... 95 |S., 6..| 4)/M’y 25 Jun 25|\Oct 13/34/10.0 cies 
LS Sapa hil a a Gl ie Seplee| eco LO! * o> ESS) 9° Qs) Gel Lake 

- DLE TE ESR St pe ala RR IR apg (Fis Set Re Sea Say (Ree a ee an (ec pn a FADO rea ae Nek Sande 
Ge RS lp Ran ene ee Sol ae tos yh UN Blass Ss. 6 -12\24| 3.0 | .42) .63 

SL Sees ey ae ee ee Sethe eel cal poe Di ee hover, Lod) 720 |” GSLs 
fare 42 ~ 25): \Corn ...5..- 9G Ta Mey ISSO - Ges 8 95124) Bap |) SBP te 

Beagle ea a} | COlery, «22. 2} a. 31S. - hae 3] ‘* 19] Jun25) ‘6 15/24) 6.0 |1.06|1.29 
. J) Sa ee eas IGT Sigs Sree i, aU acres = ‘  15/36)12.0 |2.13)1-30 | 

LE Le an ee 95) - 92.) Alun 15) Jul 15) “ 13/34110.0 |b 940.78 
LE Sg eee 8 Ue ge 97 |< 9...) OM’ y t4\ Junio) ‘© 13/86/32.0 |1.75\1-28 

peace | | Mancolds...|.796 |“. 5 -uln2) ff 201 6 25) .* 512 | 5.0) -.441-295 
Ct no oe Sea gee Pea Be SSeS 2 oa a) Zo eo OP ss T2890 Tea Tors 

Gravel L....|20/Beets ...-... OAS... Sn | AS" 1M y 20). © - 5/32) 8:0. |L-12ibare 
eevee 120) Panture t2-- 22) 6. 2. "| “¢ 14/\Jul 10) ‘* 5/32) 6.5 | .40/1.02 

J) REED 0 ae See (aes i ee een ee So seit eae foo Ol nee) “LS 121? © GI2Si10.0) OO aSk 
iar 82). Mincolds Obl. Bact Steen colewnfelloas eee 22/10.0 |1.52/1.08 

ST (Gees) | ee aang eres 97) * 8..| 5)M’y15|Jun15} “* 14/28) 7.5 | .91/1.07 
SNe on. 5 it OD ns Ose Sie SO sae s¢ 16/30) 5.0 | .38) .47 

0 See CO aDNGee 2 coloss (eo tesl ol eo Lowal tay.) 20I08l. 2 Se. 292. 
a Bee soe cae aaa ee aera leet ss sna ie Ol ee OMe = ee tee OND eg ie 

SLAC Se RIN RR cess eae see (ae ae ee Jun 1 ** 15) “* 23/20)11.0 |1.21/1.30 
a 65|T. Hay..... |_...| 8..| 3IM’y 29]Jun28] « 27/36] 6.5 |1.32/1.26 

Sandy L.-...|20|/Mangolds ..|.... GT AL 20). 30) §* 19/30/1020 |1v40iL 36 
S Beet ab ars Corn =)... 3 OBS Ss ie ola.’ - 20 sal 10)" '*) 236) SOL hoi Os 

Periyee wih. 2 | 3) Beetaos.) 2. }sc25 ‘¢ 8..| 3|Jun 6) ‘* 20) ** 26/32) 6.5 |1.11/1-16 
BS ee EN ee Orehard....| 796) °«*. 2 ..|-.|M’y 29] “* LINov 5/36) 9.0 [L.14/1.13 

Rare oi, - v2 | CORY 22. : GT) Sy Six. ies P WIE DLs ate 5 =e Nov10\18) 6.0 | .58) .60 

rave). 2. |: Cait ae is os alse Sig 9.1.6 M’y Be a Oct 6/3611 |1.08)1.75 
| 
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| Beets without crowns. 

Brix® eons 
or erct. : 

waane, County. | Per ct.| sugar |" Pe-"| peret, [Pounds Yield Pounds 
in the | juice, | Cet | SUE" | sugar |acre of| sugar 
juice, beet, |per ton| beets. | per 

beets. | Tons, | acre. 

Jefferson. 
289|W. J. Tilley....-..|Plessis ....| 22-0 | 18.65) 84.8 | 17.72) 354 |.. 22 oieeeeee 
290|Frank Favery....-. Chaumont.| 18.1 | 13-03] 72.0 | 12.38} 248 |......) Senge 

291\Geo. B. McMullin .|E.Hounds’f| 19-5 | 16.80) 86.2 | 15.96) 319 | 21.78) 6948 
| 292/D. M. Greene...-.. Adams ....| -21.5 | 18-65) 86.8 | 17.72) 354 |.-2. 22 eae 

293 oon Wepre ae ct .-=-|- 19-5 | 16.85} 86.4 | 16:01] 320 | 15295)c5ue 
294 Staew ht. enere Secs gees} 1625 |. 13-00) 18:8" |) 12.35) 247) Se 

| 295 <P tei? eet Mi ales 66 2 e 1T-T | 14.50) 8129 | -13:78|~ 296) eee 
296 Sa Sa eet Sere 6 i-s-| 18.3}. 15.00) 82.0 | 14.25) 285. 15.2228 

| 297 Peet bl alison 6 geee| 19.5 | 16.35) 83.8 | 15.53|" SEL 2222 eee 
| 298 nebo Weta Soe <a 19-9. 17.40) 87-4 1° 16253|> 331 2 eee 

| 299 eS Ne ri Se os (| sees | 18-8 | 16.25) 86.4. | 15.44) 309.) 2 oo ee 
300 St en ee (Cece) 18.3 + 15.00) 82.0 | 14.25) 285 S522 eee 

301 ENA areas 64 ogee) 1823 |-15-65) 85-5.)214.87|: 297 |: eee 
302 stint, Lis \ie eee ( es.) 17.07) 14 55) 85,6 | 13-82) 276 |-. >. eee 

303 aa Rast sage ¢ see] 20.9 | 17.90|85.7 | 17.01) 340;).2 2 eee 
304) cp a ae ED (  gee2) 19.9°| 17.00) 85.4 | 16.15)" 323) | 2-2 eee 

Livingston 

| 305|C. D. Edwards ....|N. Sparta .| 22.5 | 19.25) 85.6 | 18.29] 365 | 10.45) 3824 

Monroe. 

306|F. W. Brower .....|Churehv’le| 19.7 | 18.45| 93.6 | 17.53] 351 |......|....-. 
307|J. M. Carver ...... “ 21.7 | 19.10} 88.0 | 18.15) 363 | 12.41) 4505 

308)/H. P. Dusinberry - . 43 19.4 | 16.55) 85.3 | 15.72) 314 | 12.35) 3878 
309| Jas. Easton ....-... Gs 19.9 | 16.65} 83.7 | 15.82) 316 | 7.97] 2519 

S10\G, A. Young. <..... - 19.5 | 15.85) 81.3 | 15.07) 301 | 14.95) 4500 
Baie. Payne | 6.25 as 20.4 | 17.95] 88.0 | 17.05) 341 | 6.67) 2274 

S12\J. 1. Banga - 2.222. as 18.3 | 15.55) 85.0 | 14.77; 295 | 13.94) 4112 
Bist. D... Palmer... : 4 21.9 | 19.95] 91.1 | 18.98)" 380 | 12.63) 4799 

314)A. McIntosh. ...-... o 19.7 | 16.00) 81.2 | 15.20} 304 | 8.93) 2715 
315|C. W. Banister..... id 20.6 18.30} 88.8 | 17.39} 348 | 6.53) 2272 
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Bea ANE. je of 
aracte 

Character of soil, of culti- Dates of pepaece: without 
vation, crowns. 

Lbs. 

g nis 5 a| 2 
" 2% | When |2 ete el ala 
 Previ giz | Plowed | $1 piant-| Thin- | Har- | =| 32 | # | as Kind of soil. 3] Supa g& gene £ ing. aig. vest-_ 5 g 2 : oe 

te ne thoes 5 ee B| BA iS) este 
= ao : iri Rey vied feat al 
E feos: } S| a > 
5) Z 

: | eS 

0) ae ene be Clover -.<.- SE | tae ea: Gi Funda ces Oct id=. eed 3k 
| RSs es ed 2 ley) Neate Bl. Si aos, = oo Ole. BRI Les | 

TS aes ee SOG. SK. ---|‘67....| 3/M’y 21/|Jun10} ‘6 2618) 4.0 |1.04) -81 
_.+.54) 3 S255) A BAe eee Preah ee NSLS Sh eee =< s | NO NG ag Mekle sae ra ee .68 

| 
Gravel L ....|.. Beans. 2, 4)2-2 REY Ss aN 1S ee Comey (te Oct 1452) —2 1.89/1.54 

ON) NS tele eal aa SES. Sa Ng pe nEY Lee 8 sé 5 “é iy VB 64 4 es Ss Stal 3s 1.56 

ke SC Sos Sr Peal Oe ond She Er als oe “é 15 ce 13) nen NE 66 4 | EN aN 1.49 

66 a aah a 8 ge Pe Oe 66 15| *¢ 13, hoa 66 Ay si _11.79 | 

“ Osea GeVeh og aa a[e ver “ 15| «< 13 emt) oh op ~ Se ee er, 

6c a6 SC eet eee eens sae 6é 8 66 13) AUP tre Coe 6é 4 ee 11.84 1.43 

“é 46 af i OORT ce aespee Wn oes 6é 8 66 13) cee aad 6c 4 Bes tee 1295) 

‘6 me Tt ae ee Pee ES 7; g| « 13. ae ae 1 AN Paaalea ie 1.88 

66 “eé EEE toe ee eee ead [Cea 6c 8) 66 18 lene, Beene 6e 4 é | datas te hier 1.62 

be Beer at (eee el beta) eae ee 66 8) «6 13 Ril # Pe ‘6 Ai. [etnies 5. 11-09) 
| | 

6“ Ge} Gree SEr9) Hin 6s 15) <“< 13) eee a tl Wien Uw ee ee 1.80/1.42 

“é 66 CD eaten PEEK tae ae $6 8 66 13) Sane fe (a4 4 Pa tases Sa 1.63 1.50 

Clay “ ..../40/Oats, Peas..|’97 |3., 6-.| 1] “ 18Jun26/Oct 21/24) 9.0 | .73] .54 

Sandy L .-..|40/Corn ....-... 95 |S., 8..| 1|Jun 1 ree 4/Oct 14 Sa Seas -52 
Clay “ ....\60|\Cabbage _..|’97 | “© 6..| 3/M’y 18|Jal 20 15/28 10.0 |1.11)| .89 

- eese eh COTM 2.8. 5. OG st*, 8.218 2" 19) Jun 16). 15130)S20" ("951 as 
a sc _...'50/Potatues ..|’96 | ** 6..| 5\Jun 3\Jul 5) “ 18/36/10.0 | -.82| .75 

“DNS SG Gee ei ied eh ee eee men EEE &6 | ooh Sea |) eee em be 13|28): 6201-284) 1.06 
es ATEN Up BE (tales, Dede |e - 5|M’y 18|Jul 15} ‘* 18/36] 8.0 | -61| .77 

Demme es GO) ns Seg Ra 2e 10..| 6| 8 * 1O} ** 15/30] 9.0 |1.20)1.02 
Clay oe oUlCabbage. 2196. S67 2d) O81"! bb Aba S 0 be 2h IT 

11. 65IGarden ....|’96 | “ 8-.] 8] “ 4)Jun10) “ 15/30] 7.0 | .61) .98 
a sett | 17 | a iene OR Om mema Gente CO. ee Ab Bie’ ae $.0 | .64] .90 
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Beets without crowns. 

| 
Brix® oct 

a easy Purity. j 
2 ee ds} Yield |P d | Name, County. solids in the Per a sh s te = 8 

in the | juice. in the | Sugar |acre of} sugar 
juice. beet, |per ton} beets. | per 

| beets. | Tons. | acre. 

Mon., C’td. 

316|Geo. Savage.....-- Churchv’ le| 20.4 | 17.30) 84.8 | 16.44) 329 | 26.48} 8712 
317| Hiram Sage ....--- Ee 21.2 | 17.05) 80.4 | 16.20} 324 | 21.13) 6846 

318}Wm. Bailey ....... Be 21.9 | 19.65) 89.7 | 18.67; 373 | 15.03) 5606 
319|Spencer Day .----.- 4 23.0 | 20.40) 88.7 | 19.38) 388 | 19.27) 7477 

| 320\C. M. Emery ...... a6 20.6 | 17.60) 85.4 | 16.72) 334 | 12.58) 4202 
| 321 J. Robertson ...-.. cs 22.6 | 18.90) 83.6 | 17.96) 3&9 | 12.20] 4380 

BOPHEL: he Mavic. foo. 5c ae 22.0 | 18.40) 83.6 | 17.48) 350 | 11.94) 4179 
323/L. D. Bangs. -..... Je 21.3 | 17.25] 81.0 | 16.39} 328 | -17.26) 5561 

324|Henry Dewey .....- #6 20.6 | 17.10; 83.0 | 16.25) 325 | 17.42} 5662 
325|E. S. Parnell .-..- gf 17.2. \°12.85| 74.7. | 12:21) 244.) 2... Soc 

| 326 J Jute yO eee te 17.0 | 12.90) 75.9 | 12.26) 245 |... eee 
327 Ee eth = ie oe BA os 19:3 }°16.15| 8327-4. 15.34). 307 (22-6 ssie eee 

| 328| Jas. Wilson ..-.... * 20.8 | 17.85) 85.8 | 16.96) 339 | 13.96) 4732 
aoa eet, Korte sins ks ce 19.7 | 15.75; 80.0 | 14.96; 299 | 15.79) 4728 

(EEC beef oo a gare ae ee Zs 20.8 a 88.9 | 17.58] 351 | 9.47) 3324 
| 331|'W. Lehman .....-. . 20.6 | 18.45) 89.6 | 17.53] 351 | 19.11] 6708 

332/Geo. Brodie ....... ae 21.5 | 18.40) 85.6 | 17.48) 350 | 7.19) 2517 
iaosl DOs, wick 22.7.2. ee 18.6 | 17.50) 94.1 | 16.63) 323 | 12.52] 4044 

334|Geo. Stewart...-..- oh 1720 | 15:95) 32.1. 4° 13.25] > 265 7.94} 2104 
335|C. Schneiter .....-. rh 21.7 na 86.9 | 17.29) 346 | 14.15} 4896 

336|H. W. Davis -...-.. Ss 21.3 | 18.70} 87.8 | 17.77} 355 | 22.32) 7924 
hgat|as Bebeo:..-:.2..':- Reiga.t)- 20.0 | 14.40) 72.2 | 18.68] 274 | 10.45) 2863 

Bop lg sed 37201 Re ne ele ce a 21.9 | 18.85) 86.1 | 17.91] 358 | 14.54) 5205 
\oaoi|Chas, Lear’. .2-:-- oe seas 23.9 | 20.10) 84.1 | 19.10} 382 | 13.47) 5146 

Po40i0, As Moule.o.2 AS tat ee 19.5 | 15.20] 78.0 | 14.44] 289 | 11.68] 3376 
|341i\John Amesbury ...| ‘“ .....- 21.9 | 16-75|.76.5.) 15.91) 318)... see 

342|John Brodie....... Fees 19.7 | 16.45) 83.5 | 15.63] 313 | 14.32] 4482 
343)A. A. Palmer...... Catowcse 21.0 | 7.35) 82. 16.48) 330 | 20.69) 6828 
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Pi ‘ ave ek 
aracter ; t 

Character of soil. of culti- Dates of erent without 
vation. "| crowns. 

Lbs. 

£ 5 t é| 2 
ns atk eee s 3 Le J ag 
a 3 4 oe) ° Har- aa oa 

Kind of soil. |, Previous | 86. Madd (12 Bist | Thin teat | fo, wees 
S| We qa | depth. |'3 &- B- Bs Cn |e inc = a 
si aor Inches. | ¥ a ES mi) as 
3S 6a ) al & a 
U Z 

| | | 

| 
Clay L.....65Mangolds ..| °96/S., 9..) 3/M’y 10 Jun21/Oct 16|18|10.5 |1.54/1.23' 

ne i eae Pi | Se eee 796188 Bee’ IBIS ZU 8 19/1 6leGe52) LES OF 

a “«___. 65 Cabbage Soa) Goes! «Sas Ol. Spe The fe 16/3 19,24) OF Oe EOF OF 
Sandy ‘‘..../65|Potatoes ...|...- Soo Say tad 35% VD) SS AGG GIG. 262) PNG 

| 

Black M’rl. .. 25 ee ...| 796}  7..| 3] © 20/Jul 19} “ 16/16/10.0 | .66| .63 
Clay L....|70) SEES Se Sees See 28. ues 10) Fan 25) '. 19iSZie 92 OF OS ae 

¢ ___/70\Cabbage ...|--..|  11-.| 5] © 12! “ 10] « 14/391 6.5 | .73/1.12 
ne «t= ~~ |65| Potatoes . ..| 792) *¢ 9... 3] -“ - 21) 20) &. 14/28) 725 |1.14)1-05 

ea 
sf vs SSe || eye eee Ca ECB wi byl hte AG: Toph AS ao bab RAG 
ee oe 20 ee 2 [7D aed ity bet FS A Uf ae i |) had a eee HE  § 

Sots a G1) sae ae ae or PPG Nh 64. 18) 68, Boke Tolan. cot Vee nO 
Biack - *< 52.15 Oats ~ ...--* G7 {to OL eaten OLE EOP 6 TR Ree, ee 

ioe. Ge a ees ie « 6../ 8| “ 16 Jun20| “ 18/36] 5.0 | -84/1.12 
Peo == OicCabbare 6.6 (°°9o 7"! Feb) Se BP 12) 19 BO Tart 2 06 

de e160 Grass, 32-2 96) BE. Ts.) 41: 15 Jul 10) 16)28)15-0)|1-28)) 29s 
Clay ie Fee eae SS OE |S 7 3. oe 20\ Jan 20) P16) 2692: ez ees 

es Bate SUC OF: 220 "OG SPT a Gh! S20 SE Gi ee: W280 -0: 1 Ga 91 
ioam. 2002... | oS a Ne 96 |S.&F.8 4| « 21) * 1] 14/30] 7.5 | -¥0]1.00 

Clay L-....|50;\Mangolds ..|..-. S., 8 Ble £6 ve AS EO Bie Oe OS SIT2 eto eae 
es ee Bolla tite 25 |o3. é< 7.-| 6| “20. Jun30) “ 19/32)10.5 |1-54/1.07 

LIED EASE eee | i a See ae Vyas alae elke 28 6 {41S Foo) Gore 
een Pree S100) 2.2 t-25 45.922 A bf Oa Zh Seo ai"? 18/36) 9-5 Lota 19S 

ee Sey OE) oe Oe re ee eee ck ee ge vi Be 15} .----- 66 19124! ‘Ti 5s); .82] :-92 
LVL og Cee ae) een ee eee ey oa pe ee ea 9 fg De, eee &¢ 14130) (7206 (EBT) °S4 

as Mes OOP je Sede4 2 35 boos “> 8. .).3iJun 3) “ 15):66 19128194: Oni 451 21 
Sayea: °°: -..|00|/Corm’. .< +. - OS! Sasi SiMry (5 Jun 1e |) . tots) = Pe oe 4-80 

Stiff td Ae eee ee IES Ob St Gl Sk OE ees. ‘6 19/30) 8.0 |1.08)1.22 
Clay fo Sat (Oe Wa iots 52 3G OPW EOE ok Be . Fie Ol Sa ri PS i280) beat 
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Beets without crowns. 

Brix° th 
or erct. ity. 

Name. County, | Peist| PUEEE |" Per’ | Perct, |Pouuds| Wield [Romi 
in the | juice. cent. sugar sugar Feces of | sugar 
juice. beet. |per ton| beets. | per 

beets. | Tons. | acre. 

Mon.,€ td 
$44;D. D. Church -.--. Riga fee: 19.7 | 16.00] 81.2 | 15.20) 304 | 19.06) 5794 
aoe. PO Apthorp 52 51 /Po ese 19.2 | 15.70] 81.8 | 14.92) 298 | 15.19) 4527 

346|John Atwater ..... ese ee 20.4 | 17-30] 84.8 | 16.44) 329 |.....c) a 
347\Geo."A: Johnson... =|": 222-2 20.4 | 16.15) 79.1 | 15.34) 307 | 19.82) 6085 

ste\Geo. MeConelle 4 =.) | 2522: 21.0 | 17.00) 81.0 | 16.15} 323 | 15.66) 5058 
349|R. Garrison ....... Brockport.| 20.5 | 17.15) 83.6 | 16.29} 326 | 10.67} 3478 

300/G. W. Sime -...:.. “ 20.9 | 17.80] 85.2 | 16.91] 338 | 18.73] 6331 
301|/W. H. Dobbin .....|Fairport -.|._..-- 15.35] 76.0 | 14.58]. 292 1.2. cop eeereee 

1352\A. W. Lumdell ..../Rochester.|...... 18.90) 90-9-| 17.96] 359 |-2-..}oooeee 
353|Brown Bros. Co ... ae 18.8 | 15.55] 82.7 | 14.77) 295.) .2.-.2) seer 

304|M. B. Batcheller...|Webster ..| 21.7 | 18.00] 82.9 | 17.10} 342 | 23.96) 8194 
355|H. S. Curtis....... Ridgeland.| 18.1 | 13.75] 75.9 | 13.06; 251 | 9.37) 2446 

356|J. B. Johnston ..../Chili Sta../ 23.3 | 18.10] 81.9 | 17.19} 344 | 14.48} 4981 
Boe Wenek 2 2becs oo. 2 N. Chili. ..| 19.9 | 17.10) 85.9 | 16.25) 325 | 24.83) 8070 

358/A. Fairbanks ..-.--- ae 20.4 | 17.45) 85.5 | 16.58) 332 | 138.45) 4465 
359\M. -H; Cusick .--.:- Clarkson. .| 26.3 | 21.70} 82.5 | 20.62} 412 | 15.90) 6551 

360|Mrs. L. Patterson . re 18.8 14.80, 78.7 | 14.06} . 281 | 21.78) 6120 
361/Ara Wilkinson .... Ny 21.1 | 17.70; 83.9 | 16.82) 336 | 17.64) 5927 

362 af ae 6 21.1 | 17.75) °4.1.| 16.86] 337 | 138.61) 4587 
posed. Eb. Hill 22.2... -|Ogden ----| 18.6 | 15.75] $4.7 | 14.96] 299 | 21.78) 6512 

S45. C. E. Hill -.....% ge ----| 18.5 | 17.00} 91.9 | 16.15] 323 | 15.48) 5000 
a65\H. D. Seribner. :-:.|. * ----| 21.7 | 19.10) 88.0 | 18.15} 363 | 23.74) 8218 

Wtgomery 

366)A. Van Alstine -.../Canajoharie| 17.2 | 12.90] 75.0 | 12.26] 245 |.....-|...-.. 
36%\J. W. Shults .--... . 20.0 || 16.85). 84-3 | 16201), .320.)|.- 225) 2a 

368/E. Countryman --.. 2 19-7) 15-50) T8271) 14-73): 295: 2 oats Peer 

Niagara. | 

369|Lockner & Delaney Lak pont. 20.4,| 15-80] 77-8 | 15.01] 300 |...) ee 
i | 17.29} 346 | 27.00) 9342 Pare Bewilpy,-©- 2. 25~- 21.9 AS 20 83. 
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a ; AYE We of 
| aracter 1 t 

Character of soii. of culti- Dates of pees Mationt 
vation. "| crowns, 

Lbs. 

g 8 E é| 2 
2 Sg | When |3 b} Su| 8/83 

Kind of soit. || Previous | 88/P ong” |f| Plant-|Thin- | Ver | al eB | | os 
s UE og «| depth. | 3 g- B- |) ing. | oe £ | S's 
2 % + | Inches. | 9 i ES Ss ag 

3 aS S Big 5 
3) “4 

os eS () ee 955i, 192: 6/M’y 26)Jul 1 Oct 16 28) 9.0 |1.56/1.02 | 
palavial**....}.- | ere Wales oO sste 10|\Jun16) ‘‘ aa 6.0 | .75/1.34 

ee a re AER Olt. < AO siaraa os Pe Lat eee abe k el eae 
=a SS eae eens gyi sien Rey estat Ly are ee a 7.0 wn 

a “Woes he a eee ee Se eS esos OL Sze ses ss 19 30) 8.0 |1.24/1.34 
as pete POE ABS = SUS 296 ieee Dea (LO) nese aeapret 2B ae -94| .98 

pave! **2.. |. Beans-..-<- 6) 7-3) 6)Jun- 2) Jal uf ne 9:0 ad -96 
- = ee \Soe So eee Sea eg: MPEG ac | acisese | Ooiocso = see) les 

_ Se Se erthennte awe ne teh emanats leaceuelnt eas heel eee saa 1.63 
os SS SERS ES |-------2----|---- succes ---- ee eee Ge 1.65 

Sandy L 20|Garden -. | ‘97 | ‘ 4..| 4|/M’y 15|Jun15 Nov 5/20) 9.0 |1.37/1.24 
2) a eee le Onions .....|..--|.----..| 7/Jun 11|Jul 28|Oct 21/30) 8.0 | .72| .76 

| oan eae ES eee 04 F.&S.7 6IM’y 7|Jun10] “ 6/24) 8.0 | 785] .94 
Dark ‘‘..../18/Carrots ---.| ’95/S., 8..| 5) ‘© 10) ‘ 14) “ 14/28) 7.0 |1.52/1.64 

Clay  ‘....(|60|Hoz yard -. ee eal 8} © 10) Jul 12) 16/30) 9.5 |1.26)1.12 
c ee... |65|\ Beets: 25. =- +4  8..| 7  8iM’y24| * 13/20) 9.5 | .99/1.11 

ae Cea to) |S | 97) <6 6..|11] * 25) Jum25) “ 10/24; 8.5 |1.43/1.52 
cs S10 o | OARS 5.25 5.2| 5 22 he Zo2| 41-6... 3). 9 10136:10.0 |2-02/1-33 

Black ‘‘. WelCabhage ..<l--..| « Toa Shoe Seton O) PONTO) BAO Rar LSp 
LS ire EUALOOS j28) <27)al| tanto = oc Si kOe eter © 21/24) 7.0 |1.16| .97 

“ fete s(t OS eae Ore me | estes | ap apie ee Oe Bits Nov. 3/18, 5.5 | .48) .65 
= 262 | SA er CO Es havens AR eae oe Oct 22/1811.0 |1.51/1.24 

2 2 2 Bee BS eee err rate Hts Sete reba a co tome el hers oee iat croc ail eal ns rete oan 
Ri af acs Sitaram oa) eats | ore | Sista eral Slr etmnls fe oe renee arene, are 2 74 

Se teen ee fal \laae om Oe mime | a ve Peewee ee |e | satel asc ae a = [ae S bela 2k 

Sandy L....|10/Beans......|.... ie se 3 2\Jun 5|Jul 10 Oct 10130 12.0 |..../1.62 
OE CREE Cae eee 97 S., 9-. 8/M’y1d\ Jun 15) « 18/30 9-5 |2-50|2.00 
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Beets without crowns. 

Brix® 
or Per ct: | * 

Purity. : 
t. | sugar Pounds| Yield |Pounds County. Per cri = Per | Perct. 

eae solids |in the | cont, | sugar | of per of 
in the | juice. in the | Sugar |acre of| sugar 
juice. beet. |Pper ton| beets. per 

beets. | Tons. | acre. 

Niag., C’td. 

'371)Peter Faling ...... Gasport ...| 21.1 | 18.35! 87.0 | 17.43] 349 | 42.14|14707 
ie C. H. Whitcomb-..-|W.Sum’rs’t} 19-9 | 17.70} 89.9 | 16.82} 336 | 18.07} 6072 

373\|A. M. Bennet... --- Barkers>-.| 1925 |--16.50| 84-6 | -15-68]|--314 .|-=-2._) 3am 
jsr4ibe LL; Bilis 22s 22: os .--| 21.3] 16.90) 79.3 | 16:06) 321 | 37_73)12im 

(Scots. tke Melling 324. % cy 2.) 2122.) 17.70) 83-5-} 16-81) 336 | 3222) Seen 

| Oneida. 
(976|Geo. W. Brown ...}/Vernon C..| 19.7 | 16.85) 85.5 | 16-01]. 320 | 5.23) 1674 
j877/C. Gleason -...-... Clinton ...| 21-9 | 19.65) 89.7 | 18.67| 373 | 31.00/11563 
| 

Onondaga. 
378|W. H. Ellison --.-... Baldwinsv.| 20.1 | 17.40) 86.6 | 16.53) 331 | 13.07) 4326 

Orleans. | 
\379/W. J. Strickland ..|Albion .---} 20.8 | 20.00} 96.1 | 19.00} 380 | 16.34] 6209 
380 < | ow 2.21 19_4 | 16-20). 83.5 -|. 15.39) S08 | ee 

381 Briggs Applin..... Waterport.| 20.0 | 15.75] 78.7 | 14.96] 299 |..--..|.----- 

| | Oswego. | 
\S82)\N. W. Adams....-. Bundys C .| 19.0 | 14.45] 76.1 | 13.73] 275 | 18.56) 5104 

| ‘Saratoga. | 
383| John Randall -...-;Corinth -..| 23.4 | 20.25) 86.6 | 19.24) 385 | 16.38). 6306 

| 

| Schuyler. 
384/B. Stephens . ....-.|Beaverd’ms} 20.0 | 15.50| 77-5 | 14.73] 295 | 15.29) 4511 
385 Mrs. C. Stephens -- S 20.8 | 17.05) 81.9 | 16.20) 324 | 26.14) 8469 

| Seneca. | 
386| John Anderson ....|Magee .---| 18.1 | 14.10) 77 13.40) 268 | 12.63) 3385 
387) John Dickerson..-.|Farmer .-.| 19-7 16.40) 83.2 | 15.58) 312 | 21.34) 6658 

388|Dr. A. Alleman ....|McDougals| 20.8 | 17.58) 84.5 | 16.70]. .334. |-_) aee 
389 * Zio 43 21-0 }| 17.50) &3-3°| 16.63) 323 |. -:5-2)2aeeem 

390|Joe Jennings ..--..|Romulus ..| 19.9 | 17.35] 87.2 | 16.48] 330 | 12.09) 3990 

Steuben. 
391\Oscar Wheeler -.../Hornellsv -| 19-2 | 16.55) 86.2 | 15.72] 314 | 21-13) 6635 
392'Frank Marley - ---- a 18.6 | 16.10) 86.5 | 15.30} 306 | 35.06)10728 



Character of soil. 

SUGAR BEET INVESTIGATIONS. 

gi are, 

3 Es 
Kind of soil d Previous ce} ind of soil. 3 crop. aS 

z 5 
: a2 
3) 

TEE TT se ac nn 97 
panes 2 °°. 2) 30|\Corm .:...-- ’96 

7B A ce SS ae 
“ES fg DS 6 es 

eT ORS 2 

Clay EATS Cue Re eek ee 
[a2 Eee a (eae ae aes Sa 2 

Clay te EE TEES WR oe pene ey wee 96 

Gravel ** 2. 2-/50iCorn .=. =. ~- 

Saray ss os 3 |= - Cabbage ...| 795 

TLC LARS EEN aero oe a 

LA (a 40|\Strawherr’s. | ---- 
lay |. da eee Zee ee 

as sc __..|T0\Garden. -... 295 
oe = 7T|Beets ..-..- "97 

.e oe 80|Potatoes _..| 795 
“é Ce Sie iat Wes sé 95 

eines Peet = 8 oats ae 4 oe be oe 

SULTS ihe ee a (2 Se oe ae Be Pee 
12 ae Ps Crrrdts. Tita 

Character 
of culti- 
vation. 

depth. 
Inches, 

No. cultivations. 

225 

AVE oh 
- t 

Dates of eee madd 
crowns, 

Lbs. 

Big = ae 
o| Sal o las 

Plant-|‘Thin- | Har- | =| 42 | ¢ | $8 
ing. | ning. | Vest ov} or P| ac 

MEE Bel eel Nee We 
3] o aia 
| 

| | 

S. & F.|..|M’y 10) Jun 12/Oct 18/28) 5.5 |2.00)1.12 
SOR Ome Dale SPS Fe 25a 9-0) 11 4s St 

at pee _|Jun15|Jul 10) “ 23/16'.....|....|1.64! 
eae 5} © 66 S68} 6S «6-19118) 9.0 |12.00)1.02 

eich os 6 $6 “Bh. 8B) 16/1870.) 22 22) 278 

By fhe hea CH a5 Page aya | dep ASN FINS AE .74 

ees M’y 20\Jun25| “ 13)..|.....]-...| .98 

eens Se 3Jun SJul 10) “ T8so0l2.0 | -73\1.538 

F.&8.|..| “ 41)Jun20\Nov 4/30/ 9.0 |1-4111-52! 
SR 2 5S Bey | ek | a see te le i | eS IY [SS 4.21246 

eS Ae Pe SE am Pe Ua ae || | ets 

age Re 6Jun 8 Jul 5 Novi8|24, 6.0 | .87]1.44, 

.|S., 8..| GIM’y 14) “ —6)Oct 22/16) 7.0 | .56) 54 

Cir Deer Se 1 amd) FP S730 oO te Siiee ae 

Ce shel ee ge Sho 88 SRM aldo. [sa Onned al 

Goa Real Rh CE TR) CE SH) 66886) SOT 1s oS 

Bos Alea Oe Nhe eo SS QOS lero) es ee 

ee ALes? Tota 15) Novs5i 2. eee) Seles es 
po Sales ad eg C7 eee Sey U8 RR a E15 Ct ee 54 | nay as ele eS rt Dae se 

Sey 56 5) ** 19) Jun 20\Oct 10/36! 7.0 | .96) .85 

Seley 2) £5 18h oes t§*. 25'S36|10-5. (2, Gel. Ss 
Sia-ice lsu) oS in © 18) 120-1. 40 a 

prs me 
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Name, 

396|Casper Shults 

415\|J. P. Forman 
416| Jerome Oakes .....|/Ketchumy. 

Tompkins. 
417/E. Lobdell....2....|Freeville. . 
wee, oh, Bins S22 Trum’sbe . 
“ae, Hetiron.: 2. =: Slaterville. 
420/|'W. H. Burnham. ..|Groton .... 
4211G, C. Gooding. .-... ey ee 
422/)F. D. Sincebaungh . |Ithaca -... 
(bj pli (HES! yt cee W. Groton. 
424(H. W. Preswick ...|/Forest H.. 

BULLETIN 143. 

County. 

395)A. L. Ryndirs . - - 

SoU. 2. Wileox<.552. 
398|R. W. Milly. .-.---- 

Se. GEN, 22 fie ee 
400/S. W. Newman ..-. 

401\Jas. Stanton ...-.. 
402|M. Wager .....-.... 
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Beets without crowns. 

| perct, |Pounds} Yield | Pounds 
sugar of per of 
in the | Sugar | acre of | sugar 
beet. |per ton| beets. per 

beets. | Tons. | acre. 

15.39) 308 | 14.59) 4494 
17.58] 352 | 11.97| 4213 

19.34) $97. |.. 2 
13.49| 270 1.2. | nee... 

13:97) 270% = |e 
142 90) San ae | Te 

16.29): 896} Nc. cee 
18:81). 376 |... 2 eee 

14):58) 299 SS oe | 2 
16.86) =S87urcoceee | 

12.83|. 957 | eee 
18.05] - 861° |..2: eee 

18:48| 870 eee 
13:30) (266 45. = | as 

14_89|° "906 |. 22.22 
12.92) 258 |...... Peet: 

14-44)-989-| 2 | a 
13_99|> 978.); 32 
16.95). 395 le Lae 
13°63) 2973. be |. Soe 
15 -96)> 319 (oo eee 
16215) 393 | 

18.76|  $75.|2.s20c/eaae 
16.82|° 336 |... :2eeeee 

14.87; 297 | 12.76) 3790 
19.65) 393 | 15.68) 6162 
17.29). +346.) 20:69). eee 
17.10) 342 | 18.95) 7076 
15:00) SLT ieee 5893 
18.53) -STLo5.~<'s<|joaeee 
17.25) 343 )|.25...) 2a 
12.83) 257 |\\-c 2S) eee 



SuGAR BEET INVESTIGATIONS. 

Character ; beet 
Character of soil. of culti- Dates of Pees withigut 

vation. crowns 
Lbs 

é os p Sie i tea 
c 2 When |-3 Oras ce 29 

Kind of soil. |.8| Previous z a ee 5 Plant- | Thin- se a) & 5 o | 8s = crop. &| gepth. |=| img. | ning. | ve Ela 
$ a3 P a em ta BS ea a= E a 
4 i Inches Y La nae m | ea 

5 as S a| | 
3) Z | 

Pee rel aihay 22.25.52. NS Brg 2 6 M’y 20, Jun 15 Oct 18)32)11.0 |1.63)1.76 
Suey ..**)..2|f5\Corn.:=--.-)---- © 8..| 2\Jun10|Jul 11) ** 16/18/12.0 | -92| .56 

SEP eae has 3) Se peat Sheds a. ees (Loees (ashes slower vio 
esata. Fan Ss | Paes oS plop poole eat tercee wllseltoiae s [aise -95 

S| ae Ue a eget Mirae ela peat co) eee en) gee Caled] Vee ORL ia 17 

aE Re | sia So omnes es ye eR cee oe SS OR ee ONS oe Sed toe Pam ice aul acely 1.34 

ECL iret eae Sechrest be eas eh eh ee See ee ee 1.03 
ME ee Se ner et hte ica Pec tee eS CME bed uh 1.15| 

ena Ped ewer tk eae Tesh e ttt ent me Wy oh VEG on Ae eh eee Ie eee .79 

SS ON eee ie EME a oes 5 SS ey emer Rot | Scere et (ea rene (Baer epee ||| ey no aly; 

Cle TS a RG ea IR IIS (oF eRe ce! (hey an eae a mS | eeeipaey es Oe ay | 55 
a BRS PS ec ates Peel PA |S 2 deere oni ire ie iG ENN Ur ana Come] (UR ra Seibel | Leas dear Ae) ol (780 a 48 

ae ae a Bete ese. | eit, ha 23 Ca eae oe Na eS sie Pe Dh TS eee i ae 1.08 
ys pe IR Re aR eS Se epee ea [= eyed le (Ae ae eee ce fiers ste hemes 1.00 

\ 

‘“ ate ONY ash ee et els Py ph alle Lp AV ee. Seegeateen emer el Mad ei all PL 1.03 
OG a earl oa es a ty Das | eb Rare @ | Se prem Woe! (eer php tenersee a Dreamers (Maarennann ol leteal (ae Coed [ee es _86 

“A Teas iy | ora, ee TA ee SE Ae eh ed apr Wee (eb erenenn beck Werk, ce a gee 1.34 
MP eatery 8) seep Ste RC ATR Ne “coer 2 Wea bar citar oe ee Sil ie c Sieea © Warelliatams re [relate 1.08 
Oa ep) ee | ESS SS arp | pean neat eg fa Se en ete el Cea Aes ed |e 1.15 
SR Sn de Bote. oS Set okip ce oe eile oa ea orc cen as | wrcteeac ailiee he mesos Rermera -85 
ef 2 pete t sn Saline oleis Nemte ec tar Ciba c ak eet -98 
<< PSL od (RSS ie i fs be a phtace sa) Sowaenifows saaifoe pe teee ieee .84 

MeN 2-2). - Potatoes ...|.--- Ses UME y 20st sce . Shee Sih Oh .38 
ete AS cues om | sa MaSUONW 2055s leeks a3 3 p20) Sal aat “ Pen eons aged 

Muck..... ais dere aeaaoe se Re ee been (tae ae Se oe sme (eee atte 24) 8.0 73|1.08 
ES ie Fae -|Potatoes . --|----|6..-.-| 6/M’y 28] Jul 26/Nov10/28} 6.0 |. .85| .92 
Ne RN) Sk saree ters | Shs A etre es AD) Pvecales wa et fit em ote aie ah ee Ie -69 
Gravel “....|.. ann 2c 2): 96 |"... ..|..| 81 © 10/Oct 9/32] 7.0 |1.46/1.12 
Seat eee 2. | BEGUS so 25tee ss Be ee ae SS Bot Top eet iS2 Li. 0 i217 12-37 
Se ee at Pee bse Ce wn 5 ofoe nee eh oles |inao OSI S boos oan totes oebee ors -46 
oe : BS fe oe hae el Ale a am Pee eels he -63 
NIE io ta faa) Sas stones | oie Ha | oe emia ol Sal lord = Seve cara paowaie Ole stec facet 1.49 
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ae Si whe bois Bet 

Beets without crowns. 

Brix° ee 
or erct.| ptity. : 

Sol county. | Bef ct-| SUERE | Per” | perct, [Pounds] Wield [Pounds 
in the | juice. | C&™t- ao Aes sugar | acre of| sugar 
juice. beet. |Pper ton] beets. | per 

beets. | Tons. | acre. 

| 

| Wayne. 

425|/Porter Butts .....- Sodus ..-.- 20.8 16.25) 76.3 | 15.44; 309 | 13.34) 4122 
426\KE. B, Norris ....-: - as --z-| 19.7 | 15.50| 78.6, | 14.73) 295 | 10-73iearee 

427|W. H. Baker :..... ‘6 eeeet 18.0 | 15.00; 83.3 |. 14.25) 285-| 14-70) sais 
428/W. F. Filkins ..... pe eace| 2128) 18.20\ S320, | 472292 aso 7.12| 2464 

429|/ Warren Nicholas .. He -..-| 18.4 | 15.70| 85.3 |-14.92} 298,| 13.65) 40a8 
430/)E. W. Danford .... es 20.8 | 17.50) 84.1 | 16.63} 333 | 14.72) 4902 

431)Jas. Leadley ...... 66 wena) 20-0,| 15.55) ‘TU7 |) VAT). 2955) TGs 
432/Chas. Hullett .---.- 66 aman, LOEB Pl ae O29 .| Ab Zoe 6.97| 2272 

433|Jas. Hanby.....-.- a ----| 20.6 | 16.95) 82.3 | 16.10) 322 | 14.15) 4556 
434/C. R. Sprang ---.-- es enon) 2L.5-| 19.05)-838-6 | dO) 2362 8.71) Site 

435|J. T. Piersall...... of -.--| 19:5 | 16.25) 83-3 | 15-44)— 309 7.01} 2166 
436|Martin Percy...... of. emi peOcOo| 17 225( 32:5, albesote aos 7-84) 2564 

437| Willis Dufloo...... Sees AOS |) Aa 6b) SOLS: | Ta 7Fh c aaa 7.40} 2183 
438/Peter DeMay....-- ef ----| 18.2 | 14.70] .80.7 | 13.97) 279 | 24.83] 69238 

439|Lawson Arnis ..... 66 gee-| 20.4 | 17.00) 84.7 | 16.15) 323 | 11 TON aaee 
440)A. J. Folland...... Re e 20.9 | 17.85) 85.4 | 16.96; 339 | 12.63) 4282 

441/F. Blanchard...... i ----| 18.1 | 13.50} 74.6 | 12.83) 257 | 19.00] 4883 
442)}R. Robinson. ...-- Pp sf san), 20-4 1° 16.40),.80.4. | 15.58). 312) |... 2-2 

443|Frank Butts ...-... DOVe Cee 18.80! 15.05) 80.0 } 14.30) 286 | 10.45) 2989 
40404; Hole btrait~ce on) i M8 eS eeiozee 17.70} 14.00) 79.1 | 18.30) 266 9.58] 2548 

445| Jacob Shuler ...-.-.. Lyons. ...- 20.65) 17.98) 87.0 | 17.08) 342 9.15} 3129 
S46)... Clark? 22 Sodus‘: ....| 20.6 | 17:35) 84.2 | 16.48) .330 |... 2.20 

447\/H. G. Hotchkin..../Lyons..... 19.5 | 16.70) 85.6 | 15.87} 317 | 20.04) 6353 
448|E.P. & C.8. Rogers] ‘{ ....- 21.2 |.17.20| 81.1 |.16.34) , 327:)|... 222) geeeee 

449|J..H..Albright,.....|Onfiario....|. 20.7..|.18.95).91-1. |.18.00), “360 |... ieee 
450i. WD. Pastees>: 2s: Wolcott. ..| 23.4. | 20.70) 88.4 | 19.67; 393 |..-...)s2sgee 

A51\E. B. Pindar ...... Westbury .| 21.7 | 18.65) 85.9 | 17.72) 354 | 10.89) 3855 

| 
| 
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ei, ; ay hte 
aracter . t 

Character of soil. of culti- Dates of ase withont 
vation. * | crowns. 

Lbs. 

g os f a| 2 
- Ba | When |2 b| Ba] ¥ |Ss 

: : o| Previous aia | Plowed | £| piant-| Thin- | Har- | 2 BE) um | as 
Kind of soil. rE crop. Fe Basel S ing. | ning. ne g Zs > go 

a & 3% | Inches. | ¥ E Ea S B&G 

3) a 2 a) Q 

= 
Clay L..../60|)Roots .-.-.-... ’97 |S.,10..| 6|M’y 19} Jul 9/Oct 5)28/10.0 |1.22/1.58 

sf <s_---{00|/Mangolds ..| ’97| * 8..| 9) 25) Jun25) “* 5/32/10.5 11. 18|1-354 

Sandy ‘‘..../70)Potatoes ...|....|  4..|..) ‘ 20) * 18) “ 9/24) 6.0 | .70/1.03 
ie 2 Cs E: 5 ee F., 8:.| 4|\Jun LJul 2) 5/30) 5.0.) 4311.12 

Gravel *‘. 2... /65|Garden.-..--.|---. “¢ 5..| 4/M’y 20/Jun 21) ** 8/18) 8.0 | .65/1.06 
Mire ee TO). 8 Oe sche Dip aha alae soOlet’ A ESl So SSG O50" 51h ar 

Sumnntuyiae SOU) 288 222 ’97| “* 6..| SJun 5/)Jul 1) “* 7/20/10.0 {1.05} .68 
= os) CL a Oe Gao te Tbh ye bol SE 1088 TSG GG lu spapesdo 

ae «c_...|60|/ Buck wheat.|- - - - wa Uae | OEM oe ots 6 Fd) Oe) 1-267 60 
Gisy °°... |/65|Grass .-..:. 97 | ** 7T..| 3/M’y 22) Jun20| ** 8/24) 8.0 | .54) .83 

- erent Gla, on cece. fs OT ES See Gi Jun 14) Jal 12) 6 S80) oT Ba) Ste 259) 
Sandy ‘‘..../65/Oats, peas..| ’96| ‘© 6-.-| 6/M’y 18|Jun14} ‘* 6/28) 6.0 | .44) .96 

eters 63... (OCOD +. 25-2: JOG) Sad oe (Ol Se Ch ee Doles: TSO TOs ee Che 
. “2. 1O0|Potatoes...:3) 796)" 8-2! 3\ Jum Tf 28 &. F120) 625-)P06nG65 

padi 8822221 70|Corm =... ..-|-.-2 eo 8-5) 3. 6) AD dol 12). ** 624 120s 10g e220 
we 2222 OPS once ce 96] “* 6..| 5|/M’y 20/)Jun20} ** 7/28)11.0 |1-29]1.00 

Sandy ‘'....|60|Pigyard....}...- igo ett ees. NLL o | ie ya <¢ -8/16)10-0 | .92)1.13 
ERE ALS oe ie aces creo bh nea Loita ere oe hia FORO mec cts ae eee ee Pee ath eee Meet 

Sandy ‘‘.-../60)Grass .....-. OT Se De Gl Fe: DG) eS Oblate. OL es On i 20h 
ie ‘fi 140\ Potatoes, 2. =| 796). 82. [.5) "9 2b). Qbr fs SOS iP Oe 44 lanes 

ray. foe ee Cabbage 2-5) 79680 6. ho fs 15h tS) 6! AIDA OB SOL a OF 
MEISEL SS Set CN eros, aint Ain AH eran afin ow set [== AS Sub, 3) = 23120) 520)" Bee 

MeN ets tere iio ok, Sos sel eke chem Gare ela hes Apr30|Jun10) “* 21/32/12.0 |2.42/2.00 
Pameiyen Piste hos ee as lS ee Civile oe wate My 15} so sty | eaten peer 1.35 

5 SE Oe ee re ee | ee | ee Biers bso. eee ealag ts ie ohee oe 
Sandy ‘ BO ess wees ade per ale Ulta eis S hanaet es Coats |P-fo Vee ee 62| .94 

im Seis bela. cad. ture oct ee a Hae ates lfm My Top ras * 1S) 70 | 42). od 
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Beets without crowns. 

Brix® ae 

ad er c’: | Purity, Name. County. | PS St | figae | Per | Peret. Pounds] Wield [Pounds 
in the | juice. | ©©™* athe sugar | acre of] sugar 
juice. beet, |per ton| beets. | per 

beets. | Tons, | acre. 

__ Yates. 
452/Ed. C, Wilkinson..|/Penn Yan -| 23.6 | 20.00) 84.6 19.00, 380 | 22.88) 8694 

[453] << BA = | 21.2 | 18.65) 88.0 | 17.72) 354 | 22.88) 8694 

454) ‘§ = | “ | 21.4 | 18.65) 87.1 | 17.72) 354 | 22.88) 8694 
455, £6 es * 20.8 | 19.40) 93.2 18.43 369 | 22.88 8694 

}456) “ a a 21.7 | 19.70} 90.7 | 18.72] 374 | 22.88] 8694 
27) ee b 2 23.6 | 21.30) 90.3 | 20.24) 405 | 22.88) 8994 

458) <“ w ef 22.5 | 20.50) 91.1 | 19.48) 390 | 22.88] 8694 
459, ‘ fs ef 20.1 | 17.00} 84.6 | 16.15} -323 | 22.88) 8694 

The following six analyses are on @ 

| Monroe. hep 
460|M. H. Cusick...... Clarkson..| 19.7 | 15.85) 80.5 | 15.06) 301 | 13.29) 4000 
/461/Jas. Wilson ....... Churechv’ le} 15.4 | 12.10 78.6 | 11.50) 230 | 20.69] 4759 

Erie. | 
462|Fred. Geiger ...... N. Collins.| 13.8 | 10.75) 77.9 | 10.21} 204 | 26.00} 5304 
463) <‘‘ Cay Gt aie ae 11.9 | 8.60) 71.4 | 8.17): 163 | 26.00) 4238 

Orleans. 
al C2 BOWED. p.-sse \Medina....| 12.1 | 8.50) 70.3 | 8.08) 162 |.-.-..|...... 

The following twenty-four analyses are on a 

a Bee tube 
|465/R. L. Newton Peele Irving - 19.9 | 17.45) 87.7 | 16.58) 332 | 28.00) 9296 
REVO: Pc tr: tek ova. bs picasa ----| 19.9 | 16:70) 83.9 | 15.87] 317 | 33-10/10493 

|467|W. T. Christy ....- Silver Cr’k| 19.5 | 16.40) 84.0 | 15.58) 312 | 23.52/ 7338 
468|B. L. Baker ....... Irving ...-| 16.3 | 12.50) 76.7 | 11.88) 238 | 35.00] 8330 

469 BF ve’ ieee a Oe pees], 46-5 1°11.55) 7020.) 10:97) 1219) 35-00) ayes 
| 470| John Rakes ....-.. ‘c  .---| 22.8 | 20.00) 87.7 | 19.00} 380 | 28.00/10640 

471 Beelin, f putes 2 (eee | 22.8 | 20.10) 88.2 | 19.10) 3882 | 28.00)10696 
472\Insley Mott ....-.. (ee --| 15.6 | 11.45) 73.4 | 10.88] 218 | 26.00) 6668 

473 Prac wip theetace sb i bewa| wi dB AS) 870.4 ST bo) ok eee nee 
474|Chas. Crawford ...|  ....| 22.4 | 20.10} 89.7 | 19.10} 382 | 16.00) 6112 

Wayne. 
475|H. G. Hotchkiss. ..|Lyons...-. 17.9 | 14.35) 80.2 | 13.63) 273 | 22.87| 6244 
476\Jas. Gould ........ | on avis Seas 20.2 | 17.55) 86.9 [16 -67) 336 |2..<2) age 
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o ; AYE. bie of 
aracter ets 

Character of soil. of culti- Dates of Pence: withont 
vation, crowns, 

Lbs. 

os é é| 2 
x 3y mia 3 H 3 2. v a9 

$ ot os a oe 
Kind of soil. |.3} Previous | 86, Prana t er a eo vest. |8| #0 | & Bb 

g SOR ga | depth. |3 B- g- ing. | ¥) 2a = ag 
3 ae Inches, | ¥ E BS ml aa 

5 os 3 a] 2 a 
3) A | 

Eo i SS) |e a Ells eee 6|M’y 27|July .|Nov27/32|..... oo a(k-0F 
(in ak CT Pep al Kea eile iced i “ O fae heed 6 66 66 } 66 39 ney Ak Z 2G 

“ic Liste eas Re en a CO ae ae 6 6c 66 | 66 32 a ote 8 cia 1.15 | 

‘6 OG pel Pi tees een RN 3 Gia s ‘6 ‘6 Solin ine pied 

cc cc 5 sie tl Ss sored eg Bae Lata ae 6 “é 6c “c 32 Phat 28 a 1a 

ss MipeePe ehh area fe aH igapenn os Near rT ise Ugo ees ae es een 

4c so wl eng: os MeN Ei da) bs Or Tian A 6 oe 66 sé 32 os Eee : 1.22 

‘6 CO 5 eal aie, i SO A ape | of OU) eek Sa 6 “é“ sé “c 39) ca ie phe 1.46) 

variety of sugar beet known as ‘‘ Rose Imperial.” 

Clay 1... 65|Becte . ....| 96|8., 8..| 7/M’y 8 M’y 24|Oct 13/20'10.0 | .85/1.05 | 
a Oe oe (a a ees “ 6..| 8) “ 16 Jun20) “ 18/36) 5.5 |1.36)1.05 

| 
Kt BASS oul ee SRE Sled Bi ews oe [ete A sak Pe Lig: Is BaD pe Sesh 29 
“ ni? SY SIRE) SO Rae ied Behr Neu CO renter Ce (| ie Ma {1.59 

| 

PPS tine caw 5 oP a Ime pals allenic: s|eslom sae ol wkincee ele es [eel eas ae ween | bate 

variety of sugar beet known as “ Vilmorin.”’ 

| 
eee ere sh ih Ser wi oor 2 why a Senge Seika ks Sheen Ain Aue teen Se ee 
ETS OS Sl ee eer Seine 4,M’y 30) Jun 20/Oct 618] 8.0 |1.55/1.07 

CA a See 3 | eee fe BL Si wv SiMy 20(Noy 618| 6.5 | .90 1.02 | 
iporeenae 2652/30/00. 22 2.65. : ee aor ah tes TT ium LO Oct Isa 2c tatoos 

66 6 «pe => lad [ot eee CP ea ee “é - 9) 66 3 i 6c 10 6c 13 Sal | ey us _89 

Renee ele Sole ewe koe hoe ORS 5 ies CB RT ES ZOE TR sce skee .82 

Cas OU eae age. 2 2 ears | bee OL | Gee ee pb ‘a 8 sé 90 “é 13 pa een sh = 86 

DEC heb Sache ciate wicks |pnlaaiis Ace ee PELE Dp asses: es © Arn ee ae BF ee 

. 2 = ge SOON ES Eee neem [at Mea ari a eee Me eyed Fem ee] ome rering AS Ped a Mant 
ee Bove cel saeco Lak Se SON CEN ee My 28): 8S 2B Se VEN ss ae Leese SOo 

Reape Ah re SER Wid aio ates clas as, oh --|Apr30| ‘6 10] ‘ 21/32)10.0 |2.28)2.03 
SED psy ieee aes Sees eee, Be Bol aevcee | tenet toons pastes etihe = or pe ee 
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Beets without crowns. 

Brix? eS) 

2 er c'- | Purity. = 

Rona county, | BenSki| SUERE |" er” | Pert, [Pounds] Sekt aaa 
in the | juice. | S©™* Rass sugar | acre of | sugar 
juice. beet, |per ton| beets. | per 

beets. | Tons. | acre. 

Erie. | 
|477|K. G. Fenton..-.--. [Fenton..-.| 16.8 | 13.20) 78.6 | 12.54) 251 | 34.74) 8720 
478 A ngs 7 See St 17-5>| 14-75} 85-3.) 14.01) 280° |... 2 Sete 

479 Ceding eet a eee $6) Soe 87202) 132951821: | 13225)" 260% | ee 
48U/Chas. Sager ...---- onsen 2122) | 18.65) 88.0) 17.72). 354 |. 22. See 

'481\/C. Oldenburg... .--- 6 2t- 23°83) | 21.15). 90-7 |-20.09) 402. |. 3228 eee 
'482)W. C. Sherman.... <¢ ...| 17.9 | 14.40} 80.4 | 13.68) 274 | 18.00) 4932 

483)A. B. Fenton ...-.. Buffalo...-| 23.6 | 20.00) 84.7 | 19.00) 380 |.-----|------ 
(484 BAST Sr Ses se Na {esl alP 21-0) | 15. Go) 49%) TAC eT 20g oo 

Ontario. 
485|C. Coolidge ....--- ‘Phelps -.--) 19.4 | 15.25) 78.6 | 14.49) 290 |.----.|-----. 

Oneida. ; 
486|J. Mason --.-.-..-- iClinton -..| 18.1 | 13.35) 73.7 | 12.68} 254 | 30.00) 7620 
487 het Mae ad EPR as eae ag .--| 18.6 | 14.80} 79.6 | 14.06; 281 | 30.00} 8430 

Chau’ qua. 
ase)b Dean 25----: 2 Silver Cr’k). 2023" | 17.25) 85.0 ;| 16.39) 328° 25. -2a)eeeeee 

The following five analyses are on a 

Onondaga. 
|489iL. L. Cramer...-.-- Baldwinsy | 19.2 | 14:85) 77.3 | 14.41) 2224\t22 S54 )eeeeee 

Monroe. 
490|M. H. Cusick...-.. Clarkson ..} 23.9 {| 19.20) 80.3 | 18.24) 365 | 15.03) 5486 

Erie. 
491)E. G. Fenton ...-.- Penton, =: |'18-3)\| 34. 70).-80.53)) 13-97), 2790)... 5 eae 
492 RO Aw ee ee (  aee-| 17-9 | 13.90] 77.6 | 13.21) 265 | 27.88) 7388 

Wayne. | 
493|)H. G. Hotchkiss. ..|Lyons. --.-.- 18.4 | 14¢95} 81.3 | 14.20) 284 | 22.65) 6433 

494\Data missing ..%. 3). .25-2. 64. - 19.4), 16,16)'.8426-|15..34)\. 307.) 23 ee eee 
Fl Ne ae eS ie) See oe KO 23)| 15.75) 8l:6.) 14°96). 299.) 2. eat 

as RS EE Oe Seer eee ee | 21.5.) 19-00) 8824.1 18:05). S612) 5.5 cleo ooee 
Be Seer ik as tee Fee Ux Ae 22521) 20.50) 92.38) | 19-48). 2 2) eo oe 

Bea) 9 8! 351i Ste 3]. 3h e.920.2 1 16.70). 82.8 | 15,57] B17.) .2..62).-3ae8 
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oe : AVE WE OF 
racter is ts 

Character of soil. of culti- Dates of eet within 
vation. crowns, 

: Lbs. 

2 os 2 4) 2 
i Sy ee BS} B 2. 1 oe 

Sa - = s Eat, toe Bail ee 
Kind of soil. | 2 aoe Ho aan 2 ee eked; vent 5 Bo g Eb 

3 pe g «| depth. |Z 8 B- igs | Si ee 8 os 

£ t% + | Inches, | & Bi Obs a \ag 

3 As 6 4\ x = 
{Oo ¥ Z ees 

Sa ee 
Light L 35\Strawberr’s | ’96/|S., 8..| 5 Apr27|M’y 24\Sep 26/18) 8.0 |1.61|2.62 
. Cae IN a EE = ER ad ae A | Pine co Pacey Recap |e ge Ren eNom eel Re ameed  AL 

AS Be eee erate af |e mai Wee ators eae ee a) ee eros |e are = & Beeps) eet (Be 
Stiff ie Bei ir Ca ns Fe nee in Dey dD ta Bsc |e ae .-. {1.08 

sf JS Ee ced Aes Oey RES iS eae eB ee 2a a ete eo [2225 
7 EL SC tee it [ei cere ee eee Mey 25s e258 AS al oe =e sles se| aU 

MK O02. eS). ee (ine es. ss 55 2 juny S. 20INoyv the: BA Be 
ce ch a) a See NS Sens (ts epee are ete te ei Se hes aslastelecOo 

meee 25: (Salis ke Sees A iarore este 5)M’y 19| ** 12\Oct 14/36]..... Solos tke 

DunepRmeNer Ie Sel eee en S| ice hoe A Says bes By SON. lO ook ol meter pate eee 
be aE Segoe ee ae eR at oct haa = asta Hes QO SENOS EB ee pare se Peery lees 

on oh 2 Cee a pe ees eee eee rs Vit ent a orrce heeye tis: Se eee i) segH4AE DS 

variety of sugar beet known as “ French White.” 

BMG Ye si Soto st Oe toe eae | oslo | bate ehh M’y 5/M’y 24|Nov 9/16)----- 4.00,1.00 

Clay.) -“:-=.\60|Beets --..-- OS Sie sees Oo S8r2s* “24 Oct 13/20) 9.5 6 SE) St 

Deena seh SL st cewraek| eae ol om bent ule Sedal she | OSS ot ae BO 
“LEAT. ie E s  eeeenes (pears fo se 7 “© 15)Jun27| ‘* 21/30)11.0 |2.9113.09 

eae Se Ped an eee --/Apr30| “ 10! * 21/32/10.5 |2.48)2.22 

2 A ee (vere cedtachage 2 Bee ieee ti a 6|M’y 27| July -|Nov27/32)..-..)/---- 1.20 
2) EEE et eee PEP A Sete Glee 2a)  e Lp S27 be 74 Ee een ed OE 

RAS ea Be eee Be eae em i | be ae 4 ek 27/32) .....]----|1-53 
2 ee 2a ete ea et shed | San eat A era Uae Oe Bi goe e heen h LO 

_ EE Sl ete a ge Berd ee hee a | alam” | ee Se OT bal aam ant ats cite ae 
| ( 
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SAMPLES OF MANGOLD WuURZEL ANALYZED AS FOLLOWS: 

Weight of beet) Brix° or per | p., Set auae Purit 
Date harvested. | ee a pace ae so ihe sien, Bchecee 

SON be Bo. 25.5 Saat ee 4.05 (a5) 3.50 46.7 
a Oe RE re Ses 4.05 10.4 6.70 64.4 

| ee 2 Soo & Pee 3.05 10.4 7.20 69.2 
Ne We cone Sees Eve sce 2.49 9.0 4.50 50.0 
Get, 362 55)= bot 1.96 13.8 10.45 75-7 
ope) ESE Ree SS 2.05 i Oi | 5.65 50.9 
bite: | Deepens ae Saree ays ys 13.2 7.90 59.8 

POO: yp Ms ee Ce 1.49 9.9 5.50 55.6 

Samples of red turnip garden beet analyzed as follows: 

Oct. Gc dots dates eee 1.39 14.0 11.30 80.7 
iz ee 2 eos ee eee 3.13 12.8 9.80 76.6 

from the preceding tables the following general averages are drawn: 

A comparison of the beets grown on sandy loam with those from 

clay loam shows only a slight difference in favor of tne clay. 

Per cent. Per 
sugarin cent. 
juice. purity. 

Quality of beets grown on sandy loam :»-112 analyses, averaged 16.66 83.1 
‘6 «< «s clay “ 109 «< a 17.29 83.8 

The distance between rows did not seem to affect materially the 

quality of the beets. 

Quality of beets grown in rows 30 inches or more apart: 108 
SUANVECS: AVEEAPEE oe sew es tec be Sot SRST suc aie teres eaTheeeEE See 16.71 = 83:0 

Quality of beets grown in rows less than 20 inches apart: 115 
AUAIMSES AVELADEU pies bs 6 miei s Sie Oe hee ee eS tae eR east 16.96 83.3 

The statement that barn manure should be applied to the preceding 

crop and not directly to the beets as affecting the quality is substan- 

tiated in the following table: 

Per cent. Per cent. 
No. Cases. _ sugar purity. 

in juice. 

Manure applied in 1596): ois. < oie: 2. s 3,5 45 17.37 83.96 
- “i TOOT tres pa ute mies ae 59 16.62 52.94 

The following cases have been selected showing what influence, if 

any, is exerted by the preceding crop: 
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EFFECTS OF PREVIOUS CROPS. 

: No: Per cess) per cent. 
Previous Crop. Gases een purity. 

SAE en ek Me a Ae oe ot at Sid Cee 24 17.47 84.5 
BU IE Rs See sins! Se eke at SSS ETS 28 16.86 83-1 
MORPHS tite So se oad. sce See Sueick wl EOS ae Ded 26 17.20 84.9 
IDS Sa ee ORE Se Se ee ee aa ere ie 12 17.56 84.9 
iain Crop HOt Led). 2.52 a2. 2 9 ores 5s 11 17.94 85.3 

PER CENT. OF SUGAR AND PURITY OF THE JUICE INFLUENCED BY 

SIZE OF BEETS. 

No. of Per cent. | Per cent. 
samples | sugariu | purity of 
analyzed. juice. juice. 

Average. | Average. | 
Beets weighing less than .50 Ibs........----. 7 18.46 83.4 | 

es from .501bs.to .75 1lbs----.- 48 VEE 85.5 
“e Pe ‘Sy oe ibs. to E00 Tbs x2.3: 95 17.37 83.9 
« ae LOO Ths. to 1-25 Ibs: 5-2 123 17-17 84.3 
ne es 6¢ 1.23 Ibs. to 1.50 Ibs - ..-- 95 16.42 82.6 
bh oe > h.00 bes tol: folbs. >. AT 16.09 81.8 
os = «© 1.75 Ibs. to 2.00 Ibs. ---- 15 15.33 81.4 
as ely «¢ 2.00 Ibs. to 3.00 Ibs. ..-- 22 15.45 81.0 
=f a “¢« “3.00 1bs. to 4.00 lbs >: >. - 4 14.99 84.6 
se ss ‘¢ 4.00 Ibs. to 5,00 Ibs. .--. 3 13.47 78.6 
" es i (DOO Tbs..and- over (o-2:> if 13.75 Tek 

In general the smaller the beet when mature, the higher the per 

cent. of sugar and purity; and the larger the beet when mature, the 

‘lower the per cent. of sugar and purity. 

Sugar beets may be so small that it would not pay to grow and 

harvest them. They may also be grown too large and coarse to be 

profitably used in sugar making. Between these two extremes there 

is a size Of beet that can be most profitably grown—this ranges from 

14% to 2 pounds. 

Per Cent. of Sugar and Purity of Beet Crowns. 

It is generally supposed that the per cents. of sugar and purity of 

beet crowns are much lower than in the beet proper. In several cases 

beets were taken and the crowns removed, and each analyzed sepa- 

rately with the following results : 
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CROWNS AND CROWNLESS BEETS COMPARED. 

Per cent. sugar in Per cent, purity in 
juice. juice. 

(SROMWAlS oe Oe Ch eee ore eee ee 12.00 (a0 
Crawnless beet. 6222-5 ee wee 13.45 79.1 

row. "oo 25 sys. ct ees, ator 10.20 65.8 
Crownless beet. = 2-5 ee ee 12.50 13.5 

Meteo oe oe ee eee oo: ey 13.30 eine f 
WTA wWMLESA REL te neck Seen 16.05 | 85.4 

POV ee oe ok ee Re 12.40 742 
CTO WITLESS DEB os ot os ee ee 13.95 79.3 

COrOwant ees eer ee ee a ee el ge 1225 Vics 

Crownless Deeb. 4.2 eo eee we te 14.70 87.0 

OTOWls 22 oe ee te ees aoe 10.40 65.8 
Growiless. beet (so 52 oe 23: 13235 79.9 

G8 a es 3 ES coh 4 a em | | 11.45 71.5 
GCrownless eet. + 2.23 ee | 13.35 79.0 

How Much Plant Food does the Sugar Beet Plant Consume ? 

On November 6, 1897, composite samples of three freshly-pulled 

plants were made as follows: ‘The leaves were put in one lot, the 

crowns in a second lot, the crownless beets in a third lot, and the moist- 

ure determined in each with the following results : 

When pulled i Per cent. dry 
green. y: matter, 

Weight of leaves(from three plants)| 237.8 grams | 53.0 grams 22.29 
es cTowns a rf Nay ae Sort 20.27 
zd crownless beets ‘‘ J02.0 =! £33.04 Yer 20.34 
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ANALYSES OF THE DRy OR WATER-FREE SAMPLES. 

Phosphoric Calcium 
Nitrogen. Potash. 

acid. oxide. Ash. 
eros i. oon Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 

; 2U. P50; Cao. 

LCE HE RSS Se ee 
OrOWNS es sotsccaceeek 

Crownless beets ---. 

These analyses when calculated to the fresh or green samples at time 

of pulling are as follows: 

Fi Phosphoric| Calcium Nitrogen. Potash. an ae ete 

ag a os en peneee. PoE Ht Parent. 
; a P.O; Cao. 

Meawen scales le 0.64 1.09 0.114 0.41 4.30 
Orowns: 22... 56. 0.43 0245 0.120 0.05 1.35 
Crownless beets ..-. 0.28 0.36 0.112 0.03 0.84 

Any one of these percentages when multiplied by 20 will give the 

number of pounds of that substance in a ton of the material taken. 

Thus green leaves analyzed 0.64 per cent. nitrogen: then 20 x 0.64 = 

12.8 pounds of nitrogen in one ton of green or fresh leaves. ‘The 

amount of the other substances in a ton may be obtained from the 

analyses in a similar manner. 

In order to approach the question of how much plant food a crop 

of sugar beets takes up per acre, it is of great importance to know the 

relative proportion of /eaves, crowns and crownless beets by weight in 

the crop grown. 

The following table gives the weights of these parts in 24 samples 

weighed at time of harvesting : 
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PROPORTION OF LEAVES, CROWNS AND CROWNLESS BEETS. 

Weight when harvested. 
In 100 parts by weight of the entire 

beet plant when harvested. 

Beet without crown in Crown in 
pounds, pounds. 

0.72 0.30 
0.83 0.33 
0.85 0.26 
0.88 0.21 
1.02 0.39 
1.30 0.36 
1209 0.23 
PAF 0.38 
0.92 0.53 
1.32 0.39 
1.35 0.33 
0.7 0.23 
0.79 0.29 
2.12 0.32 
0.84 0.27 
1.52 0.34 
1.14 0.32 
1201 0.36 
1.10 0.39 
1.06 0.35 
0 43 0.39 
1.3 0.34 
0.86 0.28 
0.95 0.24 

Total weights, 25.95 7.83 
Average weight, 1.08 0.33 

Leaves in 
pounds. 

SCOonwoiwnwnrf dm OCOD OO bo OUD be GO 

val 

eSeoooqceoqocooooqooqooodrHHoocoqocoo 

ro — 

rine Parts in Parts in 
2 1 f 

crown. crown eaves 

49.66 20.69 29 .65 
52.53 20.29 26.58 
59.44 18.18 22.38 
GL:11 14.59 24.30 
62.58 28 .93 13.49 
63.73 17.64 18.63 
59 56 12.57 27.87 
66.10 21.47 12.43 
36.30 21.20 42.00 
48.00 14.18 37 .82 
56.49 13.81 29.70 
46 20 13.45 40.35 
53 . 02 19.16 27.52 
13,200.90 SE08e) -iaeoe 
48.84 15.70 35.46 
72.04 16.11 11.85 
66.67 18.71 14.62 
45 .29 16.14 38.57 
61.45 21.79 16.76 
56.68 18.72 24.60 
53.45 22.41 24.14 
64.65 15.82 19.53 
56.96 18.54 24.50 
59.38 15.00 25 .62 

11.55 
0.48 

57.24 17.28 25.48 
Average parts per 100. 

Individual cases in the foregoing table differ greatly from each other, 

but it may be assumed that the average of the 24 cases will be very 

nearly correct. 

In round numbers, then, in 100 parts of the whole plant when 

harvested 57 parts are beet without crown, 77 parts crown and 26 parts 

feavcs, so that in one ton (2,000 pounds) of the whcle beet plant there 

are in: 

RC OLENCAV ESS nue Se hy. cls Wie Ash ele cede > 5, Pleven Rin 520 pounds. 
BEE Rt OWING 5.29 Gc, wasn Riera NG eee IRENA DPI aL 340 pounds. 
Fresh crownless beets ,.....,+.2:+::: ee a 1,140 pounds, 

2,000 
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This ton of plants will contain the following amounts of plant 

food: 

Pounds Pounds | Bec aha 
nitrogen. potash, | P Hee eae 

| | | 
’ Fresh leaves, 520 Ibs. contains ES aes aide? aight 

| Crowns, 340 Ibs. contains | 1.46 js ad ones |e | 

Fresh crownless beets, 1,140 Ibs. contains Sec BAD =e F228 

alate ee ee OK) Ls? oo eat 7.98 11.30) * | 2.28 

Generally the leaves are left on the ground and only the beet and 

crowns taken from the field; this being so, it is necessary to know 

what proportion of the beet is crown, and so in several hundred cases 

beets were weighed before and after removing the crowns with the 

following results: 

The average of 454 cases weighed, showed that in every 100 parts 

of the whole beet (leaves not included), 80.86 parts were crownless 

beets and 19.14 parts were crowns; or, in round numbers, 81 parts 

were crownless beets and 19 parts crowns. 

Therefore, in one ton of beets harvested, leaves not taken into 

account, there are in: 

PiresiCrOWANleSs: WECES hy rie oe bie ops bit el eases 1,620 pounds. 
ep eM ORO WEIS rn ees scat Pata lone Gant ony iar Wins Role es 380 pounds, 

2,0CO 

This ton contains the following amounts of plant food: 

| = 
4 ! 

| Pounds Pound Pound Z 
rahnapen, pict: uel ce 

Crownless beets, 1,620 Ibs. contains... ---- 4.54 5.83 1.81 | 

| Crowns, 380 lbs. contains... --- 1.63 barn | 0.46 

Yotal, - 2,000 Ibs. contains..--.. 6.17 7.54 2.27 
| == = —— — _ —- Se 
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From the preceding analyses it may be said that, when freshly har- 

vested and not withered : 

j Phos- 
mee Potash. | phoric | Water. 
gen. acid. 

Pounds.| Pounds. | Pounds.| Pounds. 
1 ton of whole plants (roots, crowns and 

Ida yes) COMBINE 332 2 Ge eho te ete 7.98.) 11.30 | 2.28,| 158326 
1 ton of beets (roots and crowns) contains..| 6.17 | 7.54 | 2.27 | 1593.5 
i bommivieaves ConmiNgy. bo .22 226 gost etek 12.80 | 21.80 | 2.28 | 1554.2 
1 ton of crowns contains ..-......----------| 8-60] 9.00 | 2.40 | 1594.6 

| 1 ton of crownless beets contains....-...-..--- 5.60 | 7.20) 2.24 | 1593.2 
Factory By-products. 

1 ton of extracted cossettes,* or beet pulp..}| 1.82 | 1.72 -32 | 1828.0 
PROD LO EMOLIES As te taco eR eee 21.40 | 65.20 -34 | 832.0 
iton-of lime-cakes: 22.2. 62+ este ee ett 2.48 | 3.05 | 8.47] 871.2 

* The extracted cossettes, molasses and lime-cake were received from the 

Rome Beet Sugar Factory. ‘The extracted cossettes, or beet pulp, is a by- 

product of the diffusion tanks. ‘The molasses is a by-product of the centri- 

fugal machines. The lime-cake is a by-product of the carbonatation tanks, 

The lime-cake contained 25.96 per cent. of lime (CaO). 

Notr.—founds per ton of any of the above plant-foods divided by 20 will 

give the percent. of that plant-food in the material—thus : 7.98 lbs. nitro- 

gen + 20 — .399 per cent. of nitrogen in whole plant. 
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New York State Weather Conditions, from April 1 to 

October 31, 1 897: 

It may be said that the general average, or zorma/ temperature for 

corresponding months does not vary much from year to year; and that 

the temperature conditions in New York State are good for the growth 

and development of swgar in the sugar beet plant. The average 

amount of sunshine also is amply sufficient for the proper growth and 

development of the sugar beet. 

The rainfall or moisture condition is of the greatest importance. 

The total rainfall during any one year is ample for growing sugar 

beets, provided it has been sufficiently distributed through the growing 

season. 

In brief* we may say that during: 

AprRIL.—There was a slight increase over the normal rainfall for most 

of the state. ‘Temperature 1.3 degrees above the normal. 

May.—Decidedly more than the normal rainfall. Temperature 

averaged o.8 degrees below the normal. 

JuNE.—Very nearly normal rainfall. “Temperature 4.1 degrees below 

the normal. 

Juty.—Extremely wet, having 3.26 inches more than normal rainfall. 

Temperature 2.4 degrees above the normal. 

Aucust.—Slightly below the normal rainfall. ‘Temperature averaged 

1.7 degrees below normal. 

SEPTEMBER.— Dry, 1.37 inches below the normal rainfall. ‘Tempera- 

ture o.1 degree below normal. 

OcroBER.—Exceedingly dry, 2.45 inches below the normal rainfall. 

Temperature 2.8 degrees above the normal. The New York 

tate Weather Bureau Report for October, 1897, page 3, says: 

“The rainfall over the greater part of New York ranks among 

the feast recorded for October, and the average for the state was 

less than for any preceding month since the establishment of this ~ 

Bureau in 1889. A severe drouth prevailed in the western and 

central sections, and portions of the Hudson and Champlain 

Valleys, ground-water being reported as lower than for many 

* Condensed from the New York State Weather Bureau Report, Central 

Office at Cornell University. Professor FE. A. Fuertes, Director, Ithaca, N. Y, 
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years past. Winter wheat and pastures suffered considerably, 

and in many cases the ground was too dry for plowing.” 

The following table gives the rainfall for each month, April to 

October inclusive, and in those counties that have grown sugar beets 

and have had analyses made at the Cornell Experiment Station. If 

there are two or more Signal Stations in a county reporting rainfall, then 

the average rainfall of the several stations is given. 

PRECIPITATION IN INCHES. 

CouNTY. | apr, May. | June. | July. | Aug. | Sept. | Oct 

Yh) ee erg ies EE 3.12 | 4.69 | 4.45 | 6.67 | 4.43 | 1.87 | 1.0L 
EEOOMG oo = 25.0 ese 2.16 | 4.45 | 3.35 | 2.42 | 1.61 | 3.30 | 0.74 
Cattarangus.-....'...-- BiG) S262 12-711 6-651 52-2 1.25 | 0.56 
Cayu pan. oe. Poss 2.34 | 2.92 | 3.93 | 4.11 | 2.26 | 3.27 | 1-31] 
Chautauqua .-..-....... 3.29 | 3.65 | 2.32 | 6.79 | 3.55 | 0.81 | 1.56 
WitiO) foo si oe ck 2.18.1 2.72 1. 1.87 | 6216] 1.93 | 0.47 | 1:07 
ENORBD 2 eos is 1.87 | 2.45 | 1.85 | 4.54 | 1.49 | 0.84 | 1.04 
HOTHIMCGE 22 5055-3 22s 3.99 | 4.73 | 5.47 | 5.00 | 2.98 | 1.88 | 1.38 
ERIE Soc te ee eae ae eS 2.05 | 8.22 | 3.54 | 0.78 | 0.42 
BAVIBP SALON So Se. ee 1.66 | 2.15 | 2.03 | 3.14 | 0.55 | 1.21 | 0.66 
wran@ae ro areas 210 | 1.94 | 2.65 | 6.10 | 1.46 | 0.77 | 0.92 
Montgomery ......---- 1.93 | 4.10 | 4.91 | 5.58 | 3.13 | 1 89 | 0.84 
Brig 285. 2S so ee 2.52 | 2.87 | 1.79 | 5.68 | 1.54 | 0 93 | 1.06 
Oneida 5. ../22 2s -2 23 16 AI AST S92 2 2 ae 
Onondaga .........--- 2.67 | 2.77 | 3.19 | 5.44 | 2.36 | 1.97 | 0.80 
joe "1 pees ie epee B62 12.77 11277 | 5 | 2.08 £0.38 42k 
pd Sea SE see 2.19 | 2.60 | 3.67 | 3.98 | 2.42 | 1.09 | 0.57 
Rares 36 es 3.68 | 6.35 | 6.63 | 8.83 | 4.70 | 1.65 | 1.45 
IME IO En at a SS 2.04 | 3.00 | 3.00 | 3.27 | 2.19 | 2.66 | 0.7 
Benne aa 2.53 | 4.80 | 2.71 -| 4.14 | 0.7 3.95 | 1-21 
SMMEMON oo ee os se x 2.55 | 3.54 | 2.56 | 6.30 | 2.49 | 2.51 | 0.96 
oS ee a ee 2.5 | 3.98 | 3.59 | 4.32 | 3 19 | 4.05 | 0.56 
Fompkina «=... 227222, 2.65 | 3.90 | 3.65 | 3.78 | 2.48 | 4.59 | 0.94 
Wayne. 238 2.33 | 1.98 | 3.85 | 4.44 | 1.19 | 1.15 | 0.62 
ete ee ee ee eek oe ae eee 1.28 | 1.90 | 0.62 | 

* No report sent in, so the rainfall given is the average for Signal Stations 

at Ridgeway, Avon and Akron. 
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Sir: This bulletin is submitted for publication under Chap. 128. of 

the Laws of 1897. 

The following notes, which have been prepared by Mr. H. P. Gould, 

under the direction of Mr. M. V. Slingerland and Professor L. H. 

Bailey, embody some additional information on spraying and supple- 

ment the information contained in Bulletins Nos. 86, ror and 114, 

together with investigations looking toward the control of the San 

José scale which has appeared in several sections of the state. 

Perhaps no subject connected with fruit-growing requires more 

careful study and investigation at the present time than this new pest, 

which has already secured a firm foothold in many localities. Unless 

some means can be found for arresting its spread and eradicating it 

where it has already appeared, the great fruit industry of New York, 

which now brings many millions of income to the farmers, will have 

to be largely abandoned. 

I am inclined to believe that if the orchardists are kept promptly 

informed of the spread of this scale and can be furnished with infor- 

mation as to the best means of destroying it, most of the young and 

thrifty plantations may be saved, if nut entirely freed, from this the 

most dangerous pest which has yet appeared in the orchards. 

| Very respectfully yours, 

[oP (ROBE R SS. 

Director. 
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THE SAN JOSE SCALE. 
1, Infested branch ; 2, infested leaf; 3, pear, bearing a few of the scales ; 4, female 

scale—enlarged ; 5, male scale—enlarged. 
‘Adopted from report of W. G. Klee, 3d Rept., Cal. Bd. Hort.) 



SUGGESTIONS: ONeSPRA VING: 

The expediency of spraying plants has already passed the experi- 

mental stage. The fact of its value has been too thoroughly and too 

often demonstrated to permit any doubts concerning the advisability 

of such an operation; yet there is much to be learned about spraying. 

‘The fact, however, that it pays to spray does not seem to be so fully 

appreciated by fruit growers and others as it ought to be; so the first 

part of this bulletin is intended not so much for the purpose of record- 

irg new facts as to emphasize and reiterate a few fundamental prin- 

ciples upon which successful spraying depends. 

During the first. few years after spraying began to receive attention 

in this country, the efforts directed thereto resulted in setting forth the 

fundamentals of the operation, together with extensive trials of appa- 

ratus and materials. ‘The experience of the past two years or so, while 

fruitful of much that is valuable, has not propounded new principles 

and perhaps fewer spraying inaterials have been introduced and less 

apparatus invented than for some years previous ; but much apparatus 

already on the markets has been improved and perfected so that 

advancement in this direction has been considerable. It would seem 

now that most of the progress in spraying must be along the lines 

of improved materials and perfected apparatus. 

Some remarks on spraying materials.—In regard to new insecticides 

and fungicides a word of caution is not out of place. Many of these 

materials are recommended for almost every disease to which plants 

are subject. By this we do not wish to be understood to say that the 

compounds, such as those in question, are necessarily worthless; on 

the other hand, many of them have a place, and in that place they are 

good, yet the sweeping recommendations of many of them are mis- 

leading. ; 

We are frequently asked concerning substitutes for Paris green. 

Arsenite of lime is doubtless one of the cheapest and safest compounds 

which can readily be obtained. ‘The basis of this insecticide is white 

arsenic, or ‘‘ arsenic” as it 1s more commonly called. In the A%ch- 
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igan Farmer of Feb. 13, 1897, Dr. R. C. Kedzie, of the Michigan 

Agricultural College, gives the following method of preparing it, which 

may well be termed the “ Kedzie mixture.” ‘ Dissolve the arsenic by 

boiling with carbonate of soda, and thus insure complete solution ; 

which solution can be kept ready to make a spraying solution when 

wanted.” ‘Then more specific directions follow, which are, ‘‘ To make 

material for 800 gallons of spraying mixture, boil two pounds of white 

arsenic with eight pounds of salsoda (crystals of carbonate of soda, 

‘washing soda,’ found in every grocery and drug shop) in:two gallons 

of water. Boil these materials in any iron pot not used for other 

purposes. Boil for fifteen minutes, or till the arsenic dissolves, leaving 

only a small, muddy sediment. Put this solution into a two-gallon 

jug and label ‘ Poison—stock material for spraying mixture.’”’ 

‘‘The spraying mixture can be prepared whenever required, and in 

the quantity needed at the time, by slaking two pounds of lime, add- 

ing this to forty gallons of water; pour into this a pint of the stock 

arsenic solution. Mix by stirring thoroughly, and the spraying mixture 

is ready for use. ‘The arsenic in this mixture is equivalent to four 

ounces of Paris green.” 

In other words, the stock solution may be made by boiling together 

white arsenic and salsoda, at the rate of one pound of the former to four 

of the latter. ‘This will keep indefinitely in a closed vessel, and as it 

is extremely poisonous it should be carefully taken care of. In apply- 

ing this stock solution, use two pounds of fresh lime for every pint of 
the solution. One pint is sufficient to put into a barrel of water. 

The materials for this poison cost about 3% cents a barrel, making 

a very cheap and effective poison. 

We do not know that this substitute for Paris green has been tried 

with Bordeaux mixture, but in answer to a question on this point, Dr. 

Kedzie replied that he saw no objection to the two mixtures being 

used together. 

Our observations upon the effectiveness of this mixture have been 

confined to its action on potato bugs and here it has proved a very 

satisfactory substitute for Paris green. It has several advantages over 

Paris green, chief of which are its cheapness and uniformity of 
strength. 

Since the arsenic, in the form in which it exists in the stock solu- 

tion, is extremely caustic on the foliage, the addition of a sufficient 
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quantity of lime to neutralize it is very important. Added at the rate 

given above, however, it seems to be perfectly safe. 

As we frequently have inquiries concerning powdered Bordeaux 

mixture, it seems best to state that, having given it a fair trial, we are 

not warranted in recommending it for use as a substitute for Bordeaux 

mixture. ‘The adhesive properties of such material are often poor, 

and, on the whole, they have given very meagre results in comparison 

with liquid Bordeaux. ‘The results obtained at other experiment sta- 

tiors seem to confirm the results of the work at this station. 

Certain modifications of Bordeaux mixture have been made at the 

New Jersey Agricultural College Experiment Station,* which compare 

favorably with the usual formula for Bordeaux. In one of these modi- 

fications, termed ‘‘ Soda Bordeaux,” caustic soda was used instead of 

lime to neutralize the copper sulphate; the quantity of caustic soda 

recommended is 1.1 pounds for every five pounds of copper sulphate. 

A second modification substitutes caustic potash for the lime, three 

pounds of the potash being used to neutralize five pounds of copper 

sulphate. In this case, however, potash, such as is obtained in bulk, 

is referred to, and, as this contains varying proportions of impurities, 

the quantity (in weight) required to neutralize the copper sulphate will 

also vary, so in using this formula, as also the one for soda Bordeaux, 

it is advisable to test with red litmus paper. Add the caustic soda or 

potash solution to the copper sulphate until upon inserting into it a 

little piece of red litmus paper a faint tinge of blue appears ; when the 

blue tinge begins to show, enough has been added. ‘These modified 

Bordeaux mixtures, in somwhat extended trials, seemed to be nearly 

if not quite as effective as the common form, and in certain cases, per- 

haps, present some advantages. ‘They do not clog the nozzle. 

Apply the proper remedy at the right time.—One of the essential 

features of successful spraying, and one often overlooked, is to apply 

the proper remedy at the right time. To know what to apply, and 

when to apply it, is generally not a difficult matter if a few facts be 

kept in mind. Practically all insect enemies of plants, for which 

spraying is a specific, may be divided intu two. classes with respect to 

their habits of feeding, and the remedy to be applied will depend upon 

these habits. ‘The insects of one class, of which the potato bug and 

* Ninth Ann, Rep., 1896 (Report of Botanist). 
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apple-tree tent-caterpillar are familiar examples, eat parts of the plant 

—usually the leaves. The remedy for such pests is to apply a poison 

to their feeding ground. Paris green is the poison most commonly 

used in such cases. 

The other class of insects comprises those which suck the juices of 

the plant. The aphides or plant lice, which have been so abundant 

the past season on the growing shoots of apple, plum and cherry-trees 

represent this type; the scale insects,as the San José scale, also belong 

here. A moment’s thought will make it plain that Paris green could 

in no wise injure an enemy of this sort since it does not get the poison 

with its food. ‘This type of insect must be destroyed by applying 

something which will kill it by coming in contact with it. Kerosene, 

usually as an emulsion, is the remedy in most common use. It must 

be remembered, however, that this will destroy only those insects with 

which it comes in contact. This, perhaps, will explain at least one of 

the reasons why ¢horoughiess is so essential to success. While kero- 

sene emulsion has been very generally recommended for insects of this 

type, with the advent of certain pumps which have recently been per- 

fected, this may not be the best way of applying it; with these pumps 

the kerosene may be so mixed and diluted with water as it is forced 

through the pump and out of the nozzle that no emulsion is necessary. 

It seems almost a waste of time to say that Bordeaux mixture is the 

great specific for fungous diseases, and that it is not for destroying 

insects, yet recent experience convinces us that such a statement may 

well be made with considerable emphasis.* 

* Very often in the springtime persons come to us with this or a similar 
remark: ‘‘ My rosebushesareall covered with little whiteinsects. Whatcan I 
dofor them?’’ We usually say, ‘‘ Spray them with kerosene emulsion,’’ for 
that is about the best thing in common use, yet it is somewhat difficult to 
make, and the chances are that persons who ask for this information, 
rather than bother with making the emulsion, simply look on while the 
insects continue to eat up their rosebushes and other ornamentals. During 
the past season we have had various insecticides and fungicides under obser- 
vation. Among them was one called ‘‘ Fir-tree Oil Soap,’’ another ‘‘ Kill-m- 
right,’’ both of which have given excellent satisfaction in combating aphis, 
rose-leaf hopper and other soft-bodied insect pests common tothe front yard 
and garden. Each of these is a salve-like material conveniently put up in 
smal] tin cans, and they are made ready for use simply by dissolving in a 
little hot water and then diluting to the desired strength. About one ounce 
toa gallon of water seems sufficient for destroying aphis and other soft- 
bodied insects. 
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Two cases where Bordeaux prevents loss by insects —TVhere are only 

two cases, so far as we definitely know, wherein Bordeaux is of service 

in preventing the ravages of insects, and in these instances it cannot 

properly be called an “insecticide” for it does not kill the insects but 

simply makes their feeding ground unpleasant. ‘These two cases may 

be briefly mentioned. It has been repeatedly observed that potatoes 

well sprayed with Bordeaux are much freer from the attacks of the 

flea-beetle than unsprayed potatoes are. It was with this fact in mind 

that the writer, the past spring, sprayed with Bordeaux some cucum- 

ber vines which were being destroyed by the striped cucumber beetle. 

It was with some surprise, considering the persistent habit of these 

insects, that they were found to have disappeared when the plants — 

were examined a short time after the application was made. Several 

sprayings served to protect the plants from further injury. This is the 

result of only one season’s experiment ; further observations may not 

confirm this opinion, although similar results have been reported from 

the New Jersey Agricultural College Experiment Station.* This 

report had not been seen by the writer when the above experiment was 

made. ‘The fact ought to be reiterated that the beneficial results of 

Bordeaux in these cases is simply in making the foliage of the plants 

an unpleasant place for the insects, and, as a rule, it is of no value as 

an insecticide. 

Thoroughness is most important.—W hile the application of improper 

materials and use of right materials at improper times are productive 

of much dissatisfaction with spraying, we are convinced that careless- 

ness and work indifferently done are the cause of more unsatisfactory 

results from spraying than almost all other causes combined. Com- 

paratively few people yet know how to spray and do it well, notwith- 

standing the fact that it is generally not a difficult thing to do. So 

the one essential to satisfactory results from spraying, as it appeals to 

us, which needs more emphasis than any other, is ¢horoughness in the 

work. The requisites forsuch a job of spraying are a tree or plant 

well pruned, a good pump, a good nozzle, abundance of spraying 

material (it is not expensive), and with all, a fair degree of patience on 

the part of those who are doing the work; then spray the tree until 

every leaf is moistened—until the material begins to drip from the 

* Ninth Ann. Rep., 1896, p. 358. 
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tree. Of course a few other accessories are necessary aside from 

those mentioned, but they are what anyone attempting to spray would 

almost of necessity possess. 

In these times of low prices, the question of whether to spray or 

not to spray has often been asked. First-class and fancy fruit of all 

kinds will usually sell at a profit while inferior grades are a drug on 

the market at any time. It is a fact of common observation that the 

. finest fruit is that which has been sprayed. Not long ago the writer 

was comparing two vineyards which were situated side by side and 

under similar conditions in practically every respect. One vineyard 

had been thoroughly sprayed and the fruit was perfect, selling at a 

profit, and the foliage was healthy. ‘The other vineyard had been left 

unsprayed and scarcely a perfect cluster of fruit could be found and 

the vines were in as pitiable a condition as the fruit. Such a product 

could not have sold for enough to pay for picking. This is only one 

of many instances which might be mentioned as an argument for 

careful spraying ; and what is true of grapes is often true of other fruits. 

Again, it sometimes happens that conditions are unfavorable for the 

development of bugs and fungi and, for a single year, there is very 

little difference between sprayed and unsprayed fruit. It should be 

remembered that the effect of spraying is not confined solely to the 

year in which it is done, but among those who have had abundant 

opportunities for observing it is held that trees sprayed for a series of 

years and then left unsprayed for a season, are more vigorous and 

produce better fruit than trees which have not been sprayed at all. 

When to spray and when not to spray.—The time of making the appli- 

cations varies with the condition of the season, but for orchard fruits, 

when treated against the more common insect and fungous foes, we 

may say in a general way, spray first, just before the fruit buds open ; 

second, just after the blossoms fall; and third, ten days or so after the 

second spraying. Ina dry season, the third application may not be 

necessary, while in an excessively rainy one more than three may pay. 

When to spray cannot be regulated by rule. When not to spray, at 

least in one particular, can be stated with emphasis. If the spraying 

solutions contain poisons, as they should at that season of the year, do 

not under any conditions spray when the trees are in bloom. Nothing is 

accomplished by spraying at this time which cannot be attained either 

before the blossoms open or after they fall. More than this, irrepar- 
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able damage is almost sure to follow spraying at this time. Every- 

one has observed how active the bees are among the blossoms of fruit 

trees, and on this activity of the bees depends very largely the develop- 

ment of the fruit. As they carry pollen from one blossom to another, 

they are doing a kindness to the fruit- grower which he little appreci- 

ates. If, then, these friends of the orchardist find the blossoms covered 

with poison, as they will do if the trees are sprayed when in bloom, 

their death from the effects of the poison is only too sure to follow, 

and with the death of each bee the fruit- grower loses a friend. This 

loss is not only to the man who grows fruit, but to the bee-keeper as 

well. It is also a question if the spray may not injure flowers when 

they are in full bloom. 

Conclusion.—All of the foregoing leads to the remark that the man 

who sprays or directs the work must think for himself. The various 

spraying materials can be made by rule, but when it comes to apply- 

ing them it is a different matter; general directions may be given, but 

these must be adapted to each case. A man who has regard for the 

health of his trees becomes to that extent a doctor; let him take the 

same care in diagnosing the ailments of his trees which the physician 

takes when called to see a patient. 
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Recapitulation. 

1. Many of the recently introduced insecticides and fungicides are 

no better than some of the older and better known materials, and nee 

are sometimes inferior to them. Page 249. 

2. Arsenite of lime prepared according to the directions of Dr. 

Kedzie seems to be the best substitute for Paris green. Page 249. 

3. Powdered Bordeaux mixture has not given good satisfaction 

with us. Page 251. 

4. Certain modifications of Bordeaux as proposed by Halstead 

may possess some advantages over the common formula for special 

purposes. Page 251. 

5. In spraying for insect foes, the kind of material used must be 

governed by the feeding habits of insects for which the treatment is 

made. Page 251. 

6. Bordeaux mixture seems to lessen the ravages of the striped 

cucumber beetle, as also the flea beetle. Page 253. 

7. Thoroughness in spraying is one of the most important elements 

of success and one often disregarded. Page 253. 

8. Spray at the proper time. Under no conditions spray with 

poisons when fruit trees are in full bloom. Page 254. 

- 
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BRIEF NOTES ON THE SAN JOSE SCALE. 

The San José scale has already become so widely distributed that 

its discovery in new and unexpected localities ought not to occasion 

surprise. And yet, when in the spring of 1897 it was discovered on 

the horticultural grounds of this station, it was a matter of consider- 

able surprise to those who were directly interested in the case. As 

soon as the fact of its presence was known, active measures were 

taken to dispose of the pest and the record of the experience of the 

past season constitutes the substance of the following notes. 

Its occurrence at Cornell_Whence came the scale to’ us, no one 

knows; the time of its coming is equally obscure. It was first dis- 

covered during the past spring on dwarf apple trees which had been ~ 

set some five or six years. When first observed the scales were found 

in almost innumerable numbers; so thick were they that the bark was 

completely covered in places. ‘These trees were at once rooted up 

and burned, a procedure which we have since regretted. An exami- 

nation of some shrubs of Cornus Baileyi, which were growing close 

to the apple trees, revealed the presence of the scales in great num- 

bers. ‘The insects were later found upon small shrubs of Pyrus nigra 

and Pyrus Aria. 

The first impression was that it came to us on the dwarf apple 

trees, but these had been under very close observation for a year or 

two, and if the scales had been present then, it seems hardly possible 

that they could have escaped notice. The fact that they were found 

upon a bush of Cornus Baileyi somewhat removed from the other 

affected plants seems to give some support to the supposition that the 

scales came on them and spread to the other species. This seems 

improbable, however, since all of the plants of cornus came from the 

wild along the shores of Lake Michigan. 

The mystery is the greater when we take note of the fact that all of 

the affected shrubs and trees have been growing in their present loca- 

tion for five or six years. It is not unlikely that the scale was with 

us for some years before its discovery, and on account of some favor- 

able condition or combination of conditions during the summer of 

1896, a rapid multiplication took place, and its presence became con- 

spicuous. See picture on title page. 
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Treatment.—F¥or certain reasons it was determined to save these 

shrubs of cornus and pyrus if it were possible, and by the advice of 

Mr. Slingerland, who, it should be said, has rendered valuabie assist- 

ance in locating infested plants, noting the effects of sprays, etc., the 

trunks and larger branches of the shrubs were treated with whale-oil 

soap, dissolved in water at the rate of two pounds of soap to one 

gallon of water. This has been much recommended, it being con- 

sidered the most destructive to the ‘scales of any insecticide which 

could be used without injury to the host. Even this material will 

injure foliage, so that it must be used when the plants are dormant or 

else, as in the case in question, applied only to the trunks and larger 

branches. It should be stated that the infested shrubs under treat- 

ment had already leaved out when the scale was discovered. 

The effects of the whale-oil soap, thus applied, were all that could 

be desired. No live scales could be found, after a lapse of several 

days, where this solution had been applied. A few of the shrubs 

which had been treated with a solution containing only half as much 

soap as the above, that is, one pound to a gallon of water, still bore 

live scales in considerable numbers. 

The whale-oil soap was applied about the first of May. Nothing 

more was done for several weeks, but a careful watch was kept of the 

condition of the scales, with the intention of treating them with kero- 

sene when the proper time should arrive. In the meantime, numerous 

experiments were made to determine how strong a mixture of kerosene 

and water could be safely applied without injury to the foliage. The 

result of this investigation indicated that a mixture of four parts of 

water and one of kerosene could be used with little or no danger of 

burning the foliage. 

Accordingly, on June 25, when the condition of the scales seemed to 

indicate that the young insects were about to migrate, the shrubs were 

thoroughly sprayed with a mixture of kerosene and water in the 

strength indicated, that is, one volume kerosene to four of water. On 

July 2, a second application of kerosene and water was made. ‘Treat- 

ment was now delayed for a time and on July 23, the shrubs were 

very carefully examined by Mr. Slingerland and not a single living 

scale was to be found. We felt encouraged. ‘There seemed to be no 

need of further attention, so the shrubs were left to themselves; but 

the end was not yet. 
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About the first of November, after the leaves had all fallen, the 

shrubs were again examined to see if any living scales could be found. 

After a half hour’s careful search, one or two young insects were dis- 

covered and a little distance from these was an old scale, apparently 

the mother-scale, which had doubtless escaped the spray. On another 

shrub at some distance from most of the infested ones, several old 

scales were found with numerous young ones in all stages of develop- 

ment. 

The fight was again renewed, and on November 16 the shrubs 

were all thoroughly sprayed, the same as they had been earlier in the 

season. December 8, the spraying was again repeated; each time 

great care was taken to strike every part of the shrubs with the spray, 

the one-to-four mixture of kerosene and water being used. 

January 4, 1898, the services of Mr. Slingerland were again 

requested, and on the shrub last referred to a considerable number of 

scales, mostly young ones, were found alive, although a rough estimate 

was made that nine-tenths of them were dead. 

This shrub upon which the most scales were found is one which 

was not known to be infested until sometime after whale-oil soap had 

been applied to the majority of those infested and consequently this 

treatment was withheld from the shrub. ‘The foliage was dense, and 

it was nearly surrounded by vigorous large-leaved shrubs of other 

species so that the June and July sprayings were doubtless less 

thoroughly applied than in case of the others which were more 

exposed, and in consequence more readily treated. 

When this work was first undertaken it was our hope that a com- 

plete extermination of the foe might be the result, and, indeed, the 

condition of affairs in July seemed to indicate that our hopes might 

be realized. It is not surprising, however, considering the extreme 

rapidity with which the San José scale multiplies, that a few of them 

are now to be found. If only a very small number of scales remained 

uninjured after the spraying on July 2, the natural result would be 

a great increase, as there was then several weeks in which reproduction 

would proceed. So the fact that some scales yet remain does not 

indicate that the method of treatment is at fault; it does indicate, 

considering the work as a whole, that in certain instances it was not 

sufficiently thorough. 
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Comparing the results of the sprayings made in June and July with 

those made in November and December, it would seem that the 

earlier applications are the more effective. In July, as already stated, 

no live scales could be found, although later developments make it 

apparent that there were at that time a few isolated scales unharmed. 

The more recent sprayings, particularly the last one, were as thorough 

as it was possible to make them, and while only a few scales are 

alive at the present time the number is more conspicuous than was the 

case in July, hence the conclusion that the scales are more easily 

killed in the spring than in the fall or early winter. ‘That this is true 

seems reasonable when we consider that in the spring the scales 

are 1N a growing condition while during the winter they are in a 

dormant state. 

Methods of applying the insecticides.—Whale-oil soap in a solution of 

two pounds of soap to a gallon of water is somewhat difficult to apply. 

In our work with the San José scale, thoroughness was conceived 

from the first to be the basis of all operations connected with the 

spraying, and it seemed best to apply the soap solution with a brush; 

an old paint brush with stiff bristles was used. This makes an opera- 

tion of this kind a little tedious, but it is surprising how rapidly the 

work may be done even with a brush; and a no more thorough way 

could be imagined. When this solution is hot it is sufficiently thin to 

permit its being applied with a pump, but on cooling, as it will do 

very quickly in small quantities, it becomes more or less stringy and 

semi-solid in its nature, so that it is difficult to put it on as a spray. 

The kerosene mixture was applied with a Success bucket pump 

with a kerosene attachment. ‘This pump is made by the Deming Co., 

Salem, Ohio, and is an acquisition to spraying apparatus. By means 

of this pump the necessity of making an emulsion with the kerosene 

is removed. 

General remarks.—Diluted kerosene, if as effective as our expe- 

rience indicates, will have several advantages over whale oil soap in 

fighting the San José scale. Not the least important of these is its 

cheapness when diluted for use, as compared with whale-oil soap, 

which costs about four cents a pound at wholesale and about six cents 

in fifty pound lots. The kerosene may be applied to the leaves or 

buds at any time without injury, while whale-oil soap, in solution 

sufficiently strong to kill the scales, will injure the foliage and buds, 
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and it can be applied only to the trunks and larger limbs except when 

the plants are thoroughly dormant. Kerosene is more easily applied 

than whale-oil soap. It is of uniform strength, while the qualities of 

whale-oil soap are quite uncertain. 

Pure kerosene has been recommended as a specific for this pest, and 

doubtless it is, but its effects upon the host plant are less certain. It 

is a well known fact that pure kerosene may be used on some plants 

with perfect safety and it has been so used on some of the orchard- 

hosts of this scale with apparent impunity; it has also been used with 

decidedly fatal results to the host. 

Natural enemies of the scale-—Tnhere are several of these, to which 

only a passing reference can here be made. 

There are several insects which feed more or less upon it anda 

number of fungi are its parasites, but its most destructive enemies, both 

insect and fungous, are natives of southern or warm climates and it is 

doubtful if these can be of much use in combating it in the north. 

The most destructive enemy, apparently, is a fungus (Sphaerostilbe 

coccophila) which is found in Florida. Its utility as a destroying agent 

has been studied and reported by Rolfs.of the Florida Experiment 

Station.* 
In the first part of this bulletin an attempt was made to point out 

the necessity of being thorough in the work of spraying. We would 

again emphasize the close connection which exists between thorough- 

ness and success. As important as this is in all ordinary spraying, it 

is even more so in attempting to combat the San José scale. The 

insect is so small and often attached to uneven places on the bark, 

particularly if the bark is rough and full of little crevices, that it is 

only with the utmost care that even a large percentage of the scales 

can be reached by the spray, to say nothing of exterminating the foe, 

and reproduction takes place with such phenomenal rapidity that one 

scale will soon give rise to thousands. 

* Bull. 41, Fla. Exp. Sta. 
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Summary on Treatment of San José Scale. 

1. Whale-oil soap used at the rate of two pounds to a gallon of. 

water will kill the scale, but its use is more or less restricted on accourt 

of its consistency when cold and from the fact that it injures the foliage 

and buds if they are in other than a dormant condition. Page 258. 

2. Kerosene applied at the rate of one part kerosene to four of 

water will destroy the scale. Page 258. 

3. The results of spraying in the spring compared with those 

obtained from late fall or early winter applications indicate that the 

scale is more susceptible to the action of insecticides in the spring than 
in the fall. Page 260. 

4. Whale-oil soap in solution may be applied by means of a pump 

while it is hot, but after it becomes cold a brush or some similar imple- 

ment is necessary to do thorough work. A spray pump with kerosene 

attachment is the most convenient apparatus for applying kerosene. 

Page 260. 

5. ‘There are several insects and fungous enemies of the scale but 

itis yet doubtful if they are of much economic. importance in the 

north. “Page 261. ; 

6. The San José scale does not seem to be very difficult to kill 

when insecticides are brought in contact with it. The difficulty arises 

chiefly from the fact that the scales are often more or less protected by 

the rough bark, crevices and other natural conditions of the host, 

and from the rapid increase of the pest. 

7. Great care and thoroughness are of paramount importance. 

When the work is thoroughly well done and frequently repeated, 

satisfactory results may be expected. Page 261. 

; Hi. P-sGourn. 
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HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE, ALBANY: 

Sir: This bulletin is our first attempt to answer the many ques- 

tions respecting the diseases of the pear. ‘There is a special reason 

for taking up the investigation from the fact that the common leaf 

disease of the pear in this state is a different fungus than has been 

supposed. The inquiry has shown that two very distinct diseases 

have been confused, and in the future we should speak of leaf-blight less 

and of leaf-spot more. The bulletin also calls attention to the dreaded 

fire-blight; and although nothing can be done to directly intercept the 

disease, the injury may be somewhat averted if the grower’s eyes are 

so sharpened that he discovers the disease upon its first appearance. 

1... 2. ROBERSS; 

Director. 
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I. GENERAL ACCOUNT. 

In horticultural writing much attention has been given to the leaf- 

157.—Leaves of Anjou pear injured by leaf-spot fungus. 

blight of the pear, a disease sometimes called leaf-spot. ‘The leaf-blight 

is a fungus of wide distribution and of much economic importance, 

* Septoria piricola Desm, 
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Recent critical study, however, shows that an entirely different injurious 

pear-leaf fungus is very probably much confused with the leaf-blight. 

I would suggest that the name leaf-blight may well be confined to the 

well-known disease about which so much has been written, and that 

the term leaf-spot may appropriately be used to denote the fungus to 

which I wish here to call special attention. 

This leaf-spot is not one of those fungi of minor economic import- 

ance to be wholly neglected, or which should secure attention at the 

hands of botanists alone. Nevertheless, in this country it had not 

been mentioned in the bulletins or other economic publications until the 

notes sent out from this laboratory last year ;* yet it has been casually 

mentioned in several German works.t I do not find anywhere, how- 

ever, that it has received deserved attention from the economic point 

of view, being entirely overlooked or neglected in this country. 

While studying some pear diseases during the summer of ’g5, Pro- 

fessor Atkinson found this leaf-spot abundant in the orchards of 

Ithaca and vicinity, and before the close of the summer he observed 

it at Syracuse and Geneva, where considerable injury was done to the 

foliage of orchard trees. 

During the season of ’96 and ’g7 I have continued observations 

upon this leaf-spot, and it proves to be a disease of considerable 

importance, and a fungus widely distributed. To the ordinary 

observer the character of the spots may not seem to differ materially 

from those of the leaf-blight, but careful observation will readily 

distinguish them. ‘The mature leaf-spot as it appears on the green 

leaves is usually larger, more sharply defined, and somewhat angular, 

being roughly limited by subdivisions in the venation. See figures 

157 and 158.4 The spots may show three fairly well differentiated 

zones of color. The center is grayish white, and herein appear the 

*1)Atkinson, Geo. F.—Leaf-spot of Pear. Garden and Forest, X. pp. 

73-74, 1897. 
2)Duggar, B. M.—Another Injurious Leaf-spot of Pear. Report Proceed- 

ings West. N. Y. Hort. Soc., 1897. 

+!)Sorauer, P.—Pflanzenkrankheiten, Zweite Auflage, II. p. 390. 
2)Tubeuf, K. F. Von.—Diseases of Plants Induced by Cryptogamic Para- 

sites (English edition) p. 
{Figures 157, 166, 168, and the frontispiece are from photographs made 

by Professor Geo, F, Atkinson, 
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minute black fruit bodies, or pycnidia, in which the spores are borne. 

The next zone is brown, and this often grades into a region purplish 

in color. ‘The details of these characters are lost in old or dried leaves ; 

but the cluster of fruit-bodies is very evident in the center of the spot 

158.—Small, angular spots produced by the reaf-spot fun gus onan unknown variety 
of pear in a neglected orchard. 

on one or both surfaces of the leaf, especially if examined with a 

hand lens. 

2. GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE FUNGUS. 

There is every reason to believe that in New York State this fungus 

is to be found wherever there are pears. I have collected it in three- 

fourths of the counties bordering the N. Y. C. and H. R. R. R. from 

Buffalo to New York, and it is also abundant in south central portions 

of the state. It has been sent to me from Pennsylvania, Maryland 
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and Virginia, and pear leaves from Alabama show spots characteristic 

of this disease, although the immature condition of the fungus renders 

a definite determination difficult, Nevertheless, from the above we 

are assured of its general distribution in the eastern states, and in 

many places it is the most abundant leaf fungus of the pear. 

3. OCCURRENCE IN ORCHARDS. 

By far the majority of observations as to distribution were made 

upon orchard trees, since these are generally more accessible. For- 

tunaiely, there is no evidence to show that this disease ever attacks 

the fruit, so that there is little danger of losing a growing crop. The 

foliage of susceptible varieties, however, is often greatly injured by 

midsummer, and many trees are partially defoliated in August. At 

Black Hook I observed a number of yard pear trees more than half 

defoliated on June 17. At Cayuga large blocks of several varieties were 

considerably defoliated by the latter part of August, but during the 

midsummer the leaves were only spotted and somewhat discolored. 

Under ordinary circumstances, a number of varieties are so slightly 

injured that the defoliation is scarcely evident before the appearance 

of frost, unless there are adjacent resistant varieties for comparison. At 

any rate, many varieties suffer more or less, and even though affected 

leaves should adhere until after the summer pears are gathered, the 

injury to the leaf throughout the summer and its fall a month or more 

before the normal time are sufficient injuries to demand our attention. 

We must assume that the vigor of the tree is thus reduced for the per- 

fection of its product another year. Only a series of experiments 

through a period of years could determine accurately the extent of such 

injuries. 

There has been collected a considerable amount of data as to varie- 

ties affected, but mostly in small orchards. Such matters are also liable 

to great variation, and I present a general account merely for the sug- 

gestion it may give. In this connection notes on a single orchard are 

valuable for the comparison of varieties, as far as they go. In the 

orchard of Mr. H.S. Coleman, of Geneva, no spraying was done 

during ’96. In round numbers there were about one thousand trees, 

distributed as to number in yariety as mentioned below, In order of 
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injury, this one orchard gave the following results, defoliation being 

not very great, even on October 1; it is mainly a comparison of leaf 

injuries : 

Variety. Number of trees. Effect. 

BOSH. aren oe ee ee I-5 Quite bad. 

NTA TOU SE RLF Ie 100 if 
iL, Gtise, BOMNE 16k aoqee'e hots 10-25 

ekOT OLS a at teats ba cle I-5 as 

REE ad asarnans etnias caiats A I-5 + 

MOPARS CANIS sen stan, auseae ee ee (one 10-25 Considerable. 

Summer Doyennes.: 5220.5: I-5 f 

Seckely. Sc.K Anal ats 100 ee 

Seldon sh. TS asking Bhs teat Beas 10-25 uG 

BBE GLEUE sy asc: 5 isle a /hsrrine ate ee 100 a 

WAM MEICE ce a Saye Tee oe 10-25 ce 

Picmsh=bedtity....ssc2.-.- - 10-25 Slight. 
josephine de Malines? 2... 2:*. I-5 x 

Vieariof Winkfield:). .i5. 2.) I-5 “ 

Clnpp’ SHavOriten< liad o.:on5 <2: 10-25 = 

BRECAEE oe tis toss ete ek Ae EH I-5 Very slight. 

Souvenir du Congress....... I-5 Bs 

HSMM a rs Gece See = wie ee 500 ve 

Wainer NiGHTS 65% 2.2. a2 age I-5 None. 

| CTE Tes ek eae ee shee I-5 None. 

On the University grounds the orchard of the department of horti- 

culture was given at least one spraying during the season of ’96, but 

even here the disease was generally prevalent to slight extent. Obser- 

vations upon this orchard and upon others indicate that among the 

varieties more commonly cultivated, Anjou, Seckel, Bosc, Summer 

Doyenne, and Bartlett are very generally affected to considerable 

extent; Louise Bonne, Clairgeau, Clapp’s Favorite, Flemish Beauty, 

and others much less, falling into an intermediate and variable grade; 

Duchess uniformly very slightly affected; and Kieffer free from the 

leaf-spot fungus. 

The leaf-blight fungus in pear orchards is apparently not very 

abundant in this state, and instances of the confusion of the leaf-spot 

with the leaf-blight have come to our attention. ‘This may account for 

the statement that the leaf-blight, although of general occurrence in 

New York, rarely causes cracking of the fruit inthis state. Leaf-spot 

never affects the fruit. Nevertheless, one cannot go amiss in the treat- 
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ment of these diseases, mistaking one for the other, for the treatments 

as suggested are about the same. 

4. SPRAYING EXPERIMENTS IN THE ORCHARD. 

For the season of ’97 it was decided to make some experiments for 

the prevention of this leaf-spot. Cayuga seemed our most convenient 

point, and on visiting some orchards at that place, I found that a small 

orchard owned by H.S. Wiley contained a number of trees of two 

desirable varieties, and upon an examination of the old leaves of the 

previous year, it was found that the leaf-spot had been present to con- 

siderable extent. Mr. Wiley consented to have the work done, and 

put his orchard at our disposal, as well as the use of his barrel pump; 

and I was assisted in the work by F. T. Wiley. 

As originally planned, these experiments were designed to test the 

effect of three standard fungicides, the number of sprayings necessary, 

and the best time for spraying. Owing, however, to a difficulty in 

securing certain materials for the first application, the original plan 

could not be fully carried out. 

The three fungicides used and the formule employed were as 

follows : 

Bordeaux. 

Sulphate of copper (bitte vitriol)... © 64.10 0255" oes 6 pounds. 
VCR AM te nop eee oie SecA wie Oietc Ta we ov a8 Sie SOR 4 pounds. 

IU AUCE hee ckisiticts etre tes oiatets latins audeise sion ahaa wees 50 gallons, 

Ammontiacal copper carbonate. 

AGN OUAPC OF CODDET mac. isd bce tls Meni me eiee «sae tes 5 ounces. 

SELOMS: AUIINOMIA shee soe cick dee waka ses begs wate 3 pints. 

A AROE. pion ee Nels > Snes Pee vo ale slat ape ate nate tie ees ws 45 gallons. 

Liver of sulphur solution. 

PAGASSCIRta MSTA EIGN Ss ae cee Sie csi sph ings, oOo /ia see Ee Oe 30 ounces. 

VALI hoe a ican a htc aiy tae wa ete sal atepsreis meneiite wien < 50 gallons. 

The general arrangement of the orchard is given in the diagram 

below. ‘The only changes from original settings are that in row A. 

Nos. 3, 4 and 5 are top grafted to Idaho; in B, No. 1 to Vermont 

Beauty, and throughout No. 8 the trees are top grafted to Kieffer, 

Missing trees are indicated by crosses, : 
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The original rows run as indicated by the lettered rows, and the 

spraying was made across both varieties, hence according to the num- 

bered rows. 

“IS eas eh stelevet le lotatsiaialstel-rs cVeinie/ata\sioletel state a iatsterctorsl= 

meee ee 
: moe eo tenes 

| KK & — & — & — &-— XK — 2 kk — kk _* E 

Meee ee ee 

(AE Reet de a 
Row 1, Ammoniacal copper carbonate, four times, May 6 and 27, 

june rr, July 7. 

Row 2, Ammoniacal copper carbonate, three times, May 6, June 11, 

July 17. 

Row 3, Bordeaux mixture, four times, May 6 and 27, June1t, 

July 17. 

Row 4, Bordeaux mixture, three times, May 6, June 11, July r7. 

Rows 5 and 6, Potassium sulphide, three times, May 27, June 11, 

July 17, 
Row 7 and g, check, unsprayed. 

Row 10, Ammoniacal copper carbonate, three times, May 27, 

June 11, July 17. 

Row 11, Ammoniacal copper carbonate, two times, June 11, 

July 17. 

Row 12, Bordeaux mixture, two times, June 11, July 17. 

Rows 13-17 unsprayed. 

Row 8 not included (Kieffer). 

It is seen that the first spraying (omitted from some) was made 

before the blossoms were fully open, the next soon after the petals 

fell, and two sprayings were made during the summer months. Notes 

were taken on August 3, September 2, and October 5. Defoliation 

ee ASA on 0 

| * & 
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began during August, and on September 2 the unsprayed trees were 

about one half defoliated; but detailed notes of this date will not be 

given, since those of October 5, some time previous to the autumn 

frosts, will show better the final status of the protection rendered. 

Row 1, very slightly affected. Leaves green and fresh. 

Row 2, same as I. 

Row 3, almost no indication of spot. Leaves remarkably healthy. 

Row 4, about the same as 3. 

Row 4 and 5, affected by the spot to considerable extent, but almost 

no defoliation by September 1. Badly spotted and slightly defoliated 

on October 5. 

Rows 7 and 9g, badly defoliated. 

Row 10, slight attack throughout, Seckels showing more injury. 

Row 11, badly spotted, about as in 5 and 6. 

Row 12, injured throughout, but not so much as row 11. 

At this time, and even earlier, the difference between the check 

rows and certain of the sprayed rows was so evident as to be noticed 

at considerable distance. ‘The sprayed trees maintained their leaves 

well, and the earliest autumn winds were not sufficient to jar them off. 

This became so evident late in October, that Mr. Wiley further 

emphasized my earlier observations by writing me: “ The trees you 

sprayed (that is, the fruiting pear trees) have retained their leaves 

most remarkably, while the others are now all defoliated.” 

Figure 159 shows, in the center, rows 3 and 4 sprayed with Bor- 

deaux; and on the right, rows 1 and 2, sprayed with ammoniacal 

copper carbonate. 

Figure 160, at the center, gives comparison between the check, on 

the right, and three sprayings with ammoniacal copper carbonate on 

the left. 

Summarizing the spraying experiments, it is well to suggest that 

three sprayings with Bordeaux gave almost perfect protection against 

the leaf-spot. ‘This spot may probably be quite effectually treated by 

the usual treatments given for pear scab. Where the codling-moth, 

but not the scab, prevails, the first treatment may be made in con- 

junction with the Paris green application, immediately after the petals 

fall, and two subsequent sprayings at intervals of two or more weeks, 

if thoroughly done, would secure protection throughout the season, 

it appears. My observations have been, moreover, that neglected 
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orchards, trees in turf and in small garden lots are more affected than 

a properly cultivated orchard. 

5- OCCURRENCE IN THE NURSERY. 

The principal nursery regions which I have examined in this con- 

nection are those in the vicinity of Dansville, Geneva, and Cayuga. 

While the leaf-blight is 

the financial bane of seed- 

ling pears, this leaf-spot 

is uniformly the fungus 

monopolist of budded 

stock after the first year. 

Budded stock of two years 

or older is often badly 

injured late in the sum- 

mer, and occasionally I 

have found the leaf-spot 

to a considerable extent 

upon one-year stock. Al- 

though well aware of its 

presence, nurserymen, as a 

rule, do not consider this 

sufficiently injurious to 

warrant their attention, 

especially as there is 

greater difficulty in spray- 

ing the stock of the second 

year; but many realize 

that it would be desirable 

to spray. Some make a 

practice of spraying the 

one-year stock early in the 

season, but those who do 

161.—Spraved late with Bordeaux, 

this are few, and the fact remains that it suffers less injury than older 

stock. As to the cause of this apparent immunity, several prominent 

nurserymen agree that with an abundance of room and with the 

good culture usually given the first year, the plant finds such favor- 
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able conditions as readily to hold the mastery. This is authen- 

ticated by my observations on older stock, which seems to be less 

162,—Sprayed with ammontiacal copper carbonate, 

affected when the culture 

has been well attended to. 

Nevertheless, the spot is 

abundant on certain vari- 

eties In spite of any culture 

which I have seen. 

Extensive notes have 

been taken as to the extent 

of injury among the dif- 

ferent varieties, but there 

is so much variation that 

no definite statement 

should be made at present. 

Certainly, however, thus 

far Anjou, Seckel, Shel- 

don, Summer Doyenne, 

Dana’s Hovey, Frederick 

Clapp, and Bartlett have 

shown the greatest injury, 

somewhat in the order 

named; Duchess very 

slightly affected, with 

Kieffer quite free; and all 

of the remaining varieties 

ordinarily grown _ suffer 

more or less. 

Spraying experiments on 

rather old nursery stock 

were also begun at Cayuga, but through an unfortunate misunder- 

standing most of the stock was removed after the second spraying, 

and the only result of interest is the comparison between a few 

Seckels and Anjous, sprayed late with Bordeaux and ammoniacal 

copper carbonate respectively. Figures 161 and 162 indicate these 

comparisons. 
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6. Microscopic CHARACTERS. 

A thin section through a diseased spot* is shown in figure 163. 

Here we see at e the outer cell layer, or epidermis, of the leaf on both 

163.—Cross section through a leaf-spot, showing the fruit body and spores of 

the leaf-spot fungus. 

sides. At # is shown the palisade layer of cells often containing so 

much of the green coloring matter of the leaves, and below this the 

* Portions of leaves showing the fungus, after being properly fixed and 

dehydrated, were imbedded in paraffine, sectioned, and stained. The 

Ehrlich-Biondi-Heidenhain combination works well, staining green the 

deadened host cells and older hyphal elements, while the basidia, younger 

hyphe, and fresher leaf tissues are colored red. A carmine and nigrosin 

combination also works well. 
The spores do not germinate very readily in agar alone, but I have 

secured abundant germination in agar containing pear-leaf decoc- 

tion, Isolated spores were then remoyed to bean-stem and pear-stem 
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general leaf tissue, gf isa section through the hollow mature fruit 

body, or pycnidium, con- 

taining the countless 

spores. Each spore was 

originally borne on a little 

pedicel, or basidium, which 

seems to grow out from 

the wall. When the pyc- 

nidium is ripe, water is 

absorbed, and these masses 

of spores ooze out of the 

mouth of the pycnidium 

in a long horn-like pro- 

jection, very dark in color. 

Here, ‘then;.-they  areat 

the surface ready for dis- 

semination. With suitable 

conditions of moisture 

they germinate readily 

upon other pear leaves. 

Some germinating spores 

highly magnified areshown 

in figure 165. The germ 

tubes arise from either end 

164.—Culture of the leaf spot fungus on pods and (¢ and @), or from the 
stems of bean. ~ middle “(2, 0; evand 7) ar 

the spore, and readily 

-_penetrate the tissues of the leaf for the final production of another 

leaf spot. 

cultures. Here the fungus grew siowly at first, producing after several 

weeks the pycnidia of the Sep/oria. After several transfers this fungus 

grows quite luxuriantly on bean pods or stems, as seen in figure 164, pro- 

ducing the pycnidia in a short time, and the pycnidia are then not so defi- 

nite in form but formed of a very loose stromatic mass. The submerged 

hyphe are dark in color, while the aerial growth is dense and white, except 

the stromatic mass inclosing the pycnidium, I have had cultures for eight- 

een months; and although they have been subjected to various climatic 

conditions, nothing of further interest has as yet come from them. In 

nature the fungus is being closely watched for other stages, but I cun say 
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165.—Cerminating spores of the leaf-spot fungus. 

Pi DA Biot Be 

1. GENERAL ACCOUNT. 

The above disease has been known in this country for many decades, 

and throughout this period it has figured in horticultural discussions. 

During the past ten years it has been freely discussed from the prac- 

nothing definite upon this point at present, although other fungi have been 

found on the old leaves. 

This Septoria is very evidently to be referred either to S. pzricola Desm. 
or to SS. migerrima Fuck. ‘Through the kindness of Professor W. G. Far- 

low, the American specimens have been compared with .S. piricola in Des- 

maziere, Herbier de la France, and with S. zzgerrima in the Mycotheca 

Universalis and in the Klotzsch collection No. 1755, to which Fuckel referred 

his nigerrima in the original description. Dr. Farlow would not regard the 

European specimens as distinct species ; and our American form, he finds, 

differs, if at all, only in that the spores are somewhat more nearly alike at 

both ends, whereas the European specimens may be somewhat blunte:z at 

oneend. Ihave also compared the American specimens with No. 2259 of 

the Rabenhorst Fungi EKuropaei, labeled .S. pzrzcola, and the two areidentical. 

It will be noted that Saccardo doubts the distinctness of these two species 
from his query concerning the difference of colorin the cirrae. In S. piri- 

cola they are described as white to olivaceous, while in .S. xzgerrima they 

are given as black This, however, may be of slight importance since the 

description 1s evidently incomplete. The American specimen and the 

Rabenhorst are both 2-septate, thus agreeing further with the published 

description of 5S. prriccla Desm. 

t Entomosporium maculatum Vev. 
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tical and scientific point of view in various publications of the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture, and in many bulletins of the various Experi- 

ment Stations. It will not be amiss further to emphasize the results 

of general interest, especially in connection with the notes already 

given concerning the leaf-spot. ‘The leaf-blight is well known wher- 

ever the culture of the pear has been introduced, and since what is 

probably the same fungus occurs abundantly on the quince and some 

other members of the rose family, it finds abundant host plants for 

fruitful propagation in almost any region. 

‘The spots are very evident on the upper surface of affected leaves. 

They occur at first as small discolored areas, becoming dull red with 

darker margins. Singly, they are small with circular outlines ; but often 

they are clustered together, or merged one into another. With age the 

spots are darker, losing some of their characteristics. The leaf often 

becomes yellowed or browned and is readily detached from the 

branch by jarring. ‘There may be seen in the center of each spot at 

maturity a minute dark papilla. As noted later, it is herein that the 

spores are borne. 

The spots of this fungus are usually smaller than those of the leaf- 

spot, more nearly circular, and not so clearly defined on the under 

surface. 

On the fruit the spots of the leaf-blight are red at first, but soon 

become darker. The drying of the epidermal layers of cells may 
cause a cracking of considerable extent, as in the case of pear scab, 

an injury from which rotting may readily ensue. The term cracking 

is no more to be applied to this disease, however, than to the scab. 

Figure 166 shows a pear merely spotted by the disease. 

2. MIcROSCOPIC CHARACTERS. 

Making a thin section through the spot of this leaf-blight where the 

blackened papilla is noted, authors have described the spores as 

massed just beneath the cuticle. These minute spores are very unique 

in form, which to the imaginative mind of an early botanist suggested 

a miniature insect wel! provided with feelers ; hence the generic name 

of the fungus, Lx/omosporium, expresses this resemblance, See figure 

167 for individual spores, 
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The mycelium, or vegetative threads, of the fungus penetrate the 

epidermal layer, and to some extent the general tissue of the leaf, 

breaking down the cells consider- 

ably in that region of the leaf show- 

ing the spot. 

With proper conditions these 

spores germinate readily, and ulti- 

mately produce again the spot 

wherever they secure an entrance 

into the tissues of the leaf. Sorauer 

claims that from the germination 

of the spore to the appearance of 

mature spores in the spot it may 

induce, about one month is re- 

quired.* : 

3. OCCURRENCE IN THE ORCHARD 

AND REMEDIES.t 

The leaf-blight has proved a pest 

to orchardists throughout the coun- 

try, yet it has been less injurious in 

New York than in many states 

farther south and west. I find it spate Sassy 

more abundant in the Hudson 167.—Pear injured by the leaf-blight 
Valley than in other sections ot AMS on Rr 

New York. It seems to attack 

quite generally the varieties more commonly cultivated, although 

Duchess and Kieffer have often been reported resistant. Many 

varieties in one place reported free from the disease are reported 

badly injured in other sections. 

* NOTE.—Sorauer has described at length a winter form or perfect stage 

of the Extomosporium which he has called Stigmatea mespili, On wintered 

_leaves of quince Professor Atkinson has also found this fungus, and he has 

suggested referring it to the discomycetous genus Fabrea. See Garden 

and Forest, 1. c. 

+ It is to be noted that in this connection we can refer to the results only 
as published, but owing to the comparative abundance of the leaf-spot in a 

few eastern states where the leaf-blight only has been reported upon, there 

is danger that some important mistakes have been made. | 
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Experimental work at various places throughout the country has 

shown that the Bordeaux mixture is the most efficient fungicide. 

Results obtained by the Division of Vegetable Pathology, both in 

nurseries and orchards, are especially encouraging. Work on a large 

orchard in Virginia, during 1893, made it clear that for the particular 

region early sprayings alone did not at all suffice, and that no very early 

applications are necessary for the treatment of this disease in the 
orchard. Unspraved trees were badly 

defoliated early in August, while trees 

which received two rather late spray- 

ings—one after the leaves were well 

formed, and another within the course 

of a month—were well protected. If 

thoroughly done, two sprayings seem 

ped eee iets leaf. blight to suffice. From the above piece of 

fungus. work, moreover, we learn that in treat- 

ing 16,000 trees, the cost for two 

sprayings was less than two cents per tree. As mentioned in con- 

nection with the other pear diseases, the 50-gallon formula of Bor- 

deaux is to be recommended. 

4. OCCURRENCE IN NURSERIES AND REMEDIES. 

In the nursery the principal damage is done to seedling pears, and 

further injury is usually to be attributed to the leaf-spot. As pre- 

viously mentioned, the budded stock is much less frequently affected 

by the leaf-blight. Seedling pears throughout the state, and generally 

throughout the country, suffer seriously from it. The youngest foliage 

is first affected, and often the leaves fall early in the season. Later in 

the season the sunken reddish areas on the tips of the branches indi- 

cate the disease on those parts, and Sorauer has shown that in the latter 

places the disease may readily pass the winter. In this country Fair- 

child has also corroborated these views. 

The premature hardening or ripening of the young wood prevents 

the budding operation; or, if budding is not entirely prevented, the 

early cessation of growth in the formative cambium of the stock renders 

a perfect union of the woods difficult to secure. 

The results of all properly conducted experiments upon nursery stock 

indicate that Bordeaux mixture as a fungicide is essential to success 
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where this disease prevails. Five or more sprayings have not given 

perfect protection; but they have been extremely profitable on the 

American, French, and Japan stocks generally. In large nurseries, and 

with horse-_power machines, the cost should not exceed twenty-five 

~ cents for each 1,000 trees. 
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IL PEAR Se aBs 

1. GENERAL ACCOUNT. 

During the past two years a number of inquiries have been received 

concerning pear scab, and among the smaller orchardists or others with 

a small number of trees, equally as many inquiries have related to the 

168.—Summer Doyenne badly injured by pear-scab. 

well-known pear blight. 

Consequently, it has 

seemed well to incor- 

porate in this bulletin 

such brief accounts of 

these two diseases as 

will give the information 

desired. 

The injurious effects 

of pear scab are well 

understood by many 

orchardists; and by 

some the disease is 

combated faithfully and 

successfully, but to 

others it is an inevi- 

table attendant of pear 

culture. During the 

past summer I was sur- 

prised to find how often 

pear scab is confused 

with certain insect 

punctures and other 

minor injuries. I pre- 

sume, however, that no 

one who ever grew so 

susceptible a variety of pear as the Flemish Beauty could long remain 

ignorant of the scab. The pear shown in figure 168 is from a photo- 

graph of a Flemish Beauty. Although much is lost when colors are 

*Fusicladium pirinum (Lib.) Fckl. 
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not reproduced, one sees there the essential characteristics of the scab 

in pronounced form upon the fruit. 

With many varieties of pear, this cracking may accompany the 

scab as well as the leaf-blight, or, apparently even certain irritating 

external agencies may produce the cracking, provided the respective 

agencies affect the pear during the growing period. 

On the fruit the pear scab produces at first merely brownish or 

olivaceous markings. ‘These discolorations are due, in part, to a short 

surface growth of the fungus, and to the deadening of the epidermis 

169.—A cross section through a scab spot on pear fruit, giving 

the location and the appearance of the fungus, 

of the pear. Summer Doyenne, illustrated in the frontispiece, shows 

the characteristic appearance before there is any indication of cracking. 

The figures do not show clearly any of these spots upon the leaves, 

but the leaves are often severely affected, the spots being usually more 

abundant in the neighberhood of the midrib on tne under surface. 

During the past year Professor L. H. Bailey received from Michigan 

some leaves so badly affected that the fungous growth covered the 

greater portion of both surfaces, and the leaf was considerably 
curled therefrom. 

Pear scab has been known botanically since 1832, when it was 

found in Belgium ; but it is only within the past twenty years that it 
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has had a place in economic literature. Hereafter, at least until 

unsusceptible and otherwise satisfactory varieties are introduced, to 

the successful orchardist a knowledge of scab is as essential as a 

knowledge of pruning. 

2. SPECIAL CHARACTERS OF THE FUNGUS. 

(a.) Microscopic appearance.—The olivaceous growth on the fruit, 

leaves, and twigs is largely made up of short erect threads somewhat 

uneven at their tips. These threads produce the spores or repro- 

ductive bodies. A thin section through a scab spot on the fruit 

examined under the microscope shows what I have represented in 

figure 169. Over the entire surface of the pear, as of plants in 

170.—Germinating spores of the pear-scab fungus. 

general, there is a definite outer layer of cells which we call the 

epidermis, as shown at ¢. The outer wall of this epidermal layer 

usually becomes thickened into a very tough resistant cuticle, ¢, 

figure 169. Inside of the epidermal layer of the pear we find the 

pulpy cells and the gritty cells of the fruit without special regularity, 

as at g. In the diagram it will be seen that the mat-like mass of 

fungous threads is developed largely just beneath the epidermis,* 

*It will be seen that the above description of the location of the hyphe 

is somewhat different from that given by several authors. Sorauer* states 

that the stroma occupies mainly the epidermal cells in apple scab. Ader- 
hold} in his interesting paper on the Fusicladia finds the hyphz always 

subcuticular at first, and mainly subcuticular throughout. My sections, 

made from pear fruit only, show that the principal stroma in this case is 

undoubtedly at first subepidermal. The sections studied were made from 

material imbedded in paraffine, and they were stained with the Ehrlich- 

Biondi-Heidenhain mixture. 
* Pflanzenkrankheiten, Zweite auflage, IT., 394. 

+ Aderhold, Cf. Bibliography. 
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and they never extend very farinto the pulp of the pear. They 

often penetrate the cells of the epidermis, deriving their nutriment 

entirely from these outer layers. ‘The erect threads 4, figure 169, 

arise from this mass of threads, break the cuticle, and produce the 

spores as seen at s. Later, the epidermis is ruptured, and then we 

find that a definite corky layer has been formed by the cells of the 

fruit below the diseased area, figure 169, &. 

Figure 170 shows how these spores germinate. After falling upon 

the leaf or the fruit, with suitable conditions, the spore absorbs water, 

and pushes out a little thread, or germ tube. ‘This germ tube has the 

power of passing in through the cuticle and epidermis, where it 

branches greatly and develops the thread-like mass of fungous hyphe, 
and soon again the scab spot is seen on the surface. 

(6.) How the fungus passes the winier.—It has been seen that pear 

scab often attacks the twigs of the first year. The fungous threads are 

extremely resistant, and buried in the bark of the twigs it is generally 

admitted that the disease may thus pass the winter, producing the 

following spring a crop of spores to reinfect the young branches and 

leaves, as well as the fruit clusters. It is also believed that the fungus 

may pass the winter in the diseased fruit and leaves. In Germany a 

winter stage of the fungus has been found belonging to the genus 

Venturia. 

In artificial cultures on bean stems and other nutrient media, I have 

grown for some time the fungi of apple and pearscab. ‘These cultures 

have yet given no indication of this other fruiting stage, or winter 
form of the fungus. 

(c.) Does pear scab differ from apple scab ?—It is well known that 

pear scab differs from apple scab in some particulars; but some have 

claimed that these differences are so small as not to denote that the 

fungi are distinct. However, it is of considerable practical importance 

to know that some recent work tends to show that these fungi are dis- 

tinct species; hence, if this is true, pear scab cannot spread to the 

apple, and there cause apple scab, or vice versa. 

3. VARIETIES AFFECTED. 

Scab affects to a greater or Jess extent a number of the varieties 

commonly grown in New York. ‘The data upon this subject are lim- 

ited, but it is generally reported that Le Conte, Kieffer and Bartlett 
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are less attacked than such varieties as Anjou, Lawrence, Duchess, 

Clairgeau, Sheldon, Seckel, Summer Doyenne, Flemish Beauty and 

Jones. On Seckel, Flemish Beauty and Summer Doyenne I have 

found it very abundant during the past two years. In a list of about 

24 varieties given by Beach in Bulletin 84 of the N. Y. State Exp. Sta. 

we find none other than the three mentioned included among those 

only slightly attacked. 

4. REMEDIES. 

Since we may assume that this fungus lives over winter in the young 

branches or diseased fruit, it is quite evident that there is all the more 

reason for beginning any work of prevention at the earliest time expe- 

dient. Fairchild found that before the flower buds open the young 

scab spots may appear upon them. It is very important to prevent 

the early establishment of the disease; for once having secured a 

foothold, spores are rapidly produced and dissemination is very rapid 

during seasons favorable for the disease. | 

For the prevention of this fungus, many experiments have been 

made at various stations with the different fungicides. During the 

past few years special attention has been given to pear scab at the 

Geneva Station in New York. The final results are not at all discord- 

ant with those of other stations, and recommendations are made some- 

what accordingly. Spray three times with Bordeaux mixture of the 

50 gallon strength.* The first spraying should be made before blos- 

soming, but after the fruit buds burst; the second, immediately after 

the petals fall; and the third, about two weeks after the second. 
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PEAR: SLIGH &* 

(fire blight.) 

1. GENERAL APPEARANCE. 

Of all the diseases which affect the pear, there is no other which 

commands attention like the pear blight, or so-called fire blight. 

One may say that it commands attention, for surely its injuries are 

usually sufficiently evident—the progressive blackening of leaf and 

twig, or the death of the tree limb by limb—injuries which must appeal 

to any one with due interest, either zesthetic or pecuniary. The most 

evident cases of blight are at first manifest on the tender shoots or 

younger twigs by the blackened leaves and withered stems; gradually 

the progress of the disease is downward, an inch more or less each 

day, it may be; and finally the death of largest limbs may point out 

the very destructive course of this malady. 

With the more susceptible varieties, and under conditions favoring 

more succulent growth, blight may involve the entire body of the 

tree. Often, however, the disease is temporarily or permanently 

checked at definite places by the denser wood or other conditions, and 

at such places there is a sharp line of demarcation between the healthy 

part below, and the shriveled, blackened part above. In larger limbs, 

this break is quite as evident by the cracked appearance of the bark. 

Unfortunately, the forms of injury above described are not the only 

ones. ‘Those who have suffered by this disease know well that fre- 

quently the blossoms and the young fruit turn black and dry up. The 

disease may then remain in the fruits alone, or it may here, also, 

extend itself to larger limbs through the fruit spurs and twigs. 

* Bacillus amylovorus, Burrill. 
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2, HISTORICAL; 

Pear blight has probably been known in this country for over a 

century. It was crudely attributed to one or another of countless 

causes until 1880. At that time, through the studies of Professor T. 

J. Burrill, of the University of Illinois, we became acquainted with 

__ the indisputable means by which this disease is induced and dissemi- 

‘ nated. The germs of pear blight belong to that class of minute 

organisms known as bacteria, so many species of which are concerned 

in the many contagious diseases of man and animals, and so many 

others useful in various processes of fermentation. From 1883 to 

1887, while connected with the Geneva station, Arthur greatly increased 

our knowledge of this disease. Lastly, Waite of the U.S. Depart- 

ment of Agriculture, has cleared up many points regarding the disease 

in the flower, its spread by bees and other insects, with added sugges- 

tions concerning its eradication. 

3. SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE DISEASE. 

(a.) Zhe Bacteria.—We may well dwell upon some of the interesting 

points concerning the life and action of these pear blight bacteria. 

Often, when young shoots are affected, 

slight ruptures in the bark may be 

noted, and from these ruptures may 

be exuded minute gummy droplets. 

Examining under high powers of the 

microscope such exudation, or even 

the sap from diseased parts, we find 

innumerable little oval bodies floating 

about singly or in chains of two or 

more, each individual being a plant 

with great power of rapidly growing 

longer and dividing again and again  171.—7%e bacteria of pear blight. 

into similar simple bodies (see figure 

171). These individual bacteria are so small that it requires a mass 

of them to be evident to the unaided eye; indeed, to attempt to see 

the individuals in the little gummy droplet, or in the sap, would be 

like an attempt to see the separate rain drops in the approaching 

storm more than a mile away. 
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Nevertheless, we can grow these bacteria in large quantity upon 

slices of cooked potato, beef broth, and many other culture media. 

Here, with certain precautions, they may be grown entirely free from 

other germs—in pure cultures. Then these cultures may be used to 

inoculate healthy twigs, and the production of the disease in the latter 

gives all needed evidence of the true cause. These inoculation experi- 

ments were made by Burrill, and they have been confirmed time and 

again; so that, (1) finding these disease germs in affected twigs, 

(2) securing pure cultures of them, (3) by inoculation producing the 

disease, (4) characterized by the same germ—these make the cause 

undoubtable. ‘Thus we learn, also, that the disease is contagious, and 

that we need to take precautions against its spread. 

(0.) Kinds of trees affected —By means of cross inoculations from 

tree to tree it has been abundantly shown that the fire blight, or twig 

blight, of the apple, quince and crab; of the mountain ash, service 

berry, and several species of hawthorne are all due to the same organ- 

ism; and hence the disease may spread from one tothe other. During 

the past two years, I have found it attacking a Japanese Hawthorn 

and /irus Kaido. In short, this blight is a disease of many pomaceous 

plants of the rose family. 

(c.) Bacteria in the flowers.—Waite has shown that these bacteria 

will grow freely in the nectaries of the pear flowers, later penetrating 

into the solid tissues of flower, fruit and stem. By the agency of bees, 

which feed upon this nectary, the disease may be abundantly dissemi- 

nated during the blossoming period; but the bees are essential for 

cross pollination of the flowers.* 

(2.) Bacteria in the wood—The germs cannot enter the older 

tissues except through abrasions of the bark, and it is believed that 

there must be some insect or other slight injury in order that they may 

enter even the growing tip. The leaves afford no inlet for them, and 

localized trunk injuries may have been established by means of young 
shoots or water suckers. 

In order to understand how these bacteria may pass downward, 

once having gained entrance, we must recall the structure of a limb. 

Just between the soft bark and the wood is a layer of growing tissue, 

* Waite, M. B.—The Pollination of Pear Flowers, Bulletin 5. Diy, 
Vegetable Pathology, U. S. Dept. Agr, 
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the cambium, which develops each year a layer of new wood on the 

inside and a layer of new bark on the outside, so that all the young, 

active tissue is very closely connected. ‘The younger inner bark, how- 

ever, is the favorite region for the bacterial growth, containing, as 

it does, much nutritive material. 

Sometimes the cambium is also affected. In these tissues the bac- 

teria grow abundantly, passing gradually from cell to cell and destroy- 

ing much of the living portion of the branch as they go, but never 

circulating rapidly from branch to branch. ‘The surface is reached by 

means of the little cracks through which the gummy exudations arise. 

4. REMEDIES. 

(a.) The knife and the saw.—With a disease working as this does, 

it is very evident that there is no chance either for cure or prevention 

by means, of spraying. The heroic treatment of the knife and saw 

must be adopted and vigorously pursued, as has been claimed from 

the beginning. ‘The blackened leaves, alone, must not serve as signs 

of the diseased area, but one must examine carefully the branches and 

remove them six inches or more below the lowest discolorations. Often 

before cutting, pruners slice the bark downward to see where the injury 

ends. ‘This should not be done; it is better to be sure that you are 

below the infected area and run no such risk of infecting anew the 

tissue below. The cut surfaces of larger limbs and branches should 

be painted for protection against wound rots. 

(6.) When to cut.—Cutting out diseased portions should be done 

whenever the disease is evident. This may check the injuries tempo- 

rarily; but it has been shown that much can be done in the autumn 

to prevent the establishment of the disease the following spring. It 

has long been known that the disease may pass the winter in the 

branches by a slow growth in the neighborhood of late infections. 

Thorough work of eradication should especially be performed after the 

season of growth. ‘Then cut out every diseased branch and burn, so 

that in the spring, when the succulent growth begins again, there will 

be few places in which insects may come in contact with the bacterial 

exudations. Sometimes trees which are affected during the summer 

and autumn show no indication of the disease the next year, and I 

have observed this especially in the case of hawthorn and apple, but 

it seems much more likely to pass the winter in the pear. 
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(c.) Conditions favoring the disease.—The knife is our only ope of 

extermination, but there are undoubtedly conditions » .ich favor 

the disease. In a succulent, rapidly growing tree th bacteria find 

more favorable conditions for their development than in one which 

grows slowly, yet with sufficient vigor. For this reason too much 

nitrogenous manure is dangerous, and, for the same reason, a succu- 

lent growth induced by severe pruning should be avoided. It has been 

demonstrated by experiment that withholding water from potted trees 

which had been inoculated with blight would immediately stop the 

course of the disease. - 
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THE PROGRESS OF THE STATE EXTEN- 

SION WORK IN AGRICULTURE. 

(Work done under Chapier 128, Laws of 1897, known as Nixon Bill.) 

PARSE. I: 

INVESTIGATIONAL WORK. 

A bulletin (No. 137) was issued in May, 1897, on the Origin and 

Progress of Agricultural Extension Work. Preliminary reports were 

made in Bulletins 110 and 122. 

The present bulletin is issued for the purpose of recording as briefly 

as possible the work done from May 1, 1897, to February 1, 1898. 

The scope of the work under Chapter 437, Laws of 1896, set forth in 

Bulletin No. 137, was somewhat restricted, since the law required that 

the money appropriated should be expended in the Fourth Judicial 

Department in investigations and experiments and for disseminating 

horticultural knowledge by means of schools, lectures and bulletins. 

Chapter 128 of the Laws of 1897 provides for carrying on work 

throughout the entire state as follows: 

“Tn giving instruction by means of schools, lectures and other 

University Extension methods, or otherwise, and in conducting investi- 

gations and experiments; in discovering the diseases of plants and 

remedies therefor; in ascertaining the best methods of fertilization of 

fields, gardens and plantations; and best modes of tillage and farm 

_ management and improvement of live stock; and in printing leaflets 

and disseminating agricultural knowledge by means of lectures or 

otherwise; and in preparing and printing for free distribution the 

results of such investigations and experiments, and for republishing 

such bulletins as may be useful in the furtherance of the work; and 

such other information as may be deemed desirable and profitable in 

promoting the agricultural interests of the state.” 

The contemplated work was planned with care but there were many 

unknown conditions; therefore the scheme was pliable and provided 

only for the work contemplated for six months, at the end of which 

_time it was adjusted to meet the actual conditions and wants which 

were then found to exist. 
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The work under the Nixon Bill has been thrown into two general 

categories—that which is primarily investigational, and that which is 

more directly educational. Brief reports of progress in the investiga- 

tional work have been furnished by the divisions having the special 

subjects in charge. la some cases much of the work has been done 

by the head of the division; in others, it has been carried on by 

assistants under his direction. 

It is impossible to fully set forth in this brief space the full scope of 

the investigations completed and now in progress. ‘The work has been 

unusually fruitful in results which have either been set forth at length 

in bulletins, or will be published in the near future. 

Following are reports of the various departments concerned in the 

investigational work: 
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The Work in General Agriculture (I. P. Roberts, Chief). 

BY J. L._STONE. 

With the view of carrying the University Extension Work in Agri- 

culture to the farmers, early in the spring a circular was prepared 

describing some simple tillage experiments with potatoes, corn or 

sugar beets. Such decided results have been secured at the Station 

grounds by frequent and long continued tillage of the potato, that it 

was desired to learn if similar results might be secured by the farmers 

of the state, and with other crops as well as with potatoes. Corre- 

spondence was solicited with farmers who were willing to undertake 

experiments in co-operation with the Station. ‘The Department of 

Agriculture at Washington supplied us with a quantity of sugar beet 

seed which was sent to farmers asking for it so long as the supply 

lasted. : 

The interest of the farmer seems to center in the sugar beets, very 

few undertaking tillage experiments with any other crop. Nor 

were many of them so much interested in the effect of different 

methods of cultivation upon the crop as they were to discover if, under 

the system of cultivation most common in the vicinity or most con- 

venient to them during the season, their soils would produce a large 

yield of beets of sufficient richness to be profitably manufactured into 

sugar. There was, therefore, very little uniformity of methods in 

preparing the soil or cultivating the crop, and few attempted the com- 

parison of different methods on the same field. 

During August, members of the Station staff visited a large number 

of these experimental plats to note the conditions existing and advise 

the farmers in regard to their care. Again, in October, representatives 

of the Station helped to harvest parts of many of them. ‘The result 

of this work is fully set forth in Bulletin No. 143. The data relating 

to other work has not yet been tabulated for publication. Figure 172 

shows the post offices at which sugar beet investigations have been 

made. 
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Horticultural Division (L. H. Bailey, Chief). 

The horticultural enterprises which have been prosecuted under the 

auspices of the Nixon Bill during the past year have been of two 

general types, those conducted in various parts of the state, and those 

undertaken at the central Station at Ithaca. Work of a distinctly 

scientific nature can be prosecuted successfully only at the central 

Station, where facilities are at hand and where the subjects are 

constantly under the eye of the investigator. 

In field work in the state, the newer enterprises are at work with 

fertilizers in strawberries in Oswego county and experiments in celery 

culture on the onion lands of Orange county. The strawberry studies 

were begun by the late E. G. Lodeman, and they have now completed 

their second year. Some very satisfactory and practical results have 

been obtained, but it is desired to prosecute the work at least another 

year before reporting on it. Three years’ study of the effects of 

fertilizers on treed nursery lands at Dansville has now been brought 

to a close with satisfactory conclusions. Experiments begun some 

time since in Chautauqua and Yates counties in the fertilizing of 

vineyards are also going forward. 

At Ithaca, experiments were made during the summer on new 

spraying materials and devices, and on the means to combat the San 

José scale, which, fortunately for experiments, colonized itself on the 

horticultural grounds. Some of the results of the work appear in 

Bulletin 144. Other work at Ithaca is proceeding along the following 

lines: Studies of Japanese plums, of methods of tilling and handling 

orchard lands, mushroom growing, strawberry forcing (a preliminary 

report published in Bulletin 134), experiments in floriculture, and 

studies of practicable means of combating insects and fungi. 

Chemical Division (G. C. Caldwall, Chief). 

I. SUGAR BEET INVESTIGATIONS (BY G. W. CAVANAUGH). 

During the spring of 1897, this Station received from the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C., 500 pounds of sugar 

beet seed. ‘This seed was distributed in pound packages to 500 

farmers throughout the state, together with directions for planting the 

seed and cultivating the crop. 
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In order to obtain as correct information as possible relative to the 

conditions of soil, fertilizers, culture and atmosphere, a second circular 

was prepared and distributed during the latter part of September. 

This circular, besides containing directions for sampling the plats in 

such a way that estimates of the yield per acre might be determined, 

contained also a model and blank form for recording all data relative 

to tillage and fertilizing. 

About 400 of these circulars have been returned; in general, the 

data given indicated careful and painstaking work on the part of the 

experimenters. This mass of data is extremely valuable to the Station 

as furnishing a basis for future work on the subject of beet culture 

in New York. All this matter is contained in Bulletin 143. 

Shortly after issuing the circular on sampling the beets, the samples 

for analysis began to arrive and continued to come in until January, 

1898. They were, on the whole, carefully packed and showed 

evidence of a great interest in the subject on the part of the grower. 

Besides analyzing some 475 samples sent in by growers throughout 

the state, about 125 samples grown on the Station grounds were 

examined. In addition to the analysis of the beets for their sugar 

content, studies were made of the food and fertilizing values of some 

of the by-products of the beets, z. ¢., the pulp, lime cake, molasses, as 

well as the crowns and leaves. It was possible to obtain for this 

purpose samples of the pulp, lime cake and molasses through the 

courtesy of the First New York Beet Sugar Company at Rome, 

Noo. 

2. FIELD WORK WITH FERTILIZERS (BY A. L. KNISELY). 

During the month of February, 1897, Bulletin No. 129 was issued, 

giving hints and suggestions about the use of plant foods and explain- 

ing ‘How to Conduct Field Experiments with Fertilizers.” This 

bulletin was accompanied by an application blank to be filled out 

and returned to the Station by any farmer in the state who wished to 

try a series of field experiments with fertilizers. The fertilizers neces- 

sary for a single series of experiments were then sent to each applicant, 

so far as the funds of the Station would allow, with directions for their 

application. 
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In all, 460 applications were received and 230 applicants were 

supplied with the fertilizers for the experimental work. ‘The set of 

fertilizers sent to each farmer consisted of : 

«6 ce muriate of potash 10 : 

superphosphate = Be: ~~ F* sf 

‘« each containing a mixture of 20 lbs. super- 

phosphate and 10 lbs. muriate of potash. 

¢ 

4 sacks nitrate of soda containing 1o pounds each. 

2 
2 

Thus, each experimenter received 40 pounds nitrate of soda, 40 

pounds muriate of potash and 80 pounds superphosphate. In all, 

2,030 sacks were sent out in sets of 10 each, containing 8,120 pounds 

nitrate of soda, 8,120 pounds muriate of potash and 16,240 pounds 

superphosphate, making a total of 32,480 pounds. 

Experiments were carried on in the following counties: Albany 1, 

Allegany 3, Broome 4, Cattaraugus 5, Cayuga 4, Chautauqua 18, 

Chenango 11, Cortland 1, Delaware 1, Dutchess 2, Erie 2, Herkimer 

2, Genesee 2, Jefferson 12, Lewis 1, Livingston 6, Madison 7, Monroe 

s, Montgomery 5, Niagara 2, Oneida 11, Onondaga 13, Ontario 6, 

Orange 2, Orleans 2, Oswego 3, Otsego 2, Queens 1, Rensselaer 1, 

Saratoga 3, Schenectady 2, Schoharie 1, Schuyler 6, Seneca 4, St. 

Lawrence 3, Steuben 11, Sullivan, 1, Tioga 7, Tompkins 8, Ulster 1, 

Washington 1, Wayne 13, Westchester 2, Wyoming 1, Yates 4, making 

a total of 45 counties with 203 experiments. 

A Station representative spent most of the summer visiting the 

experimenters throughout the state, taking notes and some photographs 

of experimental plats; giving suggestions and explaining the work; 

finding out where mistakes and blunders had been made, and ascer- 

taining just how the farmers received and took hold of this kind of 

work. 

There were a few total failures; about half were doing the work 

fairly well and some 25 to 30 per cent. were doing exceedingly well 

and had everything right. In all cases, the farmers were very much 

interested in the work, and said that this way of experimenting with 

fertilizers, to learn what their land needed, was what they had been 

wanting to find out. In some cases, where mistakes in applying the 

fertilizer had been made so that the experiment was a failure, the 

experimenter would say that if it were not too late he would purchase 
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another set of fertilizers in order to carry on the work through the 

season. 

The amount of benefit that the farmers will receive from these 

experiments cannot be measured by the success or failure of their 

experimental plats alone. Where the experiments were carried on 

properly, the farmers were usually wide awake and energetic and had 

been in the habit of experimenting more or less. 

In some other instances the experiments were almost total failures 

because the farmer had not been in the habit of experimenting, in fact, 

did not know how to do it, or had no time for it. To such this work 

was arevelation. ‘The probability is, that such farmers, even though 

their experimental plats this year were failures, have been helped 

proportionately more than those who had successful experimental plats 

and had been accustomed to experimenting. 

The experiments have been all the more beneficial and instructive 

because the farmers have done the work themselves and, therefore, 

were much more interested in it than they would have been had 

it been done by the Station and the results then read by the farmers. 

In September, a circular concerning field experiments with fertilizers 

was sent to each experimenter, giving directions for harvesting the 

crop on each experimental plat, and for making out and sending the 

reports to the Station. Up to the present writing, nearly all the 

reports have been received and, on the whole, they are very satisfac- 

tory, considering that this is the first time that the experimenters have 

made such reports. 

In the near future we expect to publish the results of the summer’s 

work with fertilizers, so that all can see what the farmer can do in 

carrying on experimental work. 

Entomological Division (J. Hf. Comstock, Chief). 

BY M. V. SLINGERLAND. 

The final results from our extensive experiment against the peach 

borer, extending over a period of three years, were ascertained during 

the past summer. ‘This investigation has revealed some striking and 

valuable facts which will add much definite data to our knowledge of 

how to fight this serious peach pest. We are now collating and 
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digesting the details of this work, which have accumulated during the 

past three years, and we hope to get the conclusions ready for publi- 

cation during the coming year. } 

The above extensive experiment on 450 trees, and the increasing . 

correspondence of the division have occupied a large share of our 

attention since last spring. The funds placed at our disposal by the 

so-called ‘* Nixon Bill” have enabled us to get in closer touch with 

New York fruit-growers and general farmers, and this has resulted in 

a marked increase in the quantity and quality of our correspondence. 

The leaven of the educational features of the work is undoubtedly 

beginning to work, for our queries are becoming more and more 

definite and intelligent. We consider our correspondence one of the 

most valuable and important features of the work of this division, for 

we are thus often enabled to reach special and urgent cases quickly. 

- In 1896, an insect known as the quince curculio was so destructive 

in some localities as to lead growers of this fruit to seriously consider 

the advisability of cutting down their orchards. Early in 1897, we 

began a critical study of the habits of this pest, and continued our 

observations during the season, or until we had learned its life-story 

and had become familiar with its habits. Our observations show that 

there is little, if any, possibility of poisoning the insect with an 

arsenical spray, and that early cultivation will have but little effect 

upon it, thus disproving two of the so-called ‘“‘ remedies” by which it 

has been supposed that the pest could be reached. Our study of its 

life revealed some striking variations from its habits of the preceding 

year. By carefully watching the insect in our cages at the insectary, 

we were enabled to give several large quince growers warning that the 

pest was appearing in alarming numbers nearly two months later than 

its schedule time of the preceding year. By following our suggestions, 

one extensive grower of this fruit, whose crop was nearly an entire 

failure in 1896, due principally to the work of this insect, was enabled 

tc harvest the finest crop of quinces he ever had. A few careful 

observations in our cages at the insectary upon this single insect pest 

thus resulted in the saving of hundreds of dollars worth of fruit in a 

single orchard. ‘The result of our study of this quince curculio will be 

ready for publication as soon as funds are available. 

For several years, hundreds of acres of apple orchards in western 

New York have been annually stripped of their foliage by canker- 
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worms. The Station has clearly demonstrated, Bulletin No. 101, that 

these pests can be controlled by thorough work with a poison spray, 

and yet their ravages go on unchecked in many localities. We had 

supposed that most, if not all, of the damage was being done by the 

spring canker-worm, but in November last we received definite infor- 

mation from one locality that at least three other similar insects were 

then ascending the trees and laying their eggs. One of these insects 

is new to us and we have not yet learned its name. We have obtained 

good pictures of nearly all of the forms, and have arranged to go inte 

the field and make a critical study of all of the four kinds of canker- 

worms which are apparently responsible for the destruction being 

wrought in western New York orchards. 

Past experience shows that it is impossible to predict what insect 

pest will require attention during the coming year. Whether the 

tent-caterpillars, plant-lice, the pear psyllas, or any of the other 

insects which were so numerous in 1897 will again be as destructive 

in 1898 or not, we do not care to hazard a guess. 

Dairy Bacteriology (V. A. Moore, Chief). 

BY A. R. WARD. 

It has been demonstrated that many of the difficulties encountered 

by our dairymen in obtaining desirable butter and cheese are attribu- 

table to bacterial agencies. ‘The varieties of their troubles are numer- 

ous and their effect is often disastrous to the prosperity of the 

creameries and cheese factories where they occur. What are the 

causes of the bad butter and poor cheese, and how can these causes be 

removed, are questions which are constantly being asked and which 

cannot, in most cases at least, be answered satisfactorily until the 

fundamental principles underlying their causes are carefully worked 

out and formulated. ) 

During the past summer, by the aid furnished by the New York 

State Veterinary College, we have started work on certain of these 

highly practical problems. ‘The results are not yet ready for publi- 

cation, but when the work is completed it will throw much light 

upon the relation existing between the bacteria of the immediate 

surroundings of the cows and of those in the flora of the milk ducts 

themselves and the gassy curds, bad flavors and taints of the milk 
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products. There are in progress important experiments looking to a 

practical method for disinfecting the milk passages of those cows 

which harbor undesirable species of bacteria, and also investigations 

for determining the character of the bacteria in the milk ducts of cows 

kept in clean and properly ventilated stables. It has already been 

found by others, and verified by us, that the condition of the environ- 

ment of the cows has much to do with the character of the bacteria 

necessarily present in the milk. These, in turn, have much to do with 

the quality of the milk products. 

Unfortunately, we have but recently been able to start this work, 

and are now in temporary quayters. It is hoped that in the near 

future we may have a well-equipped laboratory and funds sufficient to 

carry on these investigations to the extent their economic importance 

demands. 

Botanical Division (G. F. Atkinson, Chief). 

BY B. M. DUGGAR. 

Investigations are in progress, which already have extended over 

several years, upon the fungus diseases of forest trees, and of timber. 

Materia! is nearly ready for a bulletin on some diseases of the timber 

spruce, and on the effect of wind on trees weakened by the action of 

fungi. Researches are also being prosecuted upon the embryology of 

the conifers, and upon the development and structure of seedling 

trees. 
A bulletin on Some Important Pear Diseases has been published, 

This included, especially, notes upon the leaf-spot of pear, another 

injurious leaf fungus, probably often confused with leaf-blight. Spray- 

ing experiments showed that Bordeaux mixture may be effectually 

used to prevent this disease. Leaf-blight, scab and -pear blight are 

also discussed. Other more obscure and less-injurious pear fungi are 

under study. 

The black mold of peach and apricot, and the shot-hole fungus of 

the peach, apricot and plum have received some attention, but the 

work is incomplete. 
Field spraying experiments for the prevention of the late blight of 

celery were conducted at the celery gardens of South Lima. While 

this blight was less injurious during the past season, it was demon- 
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strated that weak Bordeaux mixture could be used until within about 

five weeks of bleaching, and that as a fungicide for celery blight the 

Bordeaux is superior to the ammoniacal copper carbonate. It is well, 

however, to use the latter fungicide if spraying must be done within a 

month of bleaching. 

The “ damping off” fungi of lettuce and other plants grown under 

glass have been studied with special reference to the conditions 

favoring the disease. An attempt is being made to follow out the- 

life histories of the fungi concerned. ‘This work is still in progress. 

A rot of greenhouse tomatoes has received considerable attention, 

and while no fungus has been found associated with it, experiments 

are being made to ascertain, if possible, the conditions which may 

induce it. 

Investigations upon a mold growth occurring upon the parchment 

paper lining and upon the wood of butter tubs have determined the 

conditions of growth of the fungus. Care in the selection of tubs 

made from well-seasoned heart wood, the storing of tubs in a dry place, 

and the use of the best parchment paper will probably reduce the 

liability of mold. However, experiments indicate that the use of one 

per cent. formalin solution, or a very weak solution of copper sulphate 

upon the parchment paper will prevent the growth of mold. 

An effort is being made to-look more carefully into some of our 

bacterial diseases of plants, and to study those which may be due to 
such organisms. 
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PARE TH. 

EDUCATIONAL WORK. 

It was decided at the first meeting of the Faculty of Agriculture to 

emphasize the educational work, since the Federal Experiment Station, 

a department of the College of Agriculture, was able to carry on many 

investigations, especially those which, of necessity, must extend 

through considerable periods of time, and which require ample and 

permanent laboratories, equipment and investigators, while most of the 

work contemplated under Chapter 128 could best be carried on away 

from the college. 

The problem of how to successfully introduce into the schools of 

the state a study of the fundamental principles which govern the soil, 

-the plant and the animal, or the study of Agriculture, has been con- 

ae va 

sidered most carefully by many distinguished educators. This subject 

was long and carefully considered by the Faculty of Agriculture before 

entering upon the work. ‘The leaflets on Nature-study, which were 

already issued, had been so kindly received and so fully appreciated 

that it was decided to issue others, and to employ trained teachers to 

visit the schools and to attend teachers’ institutes for the purpose of 

explaining how the subject-matter of the leaflets, as well as other 

similar subjects, might be used as texts by the teacher, while the illus- 

trations could not help but be useful to the teachers or classes in 

drawing. It was hoped, too, that after the teacher had given instruc- 

tion on some subject intimately connected with natural objects which 

attract the attention of the pupil, the object having been used for a 

drawing in the class room, the description of such object would form 

a most interesting subject for compositions, which are now required in 

most departments of the public schools. By correlating with com- 

’ position and drawing work, the objection of an added study was 

removed. 

It is believed that a study of the more common and familiar objects 

of nature leads directly to a better understanding of those laws and 

phenomena which are the very foundation of improved agriculture. 

In the hands of the skillful teacher the leaflets may be used to impart 

valuable lessons in natural history and in the conservation of energy as 

applied to rural affairs, and may, in some cases, serve to interest 
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teacher and pupil in the economics of agriculture. Briefly stated, it 

is hoped that such instruction will lead logically and naturally to a 

greater love for rural affairs and a more rational understanding of them 

among the old and young both in city and in country. 

Eight leaflets in all have been published, electrotyped and repub- 

lished on the following subjects: 

No. 1. ‘‘Howa Squash Plant Gets Out of the Seed.’’ Four Editions. 

No. 2. ‘‘How a Candle Burns.’’ ‘Three = -** 

No. 3. ‘‘ Four Apple Twigs.”’ Five e 

No. 4. ‘*A Children’s Garden.’’ Six s 

No. 5. ‘‘ Some Tent-Makers.”’ Four - 

No. 6. ‘‘ What is Nature-Study?’’ Fout, > si 
No. 7. ‘‘Hintson Making Collections of Insects.”’ Two ue 

No. 8. ‘‘The Leaves and Acorns of Our Common Oaks.’’ Two Ne 

The demand for these leaflets is so great that other editions will be 

required in the near future. ‘The work in Nature-study has passed the 

experimental stage; the demand for it is far beyond our facilities for 

carrying it forward. 

This educational work in agriculture divides itself naturally into six 

divisions: 

Nature-study. 

Schools of Agriculture and Horticulture. 

Dairy Instruction. 

Lectures on special subjects, such as the Sugar Beet Industry. 

A course of reading and instruction for farmers. 

Publications. 

There are many principles of agriculture which are well understood 

by the scientist but which are not familiar to the farmer. It is 

proposed to secure the co-operation of progressive agriculturists ~ 

in the endeavor to learn how best to fit these principles into practice. 

It is impossible to sharply separate these various activities, as one 

often overlaps the other. Suffice it to say that more than seven 

hundred lessons and lectures have been given throughout the state by 

persons selected on account of their special fitness for the work in 

hand. 

Twenty thousand teachers are enrolled on our lists and have received 

leaflets, and many have attended the lectures explaining the methods 

of presenting Nature-study work in the schools, Sixteen thousand 
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school children have received those leaflets which are especially 

adapted to their needs. ‘Two thousand five hundred young farmers 

are enrolled in the Agricultural Reading Course. These are assisted 

from time to time by means of printed circulars which give directions 

and assistance to the farmer in carrying on his studies at home. From 

time to time question papers are sent out for the purpose of giving 

opportunity to the farmer to make known his needs, that they may be 

more fuily understood and met. The location of Nature-study centers 

is shown in figure 174. 

Mr. A. C. True, Director of Office of Experiment Stations, Wash- 

ington, D. C., suggested that the members of the instructing corps of 

the University give a course of lectures on Agriculture in the schools 

of Ithaca with the view of determining whether such instruction could 

be fitted into the present curriculum without adding seriously to the 

work already required. The Superintendent of the city schools and 

the Superior of the parochial school entered into the scheme most 

heartily. ‘Their opinion of this work is set forth in the following 

communications : 

BOARD OF EDUCATION. 

ROGER B. WILLIAMS, President. 

H. W. Foster, Superintendent of Schools. 
OFFICE—32, 33, SAVINGS BANK BUILDING. 

IrHaca, N. Y., January 28, 1898. 

Pror. I. P. ROBERTs, 

Dear Sir : —On behalf of the A room of the Grammar School, I 

wish to thank you and the professors whom you sent for the lectures 

and demonstrations which were given before the pupils of that room 

during the past term. I was present but very little myself, but the 

teacher reports a very great interest on the part of the pupils. Every 

one of the lectures was used as a basis for composition work. It 

seemed to us that the English work resulting was unusually good and 

that there was a decided improvement, a part of which at least we 

attributed to the very great interest of the pupils and their desire to 

give expression from a mind full of the subject. It appears to me 

that full and free use of language must necessarily arise from an 

abundance of thought pressing for expression. A full flowing stream 

implies an overflowing reservoir. 
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This work is not to be classed under the head of science or Nature- 

study purely, wherein the method is to employ the child’s powers of 

observation and judgment. Its purpose was rather to arouse an 

interest in the science of agriculture. ‘These city pupils will always 

have hereafter the highest respect for the work and life of a farmer, 

and many of them without doubt will observe and think intelligently 

upon the methods of agriculture. I have no doubt that some will put 

into practice much that they have learned. It is conclusively proved 

that agriculture may be made an extremely interesting and valuable 

subject of study in all schools. Yours very truly, 
H. W. Foster, Supt. 

CHURCH OF THE 

IMMACULATE CONCEPTION, 

Rev. A. J. Evans, (ector. 

: IrHaca, N. Y., January 31, 1898. 

Pron, 1.°P. ROBERTS, 

Dear Sir:—I have attended three or four of the lectures on 

« Nature-study ” delivered by you and your associates at our parochial 

school. Judging by the good attention shown by our pupils, and the 

earnest manner in which they answered the questions put to them, I 

am convinced that the lectures were pleasing and instructive. 

The work in which you are engaged cannot fail to be productive of 

much good in our schools, because the pupils are made familiar with 

those things which will be of much benefit to them in after life. I 

sincerely trust that you will be enabled to continue the lectures, not 

only this year, but permanently. 

Thanking you for the many past favors, I am, 

Yours sincerely, A. J. Evans. 

It is believed that the benefits derived from carrying the experi- 

mental work beyond the limits of the Station grounds are very great. 

First, the data obtained are valuable. In some cases they are much 

more valuable than could possibly be obtained from experiments 

conducted at the Station. In corroboration of this statement, refer- 

ence is made to the bulletin on sugar beets already mentioned. Second, 

the Station is brought into closer touch with the farmers. Meeting 
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them on their own farms, the Station workers become better 

acquainted with their peculiar surroundings and needs, and can 

offer more appropriate assistance than they otherwise could do. 

On the other hand, the farmers learn better how the Station can help 

them and how to avail themselves of that help. Third, the experi- 

ments serve as object lessons to the farmers. As such they impress 

themselves upon a large class of farmers that would give little heed to 

a printed description of experiments conducted at the Station. Fourth, 

the experiments have a high educational value for the farmers per- 

forming them. Perhaps, at the present time this is the most important 

consideration. ‘There are many questions affected by soil and climate 

that must be decided for each locality individually, and the greatest 

hindrance is the want of trained experimenters to take up the work. 

It is hoped and believed that we shall find in various localities in the 

state intelligent and public spirited farmers who, for the benefits to be 

derived by themselves and - their fellows, will be willing to co-operate 
with the Station in this work. 

Dairy HUSBANDRY. 

Observations in the dairy districts led to the conclusion that this 

branch of agriculture needed assistance. ‘The theory of making butter 

and cheese is fairly well understood, but the art, in many cases, was 

found to be lamentably wanting. To bridge over this gap between 

science and art, two expert dairymen were employed during the 

summer, men who not only knew much of the science but of the art 

of dairy husbandry as well. These men went from factory to factory, 

called a few dairymen together and gave valuable instruction by first 

teaching the leading principles and then by practically applying them, 

thus showing how art and science in dairy husbandry could be joined. 

Many difficult problems appear in the factories during the midsummer 

season; these can only besolved by a trained dairyman at the factory. 

Incidentally, these instructors did much valuable service by calling 

attention to untidy surroundings and irrational treatment of cattle, 

The location of dairy schools is shown in figure 173. 
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SCHOOLS OF AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE. 

The effort to organize schools of general Agriculture, Horticulture 

and Dairy Husbandry has not, in all cases, been successful, as there 

was often a great diversity of specialized agricultural activities repre- 

sented by the persons in attendance, each calling for help. Wherever 

practicable, it has been the aim to secure the attendance of those 

persons who were engaged in like specialized activities. In such cases 

it was not difficult to organize schools and carry on the work consecu- 

tively and logically on restricted lines. 

The instructors in this line have also given attention to the pupils 

in the country schools, and while it has been possible to reach and 

teach but a comparatively few pupils in the “red school-house,” we 

are led to believe that this work has been of great value, since it 

touches agriculture at its fountain head. 

It is fully realized that it will be impossible for us to reach all the 

school children directly, but it 1s believed that all can be reached as 

soon as the public school teachers of the state have mastered the 

leading fundamental principles which govern the soil and plant and 

animal life, and have come to love the study of Nature in any or all 
of her varied forms. 

Rural life gives unexcelled opportunities for securing fresh, living 

objects for illustration. All that is now lacking is a teacher trained to 

see the beauties and uses of the common objects which surround the 

pupils of village and city alike. How all the teachers may secure 

such an education in the particular lines referred to above is a problem 

which is receiving careful consideration. Something has already been 

done in this direction and the results reached lead to the conclusion 

that much more should be done and that the wards of the state, the 

children in both city and country, have a right to demand that they 

have opportunity for securing some knowledge of and acquaintance 

with the natural objects with which they are surrounded and with which 

they will have much to do in after life. , 

SPECIAL LECTURES. 

There has been a demand for information on many subjects, but 

especially on the subjects of sugar beet and potato culture. This 

demand has been met so far as possible by sending out from time to 
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time members ot the staff who are especially qualified to give the 

information desired. ‘This branch of educational work has been most 

satisfactory, the meetings being well attended and the interest shown 

unusual. 

A valuable feature of many of the meetings was the demonstration 

of how certain scientific tests relative to soil might be made by the 

farmers. In this connection the test for acid in soils by the use of 

litmus paper may be mentioned. Results from this work show that 

sour soils are quite prevalent and promise a good field for investigation. 

FARMER’S READING COURSE. 

Last year an attempt was made to establish a Farmer’s Home Read- | 

ing Course, but it was not fully organized because of press of work in 

other directions. At the present time 3,o00 young farmers are 

registered with us and a circular containing 16 pages entitied 

“ Farmer’s Reading Lesson, Texture of Soil and Conservation of 

Moisture” has been issued with the view to giving help, direction and 

definiteness to the work. Accompanying this circular is another one 

of eight pages which contains 27 questions, the aim being to draw out 

the reader and awaken interest. It is believed that the young farmer 

already possesses much valuable information, which, if drawn out and 

supplemented, would be mutually interesting and valuable. 

It is our plan to arrange a course of topics having a logical connec- 

tion and divided into stages of advancement. ‘The study of these 

topics can be carried on at the farmer’s home with a review by corre- 

spondence, after the Chautauqua reading course plan. If neighbors. 

can form a circle for discussing the subject under consideration, 

interest and benefit will be very much enhanced. 

The effort has been to give such instruction as will not only 

promote “agricultural knowledge” throughout the state, but to get 

parents and pupils in sympathy with the fundamental object of our 

endeavors, which in all of this work has been to train the intellect, the 

eye and the judgment with the view to educating the farmer to better 

methods. 

The educational work which had already been done prior to April, 

1897, by Professor L. H. Bailey and his associates in horticulture in 

the western part of the state, made it possible to secure the co-opera- 
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tion of more than 300 farmers in the investigations in sugar beet 

culture, and 203 farmers in the experiment with fertilizers. The time 

has come when the help of the farmers must be secured if valuable 

investigations are to be conducted which shall be applicable to varied 

conditions. Climate, soil, environment and needs are so varied in the 

state that comparatively little help can be given unless the investiga- 

tions can be conducted in the locality where the help is needed. 

It follows, then, that many trained farmers and even farmers’ boys 

and girls must be enlisted in the work. We now have in this state a 

considerable number in the rural districts who are able and quick to 

see and to comprehend dangers which threaten, and to report them. 

They are also ready at all times to conduct plat investigations, free 

_ of cost, at their own farms, if direction and help can be given by the 

Station. Many investigations suited to local needs will be undertaken 

- the next season by reason of the instruction which has been given. 

So well assured are we of the twofold benefit of the educationai work 

which has been carried on that it is proposed to extend it another year. 
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CORNELL UNIvERsItTy, March 21, 1898. 

HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE, ALBANY. 

Sir: The popular interest in chrysanthemums continues to be 

unabated. The chrysanthemum fills a season which is occupied by no 

other important flower, and it presents the most astonishing ranges of 

form, color and behavior. In addition to all this, the plant is easily 

grown and it responds quickly to all the little modifications of treat- 

ment which the plant-lover habitually bestows upon his plants. For 

these reasons, the chrysanthemum must continue to be popular and to 

demand the attention of experimenters. 

We desire to still further popularize the plant among the amateurs 

and especially with those who live in the country. We have therefore 

given general hints upon the cultivation of the plant when glass 

houses cannot be had. 

On the other hand, we desire to aid the professional florist; and 

for him we have grown the novelties, have begun experiments with 

fertilizers (which we shall continue), have studied some of the problems 

associated with variations in color, and have now made a full review 

of the vexed questions involved in the selection of crown and terminal 

buds. 

This report, therefore, considers the following matters: 

I. The economic status of the chrysanthemum. Pages 333, 334. 

II. Suggestions on growing chrysanthemums at home. Pages 334 

to 342. 

III. Controlling the color of chrysanthemums. Pages 342 to 

348. 
1V. Crown and terminal buds. Pages 348 to 362. 

V. The Cornell varieties of 1897. Pages 363 to 368. 

VI. Summary. Page 368. 

I. P. RoBERTs, 

Director. 
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174. Anamateus’s ideal, A mass-effect with many flowers of different ages ana 

sizes. Same variely as in figure 175. 



I. THE ECONOMIC STATUS-OF THE CHRYSANTHE- 

MUM. 

The chrysanthemum industry in New York State probably involves 

more capital than the growing of peaches. When the chrysanthemum 

craze began in America in 1888, there were loud complaints from 

those florists who thought that there would be no great permanent popu- 

larity after the first fever was passed. At first the chrysanthemum 

seriously infringed for six weeks upon the year-round favorites, the 

rose, carnation and violet, but it must now be considered one of the 

four staples of greenhouse floriculture. We have more chrysanthe- 

mums now than ever, but the feverish element is nearly gone. The 

times of universally excessive prices are forever past, the readjustment 

to a final acceptance of this new-comer’s permanent place is nearly 

made, and the chrysanthemum has become distinctly a flower of the 

people. 

What, then, ts the permanent place of the chrysanthemum ?  Doubt- 

less its mission is to fill the dull interval between the middle of 

October and the last of November. ‘The skilled amateur, it is true, 

may prolong the season by early flowers out-of-doors and by late ones 

in the greenhouse, but it is at a cost of time, money and skill that the 

people cannot give. He may even have large flowers in every month 

of. the year, at a large price, but the true chrysanthemum niche is a 

period of about six weeks, and the people would not want chrysanthe- 

mums the year round even if they could have them. 

The people, then, buy the flowers , they do not raise the plants them- 

selves. The only possible objection to the Japanese chrysanthemums 

is that the people of the north cannot cultivate them in their gardens, 

that is, they cannot produce large, exhibition flowers, or even typical 

ones, in satisfactory quantities out-of-doors. Until twenty-five years ago 

this would have been a fatal objection, Never until the development of 

the peculiar forcing-house industry of America, the commercializing of 

floriculture on a vast national scale, was it possible for a flower grown 

almost exclusively by the florists, and under glass, to win its way into 

the hearts of the masses. It is the greater general use of cut flowers that 

makes American floriculture unique. The popular demand for long- 
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stemmed flowers, and for some favorites in every month of the year, 

has conspicuously changed the methods of cultivation of chrysanthe- 

mums, roses and violets, and has given to the world a distinctly 

American type of carnations. Americans buy cut-flowers, keep them 

in vases as long as they are thoroughly satisfactory, and are very 

sensitive to the delights of arrangement for form and color effects. 

The keeping qualities of chrysanthemums are extraordinary, and this 

happy circumstance is one reason why this greenhouse flower has so 
won its way into the hearts of the masses. 

Nevertheless, the cry is sometimes raised that the chrysanthemum 

is a “rich man’s flower.” Moreover, the love of the d/ossom is only 

the beginning of nature-wisdom. Until there is developed a feeling 

for the plant, there is no deep sympathy with, or real insight into the 

meaning and mystery of nature. ‘The best relation with plants is the 

living with them, the appreciation of every stage of their life cycle. 

Ten cents will buy a magnificent flower, but no one may own a chrys- 

anthemum in the highest sense without a year’s comradeship with the 

plant. You must produce it—evolve it, as it were, from your own 

understanding of life. 

II. SUGGESTIONS ON GROWING CHRYSANTHEMUMS 

AT HOME, 

It is not true that the farmer’s wife may not have a few fine 

chrysanthemums. She may have them in her garden for the price the 

least part of which is paid in money, but they will give the highest 

pleasure when they blossom indoors during November. ‘They cannot 

be raised as easily as a geranium (which in this single respect is the 

ideal plant for the window garden) but they can be grown in the home 

by all who really love to care for plants. People are always asking 

(and I hope they always will ask) just how to do it. The horticultural 

journals answer, the daily newspapers tell the story during show time, 

and a brief account was given in Bulletin 136 from the Station. But 

it is discouraging to be referred to back numbers, and a more extended 

account is needed in a separate form. 

* Portions of the following have been published in the American Agricul- 

turist, with illustrations, 
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The very first requisite of success is to cherish an ideal! Some one 

of at least four different objects must be clearly conceived at the start 

and kept in view till the very end. 

1. Do you want a few large flowers such as you see at the shows? 

Then you can have only one stem in a flower pot and only one flower 

on that stem (figure 175), and you must have pots of various sizes up 

to six or eight inches in diameter at the rim. Pinch off the young 

shoots as soon as they show themselves, so that the plant can never 

branch. If you are successful, you will have the beauty of an indi- 

vidual object. It will be a wonderful thing and may not fit in with 

anything else, but will demand attention for itself alone. Remember 

that size alone is vulgar, and that. the delicate and fanciful may be 

made gross and characterless by over-feeding. 

2. Do you wish enough size of flower so that you can recognize 

the variety, and are you willing to sacrifice somewhat in point of 

numbers? ‘Then you had better aim to produce about four flowers to 

every plant, each flower six inches in diameter, and with only one 

flower on each branch. ‘These branches should be as long as possible 

and therefore you should pinch out the central shoot of the young 

plant when it is five or six inches above the soil and make it branch. 

Teach it to cherish a high ideal—the ideal of four fine flowers, each 

at the top of a long branch. On the whole, this is the best method 

for the home window, and, with practice, from three to six large char- 

acteristic flowers may be grown in a six-inch flower pot. 

3. Would you like a handsome, symmetrical, bushy plant with 

‘twenty or more flowers? Don’t try it expecting great success with 

little care. The flowers will be small, sometimes partially developed, 

and so lacking in character that you can scarcely ever tell the variety. 

It also takes too much tying and training and disbudding, and the 

result is more or less artificial and has no artistic value except for 

mass effect. Skilled gardeners can do it, but it costs more time than 

most people can give. The plants must be started early, fed with 

great care and must be shifted successively from small-sized flower 

pots to those of eight to ten inches at least. The English gardeners 

are far more skillful than we in such work, and it is not uncommon to 

see pictures of plants with from 50 to 300 large, well-formed blooms upon 
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them. But specimen plants and standards* are far less frequent, 

proportionately, in America. It is partly because of higher-priced 

labor, and partly because we do not like them so well as Europeans 

do. Figures 174 and 179 illustrate two types of bush plant that may 

be raised at home in a six-inch pot. 

4. Do you want a few chrysanthemums in your window with the 

least trouble and expense? ‘Then you had better aim either at ideal 

2, or else have your own way and make the best of what you get. 

Most people will not repot their plants in successively larger sizes, and 

they are afraid to disbud or do not believe in it. In such cases they 

can only hope for a goodly number of flowers that look well enough 

at a distance and make a brave show of color, but the beauty of form 

is largely lost. Size and form are the products cf disbudding. 

Everybody has some color sense, but the conscious pleasure in form 

is a later development. However, it ought to be said that imperfectly 

blown flowers of chrysanthemums often have a beauty in mass effect. 

They are rarely painful, as is a partially blown dahlia. This is prob- 

ably because the fully-developed flower in one case is loose and free, 

while in the other it is often set and formal. 

Whatever ideal is chosen, the best way to begin, in general, is to 

buy a young plant of the florist. Young plants of any size from two 

to twelve inches in height can usually be had at any time from March 

to July 1. Trust to the florist for the variety, unless you have made a 

memorandum at the flower-show or elsewhere of the desirable varieties, 

or unless you wish to reproduce some of the effects pictured in Cornell 

Experiment Station Bulletins grt, 112, 136 or 147. In general, dwarf, 

short-jointed varieties are best for the window-garden. Probably 

most people will prefer to buy their plants in May, or early June, plant 

them outdoors in boxes and remove them bodily indoors at the 

approach of frost. It is possible to plant them in the open ground for 

the summer, take them up carefully in the autumn, and then put them 

into flower pots. ‘The box method, however, avoids the shock of 

transplanting. It is not necessary to buy flower pots of graded sizes. 

Old soap boxes will do very well, although not handsome or as good 

as pots; but tin cans are too small, and transplanting from them is 

*A “standard’’ is a plant with many branches at the top of a single, 

stout, sclf-supporting stem, ‘The term is not confined to chrysanthemums, 
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practically impossible. Some hints on the drainage and watering of 

plants in general are given in Bulletin 136, and the rest is usually easy. 

The growing of chrysanthemums out-of-doors all the year round for 

the production of large flowers is too complicated and special a topic 

for the present. ‘Those Americans who are determined to succeed at 

such work should read in Garden and Forest, 1: 522 (1888) and else- 

175.—A florist’s ideal. One large flower on a long stem thatwill sell, and will bear 

railway shipment, (Florists Exchange, December 5, 1896.) See figure 174. 

where, the experience of J. N. Gerard, of Elizabeth, N. J., an. experi- 

ence that richly deserves separate publication. 

The amateur and the florist.ilf we had to depend upon the com- 

mercial florists for the preservation of all varieties, many of the finer 

creations that appeal to the fancy would doubtless be lost to the 

world. The florist cannot always grow what he likes. He must 

follow the fashions; he must keep what the people demand, and he 
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must have the kinds that last well and ship well. His business 

is chiefly with cut flowers. The amateur is chiefly concerned 

with plants. It is highly unfair to reproach the florist with want 

of taste. The mixed bouquet, with its tin foil, is passing away. 

Dried grasses and dried immortelles are still in demand, but the 

florist does not create this demand. Indeed, the fashions in the 

world of dress and in the world of flowers have fundamental ' 

differences in their origin. Whoever starts them, the florist does 

not, and the general taste of the American florist is higher to-day 

than ever before. 

The amateur class, however, is the great conserving element. The 

commercial motive being absent, the amateur can keep a variety 

whose flower he likes, even if the plant has a poor habit. Not poor 

taste but practical reasons compel florists to discard some of the finest 

flowers. Hundreds of varieties of chrysanthemums are discarded 

because they are too tall, or require too much staking or disbudding. 

Others cannot be planted close enough together in the modern method 

for cut flowers, where the total salable product of a whole plant is one 

unbranched stem and one flower. ‘The amateur can afford to keep 

varieties with bare or drooping necks if he likes the flowers. He may 

be willing to stake and tie such plants as are illustrated by figure 174, 

and perhaps he may like the droop of the stems so much that he does 

not mind the stakes and the strings. Perhaps he likes the great hollow 

cone leading up .mysteriously into the warm, golden heart of the 

flower. But the florist cannot sell such things. Figure 175 shows a 

flower of the same variety which is presumably grown on a single 

stem. The flower in figure 175 is larger, has no yellow disc, will ship 

better, last longer when cut, and it will sell. Figure 176 represents 

another amateur’s ideal, and so do the loose, free and fantastic forms 

figured in Bulletin 112. As a rule, only compact and globular 

chrysanthemums can be depended on to stand a long railway journey ; 

therefore, the florist must, perforce, adhere to these forms if he would 

make a living. . 

As this may be the last bulletin of this Station in which varieties are 

prominently mentioned, it is worth while to make a strong appeal to 

the amateurs of this country to keep a firm hold upon all the main 

types, and especially to retain the sorts whose delicate flowers will not 

bear transportation, 
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We are behind the English in the appreciation of all but two or 
three of the eleven ‘“‘sections ” recognized by the National Chrysanthe- 

mum Society. (Fora specimen of the ‘‘single section” see title-page.) 

There are certain classes and certain ideals that are peculiar to the 

176.—A nother type that the amateur likes. (Variely, A. H. Wood.) 

amateur and the artist. Figures 177 and 178 illustrate one of these 

classes. They show the same variety, but one would never think it 

from seeing only the two stages. The fascination of watching the 

daily changes of an expanding flower in one of these artistic sections 

the florist may enjoy, but he cannot sell it. 

The whole class formerly called ‘‘ Japanese Reflexed” but now 

included in the Japanese section by the National Chrysanthemum 
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Society of England, is of especial interest to the amateur. Day by 

day new characters appear. Successive tiers of florets flop over and 

the entertainment is ever changing. Savings is full of curious motions 

before it looks like figure 185, page 368. Geo. S. Kalb has two 

different expressions and the change comes quickly. 

This watching of daily changes is one of the chief rewards of culti- 

vating plants. A cut flower is bought at its perfection and changes 

ff 

177.—Axn early stage of Millbrook. See figure 178. 

little. A potted plant, like that in figure 179, has a higher beauty 

than any cut flower. It has the greater artistic value of different sizes 

and shapes, even if one does not watch the flowers develop. Such a 

plant may be bought from a florist, but there is nothing like growing 

it yourself. The plant in figure 179 is J. W, At Hattie, but the name 



178.—A /ater stage 07 Millbrook, See figure 177. These changes are good things to watch, 
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does not matter. Almost any 

dark colored variety gives a 

fine mass effect, especially 

when there is a suggestion of 

gold in the backs of the 

young florets, to set off the 

rich reds of the developing 

flower. The plant in figure 

179 1s more symmetrical than 

that in figure 175, and there 

are no stakes or strings to be 

seen. It is only one of many 

beautiful shapes that may be 

obtained. 

ils: CONTROL LAs 

EME - COLO 20 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

Out of 31 pink flowered 

varieties of different shades 

and grown under the same 

conditions at the Cornell Ex- 

periment Station in 1897, 14 

turned out to be practically 

pure white, while three others 

showed much less color than 

the descriptions called for.* 

This was no accident. The 

varieties were true to name. 

The flowers averaged six 

* These varieties were G. F. 

Atkinson, Mrs. Theo. F. Beck- 

ert, Belle of Castlewood, Bellem, 

Brian Boru, G. Carvell, Col. 

Curzon, Miss A. LL. Dalskov 

(Syn. Pink Ivory), Mrs. W. C. 

Egan, Elainora, Gladys, Sibyl 

Kaye, Gov. Matthews, Merula, 
179.—What any one mcy raise with care : 

in the home window. (Variety, 7. W, Rose Owen, Mrs. A. H. Wood, 
McHattic.) J. H. Woodford. 
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inches in diameter, and were satisfactory in every other respect. The 

color alone was lacking. 

The economic importance of this fact 1s very considerable. At 

least: a fourth of all the new varieties are advertised to be pink. 

Perhaps, also, a fourth of all the cut flowers sold are pink or something 

near it. The market reports, at any rate, often quote only four groups, 

white, yellow and pink chrysanthemums, and “ other colors.” 

The case would not be so serious if all the pink sorts were able to 

lose their color gradually and uniformly, and still remain attractive, as 

fora does. Unfortunately, they do not. As a rule they fade out 

unevenly and look weak, blotched, undecided. The mass effect may 

be good, but one cannot look at the flowers closely. Two specific 

examples may be cited as typical of two different phases of the 

~ problem. 

One of the important commercial varieties of to-day is ved Walz, 

yet it frequently shows three or more easily distinguishable shades of 

pink in the same greenhouse. Being somewhat stiff and formal in 

outline, it is easily ruined for artistic effect by unevenness of color. 

Now, the amateur usually grows many kinds and few specimens of a 

kind, but the florist pins his faith to a very few varieties. It is a com- 

mon practice for him to depend upon only one or two varieties to 

furnish all his cut flowers of a given color. Moreover, the very com- 

pactness and formality that make /ved Wadz a distinctively commer- 

cial variety (for these traits are associated with cut flowers that stand a 

railway journey nicely) are the same qualities that betray the fatal 

unevenness of color. An eccentric form may have eccentric coloring. 

The ragged, straggling sorts are usually valued for their freedom of form 

rather than for their color, but a perfectly regular, globular flower must 

be of one tone to have a unity of color effect. ‘The whole Chinese section 

is very formal, and there are dozens of varieties in the Japanese section 

that are in the same predicament with /ved Wadz. 

As Fred Walz is typical of a form of flower that is suitabie for 

shipping, so is the white variety, /vory, a type of certain habits of 

plant growth much sought after by the florists. Most American 

dealers place it on a list of 12 best varieties for commercial purposes. 

The amateur likes it, and it is used for exhibitions, for pot plants and 

for cut flowers. It is, in short, a typical “all-round” variety. 

Yaturally pink sports of it are in great demand, but they are hard to 
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retain. One of these many efforts is AZiss Agnes L. Dalskov (com- 

monly called “ink Ivory). It has been much praised elsewhere, but 

with us it had no color at all in 1896, and even from our own stock, 

showed barely a trace of it in 1897. 

But this is not all. The trouble is not confined to the pure pink 

color. As a matter of fact, the pure pink of F. Schuyler Mathews’ 

color-chart has not yet been attained in chrysanthemums, but’this is not 

sO serious in itself, for it means only one particular shade. ‘There 

seems to be an entire series of colors whose value is determined far 

more by the skill of the cultivator than by the variety. Here are some 

of the grades in this “ pink” series: amaranth, crimson, rosy pink, 

crimson-pink, light pink and blush white. These are current trade 

names, not artists’ terms. It seems probable that any of these shades 

may, in some cases, be obtained from a single variety. Not all 

varieties, of course, are so highly variable as this, but frequently the 

difference is enough to make the flowers unsalable. 

The control of color, therefore, becomes a problem of great practical 

interest. It is doubtless a complicated problem. ‘There seems to be 

at least six factors concerned, any one of which may change a pink to 

a white. (1) The choice of buds is said to be sufficient in some 

cases. ‘Thus, J. HY. Woodford, one of Mr. Spaulding’s novelties, is 

advertised as shell-pink from terminal and pure white from crown 

buds. (2) Over-propagation is generally believed to weaken colors. 

(3) Temperature and ventilation. (the two factors can hardly be sep- 

arated in greenhouse practice throughout the entire year) are advertised 

to produce three distinct and desirable shades in A/rs. Col. Goodman.* 

(4) Mere position (in pots, beds or benches) should not in itself make 

a difference, but in practice it does. (5) The effect of shade is vari- 

ously stated. (6) And, most complicated, of all, the food factor is ; 

known to influence color, but just how is a mystery. 

It was convenient to single out only two of the supposed factors 

this year. We resolved to see whether shading the flower buds would 

make the flowers a darker or lighter pink, and whether a liberal supply 

of nitrogen would weaken or deepen the colors. 

The conditions of the experiments are briefly given. Sixty plants 

* High temperatures with close air tend to weaken colors. Conversely, cool 

temperatures with plenty of air tend to deepen the colors. 
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representing 17 varieties were used in the two experiments, but ulti- 

mately only 26 plants, representing seven varieties, were strictly 

comparable in each experiment, for reasons stated hereafter, Each 

plant had four long branches, and each branch bore one flower. The 

flowers averaged about five inches in diameter. The cuttings were 

rooted early, and the plants shifted successively to six-inch pots in 

which they were flowered. The same potting soil was used as for all 

the other potted chrysanthemums, which was three parts rotted clay 

sod, one part sand and bog mold, but no manure. ‘The object was to 

produce typical potted plants of a salable character by the methods 

commonly used by florists, and all the plants proved to be of this 

character, though some of them were not typical of the variety as to 

color, and some could not have sold for pink flowers. In only two 

respects was the common treatment varied. 

In the shading experiment, 24 plants were exposed to the sunlight 

at every stage of their growth, while 36 plants were shaded soon after 

the flower buds appeared by means of a rather heavy coat of white- 

wash applied to the glass directly above them. Some of the varieties 

in the experiment were shaded from the time the buds were the size 

of marbles until they came into full flower. Others had already burst 

their buds and were out an inch or more before the glass overhead 

was whitewashed. ‘This coat of whitewash remained until the flower- 

ing season was over. 

In the nitrogen experiment, 23 plants were given only the amount 

of nitrogen which all our potted plants received, while 37 plants were 

given an extra supply of nitrogen. ‘This extra supply of nitrogen was 

applied in liquid form. It was a solution of nitrate of soda. In 100 

pounds of this nitrate of soda, there would be 13.90 pounds of nitro- 

gen. The applications were begun when the plants were well rooted 

in the flowering pots. At first the interval between applications was 

four days. Later it was reduced to three. When the flower buds 

appeared the applications were stopped. 

The results of the two experiments were very interesting, and 

contrary to what I had been led to expect from some statements in 

the trade publications. Shade is said by some to deepen the color, 

but the reverse was true in this case. The difference was perceptible 

at once in five varieties (M/s. Perrin, Madame Felix Perrin, Marie 

Valleau, Helen Bloodgood and Jora) and at a second glance in two 
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others, William Simpson and Maud Dean. In only two cases, how- 

ever, was this difference enough beyond question to destroy their 

salable character, but they are the most important varieties in the 

list. Mrs. Perrin and Madame Felix Ferrin are among the most 

important midseason commercial sorts of the day. They are so much 

alike that only an expert can cell them apart. Their peculiar charm 

is their sparkling, bright rosy-pink color. ‘The flowers of these two 

varieties, whose buds were shaded, were very uneven in color. The 

loss of color was the only loss, and it alone was enough to destroy 

their salable character. This cannot be attributed to a general lack 

of vigor in the plants. The experiment shows clearly that during the 

reproductive phase the forming flowers are extremely sensitive to 

shading, and are sometimes practically ruined by it. There was only 

one contradictory plant among 26 that were strictly comparable. 

This experiment deals only with obtaining a good degree of the 

pink color, and does not show how the color once secured may be 

retained. The fading of the pink varieties after the flowers are once 

fully expanded is a different matter, and is beyond control at present. 

It may be the inevitable associate or uncontrollable chemical changes 

that are not understood. All the pink-flowered varieties in the forcing- 

house began to fade as soon as the flowers were fully expanded, 

no matter whether they were in the sun or shade. Some faded 

very slowly, and in others the change could be noted day by day. 

It seemed to be a matter of variety. We could discern no other 

principle. . 

There is another interesting fact which should be put on record in 

connection with chemical changes and change of color. In still earlier 

and later stages than any referred to above, it is common for secondary 

colors to appear. I have noted some 3o white varieties that show 

pink at late stages. Sometimes this secondary color is attractive and 

prolongs the season of the flower and adds to its charm, but it is 

commonly associated with loss of crispness and marks the end of the 

salable period. 

The results of the nitrogen experiment were not certain enough to 

be published, but it is safe to say that the extra amount of nitrogen 

did not seem to deepen the color in any case. Of the 60 plants used 

in the two experiments, only 26 were strictly comparable. ‘The others 

may be arranged in three groups. 
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In the first group were eight plants of three varieties ( Violescent, Rosy 

Imperatrice and Sibyl Kaye), which did not attain their typical color 

under any of the four kinds of treatment, but had shown enough color 

(although short-lived in the last two varieties) in 1896. 

In the second group were 13 plants of five varieties (Gov. Matthews, 

Miss A. L. Dalskov, Mrs. W. C. Egan, Mrs. Harry Toler and Bellem) 

which, like the first group, did not attain their typical color under any 

treatment, but, unlike the first group, they had not attained their 

typical color in 1896. In both groups the second year’s trial resulted 

in no gain. In these particular cases the home grown stock did not, 

of itself, give enough advantage to make the flowers well-colored, but 

these results must not be taken as contradicting the established prin- 

ciple that home-grown stock, if carefully selected, gives better results 

than newly purchased stock that has not been carefully selected. 

In the third group were 14 plants of two varieties (Lenawee and 

Our Mutual Friend) that are not normally pink, but white. In Zevza- 

wee I had never seen any pink color, but in Our Mutual Friend I had 

noticed, in 1896, some flowers that showed almost enough pink to 

make them unsalable as white flowers. These plants had been highly 

fed, and under the same conditions the normally pink varieties had 

been very highly colored. This treatment, I believe, was very liberal 

with nitrogen. Nitrate of soda, says one chrysanthemum specialist, 

deepens the color of certain pink varieties. If one kind of treatment 

deepens the color of pink flowers, may it not force some pink color 

into white ones? This query explains why two normally white- vari- 

eties were included in these experiments with pink varieties. In 

these experiments Lezawee and Our Mutual Friend showed no color 

at all. 

It should also be said that Belem and Marie Vallecu are sometimes 

described as chiefly or entirely white, and sometimes as chiefly or 

entirely pink. I have not excluded Marie Valleau from the list of 

varieties that were strictly comparable, as the flowers of it grown in 

the sunlight would have sold as pink flowers and not as white ones. 

Next to the pink series of colors, the bronzes seem to be most 

sensitive, and next comes the dark colors, especially the darker reds. 

All the bronzes I have seen are blendings of red and yellow, and the 

two elements are often easily separable. Thus Charles Davis, one of 

the leading commercial sorts, is recorded in the magazines in every 
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shade, from rosy bronze to pure yellow. Yellows will show red and 

bronzes will lose it, but the changes are probably not so serious in 

dollars and cents as the loss of color in the bright pink varieties. 

LYV,,.- CROWN AN D._TER MENA BU DS* 

The choice of buds in chrysanthemums presents some phenomena 

that are extremely interesting and absolutely unique in the cultivation 

of plants. At the outset it should be said that the whole subject may 

be safely ignored only by amateurs who do not grow flowers for the 

shows. Every competitor at the shows, and every florist who tries for 

the earliest flowers on the market should master the subject. While 

the terminal bud is the best for general purposes in America, the crown 

bud usually gives the earliest flower, but there are exceptions to both 

rules. ‘The whole problem is a curious one. One kind of bud will 

sometimes give an incurved flower and another a reflexed flower, and 

other great changes in form may occur not often only in the same 

variety, but actually on the same plant. ‘Terminal buds give pink 

flowers, while crown buds may give flowers that are pure white or 

nearly so. Form and color may be so completely changed as to make 

the variety entirely unrecognizable; foliage is often seriously affected, 

and, in short, the bud factor alone may make all the difference between 

success and failure in competitive exhibition. 

A proper perspective of this subject may be gotten only by reflect- 

ing on the importance of disbudding in the amelioration of plants. 

The Chinese and Japanese seem to have practiced the disbudding of 

chrysanthemums from an antiquity that is scarcely credible to the 

western mind. ‘Their achievements are just as wonderful as if we had 

produced the same forms and colors from our own much hated weed, 

the ox-eye daisy (Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum), by disbudding and 

by patient care through the centuries. In 1845, chrysanthemums had 

barely emerged into some degree of general notice in England, and 

the oldest extant horticultural journal of the country was in its fifth 

year. Yet in the Gardeners’ Chronicle of 1845, a chrysanthemum 

culturist mentions disbudding as an essential. Jor the last twenty- 

*This account is slightly extended from an article in the /Vorists’ Ex- 

change for March 26, 1898, 
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five years, at least, English gardeners have been using the terms 

“crown” and “terminal” buds in a technical sense peculiar to chrys- 

anthemum culture alone. These words have grown in a natural 

fashion, and nobody knows when they were first defined in their 

present sense. Although the literature of this subject is very extensive, 

the phenomena have never been illustrated, so far as I know, by more 

than two sets of pictures. What, then, are these unique phenomena 

that gardeners have noticed for twenty-five years, and what are crown 

and terminal buds ? 

A crown bud is surrounded by vegetative shoots, and not by other buds 

(see figure 180). A terminal bud (in chrysanthemums) 1s surrounded by 

other buds and not by vegetative shoots (see figure 181). These defini- 

tions may be literally adhered to for practical results. ‘The chrysanthe- 

mum specialists are pretty well agreed in accepting these definitions, 

but there is reason to believe that hundreds of the lesser growers in 

America have entirely missed the whole problem. ‘This is due chiefly 

to the fact that chrysanthemums for commercial purposes are planted 

out much later than in England, July 12 to 20 being the American 

rule. Now, late struck cuttings give very few crown buds, and the 

state of things pictured in figure 180 very rarely occurs in America 

except when plants are started very early for special purposes, such as 

exhibitions and standards. Asa consequence, it is commonly supposed 

that the crown bud is the top bud of the cluster shown in figure 181, 

and that the only question to decide is whether to keep that one, or 

one of the other flower buds of the cluster. Thus the whole point is 

missed entirely, for it is a matter of time primarily, and only incident- 
ally a matter of position. (As a matter of fact, the central bud of the 

cluster is much larger and rounder than it is shown in figure 181, and 

usually gives the best results. But a bug may nip it, or an accident 

make it useless.) ‘This widespread popular misconception must be | 

entirely removed at the start. ‘The mistake, however, is an easy one 

to make for other reasons. Every good catalogue now-a-days tells in 

many cases which bud to use, the periodicals reiterate the directions, 

the mass of writings on the subject is very great, and the beginner 

naturally infers that the choice is always offered to him, and that it is 

a mere matter of choosing. Only the experienced grower knows that 

he cannot always get what he wants, and that he must scheme for his 

crown buds—plan for them a whole season in advance, _ A third source 
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of error isthe terminology. Howshalla beginner know that “ taking” 

a bud is really leaving it? And, moreover, the word terminal covers 

two distinct ideas of great practical importance, which can be separated 

only by close observation and thinking. ‘Thus, when the shoot A in 

180.—A crown bud is seen below A. To save the crown, cut off the shoots A, B and 

C. To secure a terminal bud cut off the crown bud and the shoots B and C, 

The shoot A will eventually bear clusiers of flower buds as in figure 181. 
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figure 180 was very small, the little flower bud seen below it in the 
picture may have actually reached higher up into the air than the 
shoot A. The flower bud was then the terminus in the sense that it 
was at the top of the stem. But it does not stop vegetative growth. 

181.—A cluster of terminal buds. Whichever one ts saved becomes the terminal bud. Note that there are no vegetative shoots, (This and figure 180 from the Gar- deners’ Chronicle.) 

It does not mark the end of vegetative stage, and the beginning of the 
Teproductive stage of the plant’s life-history. Not at all. But in 
figure 181 the whole cluster of buds does actually stop the vegetative 
phase altogether until the flowering time is over. 
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In figure 180, the vegetative shoot A is shoving the little flower bud 

aside, sapping its vitality, and will soon straighten out the axis of 

growth so that one would never know the difference. The flower 

bud remains rudimentary or dormant. ‘The whole cluster of buds 

shown in figure 181 is terminal because it ends the vegetative phase 

of the plant’s history, and it is only the particular bud in the cluster 

that is left to flower, which is what the chrysanthemum specialists call 

the terminal bud. Finally the beginner is easily led to mistake the 

whole problem by such writing as this: 

‘‘For garden purposes, the term ‘crown’ bud does very well, for 

it is the center or crown of a group of buds* at the end of the growth; 

indeed, the term can only be fully appreciated by those who have a 

practical knowledge of ‘taking’ the buds. There is the larger bud in 

the form of a crown in the center, and standing above all the others. 

[The true terminal bud of the botanist.]t The question to be deter- 

mined at the time is, whether the center bud shall be left or taken out; 

in some instances it is better to leave it and remove the side buds with 

the finger nail; in the case of another variety, the center bud is 

removed, and one of the side buds is trained up to take its place, and 

this bud, to all intents, becomes the terminal bud, with a number of 

lateral buds clustering around it; but except that the two terms are in 

general use, there is no reason why ‘terminal’ should not apply to 

each.” { 

How many beginners reading the above and seeing no illustration 

would infer that the whole problem was merely to choose between the 

center and one of the side buds in a given cluster of flower buds? 

Nearly all, I think.§ 

* Does not the reader here naturally think of a cluster of flower buds as 

in figure 181? ; 

+ This seems to be the comment of the editor of Gardeners’ Chronicle. 
tJ. Douglas in Gardeners’ Chronicle, November, 1893, p. 620. 

SI cannct imagine that the veteran cultivator, Mr. Douglas, has missed 

the whole point. His subsequent writings make it seem impossible. And 

it would be very odd if Mr. Molyneux, whoisthe chief writer on this subject, 
and who was engaged with Mr. Douglas in a controversy at the time, should 

have overlooked so complete an error. Jt is misleading only, and the trouble 

when the writer should discriminate between a 

flower bud (the crown) and its accompanying vegetative shoots, These 

young growths ought not to be called buds, but shoots. 

9 comes from using ‘‘ buds 
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But why are crown buds wanted at all? One reason is that the 

crown bud sometimes gives a flower ten days earlier, which is an 

important consideration to those commercial florists who make a point 

of getting the earliest blooms of the season into the large cities. 

Moreover, there are many sorts which would naturally bloom too late 

for the exhibitions. Some of these may be secured for an arbitrary 

date by the use of crown buds. As a rule the crown bud gives a 

larger flower, and mere size alone is valued out of all proportion to its 

artistic worth at the shows. Again, some weak and crooked growing 

plants are straighter and stiffer under crowns than terminals. Finally 

in some Cases crowns give better results (taking all things into consid- 

eration) than terminals. Such cases should be regarded by Americans 

as exceptions to the general tendency, but they are very numerous. 

Farliness and size, then, are the chief merits of crowns, and they are 

often at the expense of many and serious defects. 

The general tendency among crowns is towards a loss in form, 

substance, color and foliage. ‘The regularity of the incurved section 

(which is aided in the English shows by artificial “ dressing ”) is often 

lost. The whole outline may suffer, the broad, ragged florets hanging 

in a heavy, flabby mass instead of curving inward to make a solid ball. 

They are often ‘“ hollow-eyed,” and there may be several yellow discs 

or one so badly confused as to be called “ cross-eyed.” Superfluous 

florets commonly mar the unity of effect, and it is even recorded that 

the tubularity of florets may be affected. The flowers often lose in 

depth and solidity, the stems are devoid of foliage near the flower, the 

keeping qualities are sometimes spoiled, and the colors lose both in 

quality and quantity. Probably exceptions could be cited in every 

point above mentioned, but some of these symptoms cre likely to occur 

- even in blooms that win prizes.* 

The crown bud is often spoken of as essentially abortive in its 

nature. ‘The analogy is helpful. In figure 180 the small bud below 

* Exception may also be taken tothe direction of a general tendency. 

Thus Grove P. Rawson writes in the ‘‘ American Chrysanthemum Annual,” 

1895, ‘‘Crown buds in general are preferable for exhibition flowers, espe- 

cially when they are shown on boards, as was formerly the practice. Foliage 

and stem not being taken into account, the blooms from crown buds average 
larger, fuller, clearer tone of color, and have more substance than the 

terminals.”’ 
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A may be looked upon as nature’s device for making the plant branch. 

It is not designed to produce flower or seed itself, but by giving a 

temporary check, it makes the plant branch, and a branched chrysanthe- 

mum stands a better chance in the struggle for existence than an 

unbranched one, because it bears more flowers and, therefore, more 

seeds. ‘The chief merits of crowns, viz., earliness and size, may easily 

be explained by the earlier setting of the bud and the longer period of 

growth. 

Terminals, on the other hand, are likely to be better in every way 

except size and earliness. 

The practice of bud taking may be formulated into the following 

rules, but there are numberless exceptions, and, not to mention other 

complications, two factors alone—the locality of the grower and the 

date of the show—are enough to make the whole matter a personal 

problem. 

(1) The season may be lengthened at both ends by the judicious 

choice of buds. 

(2) Crowns may be used on late varieties to show them at exhibi- 

tions for which they would be, naturally, too late. Conversely, termi- 

nals may be used on early varieties for a similar purpose. 

(3) Crowns may be used for close-jointed and terminals for long- 

jointed varieties. ‘This does not mean that on dwarf varieties crowns 

will give better results than terminals. It means that tall, long- 

jointed varieties are likely to become too tall and bare-necked under 

crowns. Dwarfs under crowns may be elongated just as much rela- 

tively as tall sorts under crowns, but not so much absolutely. 

(4). In England, crowns are preferable in the north and terminals 

in the south, in order to compete at the London shows.* 

(5) In England, crowns are preferable for the Japanese sorts, and 

terminals for the incurved.t 

(6) Never keep a July bud. 

(7) In England the best time to select crowns is eee August 

*W. Hinds in Gardeners’ Chronicle, March, 1879, p. 376, where the writer 

states that the North Country growers would have few flowers before 

December except for general decorations unless crowns were used. Similar 

statements have been frequently repeated. 

+ E. Molyneux in The Garden, 34 : 228 (1888). 
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18 and September 1.* In America, most of the crown buds are 

selected between September 1o and 15.t The difference in time may 

be due chiefly to climate. 

(8) The later the bud, the higher the color.t 

(9) As arule crown buds give earlier and larger flowers, which are 

likely to be deficient in some or 

all other respects. Chief among yg DwAyW 

these defects, for America, is the ee > ; 

long neck bare of foliage. ee 

(10) The earlier the crown the 

greater the chances of failure. 

The difference in practice be- 

tween England and America are 

well worth setting forth. Crown 

buds are used more commonly in 

England, largely because of the 

aversion to pinching out the lead- 

ing shoot at any height. This 

prejudice is probably not so 

strong in America. The com- 

mercial element 1s more prominent 

here, and chrysanthemums for sale 

as potted plants are started late, 

kept as dwarf as possible, and 

grown on side benches where there 

is the least headroom. Such 
182.—A nother picture of a crown bud. 

plants are pinched as early as (This and figure 183 were adapted 
possible to make them branch. In from Mr. Molyneux’s book and used 

ae by Elmer D. Smith in the American 
England, the amateur and exhibit- Florist, 9:8, Aug., 1893. 

ing classes are stronger than in 

America, and the plants are started much earlier and never pinched to 

induce branching, but are grown under the “ three break” or natural 

system. ‘The first break may come at any time from April to June 15, 

and at a height of from one to three feet. The second break is caused 

*E, Molyneux in Zhe Garden, 34:228 (1888). H. S. in The Garden, 

42 :174 (1892). 

+E. D. Smith in Florists’ Exchange, 5:790, Aug. 1890. 
$C, E, Shea in 7he Garden, 38: 407, Nov. 1890. 
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by the crown or single buds. If these buds are not selected to produce 

flowers, but are removed, the third break produces clusters of flower 

buds which are called terminals. But, after all, differences in cultural 

methods do not go to the root of the matter, for they are largely 

dependent upon differences in public taste. In England, flowers are 

chiefly shown on boards. ‘The stems are cut short and each flower is 

supported by a collar placed over the top of the vessel of water that 

holds it, and the leaves are not seen. ‘They are judged as individual 

objects. Americans like mass effects, and the feeling for foliage is 

general. With us a flower without foliage is like a gem without its 

setting. Our best vase effects are loose, .airy, graceful, fluffy, and 

they are obtained by using long stems and plenty of foliage. 

It will now be clear that there are special as well as general reasons 

why English varieties do not succeed in America as a rule, and vice 

versa. ‘The English favor crowns, and crowns, as a rule, have poor 

foliage. Choosing varieties from the exhibition halls is a fertile source 

of disappointment. ‘There are many general reasons for it, one of 

which is that the habit is not seen, and a special reason in chrysanthe- 

mums is that the show flower may be the product of a crown bud. 

The practical application to American novelties is also not far to seek. 

The terminal bud is the rule for American commercial purposes, and 

no variety that is poor from the terminal may ever hope for anything 

like permanent general prosperity in America. 

The actual work of disbudding can hardly be entrusted to anyone 

who has not a stake in the welfare of the plants. It needs patient, 

skillful, interested hands and the highest powers of discretion employed 

in the growing of plants. If the crown bud is to be selected, all the 

vegetative shoots should be removed at a stage much earlier than 

shown in figure 180. Figure 182 shows a better time. If, however, 

the crown bud is not desired, it is removed together with all the vege- 

tative shoots save one. ‘The shoot A in figure 180 will naturally be 

given the preference, as it may be expected to give a straighter stem. 

The shoot that is saved will eventually bear a cluster of flower buds, 

one of which is saved and thereby becomes the terminal. If possible, 

the unnecessary buds in the cluster should be picked off earlier than 

those shown in figure 181. The earlier the better, if successful, but 

the risk in handling is greater. ‘The more the flower buds are advanced, 

the easier is the manipulation, and the less is the amount of plant 
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energy saved which should be concentrated into the development of 

only one flower. ‘The same rule applies in the choice of the crown, 

but the principle is different. In selecting a crown, the cultivator 

removes shoots; in selecting a terminal, he removes flower buds, and 

therefore he saves in the first case energy of vegetative growth, and in 

the latter case reproductive 

(z.e., flowering) power. Some 

cultivators use a tooth pick 

to dislodge the very young 

parts, and others wait until 

they can be picked or cut out 

with a knife. . Others are 

expert with the thumb-nau. 

Mr. Molyneux advises that 

the work be done in the early 

morning, or in the evening 

when the parts are brittle and 

may be snapped off. ‘The in- 

genious cultivator is likely to 

invent all sorts of methods 

and formulas, but the work is 

tedious at best. 

In the description of novel- 

ties, the trade catalogues, as 

a rule, give directions about 

the buds. This is especially 

true of the English cata- 183.—Zerminal buds. (They are less clus- 
tered here than in figure 181, and the 

logues. As arule, also, when- central Lud is larger ) 

ever no directions are given, 

the American cultivator has a right to infer that the terminal bud is to 

be preferred. Every silence, when the opposite is true, is an invasion 

of the rights of the purchaser by the disseminator. As a rule, how- 

ever, exhibitors cannot afford to put any large share of faith in 

novelties. ‘The special cultural requirements of varieties are indefi- 

nitely varied and complicated, and a cultivator can hope for nothing 

more than acquaintance with a new sort in a single season. Often 

and often he fails and cannot be sure of the cause of his failure. 

Mercilessly cut down the list of varieties and learn the chosen few like 
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a book! The references to the behavior of Viviand-Morel, which is 

only one variety, would probably occupy three times the space of this 

entire article, if gathered from the various magazines. 

After the flower has opened it is not always possible to tell from the 

plant itself which kind of bud was used. Sometimes it is possible. 

This year we ascertained from catalogues and by correspondence the 

_bud preferred by the grower for each named variety, and we have 

‘records of the exact date when each of more than 600 buds was 

taken. ‘The characters used to identify the results after flowering, are 

age, size, color and form of flower head, size and form of the yellow 

disc, number, size and form of florets, length of bare neck, size, posi- 

tion and form of scars, and the angle of divergence caused by the 

removal of parts. In my limited experience no one of these characters, 

nor any combination of them, made it certain in even a majority of 

cases what bud had been used. 

The terms “ early ” and “late crowns” are much used tn England, 

and the terms “ first” and ‘second buds” are less commonly seen in 

American catalogues. ‘The two sets of terms are synonymous and 

refer to the fact that a crown bud may be removed, and the shoot 

selected to continue the growth may bear a single bud which is called 

a “late crown,” “second-crown,” or ‘*‘ second bud.” 

If, now, this ‘second crown” 1s removed, a cluster of buds may 

subsequently be secured, and the one reserved for flowering is, of course, 

the terminal.* ‘The reason and relation of these phenomena may be 

cleared up by reflecting that all crowns, z.e., all flower buds that 

appear singly (and they may appear in almost any month before the 

clusters of flower buds come) are essentially premature and not designed 

by nature to produce flowers. ‘“ Early” and “late” are therefore 

seen to be only relative terms, where months of the year might be 

specified, and “first”? and ‘‘ second” refer only to the effects pro- 

duced by the removal of parts by the cultivator. 

_It is, of course, useless to try to divert the growth of language. A 

“more logical terminology would use “first natural break” for the 

branching that takes place when plants are started very early and 

*No cluster of buds can ever be referred to as crowns without abandoning 

all definitions and all clear thinking. I know of no recorded case where 

clusters of buds appear in large numbers so prematurely as to necessitate 

removal. 
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grown continuously without a check. ‘ Single” and “cluster buds” 
mean something. “Crown” and ‘terminal” do not mean anything 

on their face, and their technical use in chrysanthemum culture violates 

botanical usage and must 

be arbitrarily memorized. 

“First single bud” and 

“second single bud” are 

awkward at first, but they 

are clear. And “taking” 

the bud is unnecessarily 

misleading, while we have 
jj: -- . Sy) 
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“save,” in the language. 2 AU 

It should be stated, how- 

ever, that nature does not 

keep to definitions. It is 

often difficult to say what 

is a cluster. This doubt 

is chiefly due to the fact 

that such a cluster as is 

shown in figures 181 and 

183 rapidly elongates, and 

what one seems to see is 

a number of buds scattered 

distantly along the stem. 

Similarly there may be 

more vegetative shoots on 

the same stem with a single 

flower bud than the three 

that are pictured in figure 

180. (Six of them are 

seen in figure 182.) Every 

axil, in fact, below that 

flower bud wants to make 184.—What happened to two crown buds that were 
not removed. 

a growth, but as a rule the 

three at the top get the start. If the student will burn figure 180 

into his mind, and understand the definitions previously given in italics, 
he will have no trouble in knowing a crown from a terminal. 
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Some cultivators will wish to know what happens if a crown bud 

escapes their notice and is not removed. Figure 184 shows part of a 

belated chrysanthemum plant that we allowed to have its own way. 

The first crown bud was formed at A. Beneathit were two vegetative 

shoots bt and b?. The upper of the two shoots, bi, got the start and 

grew so vigorously that the poor crown bud is side-tracked, and sapped 

of all its ability to produce a good-sized flower. At C, may be seen 

the second crown bud. ‘This bud checked the lusty growth of the 

shoot b!, just long enough to cause the plant to branch. Four vege- 

tative shoots started out at d‘, d*, d?, and d‘, and they have sapped 

the strength out of the second crown bud C. In this case d® is the 

strongest shoot. It has side-tracked the crown bud C which was once 

directly in the line of promotion and has now so nearly straightened 

out the axis of growth that, merely to look at the picture, one might 

suppose that d? is a part of the original stem itself. These four shoots 

dt, d?, d® and d‘* would have gone on to produce terminal buds 

(z.é., cluster of buds) but the flowers would be entirely worthless 

commercially because out of season, and small and poor in every way. 

In conclusion, although the whole matter is one of the last refine- 

ments of specialization, its importance for the exhibitor can hardly be 

overstated. It is often called a vital and critical element, and ina 

proper sense it may be called the secret of chrysanthemum culture. 

Aside from the terminology of the subject, the present confusion is 

due to three causes—first, to differences in observation as to what 

actually takes place; secondly, to differences in the interpretation of 

the facts and the generalization of them into rules of conduct; and 

thirdly, to ditferences in the application of these rules. As previously 

pointed out, the problem is, in practice, essentially local and personal, 

and after the principles are thoroughly mastered, there is positively no 

other way for the exhibitor than to make his own dates and buds for 

his own varieties by yearly observation and experiment. 

REFERENCES TO LITERATURE. 

The writings on this special subject are exceedingly numerous and 

scattered, and, in the earlier times particularly, references may be 

found only by the diligent search for them in general cultural direc- 

tions and miscellaneous notes, A complete bibliography is out of the 
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question, the labor involved being out of all proportion to the value of 

the results. Workers in cultivated plants know that completeness is 

practically impossible in such tasks. I can only hope that the selection 

I have given covers the essentials of the subject, and represents the 

most important articles published in the periodicals cited. 

ENGLISH PERIODICALS. 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle.— 

Taylor, March, 1851, p. 183. No reference is made to the relative 

value of early and late buds. 

Wm. Holmes, January, 1859, p. 23. ‘This is the earliest mention 

known to me at present of the different values of early and Jate buds, 

and the first use of ‘‘terminal” in this special sense. The word 

‘“‘Jateral,” I take it, is here used as we use “crown” to day. 

R. Fleming, September, 1869, p. 942. ‘This is the first mention of 

the word ‘“ crown” in chrysanthemum culture that I know of, but the 

term is not yet specialized into the definition quoted previously in 

italics at page 349 of this bulletin. ‘ Some of the shoots will be found 

to be more forward than others, and are apt to bloom before them, 

but by judicious disbudding this may be avoided. This is effected by 

nipping out the crown or earliest bud of the earliest shoots, leaving a 

good side bud [He means, I think, a vegetative shoot such as A in 

figure 180.—W. M.], and retaining the crown or earliest bud of the 

late shoots ; this will cause all the buds to be equally forward.” 

W. Hinds, March, 1879, p. 376. The writer says that “ crown 

terminals” are favored in the north, and ‘ terminals” in the south. 

Editorial, November, 1893, p. 592. ‘This explains that with botan- 

ists a terminal bud.is at the end of a stem, but that chrysanthemum 

growers use the term with reference to time, not to position. ‘* For 

them the terminal is the last bud formed, not the first.” The word 

“final” is suggested to avoid confusion. 

J. Douglas, November, 1893, p. 620. An extract from this article 

has been quoted at page 352 as a type of misleading writing. 

FE. Molyneux, May, 1895, p. 584. 

Ki. Molyneux, August, 1896, p. 248. ‘This is the earliest picture 

known to me at present of a crown budin any English journal. 
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E. Molyneux, September, 1896, p. 309. The terminal bud illus- 

trated for the first time in any English journal. There is, I believe, 

an all-important typographical error in the fourth line from the bot- 

tom. For “ figure 59” read “figure 49.” 

The Garden.— 

E. Molyneux, 34: 227, September, 1888. 

E. Molyneux, 38: 407, November, 1890. Importance of the bud 

factor in variation of color. 

C. E. Shea, 38 : 407, November, 1890. 

C. Gibson, 39: 7, January, 1891. 

E. Molyneux, 42: 173, August, 1892. 

HH. 5442. 27 3, SURES, 2OO2- 

E. Molyneux, 44: 126, August, 1893. 

AMERICAN PERIODICALS. 

The American Florist.— 

Elmer D. Smith, 9:8, August, 1893. The cuts enlarged from Mr. 

Molyneux’s book are the only illustrations of this subject that I know 

of that have ever appeared in any of the American periodicals previous 

to March 26, 1898. 

Garden and Forest.— 

TD: Matheld, 5’:°513; October, 1896. 

The Florisis’ Exchange.— 

E. Asmus, 3: 54, January, 1891. 

Elmer D. Smith, 5: 790, August, 1893. 

A. D. Rose, 6: 639, July, 1894. 
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V. THE CORNELL VARIETIES OF 1897. 

The variety test was conducted in 1897 as in the two previous years, 

but with better results. There were 166 varieties grown as cool as 

possible in the same house under the same conditions, and with only 

one plant of each variety. Four flowers were grown on each plant 

and they averaged nearly six inches in diameter. Inasmuch as a 

variety test has no absolute scientific value, but is more nearly related 

to personal experience, judgments of varieties are here offered, and 

the descriptive matter reduced toa minimum. Of the 166 sorts grown 

for comparison, only 86 are now reported upon, as 59 were mentioned 

in Bulletin 136, and the remaining 21 were chiefly numbered seedlings 

that were kindly sent by various dealers in advance of their distribution 

under names. Of the 86 kinds now reported, only 54 are novelties of 

American origin offered for the first time to the trade in the catalogues 

OP 1397." 

It is unfair to finally judge any novelty of any plant on one season’s 

acquaintance, but opinion is called for, nevertheless, and must be 

given. ‘The 86 kinds now considered are divided into only two groups, 

34 In one and 521in the other. Inthe first group the 10 “very good” 

sorts are distinguished from the other good varieties by SMALL CAPI- 

TALS. ‘The asterisk (*) is prefixed to varieties of foreign origin, most 

of them being English and Australian sorts of 1896, kindly sent by 

H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, and Robert Owen, Castle Hill, 

Maidenhead. The dagger (t) means that the varieties are of American 

origin, and named, but not yet published in trade catalogues. 

These estimates are our own judgment for our own conditions and 

may not hold for other conditions and other ideals. ‘The plants were 

skillfully grown by Mr. Hunn, and his judgments enter largely into 

the estimates. | 
The chrysanthemum specialists who have sent their novelties to the 

Station are: ' 

* Fifteen others of American origin were not tried, as follows: Allegro, 

Miss Lottie D. Berry, Robert Edgerton, Gold Bug, Clara Goodman, Mrs. 

Col. Goodman, Kentucky, Mrs. A. P. Meredith, Henry Nanz, Pendennis, 

The Times, Vineta, West Newton, Miss May Williamson, Yellow Monarch. 

The Californian varieties are excluded from this list, because of their 

importations from the Orient, and the different cultural conditions. 
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E. G. Hill & Co., Richmond, Ind. 

John N. May, Summit, N. J. 

Nathan Smith & Son, Adrian, Mich. 

T. H. Spaulding, 40 E. 25th Street, New York. 

Many choice seedlings were sent by the late firm of Pitcher & 

Manda. Others who publish no catalogues but sent their novelties to 

the station are J. Condon, 734 Fifth Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.; Fisher 

& Ekas, rst Toll Gate, Belair Ave., Baltimore, Md.; Theo. Bock, 

Hamilton, O.; and the late Calvin S. Goddard, Woodfords, Me. 

I'irst GRrourp—Goop AND VERY Goop. 

White-flowered Varieties. 

* Early. 

MipcE.—Height, 12 to 15 inches. Foliage ideal. Flowers fit to 

cut from October 5 to November 15. Said to be fuller than AZme. 

Bergmann, the chief early commercial white variety up to this time. 

An ideal pot plant. 

Gero. S. KaLts.—Flowers of the snowball type like AZdge. Fit to 

cut October 10 to 28. Fuller than Af%idge. Foliage ideal. Height, 

22 inches. 

Halycon.—Japanese Anemone section. 

** Mid-season. 

Marsia Jones.—Japanese Anemone section. 

t Dr. C. H. Parkuurst.—This was easily the most attractive of all 

the chrysanthemums grown at the Cornell Experiment Station in 1897. 

Height, 51 inches. Our only plant had four flowers averaging 8x4 

inches, which changed in appearance daily for over a month. Unfor- 

tunately the neck was weak and bare, due possibly to its position near 

a steam-pipe. Arich, warm white flower. Pictured in Zhe American 

A griculturist, 61: 93, January 22, 1898. 

tWm. J. Bryan.—Flowers nearly as large as the last, later, and a 

colder white. Habit better, but rather tall. Height, 46 inches. 

* Mrs. Jas. Carter.—Small, a curiosity. 

t Edith Gunnison.—F lowers large, reflexed, and as good as Our 

Mutual Friend. Not as good as the next for pot plants. 

tls. J. Condon.—F lowers small, reflexed and, like the last, as 

good a pot plant as Robert F. Hibson or Snow Field. Not as good as 

Edith Gunnison for cut flowers. 
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#** Tate. 

Mrs. Martin A. Ryerson.—A worthy sort to precede Yanoma, which 

is probably the best late white variety. 

t Mrs. Wm. B,. Brown.—In season November 5 to 24. 

‘ellow-flowered Varieties. 

* Early. 

GOLDEN Tropuy.—A soft, light yellow flower in salable condition 

from October 10 to November 15, incurved during the first half of the 

season and partly reflexed during the remainder. Habit ideal. 

** Mid-season. 

t Ophir.—F lowers rich yellow, globular, rather formal and lasted a 

month. 

Maud Adams.—An interesting type for the amateur. 

* Mrs. Filkins.—FEssentially a curiosity, but beautiful. 

*** Tate. 

t Levit P. Morton.—Too late for the shows. 

* A, H. Wood.—A type for the amateur (see figure 176). 

Pink-flowered Variettes. 

* Tearly. 

Ex.vena.—The best early, light pink of its form ever grown at 

Cornell. October 12 to 24. 

** Mid-season. 

+ Brooklyn.—Slow in opening and coarse in color at first. Market- 

able for a month after October 20. A first-rate commercial sort much 

preferable to Szdy27 Kaye, which it resembles. 

Merula.—Same shape as Ophir. Color coarsely lined at first, but 

afterwards charming. 

Chebeague.—A splendid sort for local exhibition. Probably too flat 

for commercial use. Ours suffered from burned florets. 

+ Henry Ward Beecher.—A rather Chinese type. Color dull, but 

rich. 
“4* Late: 

Thanksgiving —The best late light pink we know, 
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Amaranthflowered Varieties. 

* Showing the silver backs of the florets. 

* Australic.—The reverse is the chief feature. Only a suggestion of 

the amaranth interior, and no disc seen. 

* Pride of Madford.—Both colors show. Disc appears early. 

* General Roberts.—F lower practically same as the last. 

** Not showing the backs of the florets. 

* Woop’s PET.—FEarly, worthy to precede Viviand-Morel. 

_ Leonipas.—Early. A different form from the last. Otherwise an 

equal choice. 

Other Colors. 

LOANTIKA.—Early. Red, reverse yellow. Worthy to precede Pluio. 

Chito.—Red with yellow stripes. Flower very large, odd and 

striking. 

Casco.—An excellent dark sort, early and lasting. 

* Alice Carter.—Unique, curious, beautiful. A type for the ama- 

teur. 

* E. G. Hazeldene.—Large Anemone section. 

Mizpah.—(See title-page.) A single variety, an excellent type anda 

good pot plant. Oneof our plants 14 inches high had 80 flowers at 

once. Unfortunately, they fade and must be picked off. 

The varieties above commended are now redistributed into two 

other groups. The Amateur List contains many of the finer types 

that the private gardener and skilled amateurs, it is hoped, will save 

from oblivion. In both groups the * is prefixed to varieties suitable 

for pot culture, and the t to those suitable for exhibition. 

Amateur List. 

White.—} Dr. C. H. Parkhuyst, tWm. J. Bryan, Marsia Jones, Mrs. 

Jas. Carter, Halycon, *Mrs. J. Condon. Ye/low.—A. H. Wood, 

Mrs. Filkins, Maud Adams, Levi P. Morton. /ink.—tElvena, Che- 

beague, Henry Ward Beecher. Other Colors.—Gen. Roberts, Aus- 

tralie, t Chito, E. G. Hazeldene. 

Commercial List. 

White.—* Midge, * Geo. S. Kalb, Mrs. Martin A. Ryerson, Edith 

Gunnison, Mrs. Wm. B. Brown, Ye//ow.—* Golden Trophy, Ophir, 
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Pink.—-Brooklyn, t Merula. Ovher Colors. —Leonidas, * Casco, * Miz- 

pah, Loantika, tWood’s Pet. 

SECOND GROUP—LESS PROMISING. 

Doubtless there are good sorts in this list. Some of them need 

special cultural conditions, but in a variety test they must all be treated 

‘ alike. If this were a second year’s trial of them, we should not have 

any of these names on our own personal list of 50 for commercial pur- 

poses. If any are especially interested in some of these varieties we 

shall be glad to recount our experience with them. 

The phrase “less promising,” 

feelings about these varieties, and does not assume to say how these 

therefore, expresses merely our own 

varieties may please others. ‘The plants themselves were well grown 

when we received them from the dealers and they received careful 

attention during the entire season. 

Adelaide. Gold Standard. 

Atkinson, G. F. Golden Wonder. 

Barrington, The. Harriott, The. 

Beckert, Mrs. Theo. F. = Ebepper, Mrs. F- 

Belle of Castlewood. Liydés Mrs. Ex F. 

t Bennett, James Gordon. * King of Plumes. 

Brian Boru. Lawn Tennis. 

* Carvell, G. * Levick, Sydney B. 

Castleton. Lorelei. 

~ * Centaurea. Mars [Spaulding’s]. 

Cole, King. McKinley, Pres. 

* Curzon, Col. McArthur, Mrs. R,; 

Defender. Morse, T. B. 

Devens, Dorothy. t Nix, Jessie. 

Doone, Lorna. * Oceana. 

Douglas, Mrs. R. D. * Owen, Rose. 

Elainora. * Pride of Swanley. 

Eureka. Rothenbush, Mrs. P. [18g6, 

Evangeline. Yoshiike, California]. 

Gifford, J. M. Spaulding, Dorothy. 

Gladys. Sundew. 

Glessner, Mrs. John J. Sunstone, 
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Sunclad [1896]. Western King. 

Symphonia. Withers, Mrs. J. 

* Purk 4: * Wood, Mrs. A. H. 

Wallace, M. M. Woodford, J. H. 

Ward, C. W. Yellow Kid, The. 

SUMMARY. 

1. Special directions for cultivating plants at home are given at 

pages 334 to 342. 
2. Lists of newer varieties for special purposes are given at page 

B67. 

3. In order to grow chrysanthemums at home it is not necessary 

to know the difference between crown and terminal buds. It is 

desirable that every florist should master the subject. Page 348. 

4. The pink color in chrysanthemums is very unstable. Its regu- 

lation depends more upon the skill of the cultivator than on the 

variety.. Pages 342, 348 

185.—Shavings, an od. lily. (See page 340. ) 
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CoRNELL UNIVERSITY, ITHACA, N. Y., May 20, 1898. 

THE HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE, ALBANY: 

Sir: This bulletin is submitted for publication under Chap. 67 of 

the Laws of 1898. It has been prepared by Mr. M. V. Siingerland 

and embodies the results of experiments extending over two years and 

the latest reliable facts related to the subject had under investigation. 

In 1896, an insect known as the quince curculio was so destructive 

in some localities as to lead growers of the quince to seriously consider 

the advisability of cutting down their orchards. Early in 1897, a 

critical study was begun of the habits of the curculio, and continued 

during the season until its life-story and habits had been ascertained. 

Observations show that there is little, if any, probability of poisoning 

the insect with an arsenical spray, and that early cultivation has but 

little effect upon it, thus disproving two of the so-called ‘remedies ” 

by which it has been supposed that the pest could be reached. Our 

study of its life reveals some striking variations from its habits of the 

preceding year. By carefully watching the insect in the cages at the 

insectary, we were enabled to give several large quince growers warn- 

ing that the pest was appearing in alarming numbers nearly two 

months later than its schedule time of the preceding year. By follow- 

ing our suggestions, one extensive grower of the quince, whose crop 

was nearly an entire failure in 1896, due principally to the work of 

curculio, secured in 1897 the finest crop of quinces he ever harvested. 

A few careful observations in the cages at the insectary upon the 

habits of the curculio resulted in the saving of hundreds of dollars 

worth of fruit in a single orchard. 

IL. P.. ROBERTS, 

Director. 
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186.—‘‘ Knotty ” guinces; lower one, natural size, and upper one half natural size. 



Pie WIN Ce CURCULIO.: 

Conotrachelus crategi, Walsh. 

Order CoLEopTERA. Family CURCULIONID~. 

UINCES are more largely grown in western New 

York than elsewhere in the Union. ‘The indus 

try has grown up slowly and quietly, and has 

not attracted general attention; yet, in its way, 

it is one of the important agricultural interests 

of the state. Quince growing can never assume 

the proportions of other orchard industries, 

because of the limited demand for the fruit, 

and for this reason, also, the most careful attention must be given to 

marketing the crop and to reducing the injuries from a number of insects 

and fungous enemies.” * 

The insect enemies which have thus far seriously interfered with 

the growing of quinces in New York may be counted on the fingers of 

one hand. Such an enumeration would include the round-headed 

apple-tree borer, the codling-moth,t the New York plum lecanium 

scale,t and the insect discussed in this bulletin—the quince curculio. 

Of these insect enemies, the first and the last one mentioned have 

caused New York quince growers by far the most trouble and damage ; 

the lecanium scale was noticeably injurious for only one or two’ 

seasons in a few isolated orchards, and comparatively few of the 

wormy quinces are to be credited to the work of the codling-moth. 

Quince trees often suffer more from the attacks of the round-headed 

apple-tree borer than do apple trees. Fortunately, however, this 

borer is not as yet well established in many of our quince orchards, 

and is thus rather local in its distribution. One quince grower may 

have to keep constantly on the alert to prevent the borers from ruining 

* Bulletin 80, Cornell Experiment Station. The Quince in western New 

York, by Professor Bailey. 
+ Discussed in Bulletins 142 and 108, 
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his trees, while his neighbor only a few miles away may never have 

occasion to dig the “ grubs” out of his trees. 

However, most of the complaint we get from quince growers in 

regard to insect pests comes in the form of queries about ‘‘ wormy”’ 

and ‘‘knotty’’ fruits. Nearly all of those who grow quinces are only 

too familiar with such “knotty” fruits as are shown in figure 186. 

Most ‘‘wormy” quinces have been the home of the grubs of the 

quince curculio, and we believe that most of the ‘ knottiness” of the 

fruits is caused by the same insect. We have examined dozens of 

quinces like those figured, without finding a single worm, so that often 

the fruits may be “knotty” and not “ wormy.” The probable explana- 

tion of how the “knots” are produced is given in the discussion of 

the feeding habits of the curculios. 

During the past few years this quince curculio has caused a greater 

monetary loss to some of the larger quince growers in western New 

York than all the other insect foes and the fungous diseases of the 

quince combined. In 1896, 95 per cent. of the fruits in one large 

orchard at Lockport, N. Y., were badly injured, and a very extensive 

grower at Geneva, N. Y., became so discouraged in trying to check 

the pest as to seriously contemplate uprooting his whole orchard. 

However, both of these orchardists are now fighting this insect so 

successfully that last year they harvested one of the finest crops of 

fruit the trees ever bore, and this in spite of the fact that in some 

cases hundreds of the curculios appeared on a single tree during the 

season ; in one instance last year over 200 of the beetles were collected 

from only seven trees one morning in August. In our discussion of 

the methods of fighting this pest, we have drawn largely from the. 

practical experience of these successful growers. 

Irs History, DISTRIBUTION AND Foon. 

This insect, which is so serious a menace to successful quince 

culture in New York, js a native of this country, and its natural food 

is the fruits of the common wild hawthorn. As early as 1837 one of 

the beetles had found its way into the celebrated collection of Jejean 

in Paris, France; but nothing more seems to have been heard of the 

insect for a quarter of a century. In 1863, it was discovered by 

Walsh, in Illinois, where it then “swarmed” on the hawthorn. It 
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was reported from Pennsylvania, in 1867, on peach trees, and the 

next year it was found in New Jersey on pears. It was not until 

1870, however, that anything was known of the habits and early 

stages of the pest. That year, Dr. Riley found that it bred very 

abundantly in the common haws in the West, and Trimble reported 
that it was breeding freely in quinces and pears in the East; one 

quince crop in New Jersey was reduced from 100 to 30 barrels, and 

late varieties of pears had also suffered severely in New Jersey, Penn- 

sylvania and western New York. 

This is the first definite record of the occurrence of the insect * in 

New York, and there seems to have been no other report of its 

occurrence in the state in injurious numbers for eleven years. Nearly 

every year since 1881, however, western New York quince growers 

have reported that a large percentage of their fruits were “ wormy” 

or “knotty.” We have also seen evidences of the work of the pest 

wherever we have found quinces growing in the central and eastern 

parts of the state. 

Cooke records having captured two specimens of the insect in 

California in 1882. There are specimens in the National Museum 

from the District of Columbia, Kentucky and Canada, and in the 

LeConte collection at Cambridge, Mass., from Georgia, and it is also 

known to occur in Michigan. ‘Thus, it seems to be quite widely 

distributed throughout the eastern, central and extreme western por- 

tions of the United States, and also occurs in Canada. It doubtless 

breeds freely in the wild haws in these regions, and in the East has 

unfortunately developed an especial liking for the quince, and often 

attacks the pear also. It has not been recorded as breeding in apples, 

and, although the curculios will feed freely on apples in confinement, 

efforts to induce them to breed in apples have failed. Thus, during 

years when there are few or no quinces, the insect doubtless breeds in 

wild haws or pears, rather than in neighboring apple orchards. 

*It is quite probable, as Riley stated in his Third Missouri Rept., that Dr. 

Fitch had met with the grubs of this insect in hawsin New York as early 

as 1859, but had mistaken them for those of the plum curculio. The con- 
text in Dr. Fitch’s ‘‘ Address on the Curculio and Black Knot on Plum 

Trees.’’ (Trans. N. Y. State Agr. Soc. for 1859, p. 609), indicates this fact. 

The plum curculio has rarely, if ever, been recorded as breeding in haws, 

while these fruits are the natural food of the quince curculio, 
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THE CHARACTERISTICS AND APPEARANCE OF THE INSECT. 

Like all beetles, this quince curculio passes through four different 

stages during its life—the egg, larva or grub, pupa, and the adult 

or beetle. It is injurious to the quince in two of its stages. The 

beetles “sting” the fruits, forming many of the familiar “ knotty ” 

places, as shown in figure 186; and “ wormy” quinces (figure 194) 

are the work of the grubs or larve. Quince growers should thus 

familiarize themselves with these two stages of the insect. The other 

stages—the egg and pupa—are discussed later on in connection with 

the story of the life of the pest. 

The beetle or curculio.—The pictures of the curculio, natural size 

and enlarged (side and back views) in figure 187, and still more 

enlarged in the frontispiece, will give one a very good idea of the 

general appearance of this stage of the insect. It is somewhat larger 

than the common plum curculio, has a comparatively longer snout, 

and is very “ broad-shouldered.”* For comparison, we have intro- 

duced, in figure 188, an enlarged picture of the plum curculio, the 

pest with which every successful plum, peach or cherry grower is 

usually already too familiar. Note the peculiar elevations or “humps” 

on the back of the plum curculio. ‘There are no similar elevations on 

the quince curculio, whose wing covers are simply longitudinally 

_nibbed with seven narrow ridges, with two rows of punctures in each 

space between these ridges. Its general color is of a rather uniform 

brownish gray, mottled more or less with white, especially on the 

thorax. 

The peculiar long snout possessed by this quince curculio, in com- 

mon with all the other members of the immense family of snout-beetles, 

is of peculiar construction, which well adapts it to the many uses to 

which the beetle puts it. This snout is simply a prolongation of the 

head, but it is interesting and peculiar from the fact that the mouth- 

parts of the insect are out at the snout’s tip, and the antennz also 

arise from near the tip. As can be seen in the frontispiece, the 

antenne can be neatly folded back for half their length in a little 

groove along the snout; the snout of the female is a little longer and 

*QLeConte and Horn state that this curculiois ‘‘ broader and more squat 
than any other of our species, and it is easily distinguished by the humeri 

being obliquely truncate, with the outer angle dentiform.”’ 



190.— The pupa of she quince 
curculto, enlarged, 

187.— The quince curculio, natural size and 

enlarced, 

188.—7he plum curcutio, 

enlarged. 

189.- Grub of the quince curculio, en- 

larged and natural size. 
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less deeply striated than in the male. This peculiar situation of the 

eating apparatus renders the snout a very useful instrument for the 

quince curculio, but at the same time increases its destructive power. 

‘These points are discussed in detail in our story of the life and habits 

of the pest. 

The grub or larva.—This stage of the insect is well shown, natural 

size and much enlarged, in figure 189. 

It is a fleshy, maggot-like, footless grub of a semi-transparent, light 

flesh color. Its head is dark brown, with the horny jaws darker, and 

there is a lighter brown, shield-like area on the back of the first 

thoracic segment. ‘The main trachea running along each side of the 

body shows quite distinctly through the skin (see the figure), and the 

pulsations of the “heart” can also be seen along the back. The 

spiracles are light brown in color, and the body bears a few brownish 

hairs. 

This grub can be readily distinguished from the caterpillar of the 

codling-moth which also infests the quince, as the latter always has 

distinct legs. 

Irs NAME. 

This quince pest belongs to the largest and most important of the 

families—the Curculionide, or popularly, curculios cr weevils—of the 

snout-beetles, of which more than a thousand different kinds are already 

known to occur in North America. This great family of curculios 

includes several of our most destructive insects, such as the acorn and 

nut- weevils, the well-known plum curculio, the strawberry weevil, and 

that recent importation from Mexico, the cotton-boll weevil. 

When Walsh discovered and described the snout-beetle under dis- 

cussion in 1863, he gave to it the scientific name, Conotrachelus 

crategi, by which it is still known.* The first or generic part of the 

name is said to signify ‘conical thorax or throat,” and crategz, the 

specific name, was suggested by the fact that the insect was first 

found “swarming” on the common thorn, Crategus. 

* The insect was given the specific name of Aumeralis in Europe in 1837, 

but as no description accompanied this name, it cannot take the place of 

Walsh’s name proposed twenty-six years later; a Brazilian species of the 

same genus now bears the name of husmeralis. 
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Its very suggestive and expressive popular name of “quince cur- 

culio” was given to it by Dr. Trimble in 1870. 

THE STORY OF THE LIFE AND HABITS OF THE QUINCE CURCULIO. 

The quince curculio is so nearly related to the plum curculio* that 

one would naturally suppose that the stories of their lives would differ 

but little. However, careful observations have revealed some striking 

and important differences, thus again emphasizing the necessity for 

observations, rather than generalizations, upon the habits and lives of 

our Insect enemies. 

Its winter quarters.—It is in its grub stage (figure 189) that the 

quince curculio passes the winter. ‘The long dreary months are spent 

by the grub in a little earthen cavity or cell two or three inches below 

the surface. After leaving the fruit in the fall, the grub burrows its 

way into the soil and there forms its winter home by rolling and twist- 

ing its body around and thus packing the earth back, leaving a small, 

oval, smooth-walled cell in which its winter nap is undisturbed by the 

elements above. 

Its spring habits and transformations.—With the warmth of the 

spring-time, the grubs begin their destined transformations necessary to 

complete their life cycle. Wonderful changes take place beneath the 

grub’s skin, which is finally cast off, and a form, quite unlike the grub; 

known as the pupa, appears. One of these yellowish-white, tender 

pupz is shown, much enlarged, in figure 190. They are curious 

objects, with the developing legs, wings, snout and antennz of the 

adult insect closely pressed against the body. From ten to twenty 

days are spent by this insect in the spring in this quiescent pupa stage 

in its earthen cell. Finally, the pupal shroud or skin is cast off, and 

the active adult or curculio appears. At first, the beetle is light 

colored and quite tender. On this account, it remains in the earthen 

cell for ten days or more, gradually acquiring its normal coloring and 

the maturity and hardness of body necessary to enable it to make its 

way through the soil to the surface, to meet there the various vicissi- 

tudes of its life. 

* Both bear the same generic or ‘‘sirname’’ (Conotrachelus) and thus 

present only specific differences, 



193.—Sections through the egg-pits, showing the eggs in 

postition » much enlarged. 

192.— Young quince, showing the manner of feeding 

of the curculios, 
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As some of the grubs go into the soil in August, and the beetles 

which develop from them may not appear above ground before the 

middle of the next July, a quince curculio may spend eleven months 

of its life in the soil in the orchard. However, some of the grubs do 

not leave the fruit until much later in the fall, and in some years the 

spring climatic conditions are such as to hasten the development of 

the insect, so that the beetles sometimes appear as early as the latter 

part of May; thus only about seven months of its life may be spent in 

the ground. | 

In all our experience in rearing and observing insects, we never 

before met with one whose habits were so remarkably affected as 

were the quince curculio’s by what was apparently simple variations 

in the climatic conditions in early spring. In 1896, the beetles 

appeared in full force on the quince trees at Geneva, N. Y., during the 

last week in May, when the quinces had reached the stage shown in 

meure; ror, In’ April, 1897, Mr. R. A. Barnes, of ‘Lockport, N. Y:, 

kindly furnished us with many of the grubs undisturbed in their winter 

homes. Some of these were kept on our office table, but most of 

them were placed in another part of the insectary where they would 

be subject to out-door cr more natural conditions. ‘Those in our 

office developed into the beetles about June 1, or practically on the 

schedule time of the preceding year in the orchards. But the grubs, 

kept under natural conditions, did not change to pupe until the last 

week in June, and none of the curculios° emerged in our cages until 

nearly a month later. Thinking that these results must be abnormal, 

due, perhaps, to some unknown and unnatural conditions in our cages, 

we at once wrote to Geneva and Lockport, asking that jarring experi- 

ments be made on a few trees to ascertain if the curculios were present 

in any numbers. Reports soon came from both places that the beetles 

were then out in full force; the quinces had then attained the size 

shown in figure 192. At Geneva, they began jarring the trees in the 

latter part of May, or at the same time they caught the curculios the 

previous year, but soon stopped, as practically none were found, and 

the jarring machines were laid aside with the belief that the pest 

would not need to be fought in 1897. It was very gratifying to have 

our breeding experiments thus verified in the field; and the fact that 

the information thus gained enabled some of our largest quince 

growers to destroy hundreds of the curculios, which would otherwise 
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have undoubtedly ruined many bushels of quinces, is a good illustra- 

tion of the value of such experiments. 

The explanation of the appearance of the curculios during the last 

week in July in 1897, and about May 26, or two months earlier, in 

1896, is undoubtedly to be found in the difference in climatic condi- 

tions of early spring in the two years. From the report of the New 

York State Weather Bureau, we learn that “periods of abnormal 

warmth obtained during April and May (1896), the maxima for the 

former month being among the highest recorded for April.” The 

temperature conditions during a similar period in 1897 were nearly 

normal. Our breeding experiments with the grubs in a warm office 

and under normal out-door conditions, as detailed above, together 

with the known climatic conditions just mentioned, seem to afford 

conclusive evidence that the appearance of the curculios in the last 

week in May, in 1896, was unusual, and abnormal for the latitude of 

central New York. It is unfortunate that our observations on this 

point do not extend over more than these two years, for it leaves it 

still somewhat uncertain at what time in the spring the curculios 

usually appear in New York. It is very doubtful if they often appear 

as early as June 1, and we believe that the last week in July is 

unusually late; probably their normal time for appearance is about 

July 15, or possibly a little earlier in our state. Or the curculios 

probably do not appear on the trees until the quinces are somewhat 

larger than those shown in figure 1gr. 

Habits of the curculios or beetles—For a week or more after they 

emerge from the ground in the spring, the curculios feed upon the 

growing quince fruits, and possibly to a slight extent upon the leaves. 

The young fruits are covered with a thick fuzzy coating (in figure 191 

a bit of this covering is loosened and turned back), but this offers little 

or no protection against the attacks of the beetles. While they seem 

to prefer to feed near the stem end of the fruit where the fuzzy coating 

is thinner, still they are often seen feeding at other points. In feeding, 

the curculio works its snout down through the fuzzy coating, eats a 

hole about the size of a common pin through the skin of the fruit, 

then proceeds to gouge out a pit or hole, often about the size of a 

half pea, in the flesh just beneath the skin; its curved snout, with the 

jaws at its end, is well adapted for this work. In figure 192, the skin 

has been removed to show several of these holes made by the curculios 
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in feeding. Just to the left of these large holes, the fuzzy coating was 

scraped away to show two little holes eaten through the skin, which 

lead into similar large pits in the flesh. When we saw the beetles 

feeding, in May, 1896, the fuzzy covering was quite thick (figure 191), 

and when the beetle withdrew 

its snout the coating closed up, 

entirely obscuring the hole in 

the skin, so that it was impos- 

sible, in many cases, to de- 

termine if a fruit had been eaten, 

without first scraping off this 

fuzzy covering. Oftentimes the 

constricted portion of the fruit, 

near the stem, will be riddled 

with holes where the curculios 

have fed. 

We have no positive evidence, 

but our observations indicate 

that the pits and hard kernels 

which are so familiar to quince 

growers in the “knotty” fruits, 

ate. the direct result of the 

feeding habits of the curculio. 

We believe the holes thus made 
in the skin and fruit when it 191.— Young quince, with small flap of 
; ; the thick fuzzy coating of the skin 
is small finally result in the turned back. 

“knots” of the mature fruit. 

If this be true, the insect injures the market value of the fruits quite 

as much in its curculio or beetle stage as it does later as a grub. 

Lgg-laying.—After feeding on fruit for about a week, as described 

above, the beetles copulate and soon begin laying eggs. In 1896 

the eggs must have been laid early in June, while in 1897 egg laying 

did not take place until early in August. ‘The eggs are laid in little 

pits made by the mother beetles in the fruit. A small hole is first 

eaten through the skin, and then a pit about the size of a half pea is 

gouged out of the flesh. These pits thus made are indistinguishable 

from the ones made by the beetles in feeding, so that it is impossible 

to tell on the surface of a fruit whether the pin-holes through the skin 
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lead into egg chambers or feeding pits. In figure 193 are shown 

sections through two egg chambers. It will be seen that the pits are 

considerably larger than the eggs, and are irregular in shape. After 

eating out the pit with her snout, the mother beetle doubtless simply 

turns around and deposits the egg through the hole in the skin, 

perhaps then pushing it down to the bottom of the pit with her snout. 

This completes the operation, there being no crescent cut made as in 

the case of its near relative, the plum curculio. 

The quince curculio’s egg is of a semi-transparent, whitish color, 

and of the form shown in figure 193. It measures .56 mm. in 

diameter, and is .g mm. long. Under low magnifying powers, the 

shell of the egg appears smooth, but when greatly magnified, the 

whole surface is seen to be finely reticulated with ridges which outline 

small, four to six-sided areas. ‘The egg seems to have a harder or 

thicker shell than that of the plum curculio, for it is certainly less 

easily crushed. ‘This fact and the fact that the quince fruit grows 

comparatively slower than the plum may explain why the quince 

curculio finds it unnecessary to make any crescent cut to prevent its 

egg from being crushed by the growth of the fruit. 

Evidently the egg-laying period of the beetles is of considerable 

duration. We examined the ovaries of one curculio soon after she 

had begun to lay her eggs, and found therein many eggs, as yet only 

partially developed. We were able to count nearly 30 eggs in all 

stages of development in the ovaries of the beetle examined. Thus, 

30 is doubtless approximately the number of eggs which each curculio 

lays, and probably two weeks or more elapse before this full quota is 

laid. 

In August, 1897, the eggs hatched in from seven to ten days, and 

the little grubs at once began eating their way into the fruit. 

FTabits of the grubs.—The grubs continue feeding in the fleshy part 

of the fruit for about a month, forming therein a large ‘‘ worm-eaten ” 

cavity, as shown in figure 194. They usually do not extend their 

operations into the core of the fruit, as does the codling-moth cater- 

pillar. When full grown, the grubs eat their way to the surface of the 

fruit, forming the familiar ‘‘ worm hole” leading into the blackish, 

disgusting-looking cavity in the flesh. 

Usually most of the “‘ wormy”’ fruits remain hanging on the tree, 

and it is often impossible to distinguish them until the grub makes its 
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exit through the tell-tale ‘‘worm hole.” If the fruit falls to the 

ground before the grub is full grown, it continues feeding in the fallen 

fruit until full-fed or the fruit rots. In one instance, it is reported 

that one-twentieth of the infested fruit dropped, the grubs continuing 

therein until the fruit decayed. As many as six of these grubs have 

been found infesting a single quince. 

The grubs doubtless drop to the ground upon leaving the fruit 

which remains on the tree, and they soon burrow into the soil for a 

distance of from one to three inches; those grubs which mature in the 

194.—A ‘worny” quince cut open. 

fallen fruit, also leave it and enter the soil. During normal seasons, 

some of the grubs doubtless leave the fruit in August; but often many 

of them are still in the fruit when it is picked, and, upon emerging, 

find themselves in the packing-case or barrel. In 1897,some of them 

were still in the fruit on the trees on October 4. Thus, the grubs 

may be found in the fruits at any time after July, and sometimes even 

in June. However, there is but one brood of the grubs in a season 

or year; for it matters not if some of them get full grown and enter 

the soil early in August, because these, as well as those which do not 

leave the fruit until October, all remain unchanged in the soil through- 
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out the winter in a little earthen cell, as described in discussing its 

winter quarters. 

NATURAL ENEMIES. 

We have found no record of any natural enemy attacking this 

quince curculio in any of its stages. However, such an enemy is at 

work upon the curculios in New York. Among the grubs sent us in 

April, 1897, was one which behaved unnaturally, not burrowing back 

into the soil when disturbed as did the others. A few days later, the 

cause of this was revealed, when, in the place of the grub, we found a 

neat little cocoon lying beside the head and skin of the grub. This 

was on April 26, and eighteen days later, there emerged from this 

cocoon a pretty little hymenopterous fly, which bears the scientific 

name of Srga/phus canadensis. ‘This little friend occurs in widely 

separated portions of America, and has been bred from other curculios 

or weevils. In Iowa, where it is parasitic upon the plum gouger, it is 

thought that the little fly sticks its egg through the flesh of the plum 

into the cavity where the grub is at work, and the grub succumbs 

before it leaves the fruit. We have no data as to how the parasitism 

is accomplished in the case of the quince curculio in New York; 

evidently, however, the grub sometimes gets into the ground before 

succumbing. Probably, at present, this parasite exercises but little 

influence in controlling the numbers of the curculio in New York. 

How to CoMBAT THE QUINCE CURCULIO. 

It will require much intelligent and well-directed effort on the part 

of the quince- grower to circumvent this curculio, but it can be done, 

as some of our fruit-growers are demonstrating. While we have con- 

ducted no experiments against the insect personally, we have had the 

direction of the warfare in some of the larger quince orchards, and 

have been fortunate in having the experience of successful growers 

placed at our disposal. 

The fact that the eggs are laid in pits in the flesh beneath the skin 

of the fruit (figure 193) renders it practically impossible to reach the 

insect in this stage with any insecticide, or by any other practicable 

method. Also, when the eggs hatch, the young grubs are inside the 

fruit, practically as fully out of the reach of insecticidal measures as 
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are the eggs. The only chance to reach any of the grubs while in the 

fruit is to gather up and destroy at once the comparatively small 

proportion of the infested fruits which fall to the ground before the 

grubs leave them. It is often very difficult to determine, without 

mutilating it, if a quince is infested while it still remains on the tree, 

so that the picking off and destroying infested fruit is not practicable. 

After the grub leaves the fruit, making its familiar “ worm-hole ” exit, 

infested fruit is easily distinguished, but then ‘the bird has flown.” 

Cultivation of the soil.—The fact that the grubs leave the fruits, 

enter the ground a short distance, and there remain for many months, 

has led several writers to recommend that a thorough cultivation of 

the soil, either in the fall or spring, would disturb and destroy many 

of the grubs. ‘Theoretically, this should prove an effective remedial 

measure. But the experience of some of our largest and most success- 

ful quince growers who have cultivated their orchards thoroughly, 

both in the fall and spring, for several years, proves quite conclusively 

that cultivation has but little, if any, effect in reducing the numbers of 

the curculio. . 

We were unable to understand the reason for this until we saw the 

grubs do a very simple thing in our breeding cages here at the 

insectary in April, 1897. Mr. R. A. Barnes, of Lockport, N. Y., had 

kindly sent us a lot of soil, from his quince orchard, in which there 

were many of the grubs undisturbed in their earthen cells, made the 

fall before. We broke into these winter cells or homes and removed 

the apparently inactive or dormant grubs, and placed them on the 

surface of some other soil in our cages, intending to cover them with 

soil later. What was our surprise a few minutes later to discover that 

the grubs had waked up from their winter’s nap and had disappeared. 

Investigation later showed that they had burrowed into the soil and 

formed another earthen cell, just as they had done the previous fall. 

Hence our thorough breaking up of the soil, resulting in their being 

subjected to practically similar, or even more adverse conditions than 

would result from cultivation, had not even discouraged the grubs. 

We disturbed. in a similar manner, some of the grubs several times, 

and always with the same result, that they quickly burrowed into the 

soil again. We believe, therefore, that the non-success of cultivation 

either in the fall or spring, as demonstrated in practice in several 

badly infested orchards, is due principally to the fact that the grubs 
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simply burrow back into the soil, however often they may be disturbed. 

In 1897, one large infested quince orchard was plowed in January 

to a depth of three or four inches; the ground was bare and it froze 

very soon after plowing. During the latter part of March and early 

in April, this orchard was thoroughly cultivated, and the cultivation 

continued later in the season. Yet, in spite of this, hundreds of the 

quince curculios were captured on the trees in August. This cultiva- 

tion cannot be depended upon to check this pest, while in its grub 

stage in the soil, either in the fall or spring. 

Theoretically, however, thorough and rather deep cultivation at the 

time the insect is passing through its tender pupa stage in the soil, 

should destroy many of these pupz. Probably, during normal seasons, 

the pupa stage is passed in the latter half of June or early in July. 

We have no definite data as to the effect of deep, thorough cultivation 

at this time or at this critical period in the life of the pest, except the 

general statement of quince growers, who are considered good culti- 

vators of their orchards, that they can see no effect from it upon the 

numbers of the insect. 

Spraying.—Until within a few years, nearly everyone who has made 

any serious attempt to control this pest, has used a poison spray for 

this purpose. As a perusal of our story of its life will show, the 

only stage of the pest that could be reached by a poison, is the cur- 

culio or beetle; the grub is inside the fruit, out of harm’s way, from 

the moment it hatches from the egg. The only chance to poison the 

beetles is during the week or more which they spend in feeding on the 

fruit, previous to and during the period of egg-laying. Although the 

beetles are quite ravenous eaters, their method of feeding, as described 

on page 382 and illustrated in figure 192, will at once show how little 

chance there is to poison them. Most of their food they get from 

beneath the skin in the flesh, only eating a minute hole through the 

skin. 

Theoretically, then, the chances for poisoning the quince curculio 

are small. Fortunately for the theory, it is the universal testimony of 

quince growers who have thoroughly tested the arsenical sprays, 

London purple and Paris green, against this pest, that they have been 

able to see little or no benefit from spraying. One large grower after 

faithfully spraying with poison for several years without success, 

became so discouraged as to seriously consider uprooting his trees. 
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Applications to the soil.We doubt if the application of any sub- 

stance to the soil, in practicable quantities, would destroy enough 

grubs to pay for the trouble of applying it. 

Hogs in the orchard.—In one quince orchard, Mr. R. A. Barnes, of 

Lockport, N. Y., ‘allowed hogs to run from early in the spring until 

just before time to gather the fruit, when, because they would reach 

up and pick the fruit, they were excluded fora time ;” small grain was 

from time to time scattered on the’ ground to induce more thorough 

“rooting” by the hogs. From this orchard he gathered his finest 

fruit. Either the orchard was not badly infested by the insect, or else 

the hogs found most of the grubs in the spring before they transformed 

into the beetles. 

Jarring method.—Like the plum curculio, this quince curculio 

quickly drops to the ground when the tree is jarred, not shaken. This 

habit of the insect seems to be its most vulnerable point; and it is 

undoubtedly the point against which the most successful attacks can, 

with our present knowledge, be made by quince growers. The process 

of jarring is very simple and is too familiar to need description here. 

Nearly every fruit-grower who practices it has his favorite padded 

“ jarring-pole” and there are several kinds of receptacles in use for 

catching the curculios when they drop. These “ curculio-catchers ” 

vary in design from a simple sheet of cloth stretched on a wooden 

frame (to be held by the operator with the aid of straps over the 

shoulders or to be simply laid on the ground) to elaborate wheel- 

barrow-like machines carrying a canvas arranged like an_ inverted 

umbrella, as shown in figure 195. 

It is a much more difficult matter to jar quince trees than it is plum 

trees, on account of their great difference in habit of growth. The 

main branches of the quince often start from very near the ground, 

thus making the trees so low that it would be impossible to work one 

of the ordinary ‘ wheelbarrow catchers” under them. This compels 

one to use simple sheets or do as one large grower did, prune up the 

trees and have a cart built especially low. Figure 195 is from a 

photograph taken in this orchard and shows this low form of “ cur- 

culio-catcher” built to order for fighting this pest. It was this orchard 

which the owners thought seriously of uprooting (as mentioned above 

under spraying) on account of this curculio, but thorough work with 

these jarring machines for a few years has made it a very profitable 

ti 
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orchard again; the pest has not been exterminated, and it is still 

necessary to keep an eye on the insect. Thus, with our present 

knowledge of its life and habits, the jarring process is the most suc- 

cessful method for fighting the quince curculio yet suggested and 

tested. 

Some of the curculios are to be found on the trees at any time 

during the day or night. It is said to be more active at night and 

rather secretive during the day, perhaps sometimes hiding in the 

crevices of the bark or in grass or soil at the base of the tree. We 

have made no observations upon this point. Those who practice the 

jarring method begin the work early in the morning and continue it 

all day, if necessary. 

The more important question, as to just when to begin jarring for 

this pest, we are unfortunately unable to set any definite date. In 

1896, the beetles were out in force in the last week of May when the 

quinces were of the size shown in figure 1rg1, while in 1897, they did 

not appear until the last week in July, when the fruits were as large as 

the one shown in figure 192. We have offered an explanation for this 

remarkable difference of two months in the date of appearance, in our 

discussion of the life-story of the pest. In 1897, one large grower 

began jarring in the latter part of May expecting to capture the 

curculios as he had done at this time the year before, but finding no 

insects, he put away his machines, thinking there would be none to 

trouble his fruit. We notified him when the beetles began to emerge 

in our cages in the latter part of July, and he got out his machines 

again and found the enemy this time. 

We believe, however, that 1896 was quite an abnormal year, and 

that the curculios will not often appear so early as the last week in 

May. On the other hand, we suspect that the last week in July is 

uncommonly late for their appearance. In the latitude of St. Louis, 

the curcullos appear about June 1, and we believe that they 

normally appear in New York State about July 15, perhaps a little 

earlier. However, this is not a matter for the quince-grower to 

guess at, and there are two ways open for him to find out about 

when to look for the beetles. It will be a simple matter to spade up 

some soil in the orchard in April, examine it carefully to make sure it 

contains some of the grubs in their earthen cells, and then put the soil 

in a box or can of some sort whose top can be covered with netting. 
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Keep the soil moist, and await developments. In short, start an 

experiment in breeding the insect. Nothing willinterest your children 

more than a simple experiment of this kind. When you find that the 

beetles have emerged from the soil in your cage, then get out the 

jarring machines. 

A second method of determining when the beetles are at work is 

to begin in the latter part of May and jar a few trees every day. It 

will be an easy matter to discover just when to turn loose the rest of 

your batteries upon the enemy. 

Those who practice the jarring method successfully, jar the trees 

every day, if possible, from the time the beetles appear until their 

numbers decrease beyond the danger point, or only a few are captured 

each time. In one orchard in 1897, 200 curculios were jarred from 

seven trees, and it was not an uncommon thing to get nearly 50 

beetles from a single tree at one jarring when they were the most 

numerous. Usually it will not be necessary to jar the trees for more 

than six or eight weeks, often less. 

This jarring process involves considerable labor and expense, but 

experienced fruit growers tell us it costs only from 15 to 20 cents to 

jar a tree during the season. One should consider that this slight 

expenditure may often favorably decide the important question of a 

large crop of fine fruit, or a meagre crop of “‘ knotty” and ‘ wormy ” 

fruit. Fruit growers and others who have insect foes to fight do not 

often think of this phase of the question when considering the expense 

which a certain method may involve. 

After you capture the curculios with your jarring device, then 

exercise your own ingenuity in killing them. Some put them in 

kerosene or boiling water, while others have a charcoal stove built for 

the purpose, in which everything that falls onto the sheet is burned. 

MaRK VERNON SLINGERLAND. 
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SOME SPRAYING MIXTURES. 

Since spraying has taken its place as a part of the routine work 

connected with the fruit farm, much attention has been given to the 

substances used for spraying. ‘The results of many trials with various 

materials have been published in the bulletins from the different 

stations, and now special spray calendars are issued by some stations. 

Bulletin 114 of this Station is a spray calendar. 

Among the standard remedies for chewing insects are Paris green, 

London purple and hellebore, while the Bordeaux mixture, ammoniacal 

copper carbonate, liver of sulphur, etc., are recommended for fungous 

diseases, blights and mildews. 

Paris green is composed of copper, acetic acid and arsenous oxide, 

and when pure should contain at least 50 per cent. of arsenous oxide. 

Arsenous oxide is the chemical name for white arsenic. 

Five samples of Paris green recently examined at this laboratory 

contained : 
I = 54.63 per cent. arsenic. 

1 pt oe Meee aa er ean 
IIT = 54.32 . 

IV = 55.32 os * 

Ne UL iene a 

London purple is a waste product in the manufacture of some dye 

stuffs and consists chiefly of arsenic lime and the dye. Paris purple 

and English purple are quite similar in character to London purple. 

A sample of English purple gave on analysis : 

SESE TAR UN SS OD) a yn fates oe ao os ein eee 36.75 per cent. 

es © soluble in water. -2-s32.% 5.36 per cent. 

Paris Purple. Total. Soluble in water. 

Wortley cArcemc(AssOs jet: ilies th a).ct 47.05 11.86 

No. II. i fa peters Merah eye Se eo 34.10 13.88 

The arsenic is here combined with lime. When any of the purples 

are used as insecticides, two or three times their weight of quick lime 

should be used to counteract the effect of the arsenic soluble in water. 
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During the past few years various substitutes for the arsenical 

poisons have been on the market. In 1888, the Vermont Station pub- 

lished the analysis of slug shot. 

Atseric(AssOry ys fot ties ake ce tee nee 1.58 per cent. 

Copper Oxide og o..o cies we x cen ree Kins tecies .60 per cent. 

A sample recently examined at this Station contained : 

Arsconse (ASSO. Soni tis- ee cee oat 2 «is aaitetekn' at .60 per cent. 

COP DET 5:55 55 a8 ene Sax orcs Seals ek ares el pene 1,15 per cent. 

The Massachusetts State Station in 1893 examined several insecti- 

cides, and, among others, found the Oriental Fertilizer and Bug 

Destroyer to contain 2.38 per cent. arsenic. 

During the present season, a number of inquiries have been received 

at this Station concerning insecticides and fungicides. As it is too 

soon to give results of actual trials, only the chemical composition of 

the substances can be given, which the reader may compare with the 

older insecticides and fungicides. 

LAUREL GREEN. 

A new preparation under the name of Laurel Green, is on the 

market, and is offered for sale as a substitute for Paris green. It 

also claims virtue as a fungicide. A chemical analysis shows it to 

contain arsenic, copper and lime and sulphuric and carbonic acids. 

These same substances would be found in a mixture of Paris green 

and Bordeaux mixture after drying. The copper and arsenic were 

determined. 

Capped) tire st Ati ie stele eaeiaee s 10,00 per cent. 

PUTTING (US MON 0c) ate Lop oils ne estas Seid aioe 7.75 per cent. 

BUG DEATH: 

While it may be possible to combine both insecticidal and fungicidal 

properties in the same compound, there may be some doubt about the 

economy of depending on such preparations to act as fertilizers also. 

Nevertheless, in the advertising matter accompanying a sample of 

Bug Death, the following statement is made: 

“J will undertake to guarantee it, as not only is it a fungicide and 

insecticide, but, as well, it acts as a fertilizer, Jt is sure death to all 
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the tribe of bugs from A to Z, and it will prevent potato blight, tomato 

rot, melon disease and strawberry-leaf blight—all of which diseases 

are formidable in the Northern and Eastern states. Bug Death is a 

tenacious powder, and wherever it takes hold it serves its purpose.” 

We Hi. MORSE) Me DiIS3S5 

Consulting Chemist. 

WESTFIELD, N. J., April 25, 1898. 

It contains neither arsenic nor copper, and what its value rests upon 

it is difficult to see, for it consists principally of zinc, lead and iron 

oxides, in the following proportions : 

AHOVO ACE” FU PM he Eos Sal Bale hohe 76.5 per cent. 

IESG PPO >. TG sp colar Re Oo eI g.8 per cent. 

TLOMNORIAGCy ef oc. ven misty Sela edsce Wot ek <i ete 7.8 per cent. 

The remainder consisted of silica, chlorine, potash and a trace of 

phosphoric acid. While it may prove useful in combating some pests, 

there is not, I believe, any record of the use of oxides of iron, zinc or 

lead as successful insecticides. 

The consulting chemist above mentioned claims fertilizing value for 

Bug Death. 

A fertilizer analysis gave the following results : 

INTEL OP OM. spor te tester alo tte Sok Uuead ya tpaety dank ieee .0O per cent. 

POS PIUGMC ACG er 8 = aa veiw foc oh wep Set eee ae .08 per cent. 

OAS cele sect ec evapora ty aces ote doce cgeee ateie silo 3 2.00 per cent. 

The average of analyses of five samples of soil of ordinary produc- 

tivity was found to be: 

DNA EROS CMY tex oot 5 bes i ntus wots Toma Se oe Se ee -21- per cent. 

Phosphoric acid ....... ok Dee eels .16 per cent. 

ES lapse toils AG Bey ty Stine eis res ol el octane IN 1.63 per cent. 

Inasmuch as Paris green must now contain 50 per cent. of arsenic 

when warranted to be pure, other arsenical compounds whose insecti- 

cidal value depends on the arsenic should be sold on a comparative 

basis. When users of spraying mixtures demand that the goods 

bought be of a certain quality, the supply will be forthcoming, as it 

was in the case of commercial fertilizers. 
Gro, W, CAVANAUGH. 
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Extension Work in Horticulture, 42 pp. 
Spraying Calendar. 
Dwarf Apples, 31 pp. 
Fruit Brevities, 50 pp. 
Texture of the Soil, 8 pp. 
Moisture of the Soil and Its Conser- 
vation, 24 Pp. 

Suggestions for Planting Shrubbery, 
30 pp. 

Second Report Upon Extension Work 
in Horticulture, 36 pp. 

Green Fruit Worms, 17 pp. 
The Pistol-Case-Bearer in Western 
New York, 18 pp. 

A Disease of Currant Canes, 20 pp. 
The Currant -Stem Girdler and the 
Raspberry-Cane Maggot, 22 pp 

A Second Account of Sweet Peas, 35 pp. 
A Talk about Dahlias. 40 pp. 
How to Conduct Field Experiments 
with Fertilizers, i1 pp. 
Potato Culture, 15 pp. 
Notes upon Plums for Western New 
York, 31 pp. 

Notes upon Celery, 34 pp. 
The Army-Worm in New York, 28 pp. 
Strawberries under Glass, 10 pp. 
Forage Crops, 28 pp. 
Chrysanthemums, 24 pp. 
Agricultural Extension Work, sketch 

of its Origin and Progress, 11 pp. 

Bulletins Issued Since the Close of the Fiscal Year, June 30, 1897. 

138. 

139. 

140. 

14I. 

142. 

143. 

144. 

145. 

146. 

147. 

148. 

149. 

Studies and Illustrations of Mushrooms: I. 

Third Report upon Japanese Plums. 

Second Report on Potato Culture. 
Powdered Soap as a Cause of Death Among Swill-Fed Hogs. | 

The Codling-Moth. 

Sugar-Beet Investigations. 

Suggestions on Spraying and on the San José Scale. 

Some Important Pear Diseases. 
Fourth Report of Progress on Extension Work. 

Fourth Report upon Chrysanthemums. 

The Quince Curculio. 

Some Spraying Mixtures. 



APPENDIX II: 

Detailed Statement of’ Receipts and Expenditures of the Cornell Univer- 

RE CLAPTS. 

FROM AGRICULTURAL DIVISION. 

Amount carried forward, 

sity Agricultural’ Experiment Station, for the fiscal year ending 

June 30, 1898. 

Products sold (Farm) . . $118 29 

Testing herds 16 00 

$134 29 
FROM HORTICULTURAL, DIVISION. 

EEUU E OCGA Fe on D8 F a cad fara oP eg Ow Mio, cas 53 63 

Products sold . 54 95 

108 58 

Total for receipts 242 87 

EXPENDITORES. 

FOR SALARIES. 

er: BODES, -DITECtOR 6 ogy! fat ena err omnes $125 00 

igs Batley Trertictilturistes 2 Err te a ee ae os 125 00 

H. H. Wing, Dairyman, % mo. . 52 08 

Ge cAthinson, Boramisk.” S27) a atk Aan tae. 82°23 

bP AsClinton,- Acwcultiurish. (* ie Si. $b Es ho fe els, 100 OO 

G. W. Cavanaugh, Chemist . 83, 33 

E. A. Sone @lerks 7.5. 50 00 

t2 PROCESS DILECKOn Se — nas oe Lert teat ee 125 00 

iy... Bailey. Horticaiturist =e 2 125 00 

H. H. Wing, Dairyman, 4%mo... 52 08 

G. F. Atkinson, Botanist . ah joe Page MS raphe S434 

yA Chntons A pricwitorish 2 ta. ke a a een ee 100 OG 

$1,104 15 
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cay 

APPENDIX LI. 

Amount brought fopwand, 

G. W. Cavanaugh, Chemist 

I. P. Roberts, Director . 

Ij Hy Bailey (aorticultwaist \ 4 (gow pete sie Ss. 
Ue AAG irs 3 tas Poe ese uses 

cho Mere eo wet ie, Ce. 8. we se 

H. H. Wing, Dairyman, 

G. F, Atkinson, Botanist . 

1; A.-Chnton ;Agriculturist. >.>. 

. W Cavanagh, Chemistins vikysoe > sie etn ce 

A 5 

. H. Bailey, Horticulturist . 

SH... Wane Dairy man. <5 226) we 

. V. Slingerland, Assistant Emtommoloeiees 

. F. Atkinson, Botanist . . 

ee Clinton, Agriculturist . . 

. Cavanaugh, Chemist 

peter: Director 1-2 

. Bailey, Horticulturist . 

. Wing, Dairyman ; 

. Slingerland, Assistant Ee iveselacist 

. Atkinson, Botanist 

. Clinton, Agriculturist . 

. Cavanaugh, Chemist . 

; Butler, Clerk 

. Roberts, Director 

. Bailey, Horticulturist . 

. Wing, Dairyman . ‘ 

. Slingerland, Assistant Betomeloetee 

. Atkinson, Botanist 

. Clinton, Agriculturist 

. Cavanaugh, Chemist 

oly Gy Va Ved om 

Sie 16:10 6 Ol are 

OE ee One eee ees ee ae arc 

wESiRoberts, Wirector 8 474 tir 36 a 

tdi hailey HOriceleurisl “srecisnes Kote 

. H. Wing, Dairyman 

a Wes 

. 2, Atkinson, Botamist’ 4.25 Gor: 

is Clinton, Agriculturist 

W. Cavanaugh, Chemist 

Roberts, Director . aes ee CO Be hx at re Pea | Pp. 

. H. Bailey, Horticulturist . . 

is Wine Jair yaaa 95 oop eh ae’ oid : 

. V. Slingerland, Assistant Entomologist . . 

. F. Atkinson, Botanist 

. A. Clinton, Agriculturist 

over, +. bye. @ 

POs mH 

Amount carried forward. 

Roberts: Diectore ot es hoa Lal ee see eee 

. - . . 

a= 10. 56) > fa) en ee 

Slingerland, Assistant Entomologist. .. . 

oo Bee ene. Te, he 

Gy £C) 56. AotW es oe Pek Ag ae 

ay sie ee “Gary ‘a 

$1,104 15 

83 33 
125 00 

125 00 

52 08 

83 33 
I00 OO 

83 33 
125 00 

125 00 

83 34 
125 00 

83 33 
100 OO 

83 33 
125 00 

125 00 

62 50 

125 00 

83 33 
I00 OO 

83 33 
50 00 

125 00 

125 00 

62 50 

125 00 

83 33 
I0O OO 

83 33 

125 00 

125 00 

125 00 

125 00 

83 33 
I0OQ OO 

83 33 
125 00 

125 00 

125 00 

125 00 

83 33 
100 OO 

$5,389 53 
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Amount brought forward, $5,389 53 

a ge vamame  Caermist: 2 ee a rs av eae ata om OS SS 
Bi eee eer iC IOti. eae hn Pat hora, | We ako ore Wadi 26 50 00 

Poe ODES Pe IECCEOL rae aaa sth.) sua vee at amin. Fy 2 EZSROO 

ior. batley, Horiediturist: iris. 64 60/6 5 ee Ee ae Be O°. 

Pid WV ie. AIT yInam. ois eo on in tihso4 iS Ge 

M. V. Slingerland, Assistant Paromolosice Be a iow. > * “G2,50 

Gob AR sisoil, “BOLAMISE:, ce tke ie ie cy» he te hea 33.33 

L. = Clinton: Avmeulturist=., “s) <j 'si-5. 6s 6 uu, er 4 LOOLOR 

Re ca idan MOTE TINGE 2 Uae a aa a . $3233 

K. A Jane) (ei ea 1S Fo Re a arte eer eae a eee 50 00 

Teky FRO DELS, IReCtOTs Sac ete So Fs. Made pees) . EZ5nOO 

Ei dlde Baileys MELOREVCUIUHTISE nts ork! 2 Sp ee yah dee ees Sw os 125 00 

PE EW te (Da thy Ma se OR ee eine ee Ci, EG. GO 

Gor Atk ansont: Botanises fon ola) neve ~a shine ae apes 325132 

ip. Ae Clintant Acmeuleinst oa. steps ets <1 Sis ey etdo sy ROO 00 

GoW, Cavanaugit Chemist; — 94>... ken. ooh k agtG a Sead 

ee Roberts, Directon 42.4 Pees ape hates AY eige a  E DOO 

ir Balle y< HOrlicult wrist (3 lor. is: ay < Narre cke © 125 00 

EERE Walttss Daag atl ett ee ore, Ha ies nee 3 125 00 

Gor Atkinson, Botanist)"<c0: sacey <5 4 me Yai ees os O23. 33 

PA? -Chitton. Asrichitunist. <4 29~-iils apa ae he hy AAOOUGo 

G.W...Cavanaugh,,Chemist. . 2 2... b, jeakcepontes Sars. be $3.33 

‘otal for Salaries sy .p.- < snus tied Sa . $7,560 34 

FOR PRINTING. 

ie Vo RoR Co... F reieht and Cartage s.. 5S 4. <2 eo, reas 
cea Weliveny sGartaee se fsa Both ee 25 

. F. Humphrey, Printing 150 Fae Annual Report . 100 61 

V-Re Rez Cos Freight and, Cartage -c: or 9 onto ae ol 88 

J. Horace McFarland Co., 8 Half-tones ..... AM: 33 00 
W. F. Humphrey, Printing 20 M copies Bulletin ft 133 5 320825 

Franklin Engraving & Printing Co., Making Cuts. . 75 67 

Campus Delivery, Cattage:: esis terete het nate I 50 

EV. Rooks Cou Kretokt and Cartage... acts ac 5 if = 6 40 

New York Engraving & Printing Co., 2 Electros .. . 2 00 

GW, Tailby; Labor sy sp.ski. 74) aes SiaaR Ae 2h Reiss 6 08 

C.-3 Tatlby phabot ste 6 nso ene Oh yee Mea | Belge a as 5 08 

U.S. Expréss Co}; Hxpressage: speys. ih xs%5Fi- Sgt ene 75 
Franklin Eeerayine Co., 6 Half-tones = i3), oe yrs «1 17. 39 

i, V.7R. BK. Co., Bretont and Cartage 7 o15/2 Pegi.) 3 212 

Amount carried forward, $579 33 
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Amount carried forward, 

Amount brought forward, $579 33 

W. F. Humphrey, Printing 20 M copies Bulletin No. 139 161 40 

W. F. Humphrey, Making Electrotypes 43 00 

U. S. Express Co., Expressage . 30 

Lovejoy Co., 1 Half-tone .. . 3, 00 

U. S. Express Co., Expressage . ee 25 

LV: RR Co.; Preicht and Catta-e < 143 

L. Ve Ro Rs Co, Hreight and Cartage. 4 69 

Cornell Engraving Co., 2 Electros . : 5 06 

W. F. Humphrey, 500 copies Bulletin No. a : 3 50 

W. F. Humphrey, zo M copies Bulletins 140 and 141 . 362 80 

Wm. C. Baker, Making Drawings . 6 00 

Andrus & Church, Wrapping Paper 85 
M. A. Adsitt, Mimeograph Paper . 75 

LV. RR. Cor Freight and Cartage’ : 9 87 

W.F. Humphrey, Printing 15 M copies Bulletin No. 142 645 52 

W. I’. Humphrey, Making Electrotypes . 4I 00 

L. V. R. R. Co., Freight and Cartage . 7 58 

Andrus & Church, Wrapping Twine . 206 

Lovejoy Co., 1 Cut I 58 

OY SAS. coe Freight and Ce 3 45 

W. F. Humphrey, Printing 20 M copies pulieun No. 144 209 OO 

Andrus & Church, 500 Postals and Printing . 6 00 

W. F. Humphrey, 5co copies Bulletin No. 104, Renner 16 80 

Total for Printing . . $2,118 32 

FOR OFFICE EXPENSES. 

L. V. R. R. Co., Freight and Cartage . $4 44 
Western Union Telegraph Co., Message 25 

Andrus & Church, Stationery : 8 75 

I. P. Roberts, Traveling Expenses . 104 05 

. U.S. Express Co., Expressage . 35 
Andrus & Church, Envelcpes 92 40 

L. A. Clinton, Three Reports 3 00 

L. V. Maloney, Salary . -" 45 00 
M. A. Adsitt, Carbon Paper . ie 50 

M. A. Adsitt, Letter Book and pitied ; 3 00 

M. A. Adsitt, Repairs on Typewriter . 80 

C. B. Tatlby, Labor. ... 2 24 

G. Wi Tailiy,- Laboi eis!" 2 220 



ai, 

NO ON OR ANIWYYWYIYYTY YY YW YA, 

ApPpENpDIx II. 

Amount brought forward, 

fee Ws ta titOre: PAvOe 2 so aris. Shinn foes 

L. V. R. R. Co., Freight and Crees 

Anacust Te were. “Dag HaOk a "5 2 isb.fdas taste 3 

Andrus & Church, Envelopes 4 

M. A. Adsitt, Repairs on Typewriter . 

Andrus & Church, Day Book made to Order ..... 

Andrus & Church, McGill Fasteners . 

Andrus & Church, Ink and Blotters 

Ci HowessFPhoto Plates 1° x 

M Adsitt, Stationery 

Andrus & Church, Srationce: expe (Heke Nahe tee ks! 

B. MeGilliviay, Photo Supplies ssf". 7. 
Andrus, c.C ure; Stationerye, (s ) = lesa. Foe cs 

ROtiscwid Bros... SuAdIng se . B25 a Eka ho Sb ae 81-8 

Campus: Delivery, Cartageus cos a as 

L. V. Maloney, Salary . 
J. W. Gilmore, Labor 

Gr Rowell: & Cos 1 biseetory Sate ate eek. 

Wis. 2. O75 Postage;: 

Andrus & Church, Sraioncay SAE coe pve fof Deke — aioe 

AmdsHs Se Chueh "Blotters. 4 tol seme as lanes 

Ws SHR PLlessuGo., IX MLessare ok: 5a vs rot sae td al Ate 

i VeeMaloney “Salary 2-237) wistcet ethan tapas eh es 

J. W. Gilmore, Labor . 

a SSE y OC ACO4s | WANE vont a5 UE en ee 

Wis. x ptess (0:5 Foxe pressag@e’’ - ohitret 3 a tale eee 

U. S. Express Co., Expressage . . 
M. A. Adsitt, Typewriter Oil 

Campus Delivery, Cartage . 

J. H. Comstock Pub. Co., Menara af faeces 

Andrus & Church, Postal Cards and Printing . 

Charles Scribner’s Sons, Text Book of ee y 

nats Gc Church Eman. 208 Alki Tee at deen, 

Garden & Forest Pub. Co., Papers 

Dodd, Mead & Co, _jelineon s Se ee eae ee 8 vets 

Mendota Book Co., 1 Book on Milk Testing 

itr et OW: Pista ges 2. a9.) os os i 

LP; Roberts, Traveling ee : 

M. A. Adsitt, Mimeograph and Silk Eapee 

I. P. Roberts, Traveling Expenses . 

17. Wa. Maloney > Salatye tes aay at Oss aegis tee ee 
Te W- Gilmore, Labor 224.0% -.08 bee ts hie ee Peat ie 

Wicd «0. Postace Ss Aveehars is SEE LST Set ee Teer 

Amount carried forward, 

43 33 
13 20 

a ON Ww 

I On 
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Amount brought forward, 

Ithaca Gas Co., Gas . 

Bool Co., Furniture . . 

Orange judd Pub. Co., My nee s Super Beet 

Ithaca Stamp Works, 2 Stamps. . 

=f Sai 40> “2. 70'*7 6). ete im 

Cornell University Dept. of Repairs, Repairs 

U. S. PO:; Pestage.. 

U.S. P. O., Postage (Stamped Basclones) 
L. V. Maloney, Salary . 

@ wiimilby, dabee.-~aeteibaenen eee 

J. W..- Gilmore; Labor. 2... “SSS hee 

Andrus & Church, Letter Meade re ai ter pe ie 

Bool Co., Repairs on Desk . 

M. A. Adsitt, Mimeograph and Castor Pape: 

U.S; Bupress: Co: Fi xpressage <> 2635.° 22 4 

I.’ P. Roberts, Traveling a xpenses+s '..) . > 

Ithaca Stamp Works, Ink 

Ithaca Gas Co., Gas. 

W. O. Wyckoff, Rimebetipht Ink Bi Tis Nac eae Fae 

I. P. Roberts, Traveling Expenses . 

B. F. White, Photos . 

o: ay ‘a: 6 es Is. 

js. (Cm Le, S- lepie ei bya te 

Cornell Co-operative Society, Giationeey: ene : 

L. V. Maloney, Salary S05) jen ate 

j.2W.- Gilmore; Labor .s:-; os fet ant 

U.S: POs. Postage 2's pa oe i 

Andrus & Church, Pamphlet Cases. : 

USP: -0., Postazete ss 7l 2.4. o See = 

L. V. Maloney, Salary . 

Andrus & Church, Letter Beads 

A. A. A. C2 & E: S., Membership Fee 

J. “W.. Gilmore, ‘Labor’: 

Ithaca Gas Co., Gas . 

L. V Maloney, Salary . 

1. be Gilmore, Labor . 

U. S$. Express Co., Expressage . : 

ane & Church, Stationery, etc... 

Ithaca Gas Co., Gas . 

Cornell Co-operative Society, eationeey, oe ; 

M. A. Adsitt, Typewriter Oil. . 

U. S. Express Co., Expressage . . a ae 

U.-S;. Bxpress Co. , Mepressase is 20 3 hs 

Wt. b> Ops Postage ye 55260 whem een 

Mrs. Hunter, Labor, Giedwias Office ~.... 

Amount carried forward, 

$608 37 

48 

10 77 
38 

1 85 

1 89 

IO 00 

10 80 

re 
4 06 

os 
5 88 

125 

2.25 

30 

9 25 
1/25 

22 
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May 3. 

a: 

June 14. 

cf 30, 

1897. 

July 6. 

“ 8. 

Sr Io. 

20 

a 22 

ie 23: 

oe 22. 

SS 30. 

30. 

= 30. 
“ 30 

aa 30. 

1 aa: 

tts "7. 
ce 7 

18. 

ee 18, 

ft 18, 

ceo AA 

wept, - I 

pe 6. 
cc 9. 

Hs DA. 

Oct i 
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6¢ E; 

“e 28 

ce 3. 
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Amount brought forward, $984 13 

Witte ce bumlick, Piogk OM 2.27 Pi 2 ae) ted, 50 

L. V. Maloney, Salary . see DL 45 00 

Amirns oe auTed. peaionery, 2057 Vs) nee AS, 12 

BaP NI AIOUEN ath aye so 4: Ceo, 2 Mode RARE 43 33 

WAS. 2.O., Pestave » 10 0O 

fers tices «Labor, 68... otf IO 42 

fee Hipetns, “babor cis 3) Be 7 09g 

ihaeasGas COn Gass 242... 3.4 16 

Uo Fh. CO. Postage. 255: 3 90 

Total for Office Expenses . . $1,104 65 

FOR AGRICULTURAL DIVISION, 

H.-G eranee, Cartasey otc. Si tlisk—: fo 25 

Leroy Anderson, Salary 18 00 

Gearce Sinall; Water-lime: 8s. nbd toa eng SS 50 

2 Bs Lane, labor dad Repaits yuri d 2. Ns toes? 35 

ze F. Noxon, Seeds and Plants . 6 60 

. M. Sharples, Repairs . ; 10 17 

eee Scribner’s Sons, Banheneore 5 3 58 

C.-B:. Tailby, Labor: : II 41 

G.W. Tailby, Labor . 18 40 

E. R. Ewell, Labor . 38 42 

J. W. Gilmore, Labor 2I 00 

L. S. Harrington, Labor . 4 50 

Leroy Anderson, Salary. . 25 00 

Platt Drug Co., Drugs . 3 fie I 49 

American ipdesdaie Assn., eaislictieicead ‘7 A oe 4 00 

U. S. Express Co., Ta Treccaee eR eT =, ne ae 55 

Andrus ‘Church, Note Books (ire. shdsioehs fe. ws 35 

Gould Mutsy. Co. Castine Seti iy tod . asa OS Sd SP 19 

Gould Mrts—Co, (Casting 2. = ote ta Ys 2 see 83 

C. R. Mellen, Seed Wheat . Sates E30 

I. P. Roberts, Traveling Expenses. . 14 08 

Perey mderson:: balany bs aie eS ew eS NS 25 00 

White & Burdick, Drugs. . Ir 83 

R. D. Roberts, Labor ; 19 20 

Leroy Anderson, Salary... 25 00 

Be Be Cobbs Labor tafe a3. se So ot eae 10 88 

E. C. Roberts, Labor pete 2 48 

Die ce WR RR Cot, Freiehe aad nase Sk, eae 46 

$275 82 Amount carried forward, 
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Oct.” 4: 
“é 6. 

u 30. 

on 30. 
“ 30 

2 30: 

= 30. 

es 30. 

ee 30. 

is 30. 

Nov. 8 

ms 20 
«6 20 

Hec::-- 30; 

8. 

se 27. 

1898. 
fan. °= "4: 

a 10. 

ge is; 

15. 

te 24. 

aI. 

a1. 

Mar. '3 

Decs —'9: 

= 10. 

cei = 2a. 

phere oe 

Apr. (25: 

he 25. 

25. 

June 30 

1897. 

July 6 

2 22. 

Bh) 203 

Aug. 4. 
4¢ 7: 

APPENDIX II. 

Amount brought forward, 

ean aor .5 a 

« Cobb; Tabor. =: 

. C. Roberts, Labor 

J. Cragiz, Labor 7. 

. J. Roach, Labor 

. Bush, Labor 

. J. Bowen, Labor 

Cc. M. Crouch, Labor : 

E. McGillivray, Photo. euler ded eA’ coe 
Tom Humiston, Labor . 

George Humiston, Labor . 

G. W. Tailby, Labor 

Leroy Anderson, Salary ; 

F. T. Patterson, Freight on Potatoes 

le a) eye 10 elle Pe” a ae wee ie 

Se ee 
OM aa. tar es 4 

a} Le “Se se), lat ee 

Leroy Anderson, Salary 

Platt Drug Co., Drugs . 
pt ARG 0 eon Oh 0 

American Jersey Cattle Club, See eS: 3 Animals. . 

Treman, King & Co., Supplies... . 

U. S. Express Co., Expressage. . 

Farmers’ Fertilizer Co., Fertilizer we fcey Se PY xe 

D., L. & W. R.R. Co., Freight and Cartage .. . | F 

C. E. Chapman, Spray Pump . Pt 
Can pus<Delivery, Cartage <5: sci. t oar 

L. V. R. R. Co., Freight and Cartage . 

White & Burdick, Oil for Experimental Beeieses anes tis 
F. Whiting, Labor 

Williams Bros., Casting . 

Hs Black, Mectilizer ms: ia Riki © cates 

Ge Stechert. Publications 10-5 Soa 

B. F. White, Photo. Supplies 

Total for Agricultural Division »..> < .-3;. 

FOR HORTICULTURAL DIVISION. 

Wis. depress: Con Ee Mressa me i. G6 rs ed Al ote 

G. E. Stechert, Publications. . 

U. S. Express Co., Expressage. .. . - ... - 2+. 

Ira Grover, Salary 

D., L. & W. R. R. Co., Freight and Cartage 

Amount carried forward, 

. . . . 

oY de! Ye. fe, te fe) Tie 

or” ei ie eget (te i fel” fe” fini. ta ed Pie ee 

wt -e, Sid-amet, Te 

Di Me 5 et See er ole ne ee 



APPENDIX II. 

Amount brought forward, 

H. V. Bostwick, Barrels, Crates, etc... . 

B. Chase, Pot Labels 

Ira Grover, Salary 

F. Hoch, Labor . 

A. Shore, Labor.. 

BD fe WR. Co.; Pee eel Paes 

H. A. Dreer, Seeds So 

Burns Bros., Blacksmithing... . 

George Small, Lumber BR 

A. I. Wolf & Bro., Ventilating Machine 

Driscoll Bros., Tile 

Fred Hoch, Labor. . 

Pra Grover, salary. 0, 4 Gates, of lat 

F. K. Luke, Labor ree Pe 

U. S. Dept. of Agr., Index Raye RT psy ee 

C. J. Rumsey, Sundry Supplies 

J. B. Lang, Materials and Repairs 

A. Blane & Co., Bulbs and Plants 

W. S. Bickel, Labor . 

G. W. Tailby, Oats 
Ira Grover, Salary. . : 

Ey Hochy. babor. 3s 

F. K. Luke, Labor . adhe 

U. S; Express Co. Popreacise 

G. K. @hamibesiar Drawings . 

U; S. Express-Co., Expressage : <. : 

H. Bayendorfer & Co., Wax Paper . 

Rothschild Bros., Sundry Supplies. . 

U. S. Dept. of Agr., Index Cards . 

E. McGillivray, Photographic Brea 
L,. H. Bailey, Canada Peas . 

Syracuse Pottery Co., Flower Pots . . 

Cc. C. Abel & Co., Plants and Bulbs . 

W. B. Schutt, Hay ; Be aca creel? at 

1s Hoch, babott 9s... 2 4k 2 Soe aes 

Andrus & Church, eanpes peices 2 

Ira Grover, Salary 

Mrs: lta Grover, Labor “2. 8c Sed Ps ewes 

HN. Bostwick} Baskets, ‘ete. oo ).2 0 tanh ae ; 

je M.. Thorboern.& Co. Seeds 701. ..5 a alite es Bs 

George Small, Lumber 

Ira Grover, Salary . 

Amount carried forward, 

37 5° 

$694 03 
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jan.” 3 

~ 12 

Feb. 

Man; 
“ 9. 

=e 22. 

ee 26: 

is 25. 

"7 25. 

te 25. 

Apt. 30 

3 30. 
6 30 

May 2 

June 

= 30. 

1897. 

July 28. 

Aug. II. 

Sept. 18. 

Geb et .7; 

Nov. 18. 

1898. 

June ‘17: 

1897. 

July to. 

ss Tae 
iad 133 

1 Oy fe 

Fs ei, 

x 22. 
“ae 22. 

AppENDIx II. 

Amount brought forward, 

Enz & Miller, Paper . 

M. Carey, Hay 

Ira Grover, Salary . 

Ira Grover, Salary . ‘ 

U.S. Dept; of Agr., Index Oreds 5, 

U. S. Express Co., Expressage . 

U. S. Express Co., Expressage . 

G. E. Stechert, Publications . 

Edward Allen, Publications . 

U. S. Express Co., Expressage . 

U. S. Express Co., Expressage . 

EK. Whitlock, Labor . 4 

Ira Grover, Salary . 

W. B. Schutt, Hay 

Mrs, Ira Grover, Labor 

lta. Grover, Salary 6°. 74-20 

U. S. Express Co., Expressage . 
Jamieson & MeKinney Rubber Me 

Ira Grover, Salary. . 

ae a 

Total for Horticultural Division . 

FOR CHEMICAI, DIVISION. 

J. P;.-Troy, Labels. 

B. S. Cushman, Labor. . 

J. P. Troy, Negatives and eines Paints: 

Treman, King & Co., Sundry Supplies . . 

Cornell University Dept. of Repairs, Repairs .. . 

Rothschild Bros., Toweling . . 

Total for Chemical Division 

FOR BOTANICAL DIVISION. 
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SUMMARY. 
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The Leaves and Acorns 

OF 

weR COMMON OAKS. 

BY ALANSON PHELPS WYMAN. 

The best way to find out if a tree is an oak is to see if it bears an 

acorn. While the leaves and other parts of oaks are different from 

those of any other group of trees, they are not so distinctive as the 

fruit. Some of the most common oaks of the state of New York are 

here described. If an oak is found not corresponding to these de- 

scriptions, or if fuller descriptions are desired, consult Gray’s 

‘¢Manual,” Britton and Brown’s “ Illustrated Flora,” or other manuals. 

WHITE OAK. 

The picture shows the leaves and acorn of a white oak. The two 

forms of leaves in the illustration show how different their shapes may 

be on different trees. But note some features in common. First 

look at the general form of the leaf, as if there were no cuts or sinuses 

in the sides, In outline it 1s something like a longitudinal section of 
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an egg (ovate), but since the widest part is nearer its tip than ifs 
stem, we call it obovate. 

Observe the lobes. They are much narrower in the smaller leaf 

and the sinuses are deeper, but this is not important. The white oak 

always has lobes much like this and rounded rather than pointed. 

The lobes are 

placed about the 

same distance 

apart and the 

SinwUs estate 

rounded toward 

the middle of 

the leaf. Then, 

the number of 

the lobes is three 

on each side be- 

sides the one at the tip; but there may be only 
y three lobes altogether or there may be nine. 

l The leaves themselves are from four to six inches 

long. ‘Then if the leaves are smooth, of a bright 

green in summer, paler on the lower surface than on the upper, and 

if the acorn has the shape of the one in the picture, the tree is a white 

oak. This narrow lobing of the leaves gives the mass of the tree-top 
a soft and feathery effect. If the tree is of some size the bark will 

be light gray and made up of small scales. ‘The trunks of some white 

oaks rise as single stems to the top of the tree, the branches spreading 

out crookedly and horizontally from them, while others have a number 

of trunks or branches which seem to spread in all directions; in both 

forms the lower branches are often very nearly horizontal. An old 

white oak is one of the best of ornamental trees, and one growing in 

a yard is worth in beauty and shade three or four ordinary trees. 

It spreads so widely, its branches are so crooked and grotesque, and 

it appears so sturdy and powerful, that it seems to have a stronger 
character than ordinary trees, 

Line 
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THE Bur Oak. 

Another oak which is found in the state of New York and the 

north, but not so commonly as the white oak, is the bur oak or 

mossy-cup oak. 

The leaf in the center of the picture (figure 2) is the most common 

form, but other shapes can be found. ‘The bur oak is as variable 

in the shapes of its leaves as the white oak is, but there are some 

general features in common: the lobes are rounded as in the white 

oak, but are placed in a different position and are more irregular. 

Towards the tip, the leaf is very wavy or toothed, but further 

2.—hur oak. 

down it is more likely to be lobed and sometimes very deeply 

lobed. The general form is somewhat obovate, but is narrower 

towards the stem than in the white oak. A leaf shaped and lobed 

like the two at the right, and downy on the lower surface or else paler 

than on the upper, is almost certainly a bur oak leaf. But if it is 

anything like the left-hand leaf, find an acorn. If the acorn 

is like the one in the picture, having the cups covered with 

thick pointed scales, sometimes as coarse as these, sometimes smaller, 

and the edge bordered with a fringe of narrow scales, it was borne 

on a bur oak. The bark of the bur oak is light gray, like that of the 

white oak; but a little darker and not so scaly. Usually, too, its 

branches are not so horizontal. That which marks it best as being a 

bur oak is the character of the bark on those branches which are 
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from five to ten years old; the bark is corky or warty, the corky sub- 

stance standing up in rows along the young branches. This oak is 

often planted, with good effect, to ornament lawns. On low, rich 

lands it becomes a very large tree. 

THE CHESTNUT OAK. 

The leaves of this oak are very much like those of the chestnut 

tree and without the acorns are easily mistaken for them; hence the 

name, the chestnut 

oak. The other oak 

leaves had lobes, but 

here there are only 

rounded teeth, unlike 

the leaf of the chest- 

nut, which has sharp 

pointed teeth. On 

one leaf the teeth are 

a little longer than 

on the other, but they 

are rounded in the 

same way, point in 

the same direction, 

and do not become 
— Chestnut 

; oak. lobes. If the gener- 

al shape of the leaf 

is like this and the 

i teeth are rounded, and a hand glass 

shows a fine down on the lower surface 

of the thick leaf, it is a chestnut oak. But to be sure, see if the acorn 

is like the one in the engraving, very long, and the cups with hard 

scales. ‘The leaf is from five to nine inches in length and the rib at 

the center is bright yellow, like the stem of the leaf. ‘The bark of the 

chestnut oak is black, having ridges and deep furrows which cannot 

be mistaken. ‘The branches do not look so strong as those of the 

other two oaks and are placed more irregularly. Since the leaves are 

so large and so little cut the tree has a full and heavy appearance, 

making it less graceful than many other oaks, It it found on rocky 

banks and hillsides, 
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THE SWAMP WHITE OAK. 

The swamp white oak bears leaves of a variety of shapes. The 

leaves are usually toothed, resembling the chestnut oak, as in the two 

right-hand leaves (figure 4). Rarely, however, instead of being toothed 

they are irregularly lobed with rounded lobes, as in the left-hand 

leaf. All three leaves have the same general form. They are narrow 

at the base, hence wedge-shaped. ‘The teeth are not placed as regu- 

larly as in the chestnut oak, and are more angled, but they are not as 

pointed as in the leaves of a chestnut tree. The middle leaf is much 

like one of the leaves of the bur oak, but it is fewer lobed and of different 

4.—Swamp white 
oak, 

shape. ‘Then, too, the under surface is likely to be white and downy. 

To be certain, one should examine the acorn, which is small and of 

a different shape from that of the bur oak; the scales on the cup are 

smaller and thinner, and the fringe at the edge smaller. This oak, 

which grows mainly on low lands, is a beautiful, round-headed tree, 

and it grows rapidly in good soil. Its bark, like that of the white oak, 

is light gray, but it is more scaly. The trunk and branches are slenderer 

than are those of the white oak and its branches hang more gracefully. 

The tree is apt to be filled with innumerable little dead twigs which 

give it a wild effect. 

THE Rep Oak. 

Here are some oak leaves very different from those which we have 

seen. Instead of being rounded, the lobes are pointed and very 
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sharp. The oaks having pointed leaves are so different from those 

which have rounded ones that botanists make a wholly different 

group of them. The white oak group has leaves with rounded 

lobes or teeth and, with the exception of the chestnut oak, light 

gray scaly bark; the black oak group has leaves with pointed 

lobes or tips and dark furrowed bark. ‘The first four oaks described 

belong to the white oak group. ‘This one and the next two belong to 

the black oak group. 

In the illustration (figure 5) are leaves of the red oak. What 

children have not pinned these leaves together with leaf-stems and 

5§.—Red oak. 

made garlands for themselves or to trim the school-house walls ? Who 

does not remember the great acorn with its flat cup and so bitter to 

the taste? The lobes of these leaves are not long, but taper gradually 

to a point, making triangles. They are seven or nine in number, all 

of them seeming to point towards the tip more than in other kinds of 

oaks. It is very easy to confuse these leaves with those of the next , 

two oaks, but the flat-cupped acorn is distinctive. ‘The bark of the 

tree is furrowed and sometimes dark gray when old. It is an irregular 

tree, its arms pointing in all directions and, while often handsome, it 

has not the grandeur of some of the white oaks. ‘Tree planters like it 

because it can be transplanted easily and grows rapidly. 
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THE SCARLET OAK. 

The oax which is the most brilliant red or scarlet in the autumn is 

the scarlet oak. Although this oak does not grow naturally anywhere 

but in America, it is famous also in Europe for its brightness. Before 

autumn its color is like that of other oaks except that its leaves are 

usually more glossy. The wide rounded sinuses extending deeply into 

the leaf and the narrow many-pointed lobes are characteristic. The 

scarlet oak is easy to distinguish from the red oak but hard to tell 

from the next one. Observe how deeply the leaves are cut, how thin 

they are, and that their stems and ribs are slender. Notice also that 

the triangular scales of the acorn cup are tight to the cup and that 

6.—Scarlet oak. 

the rim of the cup is rounded inward. ‘The outside bark of the trunk 

is gray but the inner bark is reddish. ‘The branches are irregular and 

stiff-looking, but the tree is planted because of its beauty in autumn 

and because it transplants easily and grows rapidly. 

THE BLACK OAK. 

The black oak is sometimes difficult to distinguish from the scarlet 

oak. If the leaves were always like the two at the left hand of the 

picture, it would be an easy matter to distinguish it, as the illustration 

shows the leaves to be broader at the tip and the sinuses (or hollows) 

shallow and quite different from those in the leaves of the scarlet oak. 
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The right-hand ieaf, however, is almost exactly the same as that of 

the scarlet oak, but here the texture should be noted. ‘The leaf of the 

black oak is likely to be coarser and thicker than that of the scarlet 

oak and the stem stouter. Its lower surface until midsummer or 

longer is downy, while in the scarlet oak it issmooth. The acorn is 

of much the same size and shape as that of the scarlet oak, but the 

scales are looser, and the cup-rim does not round inwards toward 

7.—Black oak. 

the acorn. The bark is nearly black and the inner bark is orange 

instead of red. ‘The shape of the tree is much the same as that of 

the scarlet oak. ‘The tree is useful for planting. 



SUMMARY. 

The Oaks are distinguished by their fruit, which is an acorn. 

THE WHITE Oak Group, distinguished by its light gray, scaly bark, 

and the rounded lobes or teeth of the leaves: 

The white oak. The leaves obovate, five or six inches long, 

their lobes usually seven and at equal distances apart, and 

their sinuses deep or shallow, acorn small, with a rather 

shallow and not fringed cup. 

The bur oak. ‘The leaves obovate, downy or pale on their 

lower surface, toothed toward the tips and irregularly and often 

deeply lobed toward the base, the acorn cups heavily fringed 

on their margins, the young branches corky. 

The chestnut oak. ‘The leaves longer than obovate, toothed 

with rounded teeth and yellow-ribbed, the acorn long and its 

cup hard-scaled, the bark dark with broad deep furrows. 

The swamp white oak. ‘The leaves obovate, white downy 

on their lower surface, toothed with squarish teeth, the bases 

wedge-shaped, the acorn small with the margin of its cup 

finely fringed. 

THE BLack Oak Grovp, distinguished by its dark furrowed bark 

and the pointed lobes of the leaves: 

The red oak, ‘The leaves obovate or sometimes shorter, 

their seven to nine lobes triangular and pointing toward the 

tips, the large acorn flat-cupped. 

The scarlet oak. ‘The leaves obovate, bright scarlet in 

autumn, thin, smooth on their lower surface, their sinuses 

deep, wide and rounded, the margin of the acorn cups 

rounding inwards and their scales close, the inner bark 

reddish. 

The black oak. ‘The leaves obovate, coarser, downy on their 

lower surface until midsummer or later, wider towards the tip, 

their sinuses shallow (or sometimes as in the scarlet oak), the 

margin of the acorn cups not rounding inwards and their scales 

looser, the inner bark orange. 



TO THE TEACHER: 

It is especially urged that this leaftet shall not be placed in the 

pupil's hands. It is prepared to enable the teacher to ask suggestive 

questions about the oak leaves and acorns which the pupils may gather. 

This involves of necessity a knowledge on the teacher's part of many 

minute points of difference, which taken in their sum make the specific 

character of the tree. These points may be best discovered by having 

the children bring leaves and acorns to the school room and there draw 

pictures of them. It might also be well to visit the trees, 
Teachers and others wishing copies of this leaflet should address : 

Chief Clerk, 

College of Agriculture, 

TRAC AAI 

The following leaflets have been issued to aid teachers in the public 

schools in presenting nature-study subjects to the pupils at odd times: 

I. How a squash plant gets out of the seed. 

How a candle burns. 

Four apple twigs. 

A children’s garden. For the pupils. 

Some tent makers. 

Whatis nature study ? 

Fints on making collections of insects. 
The leaves and acorns of our common oaks, CN AAR 
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The Lite History of the Toad. 
BY SIMON HENRY GAGE.* 

The life-history of the common or warty toad has been selected 

for various reasons as the subject of a leaflet in nature study: This 

history is exceedingly interesting. ‘The marvelous changes passed 

through in growing from an egg to a toad are so rapid that they may 

all be seen during a single spring term of school. Toads are found 

everywhere in New York, and nearly everywhere in the world; it is 

easy, therefore, to get abundant material for study. This animal is 

such a good friend to the farmer, the gardener, the fruit grower, the 

florist and the stock raiser that every man and woman, every boy and 

girl ought to know something about it, and thus learn to appreciate 

their lowly helper. 

And, finally, it is hoped and sincerely believed that the feeling of 

repugnance and dislike, and the consequent cruelty to toads, will dis- 

appear when the children know something about their wonderful 

changes in form, structure and habits, and how harmless and helpful 

they are. Then who that knows of the chances, the dangers and 

struggles in the life of the toad, can help a feeling of sympathy ; for 

*It was the desire of the author to tell the story of this leaflet in pictures 

as well as in words, and he wishes to express his appreciation of the enthu- 

siasm and ability with which the illustrations were executed by Mr. C, W. 

Furlong. 5 
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after all, how like our human life it is. Where sympathy is, cruelty is 

impossible, and one comes to feel the spirit of these beautiful lines 

from Coleridge’s “‘ Ancient Mariner: ” 

‘¢ He prayeth best who loveth best 

All things both great and small ; 

For the dear God who loveth us 

He made and loveth all.” 
t 
} 

It was William Harvey, the discoverer of the circulation of the 

blood, who first clearly stated to the world the fact that every animal 

comes from an egg. ‘This is as true of the toad as of the chicken. 

‘The toad lives on the land and often a long way from any pond or 

stream, but the first part of its life is spent in the water; and so it is 

in the water that the eggs must be looked for. 

To find the eggs one should visit the natural or artificial ponds so 

common along streams. Ponds from springs or even artificial reser- 

voirs or the basins around fountains may also contain the eggs. The 

tame for finding the eggs depends on the season. ‘The toad observes 

the season, not the almanac. In ordinary years the best time is from 

the middle of April to the first of May. One is often guided to the 

right place by noticing the direction from which the song or call of 

the toad comes. It may be said in passing that toad choirs are com- 

posed solely of male voices. ‘The call is more or less like that of tree 

toads. In general it sounds like whistling, and at the same time 

pronouncing deep in the throat bu-rr-r-r-r-. If one watches a toad 

while it makes its call, he can soon learn to distinguish the sound 

from others somewhat similar. It will be found that different toads . 

have slightly different voices, and the same one can vary the tone: 

considerably, so that it is not so easy after all to distinguish the many 

batrachian solos and choruses on a spring or summer evening. It will 

be noticed that the toad does not open its mouth when it sings, but 

there is a great, expansible, vocal sack or resonator under the mouth 

and throat (see the left hand toad in the plate). 

The eggs are laid in long strings or ropes which are nearly always 

tangled and wound round the water plants or sticks on the bottom of 

the pond near the shore. If the eggs have been freshly laid or if 

there has been no rain to stir up the mud and the water is clear, the 
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to the adult. && ‘tous stages of development from the The toad in var 
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egg ropes will look like glass tubes containing a string of jet black 

beads. After a rain the eggs are obscured by the fine mud that settles 

on the transparent jelly surrounding them. 

Take enough of the egg string to include 50 or 100 eggs, and place 

it in a glass fruit dish or a basin with clean water from the pond 

where the eggs were found. Let the children look at the eggs very 

carefully and note the color and the exact shape. Let them see if 

the color is the same on all sides. If the eggs are newly laid they 

will be nearly perfect spheres. 

Frogs, salamanders and tree toads lay their eggs in the same 

places and at about the same time as the toad we are to study. Only 

the toad lays its eggs in strings, so one can be sure he has the right 

kind. The others lay their eggs in bunches or singly on the plant, so 

they never need be mistaken for the ones sought. 

The eggs which are taken to the schoolhouse for study should be 

kept in a light place, but not very long in the hot sun, for that would 

heat the water too much and kill the eggs. 

It takes only a short time for the eggs to hatch. In warm weather 

two or three days are usually sufficient. As the changes are so very 

rapid, the eggs ought to be carefully looked at two or three times a 

day to make sure that all the principal changes are seen. If a pocket 

lens or a reading glass is to be had it will add to the interest, as more 

of the details can be observed. But good sharp eyes are sufficient if 

no lens is available. 

Hatching.—Watch and see how long it is before the developing 

embryos commence to move. Note their change inform. As they 

elongate they move more vigorously till on the second or third day 

they wriggle out of the jelly surrounding them. This is hatching, and 

they are now free in the water and can swim about. It is curious to 

see them hang themselves up on the old egg string or on the edge of 

the dish. They do this by means of a peculiar v-shaped organ on 

their heads. 

How different the little creatures are, which have just hatched, 

from the grown-up toad which laid the eggs. The difference is about 

as great as that between a caterpillar and a butterfly. 

Tadpoles, polliwogs.—We do not call the young of the frog, the 

toad, and the tree toad, caterpillars, but tadpoles or polliwogs. The 

toad tadpoles are blacker than any of the others. 
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The tadpoles will live for some time in clear water with apparently 

nothing to eat. This is because the mother toad put into each egg 

some food, just as a hen puts a large supply of food within the egg 

shell to give the chicken a good start in life. But when the food that 

the mother supplied is used up the little tadpoles would die if they 

could not find some food for themselves. ‘They must grow a great 

deal before they can turn into toads, and just like children and other 

young animals, to grow they must have plenty of fcod. 

feeding the tadpoles.—To feed the tadpoles it is necessary to imitate 

nature as closely as possible. ‘To do this a visit to the pond where 

the eggs were found will give the clue. Many plants are present, and 

the bottom will be seen to slope gradually from the shore. The food 

of the tadpole is the minute plant life on the stones, the surface of the 

mud, or on the outside of the larger plants. Make an artificial pond 

in a small milk pan or a large basin or earthenware dish. Put some 

of the mud and stones and small plants in the dish, arranging all to 

imitate the pond, that is, so it will be shallow on one side and deeper 

on the other. Take a small pail of clear water from the pond to the 

schoolhouse and pour it into the dish to complete the artificial pond. 

The next morning when all the mud has settled and the water is clear, 

put 30 or 4o of the little tadpoles which hatched from the egg string, 

into the artificial pond. Keep this in the light, but not very long at 

any one time in the sun. The children may think this is not imitating 

nature, because the natural pond is in the full sunlight all day. The 

teacher can easily make them remember that the natural pond is on 

the cool earth where it cannot get very hot; but the small artificial 

pond might readily get very warm if left long in the hot sun. 

One must not attempt to raise too many tadpoles in the artificial 

pond or there will not be enough food, and all will be half starved. 

While there may be thousands of tadpoles in the natural pond, it will 

be readily seen that, compared with the amount of water present, 

there are really rather few. 

Probably many more were hatched out in the schoolhouse than can 

be raised in the artificial pond. Return the ones not put in the 

artificial pond to the natural pond. It would be too bad to throw 

them out on the ground to die. 

Comparing the growth of the tadpoles.—FEven when one does his best 

it is hard to make an artificial pond so good for the tadpoles as the 
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natural one; and the teacher will find it very interesting and stimulating 

to compare the growth and change in the tadpoles at the schoolhouse 

with those in the natural pond. 

As growth depends on the supply of food and the suitability of the 

environment, it is easy to judge how nearly the artificial pond equals 

the natural pond for raising tadpoles. It will be worth while to take 

a tadpole from the natural pond occasionally and put it in with those 

at the schoolhouse so that the difference may be more strikingly 

shown. There is some danger in making a mistake here, however, 

for there may be three or four kinds of tadpoles in the natural pond. 

Those of the toad are almost jet black, while the others are more or 

less brownish. If one selects only the very black ones they will 

probably be toad tadpoles. 

Every week or oftener, a little of the mud and perhaps a small stone 

covered with the growth of microscopic plants, and some water should 

be taken from the pond to the artificial pond. The water will supply 

the place of that which has evaporated, and the mud and the stone 

will carry a new supply of food. 

The growth and changes in form should be looked for every day. 

Then it is very interesting to see what the tadpoles do, how they eat, 

and any signs of breathing. 

All the changes from an egg to a little toad (see the plate) are 

passed through in about two months, so that by the first of June the 

tadpoles will be found to have made great progress. ‘The progress 

will be not only in size, but in form and action. 

One of these actions should be watched with especial care, for it 

means a great deal. At first the little tadpoles remain under water all 

the time, and do not seem to know or care that there is a great world 

above the water. But as they grow larger and larger, they rush up to 

the surface once in awhile and then dive down again as if their lives | 

depended on it. The older they grow the oftener do they come to the 

surface. What is the meaning of this? Probably most cf the pupils 

can guess correctly; but it took scientific men a long time to find out 

just why this was done. ‘The real reason is that the tadpole is getting 

lungs, and getting ready to breathe the free air above the water when 

it turns into a toad and lives on the land. At first the little tadpoles 

breathe the air dissolved in the water just as a fish does. This makes 

it plain why an artificial pond should have a broad surface exposed to 
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the air. If one should use a narrow and deep vessel like a fruit jar, 

only a small amount of air could be taken up by the water and the 

tadpoles would be half suffocated. 

As the tadpoles grow older their lungs develop more and more and 

they go oftener to the surface to get the air directly from the limitless 

supply above the water. They are getting used to breathing as they 

will have to when they live wholly in the air. 

Disappearance of the tail.¥rom the first to the middle of June the 

. tadpoles should be watched with especial care, for wonderful things 

are happening. Both the fore and hind legs will appear, if they have 

not already. The head will change in form and so will the body; 

the color will become much lighter, and, but for the tail, the tadpole 

will begin to look quite like its mother. 

If you keep an especially sharp lookout do you think you will see 

the tail drop off? No, toad nature is too economical for that. The 

tail will not drop off, but it will be seen to get shorter and shorter 

every day; it is not dropping off but is being carried into the tadpole. 

The tail is perfect at every stage; it simply disappears. How does 

this happen? This is another thing that it took scientific men a long 

time to find out. It is now known that within the body there are 

many living particles that wander about as if to see that everything 1s 

in order. They are called wandering cells, white blood corpuscles, 

phagocytes and several other names. ‘These wander into the tail at 

the right time and take it up particle by particle. The wandering 

cells carry the particles of tail into the body of the tadpole where they 

can be made use of as any other good food would be. This taking in 

of the tail is done so carefully that the skin is never broken, but covers 

up the outside perfectly all the time. Is not this a better way to get 

rid of a tail than to cut it off ? : 

Beginning of the life on the land.—Now when the legs are grown 

out, and the tail is getting shorter, the little tadpole likes to put its 

nose out of the water into the air; and sometimes it crawls half way 

out. When the tail gets quite short, often a mere stub, it will crawl 

out entirely and stay for some time in the air. It now looks really 

like a toad except that it is nearly smooth instead of being warty like 

its mother, and is only about as large as the end of one’s little finger. 

Finally the time comes when the tadpole, now transformed into a 

toad, must leave the water for the land. 
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What queer feelings the little toud must have when the soft, smooth 

bottom of the pond and the pretty plants, and the water that sup- 

ported it so nicely are all to be left behind for the hard, rough dry 

land. But the little toad must take the step. It is no longer a tad- 

pole, or half tadpole and half toad. It cannot again dive into the 

cool, soft water when the air and the sunsnine dry and scorch it. As 

countless generations of little toads have done before, it pushes boldly 

out over the land and away from the water. 

If one visits the natural pond at about this season (last half of June, 

first of July), he is likely to see many of the little fellows nopping 

away from the water. And so vigorously do they hop along that in a 

few days they may be as far as a mile from the pond where they were 

hatched. After a warm shower they are particularly active, and are’ 

then most commonly seen. Many think they rained dowr. “ They 

were not seen before the rain, so they must have rained down.” Is 

that good reasoning ? 

While the little toad is very brave in its way it is also careful, and 

during the hot and sunny part of the day stays in the shade of the 

grass or leaves or in some other moist and shady place. If it were 

foolish as well as brave it might be filled with vanity and stay out in 

the sun till it dried up. 

FooD ON THE LAND. 

In the water the tadpole eats vegetable matter, but when it becomes 

a toad and gets on the land it will touch nothing but animal food, and 

that must be so fresh that it is alive and moving. This food consists 

of every creeping, crawling or flying thing that is small enough to be 

swallowed. While it will not touch a piece of fresh meat, woe to 

snail, insect or worm that comes within its reach. 

It is by the desiruction of insects and worms that the toad helps 

men so greatly. ‘The insects and worms eat the grain, the fruits and 

the flowers. They bite and sting the animals and give men no end of 

trouble. The toad is not partial, but takes any live thing that gets 

near it, whether it is caterpillar, fly, spider, centipede or thousand 

legged worm; and it does not stop even there but will gobble up a 

hornet or a yellow jacket without the least hesitation. | 

It is astounding to see the certainty with which a toad can catch 

these flying or crawling things. The way the toad does this may be 
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observed by watching one out of doors some summer evening or after 

a shower; but it is more satisfactory to have a nearer view. Put a 

Toad catching a winged in- 
sect, and illustrating how 
the tongue is extended and 
brought in contact with the 
insect. Several other crea- 
tures that the toad might eat 
are shown in various parts 
of the picture. 

large toad into a box or into a glass dish 

with some moist sand on the bottom, and 

put the dish in a cocl, shady place so 

that the toad will not become overheated. 

In a little while, if one is gentle, the toad 

will see that it is not going to be hurt, 

and then if flies and other insects are 

put into the dish and the top covered 

with mosquito netting one can watch the 

process of capture. It is very quickly 

accomplished, and one must look sharply. 

As shown in the little picture on this page 

the toad’s tongue is fastened at the front 

part of its mouth, not back in the throat 

as with men, dogs, cats and most 

animals. It is so nicely arranged that it 

can be extended for quite a distance. 

On it is a sticky secretion, and when, 

quick as a flash, the tongue is thrown out 

or extended, if it touches the insect, the 

insect is caught as if by sticky fly paper, 

and is taken into the mouth. (See the 

picture.) 

Think how many insects and worms a 

toad could destroy in a single summer. 

Practically every insect and worm de- 

stroyed adds to the produce of the garden 

and the farm, or takes away one cause of 

discomfort to men and animals. One 

observer reports that a single toad dis- 

posed of 24 caterpillars in ten minutes, 

and another ate 35 celery worms within 

three hours. He estimates that a good sized toad will destroy nearly 

10,000 insects and worms in a single summer. 



ENEMIES—LIHE SHADOW SIDE OF LIFE. 

So far nothing has been said about the troubles and dangers of the 

toad’s life. The large plate at the beginning is meant to show the 

main phases in the life-history. If one looks at it, perhaps he may 
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Toad making a meal of an angle worm. 

wonder what becomes of all the tadpoles that first hatch, as only two 

toads are shown at the top. Is not this something like the human 

life-history? How many little children die and never become men 

and women! Well, the dangers to the toad begin at once. Suppose 

the eggs are laid ina pond that dries up before the little toads can 

get ready to live on the land; in that case they all die. ‘The mother 

toads sometimes do make the mistake of laying the eggs in ponds 

A couple of newts feasting on tadpoles. 

that dry up ina little while. You will not let the artificial pond at 

the schoolhouse dry up will you? ‘Then sometimes there is an 

especially dry summer, and only those that transform from tadpoles 

to toads very early are saved. 



In danger from a bird of prey. 

In the little picture on page 24 is 

shown another source of danger and 

cause for the diminution in numbers. 

The newts and salamanders find young 

tadpoles very good eating and _ they 

make way with hundreds of them. 

Some die from what are called natural 

causes, that is diseases, or possibly they 

eat something that does not agree with 

them. So that while there were multi- 

tudes of eggs (1,000 or more from each 

toad), and of just hatched tadpoles, the 

number has become sadly lessened by 

the time the brood is ready to leave the 

water. 

Then when they set foot on land, their 

dangers are not passed. They may be 

parched by summer’s heat or crushed 

under the feet of men or cattle. Birds 

and snakes like them for food. The 

pictures on this page show some of these 

dangers. Is it a wonder, then, that of 

all the multitudes of tadpoles so few grow 

up to be large toads ? 

We have so few helpers to keep the 

noxious insects in check, it is not be- 

lieved that any boy or girl who knows 
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Snakes usually, if not always, swallow toads hind legs foremost, as shown in the 

picture, 
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this wonderful story of a toad’s life will join the crows, the snakes and 
the salamanders in worrying or destroying their good friends, 

MOULTING AND HIBERNATION. 

There are two very interesting things that happen in the life of 

many of the lower animals; they happen to the toad also. These are 
moulting, or change of skin, and hibernation or winter sleep. Every 

boy and girl ought to know about these, and then, if on the lookout, 

they will sometime be seen. 

Moulting.— Probably everybody who lives in the ceaniny has seen 

a snake’s skin without any snake in it. It is often very perfect. 

When the outside skin or cuticle of a snake or a toad gets old and 

dry or too tight for it, a new covering grows underneath, and the old 

one is shed. This is a very interesting performance, but the toad 

usually does it in a retired place, so it is not often seen. Those who ~ 

have seen it say that a long crack or tear appears along the back and 

in front. The toad keeps moving and wriggling to loosen the old 

cuticle. This peels the cuticle off the sides. Now to get it off the 

legs and feet, the toad puts its leg under its arm, or front leg, and in 

that way pulls off the old skin as if it were a stocking. But when the 

front legs are to be stripped, the mouth is used as is sometimes done 

by people in pulling off their gloves. Do you think it uses its teeth 

for this purpose? You might look in a toad’s mouth sometime and 

then you would know. 

It is said that when the skin is finally pulled off the toad swallows 

it. This is probably true in some cases, at least it 1s worth while 

keeping watch for. After a toad has shed its old skin, he looks a 

great deal brighter and cleaner than before, as if he had just got a 

new suit of clothes. If you see one with a particularly bright skin 

you will now know what it means. - 

Hibernation.—The toad is a cold-blooded animal. ‘This means that 

the temperature of its blood is nearly like that of the surrounding air. 

Men, horses, cows, dogs, etc., are said to be warm-blooded, for their 

blood is warm and of about the same temperature whether the sur- 

rounding air is cold or hot. 

When the air is too cool the toad gets stupid and inactive. In 

September and October, a few toads may be seen on warm days cr 
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evenings, but the number seen becomes smaller and smaller; and 
finally as the cold November weather comes on, none are seen. Where 

are they? ‘The toad seems to know that winter is coming, that the 

insects and worms will disappear so that no food can be found. It 

must go into a kind of death-like sleep in which it hardly moves or 

breathes. A toad is sensible enough to know that it will not do te go 

into this profound sleep except in some safe and protected place. If 

it were to freeze and thaw with every change in the weather it would 

not wake up in the spring. 

The wonderful foresight which instinct gives it, makes the toad 

select some comparatively soft earth in a protected place where it can 

bury itself. The earth chosen is moist, but not wet. If it were dry, 

the toad would dry up before spring. It is not uncommon for farmers 

and gardeners to plough them up late in the fall or early in the spring. 

Also in digging ceilars at about these times, they are found 

occasionally. 

It is very interesting to see a toad bury itself. If one is found 

hibernating in the fall, or if one is found very early in the spring on 

some cold day after a warm spell, the process can very easily be seen. 

Put some loose earth in a box or a glass dish and put the toad on the 

top of the earth. It will be found that the toad digs backwards, not 

forwards. It digs with its hind legs and body, and pushes itself back- 

ward into the hole with the front legs. The earth caves in as the 

animal backs into the ground so that no sign is left on the outside. 

Once in far enough to escape the freezing and thawing of winter the 

toad moves around till there is a little chamber slightly larger than its 

body ; then it draws its legs up close, shuts its eyes, puts its head down 

between or on its hands, and goes to sleep and sleeps for five months 

or more. 

When the warm days of spring come it wakes up, crawls out of bed 

and begins to take interest in life again. It looks around for insects 

and worms, and acts as if it had had only a comfortable nap. 

The little toad that you saw hatch from an egg into a tadpole and 

then turn to a toad, would hibernate for two or three winters, and by 

that time it would be quite a large toad. After it had grown up and 

had awakened from its winter sieep some spring, it would have a great 

longing to get back to the pond where it began life as an egg years 

before, Once there it would lay a great number of eggs, perhaps a 
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thousand or two for a new generation of toads. And this would com- 

plete its life cycle. 

While the toad completes its life cycle when it returns to the water 

and lays eggs for a new generation, it may live many years afterward 

and lay eggs many times, perhaps every year. 

Many insects, some fish and other animals die after laying their 

eggs. For such animals the completion of the life cycle ends the life- 

history also. But unless the toad meets with some accident it goes 

back to its land home after laying the eggs, and may live in the same 

garden or door yard for many years, as many as eight years and per- 

haps longer. (See Bulletin No. 46, Hatch Experiment Station of the 

Massachusetts Agricultural College, Amherst, Mass.) 

ERRONEOUS Notions ABOUT THE TOAD. 

If one reads in old books and listens to the fairy tales and other 

stories common everywhere, he will hear many wonderful things about 

the toad, but most of the things are wholly untrue. 

One of the erroneous notions is that the toad is deadly poison. 

Another is that it is possessed of marvelous healing virtues, and still 

another, that hidden away in the heads of some of the oldest ones, are 

the priceless toad-stones, jewels of inestimable value. 

Giving warts.—Probably every boy and girl living in the country 

has heard that if one takes a toad in his hands, or if a toad touches 

him anywhere he will ‘‘ catch the warts.” ‘This is not so at all, as has 

been proved over and over again. Ifa toad is handled gently and 

petted a little, it soon learns not to be afraid, and seems to enjoy the 

kindness and attention. If a toad is hurt or roughly handled, a 

whitish, acrid substance is poured out of the largest warts. This 

might smart a little if it got into the mouth, as dogs find out when 

they try biting a toad. It cannot be very bad, however, or the hawks, 

owls, crows and snakes that eat the toad would give up the practice. 

The toad is really one of the most harmless creatures in the world, and 

has never been known to hurt a man or a child. 

A boy might possibly have some warts on his hands after handling 

a toad; so might he after handling a jack-knife or looking at a steam 

engine; but the toad does not give the warts any more than the knife 

or the engine, 
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Living without air and food.—Occasionally one reads or hears a 

story about a toad found in a cavity in a solid rock. When the rock 

is broken open, it is said that the toad wakes up and hops around as 

if it had been asleep only half an hour. Just think for a moment 

what it would mean to find a live toad within a cavity in a solid rock. 

It must have been there for thousands, if not for millions of years 

without food or air. ‘The toad does not like a long fast, but can stand 

it for a year or so without food if it is in a moist place and supplied 

with air. It regularly sleeps four or five months every winter, but 

never in a place devoid of air. If the air were cut off the toad would 

soon die. Some careful experiments were made by French scientific 

men, and the stories told about toads living indefinitely without air or 

food were utterly disproved. 

It is not difficult to see that one working in a quarry might honestly 

think that he had found a toad ina rock. ‘Toads are not very un- 

common in quarries. If a stone were broken open and a cavity found 

in it, and then a toad were seen hopping away, one might jump at the 

conclusion that the toad came out of the cavity in the rock. Is not 

this something like the belief that the little toads rain down from the 

clouds because they are most commonly seen after a shower ? 

SURVEYS AND MAPs. 

In considering the suggestions made in this leaflet, we thought of 

the hundreds of schools throughout the state and wondered if there 

might not be some difficulty in finding the ponds where the toads lay 

their eggs, and in finding some of the things described in the other 

leaflets. 

The teachers and students in Cornell University found this difficulty 

twenty-eight years ago when the University opened. ‘The great Louis 

Agassiz came to the University at the beginning to give a course of 

lectures on nature.study. ‘The inspiration of his presence and advice, 

and of those lectures, lasts to this day. 

Agassiz, and the University teachers, who had many of them been 

his pupils, saw at once that the region around Ithaca must be full of 

interesting things; but they did not know exactly where to find them. 

Agassiz himself made some explorations, and the professors and 

students took hold of the work with the greatest enthusiasm. ‘They 
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explored the beautiful lake, the streams, hills, valleys, gorges, ponds 

- and marshes. Careful notes were kept of the exact locality where 

every interesting thing was found; and simple maps were made to aid 
in finding the places again, Finally, after several years, knowledge 
enough was gained to construct an accurate map for the use of all, 
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Simple map showing the position of Cornell University, the city of 

Ithaca, Cayuga Lake, and the roads and streams and ponds near the 

University. From W.R. Dudley’s map in ‘The Cayuga Flora.’’ Scale, 

I centimeter to the kilometer. 

U. Cornell University. 

U. L. University Lake in Fall Creek. 

Rk. Reservoir supplied from University Lake and supplying the campus, 
E. P. East Pond where the eggs of the toad, tree toad, frogs and sala- 

manders are found. | 

F. P. Forest Home Pond. Avery favorable place for eggs, tadpoles, ete, 
Inlet, The inlet of the lake, The lampreysare abundant near Fleming’s 

meadow, 

— 
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A part of this map, showing only the most important features, is put 

into this leaflet to serve as a guide, 

It will be seen that the University is made the central or starting 
point, With a few hints it is believed that every school can make a 
good beginning this year on a natural history survey of the region near 
their schoolhouse, and in the preparation of a map to go with the survey, 

Preparation of the map.—lt is well to have the map of good size, 

A half sheet of bristol board will answer, but a whole sheet is better. 

About the first thing to decide is the scale at which the map is to be 
drawn. It is better to have the scale large. ‘Twelve inches to the 
mile would be convenient. Divide the map into squares, making the 

jines quite heavy. If so large a scale were used it would be ad- 
vantageous for locating places to have the large squares divided into 

square inches, but much lighter lines should be used so that there will 

be no confusion with the lines representing the miles. 

Locating oljects on the map.—The corner of the schoolhouse con- 

taining the cornerstone should be taken as the starting point. If there 

is no cornerstone, select the most convenient corner. Put the school- 

house on the map anywhere you wish, probably the center of the map 

would be the best place. In the sample map the University is not in 

the center as it was desired to show more of the country to the south 

and west than to the north and east. 

The map should, of course, be made like other maps, so it will be 

necessary to know the four cardinal points of the compass before 

locating anything on it. Perhaps the schoolhouse has been placed 

facing exactly north and south or east and west, that is, arranged with 

the cardinal points of the compass; if so it will be the best guide. 

If you are not sure determine with acompass. With it the points can 

be determined quite accurately. Having determined the points of 

compass, commence to locate objects in the landscape on the map as 

follows: Get their direction from the starting point at the corner of 

the schoolhouse, then measure the distance accurately by running a 

bicycle on which is a cyclometer, straight between the starting point 

and the object. The cyclometer will record the distance accurately 

and it can be read off easily. If no bicycle with a cyclometer is 

available one can use a long measuring stick, a tape measure of even 

a measured string; but the bicycle and cyclometer are more con- 
venient and accurate, especially when the distances are considerable, 
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Suppose the distance is found to be one-sixth of a mile due west. 

It should be located two inches west of the corner taken as the 

starting point. If the direction were south-west then the two inches 

would be measured on the map in that direction and located accord- 

ingly. Proceed in this way for locating any pond or marsh, forest or 

glen. Now, when the places are located on the map, you can see 

how easy it would be for any one to find the places themselves. 

While the exact position should be determined, if possible, and located, 

one does not often take a bee-line in visiting them, but goes in roads, 

often a long distance around. In locating the objects on the map 

every effort should be made to get them accurately placed, and this 

can only be done by knowing the distances in a straight line. 

It is hoped that every school in the state will begin making a 

natural history survey and a map of the region around its schoolhouse 

this year. The map will show but few locations, perhaps, but it can 

be added to from year to year, just as the University map has been 

added to; and finally each school will have a map and notes showing 

exactly where the toads lay their eggs, where fish and_ birds are; and 

where the newts and salamanders, the different trees and flowers, rocks 

and fossils may be found. 

If the dates are kept accurately for the different years one can also 

see how much variation there is. Indeed, such nature study will give 

a sure foundation for appreciating and comprehending the larger 

questions in natural science, and it will make an almost perfect prep- 

aration for taking part in or for appreciating the great surveys of a 

state or a country. It is believed that if accurate information were 

collected and careful maps made by the different schools, the Empire 

State could soon have a natural history survey and map better than 

any in the world. 
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TO THE TEACHER : 

It ts the firm belief of those who advocate “ Nature Study” that tt ts 
not only valuable in itself, but that it will help to give enjoyment in 
other studies, and meaning to them. Every pupil who follows out the 

work of this leaflet will see the need of a map of the region around the 

schoolhouse. This will help in the appreciation of map work generally. 
So many of the beautiful and inspiring things in literature are con- 

cerning some phase of nature, that “ Nature Study” must increase the 
appreciation of the literature, and the noble thoughts in the literature 

will help the pupils to look for and appreciate the finer things in 

nature. 

It is suggested that as many of the following selections as possible be 

read in connection with the leaflet: 
“ The fiftieth Birthday of Agassiz,” by Longfellow, the ‘ Prayer of 

Agassiz,” by Whittier. (This describes an actual occurrence.) 

The first part of Bryant's “ Thanatopsis,” Coleridge's ‘“* Ancient 

Mariner,” Burns’ “ On Scaring Some Water Fowl in Loch-Turit” and 

“To a Mouse.” 
Cowper's ‘ The Task,” a selection from Book VI., commencing with 

line 560. This givesavery just view of therights of the lower animals. 

Kipling’s Fungle stories will help to give an appreciation of the world 

from the standpoint of the animals, 
In connection with the disappearance of the tatl, read Lowell's “* Fes- 

tina Lente,” in the Biglow Papers. For older pupils, Shakespeare's 
picture of the seven ages in the human life cycle might be read. ‘“ As 
You Like It,” Act If, Scene II., near the end, commencing, ‘' All the 

world’s a stage,” etc. 
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he -Birds and’: 
BY L. H. BAILEY. 

The springtime belongs to the birds and me. We own it. We 
know when the Mayflowers and the buttercups bloom. We know 

when the first frogs peep. We watch the awakening of the woods. 

We are wet by the warm April showers. We go where we will, and 

Wwe are companions. Every tree and brook and blade of grass is ours; 

and our hearts are full of song. 

There are boys who kill the birds, and girls who want to catch 

them and put them in cages; and there are others who steal their 

eggs. The birds are not partners with them; they are only servants. 

Birds, like people, sing for their friends, not for their masters. I am 

sure that one cannot think much of the springtime and the flowers if 

his heart is always set upon killing or catching something. We are 

happy when we are free; and so are the birds. 

The birds and I get acquainted all over again every spring. They 

have seen strange lands in the winter, and all the brooks and woods 

have been covered with snow. So we run and romp together, and 

find all the nooks and crannies which we had half forgotten since 

October. The birds remember the old places. The wrens pull the 

sticks from the old hollow rail and seem to be wild with joy to see 

the place again. They must be the same wrens that were here last 

year and the year before, for strangers could not make so much fuss 

over an old rail, The bluebirds and wrens look into every crack and 
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corner for a place in which to build, and the robins and chipping- 

sparrows explore every tree in the old orchard. 

If the birds want to live with us, we should encourage them. The 

first thing to do is to let them alone. Let them be as free from 

danger and fear as youor I. ‘Take the hammer off the old gun, give 

pussy so much to eat that she will not care to hunt for birds, and keep 

away the boys who steal eggs and who carry sling-shots and throw 

stones. Plant trees and bushes about the borders of the place, and 

let some of them, at least, grow into tangles; then, even in the back 

yard, the wary cat-bird may make its home. We once told you how 

to make a garden (“ The Children’s Garden,” Leaflet No. 4); in this 

garden we will now put the birds! 

For some kinds of birds we can build houses. Some of the many 

forms which can be used are shown in the pictures. Any ingenious 

boy can suggest a dozen other patterns. Although birds may not 

appreciate architecture, it is well to make the houses neat and tasty 

by taking pains to have the proportions right. The floor space in 

each compartment should be not less than five by six inches, and six 

by six or six by eight may be better. By cutting the boards in 

multiples of these numbers, one can easily make a house with several 

compartments; for there are some birds, as martins, tree swallows and 

pigeons that like to live in families or colonies. The size of the door- 

way is important. It should be just large enough to admit the bird. 

A larger opening not only looks bad, but it exposes the inhabitants to 

danger of cats and other enemies. Birds which build in houses, aside 

from doves and pigeons, are bluebirds, wrens, tree swallows, martins, 

and sometimes the chickadee. For the wren and chickadee the 

opening should be an inch-and-a-half auger hole, and for the others 

it should be two inches. Only one opening should be provided for 

each house or compartment. A perch or doorstep should be provided 

just below each door. It is here that the birds often stop to arrange 

their toilets; and when the mistress is busy with domestic affairs 

indoors the male-bird often sits outside and entertains her with the 

latest neighborhood gossip. ‘These houses should be placed on poles or 

on buildings in somewhat secluded places. Martins and tree-swallows 

like to build their nest 25 feet or more above the ground, but the other 

birds usually prefer an elevation less than 12 feet. Newly made houses, 

and particularly newly painted ones, do not often attract the birds, 
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But if the birds and I are companions, I must know them more 

intimately. Merely building houses for them is not enough. I want 

to know live and happy birds, not dead ones. We are not to know 

them, then, by catching them, nor stuffing them, nor collecting their 

eggs. Persons who make a business of studying birds may shoot 

birds now and then, and collect their eggs. But these persons are 

scientists and they are grown-up people. They are trying to add to 

the sum of human knowledge, but we want to know birds just because 

we want to. But even scientists do not take specimens recklessly. 

They do not rob nests. They do not kill brooding birds. They do 

not make collections merely for the sake of making them; and even 

their collections are less valuable than a knowledge of the bird as it 

lives and flies and sings. 

Boys and girls should not make collections of eggs, for these 

collections are mere curiosities, as collections of spools and marbles 

are. They may afford some entertainment, to be sure, but one can 

find amusement in harmless ways. Some people think that making 

collections makes one a naturalist, but it doesnot. The naturalist 

cares more for things as they really are in their own homes than for 

museum specimens. One does not love the birds when he steals their 

eggs and breaks up their homes; and he is depriving the farmer of 

one of his best friends, for birds keep insects in check! 

Stuffed birds do not sing and empty eggs do not hatch. Then let 

us go to the fields and watch the birds. Sit down on the soft grass 

and try to make out what the robin is doing on yonder fence or why 

the wren is bursting with song in the thicket. An opera glass or spy 

glass will bring them close to you. ‘Try to find out not only what the 

colors and shapes and sizes are, but what their habits are. What does- 

the bird eat? How much does it eat? Where is its nest? How 

many eggs does it lay? What color are they? How long does the 

mother bird set? Does the father bird care for her when she is 

setting? For how long do the young birds remain in the nest ? Who 

feeds them? What are they fed? Is there more than one brood in 

the season? Where do the birds go after breeding? Do they change 

their plumage? Are the mother birds and father birds unlike in size 

or color? How many kinds of birds do you know? 

These are some of the things which every boy or girl wants to 

know; and we can find out by watching the birds! There is no harm 
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in visiting the nests, if one does it in the right way. I have visited 
hundreds of them and have kept many records of the number of eggs 

and the dates when they were laid, how long before they hatched, and 

when the birds flew away; and the birds took no offense at my 

inquisitiveness. ‘These are some of the cautions to be observed: 

Watch only those nests which can be seen without climbing, for if you 

have to climb the tree the birds will resent it. Make the visit when 

the birds are absent if possible; at least, never scare the bird from the 

nest. Do not touch the eggs or the nest. Make your visit very short. 

Make up your mind just what you want to see, then look in quickly 

and pass on. Do not go too often, once or twice a day will be 

sufficient. Do not take the other children with you, for you are then 

apt to stay too long and to offend the birds. 

Now let us see how intimately you can become acquainted with 

some bird this summer. 
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Suggestions for bird houses. 
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Improvised bird houses, 
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TO THE TEACHER : 

These leaflets are designed to suggest means and methods by which 
you may interest children in nature study. The ultimate object of our 

work is to inculcate a love fcr country life, and this can best be done by 
interesting the coming generation in country things. You will also find 
nature study to be directly valuable as a means of education, or training 
the mind of the child. Wewant your full co-operation and your un- 

reserved criticism. Any communication which you may send to us will 

receive prompt and direct attention, 

The present leaflet is a companion to “ The Children’s Garden,” since 

tt is designed as much for the pupil as for the teacher. Its particular 

misston is to set the pupil right in his way of thinking about birds and 
in his method of watching them, It will set him towork, It will give 
him something new and fresh to think about. It cannot be used directly 
in schoolroom work as well as some others of the series. Itis expected, 

however, that the outlines of bird houses will afford useful problems for 

classes in drawing, and we ask for suggestions on this point from 

teachers of drawing. 
The following leaflets have been issued to aid teachers in the public 

schools of the State of New Yorkin presenting nature study subjects to 

the pupils at odd times. 
I. How a squash plant gets out of the seed. 
2. How a candle burns. 

3. Four apple twigs. 

4. Achildren’s garden, Lor the pupils. 
5. Some tent makerr. 

6. Whatis nature study ? 
7, ints on making collections of insects. 
8. The leaves and acorns of our common oaks. 

The life history of the toad. 
Teachers and others wishing copies of these leaflets should address: 

: Chief Clerk, 
College of Agriculture, 

Ithaca, No 

ae 
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Eiienin an Aquarium. 
BY MARY FARRAND ROGERS. 

GC) 
| i By (teen is no more fascinating adjunct to 

nature study than a well-kept aquarium. It 

: is a never ending source of enjoyment, 

\| interest and instruction to students of any 

age. Children in the kindergarten or at 

home will watch with delight the lively occu- 

pants, cutting all sorts of queer capers for 

their amusement, and older people may read some of nature’s choicest 

secrets through the glassy sides of the little water world. ‘To many, 

the word aquarium suggests a vision of an elaborately constructed 

glass box, ornamented with impossible rock-work and strange water 

plants, or a globe in which discouraged and sickly looking goldfish 

appear and disappear, and take strange, uncanny shapes as they dart 

hither and thither. 

Such forms of aquaria have their place in the world, buf they 

are not suited to the needs of an ordinary school room. Every 

school may have some sort of an aquarium if the teacher and 

pupils are willing to give it some daily thought and care. With- 

out such attention a fine aquarium may become an unsightly and 
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disagreeable object, its inhabitants unhealthy and its beauty and 

usefulness lost. 

The great fundamental principle underlying success in making and 

maintaining an aquarium is this: zmfate nature. We all know how 

much easier it is to formulate a principle, and even to write a book 

about it, than it is to put it into practice. Most of us have not had 

the time and opportunity for the close observation of nature necessary 

to interpret her methods and imitate her. It is to those teachers who 
are anxious to learn 

what nature has toteach 

and to lead their pupils 

to a higher and wider 

conception of life, that 

these suggestions are 

offered. 

Four things are im- 

portant in making and 

keeping an aquarium: 

1. The equilibrium 

between plant and ani- 

mal life must be se- 

cured and maintained. 

It is probable that an 

aquarium in an elemen- 

tary school is mainly 

used for the study of 

animal life ; but animals 

do not thrive in water 
where no plants are growing. Nature keeps plants and animals in the 

same pond and we must follow her lead. ‘The plants have three valu- 

able functions in the aquarium. First, they supply food for the her- 

bivorous creatures. Second, they give off a quantity of oxygen which 

is necessary to the life of the animals. Third, they take up from the 

water the poisonous carbonic acid gas which passes from the bodies of 

the animals. Just how the plants do this is another story. 

2. ‘The aquarium must be ventilated. Every little fish, snail, and 

insect wants air, just as every boy and girl wants it. A certain quan- 

tity of air is mixed with the water, and the creatures must breathe that 

Fic, 1.—A museum-jar aquarium, (More animal life 

would make a better equilsbrium.) 

- 
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or come to the surface for their supply. How does Mother Nature 

manage the ventilation of her aquaria, the ponds and streams? ‘The 

plants furnish part of the air, as we have seen. ‘The open pond, 

whose surface is ruffled by every passing breeze, is constantly being 

provided with fresh air. A tadpole or a fish can no more live in a 

long-necked bottle than a boy can live in a chimney. 

3. The temperature should be kept between 40° and 50° 

Fahr. Both nature and experience teach us this. A shady cor- 

ner is a better place for the aquarium than a sunny window on a 

warm day. 

4. It is well to choose such animals for the aquarium 4s are 

adapted to life in still water. Unless one has an arrangement of 

water pipes to supply a constant flow of water through the 

aquarium it is best not to try to keep creatures that we find in swift 

streams. 

Practical experience shows that there are certain dangers to 

guard against — dangers which may result in the unnecessary suffering 

of the innocent. Perhaps the most serious results come from 

overstocking. It is better to have too few plants or animals than 

too many of either. A great deal of light, especially bright 

sunlight, is not good for the aquarium. A pond that is not shaded 

soon becomes green with a thick growth of slime, or alge. ‘This 

does not look well in an aquarium and is apt to take up so 

much of the plant food that the other plants are ‘‘starved out.” 

The plants in the schoolroom window will shade the aquarium 

nicely, just as the trees and shrubs on its banks shade the pond. 

If we find this slime forming on the light side of our miniature 

pond we put it in a darker place, shade it heavily so that the 

light comes in from the top only, and putin a few more snails. 

These will make quick work of the green slime, for they are fond of 

it, if we are not. 

Some of the most innocent of our “ water nymphs” are really 

concealing habits which we can hardly approve. ‘There are 

some which feed on their smaller and weaker neighbors, and 

even on the members of their own families. We know that 

such things go on in nature, but if we wish to have a happy 

family we may improve on nature and keep the cannibals by them- 

selves, 
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After an aquarium has been filled with water and the inhabitants 

well established it is not necessary to change the water, except in case 

of accident. The water that is lost by evaporation has to be poured 

in gently, a little at a time, in order not to disturb the water and 

destroy its clearness. If a piece of rubber tubing is available, a 

practical use of the siphon can be shown and the aquarium replenished 

at the same time. It is a good plan to use rain water, or clear water 

from a pond, for this purpose. 

A piece of thin board or a pane of glass may be used as a cover to 

keep the dust out of the aquarium. This need not fit tightly or 

be left on all the time. A wire netting or a cover of thin cot- 

ton net would keep the flying insects from escaping, and might 

be tied on permanently. Dust may be skimmed off the top of the 

water or removed by laying pieces of blotting paper on the surface 

for a moment. 

If any of the inhabitants do not take kindly to the life in the 

aquarium, they can be taken out and kept in a jar by themselves — 

a sort of fresh air and cold water cure. If any chance to die, they 

ought to be removed before they make the water unfit for the others. 

Bits of charcoal in the water are helpful if a deodorizer or dis- 

infectant is needed. 

1G, 2.—A rectangular glass aquarium, 

RE eow = re — 
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Experience, the dear but thorough teacher, is of more value to 

every one of us than many rules and precepts. Nothing can rob us 

of the pleasure that comes of finding things out for ourselves. Much 

of the fun as well as much of the success in life comes from over- 

coming its difficulties. One must have a large store of patience and 

courage and hopefulness to undertake the care of an aquarium. After 

it is once made it is less trouble to take care of than a canary or a pet 

rabbit. But most things that are worth doing require patience, cour- 

age and hopefulness, and if we can add to our store of either by our 

study of life in an aquarium we are so much the better for it. 

Two kinds of aquaria will be found useful in any school. Perma- 

nent ones—those which are expected to continue through a season or 

through a whole year if the schoolroom is warm enough to prevent 

freezing; and temporary ones—those which are for lesson hours or 

for the study of special forms. 

If some one phase in the life of any aquatic animal is to be studied 

during a short period, it is well to have special temporary aquaria. 

Also when a talk on some of the occupants 

of the larger aquarium is to be given, speci- 

mens may be placed in small vessels for the 

time being and returned later. For such 

purposes glass tumblers can be used, or 

small fruit jars, finger bowls, broken goblets 

set in blocks of wood, ordinary white bowls 

or dishes, tubs, pails or tanks for large 

fishes, in fact any wide-mouthed dish which 

is easy to get. Special suggestions will be 

made in connection with the study of some 

of the water insects and others. 

A permanent aquarium need not be an 

expensive affair. ‘The rectangular ones are 

best if large fishes are to be kept, but they 

are not essential. Here again, it is easier 

to write directions for the construction of a 

perfect aquarium, than it is for the most 

patient teacher, with the help of the boys who 

are handy with tools, to put together a box Fic, 3—A home - made 

of wood and glass which will not spring a aquarium. 
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leak some day and spoil everything. But failures do not discourage 

us; they only make us more determined. If a rectangular, water- 

tight box is out of the question, what is the next best thing? One of 

tke busiest laboratories in New York State has plants and animals 

living in jars of all shapes and sizes; fruit jars, glass butter jars, candy 

jars, battery jars, museum jars, and others of like nature. There are 

rectangular and round aquaria of various sizes kept by all firms wh» 

deal in laboratory supplies, and if some money is to be spent, one of 

these is a good investment. Figure 2 shows one of these rectangular 

ones, and figure 21 shows a round one of small size which is useful 

and Goes not cost much. 

A simple home-made aquarium of glass and wood is described in 

Jackman’s “ Nature Study” as follows: * ‘ Use an inch board 11} 

xh 
S 
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Fic. 4.—Feymanent aquarium made of wood and glass. 

inches wide and 12 inches long for the bottom, and two boards of the 

same thickness and length, 10? inches high for the ends. Three- 

eighths of an inch from the edge on either side, with a saw, make a 

groove one-quarter of an inch deep, and wide enough to receive 

loosely double strength glass. Groove the end boards and fasten 

* The dimensions haye been changed slightly from Jackman’s text. 
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them to the bottom with screws so that the grooves will exactly 

match. Partially fill the grooves with soft putty, or better, aquarium 

cement, and press into each side a pane of glass. By making the 

bottom board 114 inches long, an ordinary 10x12 window pane 

will be the proper size. When the glass is pressed to the bottom 

of the groove, draw the two ends in at the top until the glass is 

held firmly and then fasten them in place by narrow strips of wood, 

eS ac eee ek ats ee en ee 
ia # a PANE OF GLASS ' 

SECTION ON LINE A-B 
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Vic. 5.— Working drawings for making box shown in figure 4. 

one on each side of the tank, placed on top of the glass and screwed 

to the end pieces. These strips also protect the hands from injury 

while working with the specimens in the aquarium. Before filling 

with water, the inner surface of the bottom and ends should be well 

rubbed with oil or paraffine and the grooves inside the glass well 

packed with putty.” 

Some boy who loves tools and likes better to do things than to 

read about them will fake more interest in the aquarium and _ its 
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occupants, and in his drawing too, if he can take the drawings 

given here and try his hand at a difficult subject like this for 

school use. 

After the box is made jt would be well to let it stand in water for a 

day ortwo. The wooden sides will swell and tighten the joints, and 

leaking will be less probable. 

It is now time to begin to think about what shall be kept in the 

aquarium. At the bottom a layer of sand, the cleaner the better, 

two or three inches deep will be needed. A few stones, not too 

large, may be dropped in on top of this first layer, to make it more 

natural. 

The water plants come next and will thrive 

best if planted securely in the sand. The most 

diffult thing is to get the water in without 

stirring things up. A good way is to pour the 

water in a slow stream against the inside of the 

aquarium, ‘The best way is to use a rubber 

tube siphon, but even then the water ought not 

to flow from a very great height. If the 

aquarium is large it had better be put in its 

permanent place before filling. 

The aquarium will soon be ready for snails, 

polliwogs, and whatever else we may wish to 

put into it. In the course of a few days the 

plants will be giving up oxygen and asking for 

carbon dioxide. 

Flants which thrive and are useful in 
Fic. 6.—£el-grass. 

aguaria.—Many of the common marsh or pond 

plants are suitable. The accompanying illustrations show a few of 

these. Nothing can be prettier than some of these soft, delicate 

plants in the water. The eel-grass, or tape-grass (figure 6), is an 

interesting study in itself, especially at blossoming time when the spiral 

stems bearing flowers, appear. 

Any who are especially interested in the life-history of this plant 

can read in reference books a great deal about what other observers 

have learned from the plant about its methods of growth and 

development. ‘The best that we learn will be what the plant itself 

tells us day by day. 
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Some of the best reference books on both plant and animal life 

are found in the New York State Teachers’ Library and can be ob- 

tained by teachers through the school commissioners. 

Every boy and girl who likes to taste the fresh, peppery plants 

which they find growing in cold springs knows watercress. If 

the aquarium is not too deep, this plant will grow above the 

surface and furnish a resting place for 

some snail which, tired perhaps by its con- 

stant activity, enjoys a few minutes in the 

open air. 

Duckweed or duck’s-meat (figure 7), 

grows on the surface, dangling its long 

thread-like roots in the water. A little of it 

is enough. ‘Too much would keep us from looking down upon our 

little friends in the water. 

The parrot’s feather (figure 8, A), is an ornamental water plant that 

can be obtained from a florist; there is one that looks very like it 

which grows in our ponds. — It is called water-milfoil. 

Fic. 7 —Duckweed. 

Fic. 8.— Water plants. 

The water purslane, B, or the common stoneworts, /Vi/e//a and 

Chara, D, E; the water-weed, Fr, and the horn-wort, c, look graceful 

and pretty in the water. If you do not find any of these, you are 

sure to find others growing in the ponds in your neighborhood which 

will answer the purpose just as well. 
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Animals that may be kept in aquaria.—The snail. ‘The common 

pond snail with the spiral shell, either flat or conical, can be found 

clinging to the stems of the cat-tails or flags and to floating rubbish 

in ponds or swamps. If these are picked off 

carefully and taken home in a pail of water 

they will be valuable inhabizants for the aqua- 

rium. They are vegetable feeders and unless 

there is some green slime in the water, cabbage 

or Jettuce leaves can be put where the snails 

Mic 9 —Snail. can get them. The eggs of the snail are 

excellent food for fishes, and if a few could be 

secured for special study, their form, habits and development can be 

made delightful observation and drawing 

lessons. Snails can be kept out of the 

water for some time on moist earth. 

Land snails and slugs should be kept 

on wet sand and fed with lettuce and 

cabbage leaves. The common slug of 

the garden is often injurious to vegetation. 

It can always be tracked by the trail of 

slime it leaves behind it. Gardeners 

often protect plants by sprinkling wood- 

ashes about them. 

Minnows.—Every boy knows where 

to find these spry little fellows. They 

can be collected with a dipper or net 

and will thrive in an aquarium if fed 

with worms, flies, or other insects. If 

kept in small quarters where food is scarce 
Fic. 10.-—Szatl with conical 

shell, 
they will soon dispatch the other occu- 

pants of the jar. They will, however, eat 

bits of fresh meat. If the aquarium is large enough it would hardly 

be complete without minnows. 

Catfish.—It will not be practicable to keep a catfish in the per- 

manent aquarium. If one is to be studied it can be obtained at any 

fish market or by angling, a slow method, but one which will appeal 

to every boy in the class. It should be kept in a tub, tank, or large 

pan of water, and if not wanted for laboratory work, it might be fried 

for lunch, as catfish are very good eating. 
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Goldfish are a special delight if kept in large aquaria. These 

can often be obtained from dealers in the larger cities. ‘Those who 

wish to obtain other fish for study should write to the New York State 

Fish Culturist, Glens Falls, N. Y., who will tell them what species are 

suited to life in still water and how to get and take care of them. 

The clam.—If empty clam shells are plenty on the bank of some 

stream after a freshet, a supply of clams can be obtained by raking 

the mud or sand at the bottom of the stream. They can be kept in a 

shallow pan, and if the water is warmish and they are left undisturbed 

for atime they will move about. If kept in a jar of damp sand they 

will probably bury themselves. They feed on microscopic plants and 

might not thrive in the permanent aquarium. 

Crawjish or crayfish.—These can be collected with nets from under 

stones in creeks or ponds. They can live very comfortably out of the 

water part of the time. ‘There is small chance for the unsuspecting 

snail or water insect which comes within reach of the hungry jaws of 

the crawfish, and the temporary aquarium is the safest place for him. 

Many who live near the ocean can obtain and keep in sea water the 

lobster, a cousin of the crawfish, and will find that the habits of either 

will afford much amusement as well as instruction. 

Fic, 11.—" /vog spawn.” 

The frog.—The study of the development of the common frog is 

accompanied with little or no difficulty. ‘To be sure there are some 

species which require two or three years to complete their growth and 

changes, from the egg to the adult, but most of the changes can be 

seen in one year. Frogs are not at all shy in the spring, proclaiming 

their whereabouts in no uncertain tones from every pond in the neigh- 

borhood. The “frog spawn” can be found clinging to plants or 
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rubbish in masses varying in size from a cluster of two or three eggs 

to great lumps as large as the two fists. The “spawn” is a trans- 

parent jelly in which the eggs are imbedded. Each egg is dark 

colored, spherical in shape, and about as large as a small pea. ‘The 

eggs of the small spotted salamander are found in similar masses of 

jelly and look very much like the frog’s eggs. If a small quantity of 

this jelly-like mass be secured by means of a collecting net or by 

wading in for it, it can be kept in a flat white dish with just enough 

clean, cool water to cover it, until the young tadpoles have hatched. 

As they grow larger, a few may be transferred to a permanent 

aquarium prepared 

especially for them 

in a dish with slop- 

ing sides, and their 

changes watched 

from week to week through the season. ‘The grow- 

ing polliwog feeds on vegetable diet; what does the 

full-grown frog eat ? 

Insects that can be kept in aqguaria.—Insects are per- 

haps the most delightful creatures that one can keep 

in aquaria. They are plenty, easy to get, every one of the many 

kinds seems to have habits peculiar to itself, and each more curious 

and interesting than the last. 

Some insects spend their entire life in the water; others are aquatic 

during one stage of their existence only. ‘Those described here are 

but a few of those found in the central part of 

the state of New York, in ponds and sluggish 

streams. If these cannot be found, others just 

as interesting can be kept instead. One can 

hardly make a single dip with a net without bring- 

ing out of their hiding places many of these 

“little people.” 

Ree A St Pie areda: The predaceous diving-beetle (figure 13) is well 

ceous divine-beetle, _viamed. Heisa diver by profession and is a skilled 

one. ‘The young of this beetle are known as 

Fic, 12.—A useful net for general 

collecting. 

“water-tigers ” (figure 14) and their habits justify the name. ‘Their 

food consists of the young of other insects; in fact we would better 

keep them by themselves unless we wish to have the aquarium 
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depopulated. When the tiger has reacned his full size, his form 

changes and he rests for a time as a pupa and then comes forth as a 

hard, shiny beetle like figure 13. 

The water-scavenger beetle (figure 15), so called because of his 

appetite for decayed matter, is common in many ponds. It has, like 

the diving beetle, a hard, 

shiny back, with a straight 

line down the middle, but 

they can be distinguished 

The 

young of this beetle look 

when seen together. 

Fic. 14.—A water-liger. 
something like the “ water- 

tiger” but have not such great, ugly jaws. 

FIG. 15.—A water-scav- 
enger beetle, 

There are three other swimmers even more 

delightful to watch than those already men- 

tioned. ‘The water-boatmen (figure 16), with 

their sturdy oar-like legs and business-like way 

of using them, are droll little fellows. They 

are not so large as the back-swimmers. Figure 

17 shows a back-swimmer just in the act of 

pulling a stroke. ‘These creatures swim with 

their boat-shaped backs down and their six 

legs up. We must be careful how we handle 

the back-swimmers, for they carry a sharp bill 

and may give us a thrust with it which would 

be painful. 

The water-scorpion (figure 18) is a queer 

creature living in a neighborly way with the 

boatmen and back-swimmers, though not so 

easy to find. Do not throw away any dirty 

little twig which you find in the net after a 

dip among water plants near the bottom of a 

stream or pond. It may begin to squirm and 

reveal the fact that it is no twig but a slender- 

legged insect with a_ spindle-shaped body. 

We may handle it without danger, as it is 
Fic. 16.— Water-boatman. 

harmless. This is a water-scorpion, and his way of catching his prey 

and getting his air supply will be interesting to watch. He is not shy 
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and will answer questions about himself promptly and cheerfully. 

Figure 18 will give an idea of the size and appearance of this curious 

insect. 

No water insect except the big scavenger 

beetle can begin to compare in size with the 

giant water-bug (figure 19). We may think 

at first that he is a beetle, but the way he 

Fic. 17.—A back-swimmer. crosses his wings on his back proves him to 

be a bug. In quiet ponds these giants are 

common enough, but the boy or girl who 

“bags” a full-grown one at the first dip of the 

net may be considered lucky. 

The boatmen, back-swimmers, and giants all 

have oars, but are not entirely dependent on 

them. They have strong wings too, and if their 

old home gets too thickly settled, and the other 

insects on which they feed are scarce, they fly 

away to an- 

other pla cie2 

hee rare 

water-bug 

often migrates 

at night and is 

attracted to 

any bright 

hight he sees in BiG, 1&—Water-scorpion., 
his journey. 

This habit has given him the popular 

name “ electric-light bug.” 

Among the insects which spend but 

part of their life in the water, we shall 

find many surprises. It made us feel 

queer when we found that the restless 
Fic. 19.—Cvant water-bug. 

but innocent looking wiggler of the 

rainwater barrel was really the young of the too familiar mosquito. 

The adult mosquito leaves its eggs in tiny boat-shaped masses on the 

surface of stagnant water, where food will be abundant for the young 

which soon appear. Some time is spent by the wigglers in eating and 
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growing before they curl up into pupz. Insects are rarely active in 

the pupa stage. The mosquito is one of the very few exceptions. 

From these lively pupz the full-grown mosquitoes emerge. Figure 20 

shows a small glass tumbler in which the three aquatic stages of the 

mosquito’s life are seea and an adult just leaving the pupa skin. 

Nothing is easier than to watch the entire de- 

velopment of the mosquito, and the changes 

must be seen to be fully enjoyedand appreciated. 

It would be interesting to note the differences & 

between the mosquitoes that come out of the WL 

small aquaria. A supply of wigglers should be ss i 

kept in the permanent aquarium as food for | 

the other insects. | 

Every child knows the dragon-fly or darning- 

needle, and none but the bravest of them dare | 

venture near one, without covering ears or eyes 

or mouth for fear of being sewed. There is 

no more wide-spread superstition concerning 

any insect than this one, and it is difficult to 

bring children to believe that this creature, be- 

sides being a thing of beauty, is not only harm- 
g l'1G. 20.—Zemporary aguars- 

less but actually beneficial. If they knew how wm, containing eggs, lar- 
: : : ve, and pupe o to. 

many mosquitoes the darning-needle eats ina ““’°” Tee ae OE 

day they would welcome him, instead of fearing the gay creature. 

The young of the dragon-fly live a groveling existence as different 

as can be from that of their sun-loving parents. ‘Their food consists of 

mosquito larve, water-fleas and the like, and their method of catching 

their prey is as novel as it is effective. Pupils and teacher can get 

plenty of good, healthy entertainment out of the behavior of these 

awkward and voracious little mask-wearers. The first dip of the net 

usually brings up a supply of dragon-fly nymphs and of their more 

slender cousins the damsel-fly nymphs. The latter have expanded 

plate-like appendages at the hind end of the body which distinguish 

them from the dragon-fly nymphs. 

The transformation of one of these young insects into an adult is one 

of the most interesting observation lessons that can be imagined for a 

warm spring morning. If a dragon-fly nymph should signify its inten- 

tion of changing its form in my school room, I should certainly suspend 
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all ordinary work and attend to him alone. 

possible, this wonderful transfiguration, 

Ee ees eee 

Fic. 21.—7he life history of a dragon-fly as seen in 
an aquarium. 

all they wish to eat ina well- 

When 

full grown they will leave the 

stocked aquarium, 

water as winged creatures, 

like figure 24, and return to 

it no more. 

There is surely no lack cf 

material furnished by Mother 

Nature for the study of aquatic 

life. Everyone who really 

believes in its usefulness can 

Each child should see, if 

Floating in the water 

of a pond or stream are 

queer little bundles of 

grass or weed stems with 

now and then a tiny peb- 

ble clinging to the mass. 

Close examination will 

prove this to be the float- 

ing dwelling of one of our 

insect neighbors, the cad- 

dice-worm. Contrasting 

strangely with the untidy 

exterior is the neat in- 

terior, with its lining of 

delicate silk, so smooth 

that the soft - bodied 

creature which lives in- 

side is safe from injury. 

The commonest of the 

many forms of houses 

found here are those 

illustrated in figures 22 

and 23. These will find 

FIG. 23.—An- 
other caddice- 

worm case. 

Fic, 24.—C addice-ft} ; 

have an aquarium, and will feel well repaid for the time and effort 

required when the renewed interest in Nature is witnessed which this 
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close contact with living beings brings to every student. Let us take 

hold with a will, overcome the difficulties in the way, and teacher and 

pupils become students together. 

TO THE TEACHER : 

A country teacher chose a boy companion for a Saturday tramp one 

morning in May. Armed with a long-handled dipper, a net which had 

been used for collecting batt, and a rusty tin pail, they crossed the fiecds 

to a meadow pond, near the edge of awood lot. Two hours later they 

returned, wet-footed and tired, but triumphant. In the pail were many 

wiggling, squirming, swimming things which soon set up housekeeping 
in the various dishes, pans and glass jars which had been provided. 

The delight of the children knew no bounds when they found out that 

these cunning creatures were to be kept in the schoolroom and could be 

watched when they hada spare minute. The teacher's daily toil was 

lightened and brightened by this new interest which had been added to 

school life. 

This was one busy teacher's way of making a beginning in nature 

study. If there are other teachers ready to make this kind of a start, 

and will let their children write and tell all about these new school- 

mates, what they look like and what they do, we will gladly answer all 

the letters and help both teacher and pupil to take further steps in the 

study of nature. The sooner we hear from you on this or any other 

subject that interests you, the better! 



TO THE TEACHER: 

The following leaflets have been issued to atd teachers in the public 

Schools in presenting nature-study subjects to the scholars at odd 

limes: 

dy Be 

How a squash plant gets out of the seed, 

How a candle burns. 

four apple twigs. 

A children’s garden. 

Some tent makers. 

Whatis nature study ? 

flints on making collections of insects, 

The leaves and acorns of our common oaks. 

The life history of the toad. 

The birds and I, 

Life in an aquarium, 

These will be sent free to all engaged in teaching in the public schools 

of the State of New York, 

Address, 

Bureau of Nature Study, 

College of Agriculture, 

Ithaca, N. Y. 
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Codling-moth—continued. 
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Mushrooms—continued. 
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